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FOSTER CARE AND ADOPTION ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM

MONDAY, JUNE 24, 1985

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITrEE ON SOCIAL SECURITY
AND INCOME MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 2 p.m., in room SD-

215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. William L. Armstrong
(chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Armstrong and Moynihan.
[The press release announcing the hearing follows:]

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE SCHEDULES HEARING ON FOSTER CARE AND ADOPTION
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Senator Bob Packwood (R-Oregon), Chairman of the Committee on Finance, an-
nounced today the scheduling of a hearing on June 24, 1985 of the Subcommittee on
Social Security and Income Maintenance Programs. The hearing will begin at 2:00
p.m. in room SD-215 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building.

The hearing will review the operation of the Foster Care and Adoption Assistance
program (title IV-B of the Social Security Act) and various proposals dealing with
the program's modification. The hearing will be chaired by Senator Bill Armstrong
(R-Colorado), Chairman of the Social Security and Income Maintenance Programs
Subcommittee.

"The Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-272),
which created the foster care and adoption assistance program, was enacted with
strong bipartisan support. This support continues in Congress," Senator Armstrong
pointed out. "The program has not undergone any significant review since it was
established. It is clearly time to review the comprehensive set of services, proce-
dures and safeguards provided in this legislation. The provisions were intended to
avoid the unnecessary removal of children from their homes, prevent extended stays
in foster care and to ensure that efforts are made to reunify children with their
families or be placed in adoption."

Senator Armstrong said, "The Administration has proposed certain reforms for
the program. The Subcommittee looks forward to receiving testimony from the Ad-
ministration and from others interested in the program-its implementation and
proposals for change."

Senator ARMSTRONG. The subcommittee will come to order.
We are here today to consider the administration's foster care

legislation, which I introduced at the request of the administration
earlier in this month. In 1980, Congress made substantial, signifi-
cant changes in the Federal Foster Care Program, and created the
Federal Adoption Assistance Program. That law, the Adoption As-
sistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980, grew out of a bipartisan
effort to reform the foster care system across the country. Too
many children were spending their childhood lost in the foster care
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system, moving from one temporary home to another or sometimes
to an institution.

The 1980 act addressed the need to find permanent placement,
return to home or adoption for those children already in foster care
and provide troubled families with services designed to reduce the
need for foster care placement. Requirements and incentives were
built into the law to achieve those goals. And it is noteworthy, I
think, that to a very large extent, this legislation has been success-
ful.

By the end of the 1970's, approximately 500,000 children were in
foster care homes. Today, that number is approximately one-half,
roughly 245,000. So the committee, I am sure, and our colleagues in
the Senate are pleased with that progress, but we believe that
more can be done to improve the program, especially to encourage
the placement of more difficult to place children.

The legislation before us today builds on the foundation created
in 1980 to strengthen the foster care and adoption program. The
bill would make amendments to the Foster Care and Adoption As-
sistance Programs under title 4 of Social Security to help the State
reduce the number of children in foster care, to moderate the in-
crease in cost of the Foster Care Program, and to make other pro-
gram improvements. The proposal would create a program of in-
centive payments to reward states that increased the number of
long-term foster children removed from foster care to permanent
homes. States that are unable to make reductions would not be pe-
nalized.

This bill would also eliminate practical difficulties in providing
Medicaid coverage to adoption assistance children, and would make
permanent the temporary provisions of title IV-E, authorizing
maintenance payments for certain children voluntarily placed in
foster care. The legislation would also modify limitations on Feder-
al funding for the title IV-E foster care program, and the formula
for determining a State's allotment when a limitation is in effect.

I should emphasize that the modifications would not eliminate
increases in funding in the program, but would slow the total
growth in cost. The bill wouldcontinue to allow States to provide
child welfare services, which were not needed for foster-care. Fed-
eral funding for adoption assistance payments would remain open
ended.

The needs of each child entering a foster care home or institu-
tion may differ greatly. Some children may be placed in the foster
care home voluntarily for temporary protection of that child until
the former home can adequately provide a healthy home life. In
other cases, after a period of time, it becomes obvious that certain
children can never return to their former home, if they had one.
For these children, adoption remains the only alternative if they
are to come close to having a normal home life during these very
important formative years.

This legislation encourages States to improve their efforts to de-
velop innovative programs for this latter category of children. The
purpose of foster care is to provide an interim solution for a child
until better home care can be provided and can never be and
should not be considered an adequate substitute for a permanent
home.
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After nearly 5 years of experience in operating the programs cre-
ated in 1980, the Department of Health and Human Services has
developed these proposals to fine tune the existing programs while
leaving the basic structure in tact. This legislation is designed to
give States needed flexibility and also a financial incentive to get
children into permanent home situations.

I'm looking forward to the testimony to be presented, and first
would like to recognize Senator Moynihan.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. On 4ust a differ-
ent subject for the moment, our subcommittee doesn t meet that
often. It's been almost 2 years since we last met. In the interval,
we've passed legislation requiring the Social Security Administra-
tion to issue tamper-proof Social Security cards. The Social Securi-
ty Administration claims to have done so, but there are those who
claim that these cards certainly don't meet the purposes of the law.
I wonder if at your convenience-sometime in the next 3 or 4
months-we might have a hearing to review the implementation of
that statute.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Yes; the question is, Senator, has the Social
Security Administration fulfilled the requirements of the law.

Senator MOYNIHAN. And the purpose.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Sure. I' 1 be happy to arrange a brief hear-

ing on that subject.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I would appreciate it.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Did you have an opening statement on this?
Senator MOYNIHAN. A brief statement to say this is an appropri-

ate and important hearing on arl important subject. The Child Wel-
fare and Adoption Services Act of 1980 was, I believe, the only
piece of social legislation adopted during the Carter administration,
and the only piece of social legislation adopted in the last decade.

I think it does appear to have had an impact. If, indeed, we have
cut in half the number of children in foster care while diverting
them to adoption, the legislation would appear to have a powerful
effect. I certainly want to hear from Secretary Hardy about this.

I have introduced a bill, S. 1329, Mr. Chairman, on the same sub-
ject, and some of the witnesses here will address themselves to
that.

I thank you for the opportunity to speak and look forward to our
witnesses, especially Secretary Hardy.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Senator Moynihan.
On that cheerful note, we are pleased to welcome Dorcas R.

Hardy, Assistant Secretary for Human Development Services, De-
partment of Health and Human Services. Secretary Hardy, we are
delighted to have you here and eager to hear your testimony on
this legislation.

STATEMENT OF HON. DORCAS R. HARDY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, WASHINGTON, DC
Secretary HARDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'd first like to tell you that I am accompanied today by Joe Mot-

tola, Deputy Commissioner of the Administration for Children,
Youth, and Families.
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I have some brief remarks to make, and then would certainly en-
tertain any questions.

As you have stated, 5 years ago, the Congress enacted the Adop-
tion Assistance and Child Welfare Act (Public Law 96-272), which
did seek to restructure the Federal role and our participation in
programs for child welfare and foster care and created a new role
in adoption assistance. At this point, 5 years later, we see that
Public Law 96-272 has had a very positive impact on the welfare of
our children. But we should also note that improvements began
before the enactment of Public Law 96-272, when as a part of the
same public concern and policy debate that you both alluded to
hear that engendered and put together the law, states at that time
and before began on their own a series of very innovative programs
and demonstration projects. These programs and demonstrations
were solidified when we put together the Federal law. And at that
point, improvements in the system were accelerated.

We have seen the numbers reduced dramatically from about
500,000 children in foster care in 1977 to approximately 260,000 in
1983. And in addition, the length of time that children stay in
foster care has decreased.

States have made significant process in permanency planning,
the concept that you spoke about briefly: That every child deserves
a permanent home, either with his or her biological parents, or if
that is not possible, then the child should be free for adoption and
have an adoptive family.

We had about 100,000 children in foster care who were free for
adoption in 1977, and today, about 54,000 children are still free for
adoption and not yet adopted. About 18,000 of those children are in
adoptive placement, so we have still got 36,000 who are not yet
placed.

So our conclusions that things are much better, that we've made
significant improvements in conjunction with the States, are very
positive, but we aren't quite there totally yet. Therefore, we have
proposed some modifications in the Foster Care and Adoption As-
sistance Programs, as recently introduced in S. 1266.

Briefly, we would like to create a program of incentive payments
to reward States that reduce the number of children who have
been in federally financed foster care for more than 24 months.
Now I did note that there are trends in terms of the number of
children in foster care and the duration of stay, both of which are
coming down. And there has also been a reduction in the children
who have stayed over 24 months from about 58 percent of the
foster care population to 40 percent of the foster care population.

But it's this group of children who have been in foster care for
more than 2 years for which we especially want to see improve-
ments and see them moving into permanent homes.

And I do want to emphasize here that this is a positive incen-
tive-that States who are unable to make reductions in the
number of this group of children, who are unable to meet a thresh-
old of a 3-percent reduction, would not be penalized.

We do specifically and emphatically reject the notion that this
bonus could lead State and local officials to take actions which are
detrimental to the best interests of the child or could lead to, as
some would say, dumping long-term foster care children out of the
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system to earn this bonus. I believe very strongly that the State
and local officials who are responsible for these programs are pro-
fessionals and they do have the best interests of our children at
heart.

It should also be noted that States can earn this bonus amount
not only by moving children out of foster care after 2 years and
into permanent homes, but also by preventing children who have
entered the system more recently from staying as long as that 2-
year period.

Our second proposal is to include Medicaid eligibility in a new
State of residence for children who are eligible for adoption assist-
ance and who move to another State. This would, we feel, resolve
the uncertainty of continued Medicaid coverage when an adoptive
family moved. And as we all know, we move a great deal in this
country.

And also we want to make permanent to the provisions of title
IV-E which authorize Federal matching of foster care maintenance
made on behalf of certain children who are voluntarily placed, and
we would like to modify the limitations on Federal funding for the
title IV-E Foster Care Program.

This is the most rapidly increasing segment of our program costs,
and a piece of that is claims for administrative costs. In 4 years,
our Federal expenditures for State administrative costs have multi-
plied more than 41/2 times while the Federal expenditures for
maintenance payments to foster care parents have remained rela-
tively steady. And the title IV-E caseload has remained fairly con-
stant, with a slight but steady decline.

So although we certainly agree that these are very important
programs for children that require continued Federal participation,
we also believe that we need to make a better effort to control the
rapid increase-in costs.

Our proposal does that. It reduces the indexing provision for the
conditional foster care ceiling to an annual adjustment of the lower
of 5 percent, or the Consumer Price Index. It makes some other
modifications and also requires the States to submit claims within
1 year of expenditure instead of the current 2 years.

Now these financial management provisions are intended, clear-
ly, to reduce rather than prohibit increases for the Foster Care
Program. And we think with these management improvements
that we can continue to serve children well and continue to keep
up the reduction in those numbers in foster care.

As we look back, the original Public Law 96-272 was carefully
crafted, very much of a bipartisan bill. I look forward to continuing
to have that kind of debate based on our 5 years of experience and
to make needed reforms that serve our children.

I would be happy to respond to any questions that you or your
colleague may have.

Senator ARmsrRONG. Thank you very much.
[The prepared written statement of Secretary Darcas R. Hardy

follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and the Members of this Committee, I appreciate

the opportunity to appear before you today to discuss the

foster care and adoption assistance programs, and the

Administration's proposed amendments to these programs.

Before I discuss the specifics of our proposed changes, I

would like to give a brief summary of our experience over

the past five years in administering these very important

programs for the welfare of children, and of the emerging

trends in the needs for these services.

Five years ago, the Congress enacted the Adoption Assistance

and Child Welfare Act of 1980, which restructured the

Federal role and participation in programs tor child welfare

and foster care, and created a new role in adoption

assistance. As the members of this Committee know, the 1980

Act was the result of a major bipartisan effort, and a

thorough review of the benefits and problems in the existing

system, especially the increasing extent to which children

placed in foster care tended to remain there indefinitely.

It appeared that the public child welfare system had become

a receiving or holding system for children living away from

parents, rather than a system that assisted parents in

carrying out their roles and responsibilities or provided

alternative placement for children who could not return to

their own families.

- 1 -
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In response, the Congress:

o required States to set up systems to keep track of

children in foster care and to actively and

periodically plan actions needed to get them out of

foster care into permanent homes;

" created financial incentives tied to the implementation

of these protections, including eligibility for

additional title IV-B funding and transfer of unused

funds from foster care to child welfare services;

o created conditional limitations on foster care funding;

o created Federal assistance for an important permanent

placement option -- adoption subsidies for special

needs children in foster care who cannot be reunited

with their natural family.

o created a requirement that States strengthen their

child welfare program by establishing or improving

programs to help prevent placement of children in

foster care in the first place.

- 2 -
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f.ve ears lator, these new programs are well underway.

A. t-t two states have implemented the new adoption

isListance program, and all States have met the title IV-E

r requirements for he. revised foster care program.

frwirarzss of preplacement preventive services have been

e tatlihed in most States to assist families in crisis and

screen entry of children into the foster care system.

Mz:t importarnt has been the effect on the welfare of

. We should note at this point that improvements

. arn before the enactment of P.L. 96-272, when as part of

S sane putlic concern and policy debate that engendered

. t--'2, States b.gan on their own a series of

. -vative programs and demonstration projects. These

* = w here soliditiea by the new Federal law, and

.,;ffrveaerrts in the system were accelerated.

* tt,e rid-1970's, there has been a significant decrease

, number of children in foster care, from more than

in 1977 to approximately 270,000 in 1983. In

ad t-.tion, the length of time that children stay in foster

- 3 -
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care has decreased, from a mean length of time in care of 47

months in 1977 to 33 months in 1963; and a median length of

time in care of 31 months in 1977 to 19 months in 1983.

These decreases have occurred despite annual increases in

reporting of child abuse to child protective services

agencies ranging from an increase of 24 percent in 1977 to

an increase of 9 percent in 1982. The relationship between

reports of child abuse and neglect and placement of children

in foster care is of course not necessarily direct, given

the range of alternatives available to child protective

agencies. However, 48 percent of the children in foster

care are from substantiated cases of abuse and neglect; we

might therefore expect some sizeable increase in foster

care, given the increase in reporting of child abuse cases

from 516,000 in 1977 to 929,000 in 1982. That is the period

however, as I have already mentioned, during which the

foster care system showed substantial decline in numbers and

duration of placement of foster care children.

In addition, States have iade significant progress in

permanency planning. The best result, of course, is for a

child to be able to return to his or her biological family.

- 4 -
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But if that is not possible, for whatever reason, placing

the child in an adoptive home should be the permanency plan

of choice.

In 1977, 102,000 children in foster care were free for

adoption but not yet adopted, with 52,000 of these children

not yet in pre-adoptive homes. In 1983, there were 54,000

children in the foster care program free for adoption but

not yet adopted. Of these, 18,000 were in pre-adoptive homes

and 36,000 had not yet been placed.

The conclusion - that States have made significant

improvements in their child welfare, foster care, and

adoption assistance programs over the past five to seven

years - is obvious. It is also clear that these

improvements show real gains for children in terms of

shorter stays in foster care and increased permanency in

their lives.

Legislative Proposals

In this context, I would next like to describe the

Administration's proposals for modifications in-the foster

care and adoption assistance programs. Since I have just

described the programs established by the 1980 Act as

- 5-
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successful, I will not be describing any proposals for

massive change or significant restructuring of these

programs.

What we are proposing, outlined in the recently introduced

S.1266, is a series of modifications intended to fine tune

the program and address specific problem areas, while

retaining the basic structure.

i. Create a program of incentive payments to reward States

that reduce the number of children who have been in

Federally financed foster care for more than 24 months.

Earlier I noted the trends in reduction of numbers of

children in foster care and duration of stay in' foster

care. In another category - children who have been in

foster care over 24 months - there have been reductions,

but only from 58 percent in 1977 to 40 percent in 1983. It

is this group of children who have been in foster care more

than two years for which we want to see improvements and

permanent homes.

Therefore, States that in any of fiscal years 1988, 1989, or

1990 reduce by at least 3 percent below the prior year's

- 6 -
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total the number of children in Federally financed foster

care more than 24 months will receive payments of $3000 per

child for these reductions.

States could use this bonus payment money for any purpose

under title IV-E (foster care and adoption assistance),

title IV-B (child welfare services), or title XX (the Social

Services Block Grant). We believe that States can use this

flexible services money to strengthen their child welfare

programs under any of these specific funding authorities.

I want to emphasize here that we regard this as a positive

incentive. States that are unable to make reductions in

numbers of this group of children, or unable to make the

threshold three percent reduction, would not be penalized.

We also emphatically reject the notion that this bonus could

lead State and local officials to take actions oeteimental

to the best interests of the child - to "dump* long term

foster care children out of the system to earn this bonus.

We believe strongly that the State and local officials

responsible for these programs are professionals with the

best interests of children at heart.

This proposal, rather, is a recognition that children who

- 7 -
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have been in foster care for more than 24 months are among

the most difficult to help. After this length of time in

the foster care system, reunification is a less feasible

goal, and for older children adoption is also more

difficult.

In this context, it should also be noted that States can

earn this bonus amount not only by moving children out of

foster care after two years and into permanent homes, but

also by preventing children who have entered the system more

recently from staying as long as 24 months, by more quickly

planning and carrying out permanency planning activities.

Since this approach also reduces the number of children

counted as being in foster care for more than 24 months, it

also assists States in reaching their threshold level for

bonus eligibility.

Finally, I would point out that the ultimate financial

incentive for the States already exists in the program. The

average annual cost -- in Federal, State and local dollars

-- of maintaining a child in the foster care system is about

$5000 a year. To the extent that States can move children

who must be placed in foster care more quickly through the

system and into permanent placement, the more they can save

- 8 -
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literally millions of dollars in foster care costs which can

then be applied %o other priority services needs for

children.

2. Improve Medicaid Eligibility of Children Eligible for

Adoption Assistance Payments

The second proposal addresses a problem in implementing what

we believe is the intent of the original legislation. Since

many "special needs" children need the support of extensive

medical services, children who are adopted under the title

IV-E Adoption Assistance program are thereby deemed eligible

for medical assistance in the form of Medicaid.

The difficulty lies in instances where the adoptive parents

move to another state. The adoption subsidy payments

continue, as does tho child's Medicaid eligibility -- but

the eligibility is guaranteed only for tne original state of

residence. In these cases, adoptive parents may not be able

to find medical providers willing to accept an out-of-state

Medicaid card. The uncertainty of continued Medicaid

coverage if the family were to move may prohibit or

discourage some families from adopting special needs

children. It certainly causes difficulties for those

- 9 -
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families led to expect continued medical support.

We are therefore proposing that children for whom a title

IV-E adoption assistance agreement is in effect be eligible

for Medicaid in the State where they reside. We believe

that this assurance of Medicaid eligibility will further

enhance the effectiveness of this program by making sure

that medical services continue to be available for those

IV-E children who need them.

A related proposal will eliminate the requirement that an

adoption assistance payment must be made in order to assure

a child's Medicaid eligibility. Some children need only

Medicaid coverage; their adoptive parents do not need

payments for routine subsistence maintenance of the child.

However, the child's handicap may be so substantial that

without medical coverage, the potential adoptive parents

cannot afford to adopt the child.

This has forced some States to make token monthly payments

of as little as $1.O0 to adoptive parents in order to

maintain Medicaid eligibility for the child. Thus our

proposal would deem children found eligible for adoption

assistance (permanently placed pursuant to a final or

interlocutory adoption decree), and with an adoption

- 10 -
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agreement in effect, to be Medicaid eligible regardless of

whether or not an adoption assistance payment is made.

3. Make permanent the provisions of title IV-E which

authorize Federal matching of foster care maintenance

payments made on behalf of certain children voluntarily

placed in foster care.

During the debate that led up to P.L. 96-272, one issue

raised was whether or not to include in the Federal program

children placed voluntarily in foster care. Witnesses

stated that in the case of a voluntary request of a parent

for the child's placement, unnecessary court proceedings

place additional stress on the family and could result in a

traumatic experience for the child. Further, witnesses

believed that these proceedings wasted the time of the court

and the caseworker, and resulted in increased costs to the

community.

Consequently, when Congress enacted the Adoption Assistance

and Child Welfare Act of 1980, authority was included to

allow Federal payments for certain children placed

voluntarily in foster care, with certain conditions and

protections -- and for a three-year period only. That

- 11 -
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temporary authority has now twice been extended on an annual

basis.

In our most recent report to the Congress on our experience

with this authority, we reported the results of a study of

Statr use of voluntary foster care. That study found that:

o Children in foster care under voluntary placement

agreements were younger and more likely than children

in court-ordered placement to have been placed because

of family conflict or family conditions such as

temporary parental absence, financial hardship,

illness, disability or substance abuse of a parent or

child.

" Both voluntary and court-ordered placements received

similar types and amounts of case planning and social

services attention from the agencies involved,

including preplacement preventive services. The

services were goal-oriented as envisioned by the

statute, and reflected concern for the achievement of

permanency for the child.

- 12 -
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o The study found virtually no differences in service

delivery to foster care children which might be

uniquely associated with whether or not the child was

in care under a voluntary placement agreement or a

court order.

Consequently, the study concluded that the use of the court

system is not required to control and assure that services

are delivered to those in voluntary placement when the State

has implemented the important safeguards. Further, the use

of voluntary foster care allows some States to provide

temporary foster care and reduce the use of unnecessary and

costly court procedures when a voluntary agreement would

suffice.

Since 1981, State participation in the voluntary placement

provision has increased steadily. In Fiscal Year 1984, 15

States claimed over $2.5 million in Federal matching funds

for an average monthly number of over 1000 children

voluntarily placed in foster care. Some States do not

permit voluntary placements, but we believe this option is

useful to the States that wish to use it and beneficial to

children and families.

- 13 -
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4. Modify the limitations on Federal funding for the title

IV-E Foster Care program.

Costs for the title IV-E Foster Care program are rapidly

increasing. The most rapidly increasing segment of program

costs are the claims for administrative costs. In four

years, Federal expenditures for State administrative costs

have multiplied more tha, 4 1/2 times - from $32 million in

FY 1981 to $147 million in FY 1984, from 10.5 percent of

Federal payments to States in FY 1981 to one-third of

Federal payments to States in FY 1984. Meanwhile, Federal

expenditures for maintenance payments to foster care parents

have remained relatively steady - $272 million in FY 1981 to

$298 million in FY 1984, and the title IV-E foster care

caseload has remained fairly constant but with a steady

decline, from 106,000 in FY 1981 to 100,000 in FY 1984.

Although we agree that these are important programs for

children that require continued Federal participation, we

also believe that there must be some effort made to reduce

the rapid increase in costs, particularly when the most

rapidly increasing costs are not those involving direct

payments for foster care maintenance. In addition, the

- 14 -
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provisions in the current law for distribution of funding

and indexing of costs were created in response to 1978

conditions. Finally, since States have two years in which

to submit claims, we are forced over long periods of time to

continually revise and re-estimate program costs and needs.

In the interests of better financial management of this

program, in addition to control of costs, we have made a

number of proposals

o Make the conditional limitations on foster care funding

effective for any fiscal year in which at least $200

million is appropriated under title IV-B of the Act.

Under current law, the "trigger" amount is $266 million.

Current - and proposed Fiscal Year 1986 - funding for

title IV-B is $200 million. We are also proposing to delete

the provision that the conditional limitation applies only

if the triggering amount for title IV-B is included in an

advance appropriation, an extremely unlikely possibility.

Thus the conditional limit on foster care funding would be

triggered. We are not, however, proposing a permanent

freeze on funding for this program.

- 15 -
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0 Modify the indexing' provision to allow funding for

the foster care program to be adjusted annually by the

lower of five percent or the Consumer Price Index.

The law we now operate under reflected economic conditions

and the varied state of foster care in 1978 by allowing

funding to be adjusted by the lesser ot 10 percent or the

Consumer Price Index. Given the significant decrease in the

rate of inflation since 1978, we think it is appropriate to

update the indexing factor to reflect present conditions.

State foster care programs have matured considerably since

1978. Program cost increases at the State level are now the

result of inflation and increases in claims tor administra-

tive costs, rather than large increases in the number of

children being served by State foster care systems. Given

that the rate of inflation has decreased dramatically and

that State cost increases are now closely related to

inflation, it is appropriate to adjust State allotments by

the lesser of the Consumer Price Index or 5 percent.

o Make other modifications to the allocation formula.

Currently, the base year for purposes of calculating States'

- 16 -
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allotments, with certain variations, is essentially Fiscal

Year 1978. We are proposing that each State's share of

funding be proportional to its share of foster care funds

for Fiscil Year 1984 (including any funds transferred to

title IV-B). States would also retain the authority to

transfer unused foster care funds to the title IV-B program.

We are also proposing a one-year freeze on costs for the

foster care program, given the current emphasis on budget

control and reducing the deficit. We are therefore asking

that Fiscal Year 1986 funding be held at the level ot

estimated costs for Fiscal Year 1985, $485,423,000.

o Require States to make claims for Federal financial

participation for the Foster Care and Adoption

Assistance programs within one year aftet the

expenditure.

Currently, States are allowed two years to make these claims

for these programs. The vast majority of claims (over 90

percent) are now received within one year - showing

significant improvement in State financial management

systems - however, a certain small percentage continue to

trickle in up to the end of the two year period, extending

- 17 -
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the time period for which we request supplemental amount for

prior year claims from the Congress, and making short-term

financial planning extremely difficult.

The financial management provisions I have just described

are intended to reduce cost increases for this program,

rather than prohibit increases. We believe States are

making significant progress in providing preventive services

and improving the permanent placement of children, and will

be able to control costs for this program without reducing

services to those children in need of temporary foster care.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks. I would

like to thank you again for the opportunity to share

information about our foster care proposals. The title IV-E

programs were created based on thorough debate of a

bipartisan nature. I would like to invite you and your

colleagues to begin again that sort of debate as part of our

review of the last five years of experience with these

programs and our discussions of proposed changes.

I will be happy to respond to any questions you may have.

- 18 -
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Senator ARMSTRONG. Senator Moynihan, questions?
Senator MOYNIHAN. First of all, would it be your view that we

have here social legislation that has quite an extraordinary impact
on behavior and experience?

Secretary HARDY. I think there are a lot of reason that have con-
tributed to the significant and positive decline of the number of
children in foster care, of which Public Law 96-272 is certainly a
strong part.

Senator MOYNIHAN. You go back to 1977, when the foster care
pulation was 500,000. I gather those data may not be precise.

Five hundred thousand. Maybe only once in a million times does it
comes out 500,000.

But it was more than 270,000-its level today. If I recall, in 1981,
the administration wanted to fold the Foster Care and Adoption
Programs into a block grant. And that was passed by the Senate,
but failed in the conference.

Secretary HARDY. We had discussions of incorporating parts of
this into the block grant.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, we didn't have discussions. We passed
the bill here. And you no longer would want to do that? The pro-
gram is standing on its own and is working.

Secretary HARDY. I think our opportunity today is to look at the
program as it is currently structured and try and make the best
proposals for what we currently have.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Don't be afraid to say you have changed
your mind. That is certainly an acceptable mark of a mature pro-
fessional.

I mean the administration so changes it mind on this.
Secretary HARDY. Correct.
Senator MOYNIHAN. OK, fine. They were very new in 1981.
Let me ask you this though: Is there a problem that warrants

capping an entitlement under the Social Security Act? It means a
lot to a lot of people. If you start saying that the amount of money
available under title IV-E is going to be a fixed, save for annual
inflation adjustments, are you not capping an entitlement? Mr.
Mottola, do you have any thoughts on that? Are we capping an en-
titlement program?

Secretary HARDY. No. We are proposing to limit the rate of
growth, but it's still going to go up.

Senator MOYNIHAN. We will argue when it comes to that.
What is the proposal?
Secretary HARDY. The proposal is to have a 5-percent increase or

the Consumer Price Index, whichever is less.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes. We will be adjusting for inflation. It

runs about three or four or something like that. A cap may be a
good thing; it may be a bad thing. it could be something of no con-
sequence or another. But our proposal would place a cap on the
entitlement-on a title of the Social Security Act-would it not?

Secretary HARDY. In my estimation, a cap is a ceiling, it's a flat
figure. Under our proposal, funding still continues to rise. It does
slow the rate of growth, clearly.

Senator MOYNIHAN. That's not so. An entitlement program says
that all persons meeting certain criterions of eligibility are entitled
to the provision. It meets the demand of whatever it happens to be.
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A provision that says the amount of money is x, that it will go up
by an inflation adjustment or a 5-percent adjustment is no longer
an entitlement.'

You are going to say that, with this 5 percent, the program is not
capped. Yet, that changes the nature of the program. We are not
supposed to do that.

Mr. Mottola, would you comment?
Mr. Mor'roLA. Because of the experience we have had, I would

agree that there would have to be some sort of a change in the
basic entitlement nature of the program. We were not construing it
that way. We were basing our proposal on the experience that
we've had, which shows that the true entitlement portion of this
program has not had wide fluctuations in the 4 years in which we
have been operating it.

If we look at the statistics for 1981 through 1984, we can see that
the maintenance payments, which are the true entitlement part of
this program, have ranged from $260 million up to perhaps $295
million. In 1981, they .started out at $272 million.

So what we are seeing is not a growth in the entitlement portion
for maintenance costs of this program, at least not a dramatic
growth in that portion of the program, but a dramatic growth in
the administrative cost part of the program, which also is a part of
the entitlement because if the States pay for legitimate expendi-
tures, then we are required to make payments for those expendi-
tures.

But what we have been paying for on a rapidly rising basis has
been administrative costs as opposed to the maintenance costs,
which have remained relatively stable.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Perhaps you could give us some breakdown
of those two numbers. Why do you think that's so?

Mr. Chairman, I don't want to use up all our time.
How do you interpret this?
Mr. Mo'rOLA. Well, it's a phenomenon that to some extent, I be-

lieve, was envisioned in the original bill. I think we all had the ex-
pectation that'there would be increases in the administrative com-
ponent of this program, because there were certain things that
were payable under Public Law 96-272 that were not payable
under the former AFDC Foster Care Program.

However, what we have had are 4 years' worth of experience
now under the program and we do not see these administrative
costs tending to level off. As Secretary Hardy said, they have gone
up by four times. The amount that--

Senator MOYNIHAN. Why?
Mr. Mo rOLA. To be frank, we are not entirely sure why.
Senator MOYNIHAN. You intended them to go up somewhat. You

intended there to be more such activity.
Mr. MorrOLA. There was an expectation that there would be

more activity in the administrative area. The bill requires the de-
termination and redetermination of eligibility, for instance, that's
eligible for administrative participation. The law requires fair
hearings and appeals. It requwes rate setting.

And then there are other pieces that are inherent components of
this. But the fact is what we have are some States which are reach-
ing the point where they have more expenditures in the adminis-
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tratiye cost area than they have for maintenance payments for the
program. And in some States, as Secretary Hardy says, the number
of children in foster care has come down dramatically, but the ad-
ministrative costs have gone up. And so we see something of an im-
balance here.

Senator MOYNIHAN. When we passed this legislation in 1979 we
said that the adoption assistance program will be successful to the
extent that its costs increase. Our object is to get children out of
foster care and into adoptive homes.

Now what extent of your administrative costs represents an in-
creased effort to find adoption opportunities? Would they come
under that?

Mr. MorroLA. There are also administrative costs that are part
of the Adoption Assistance Program. And those are a separate
piece from the administrative costs that we are talking about.

Senator MOYNIHAN. They are separate?
Mr. Mo'rOLA. They are separate.
Senator MOYNIHAN. So you could help us out on this? Just give

us the numbers. We are not seeing here just the extra effort to
place hard to place children?

Secretary HARDY. No; in terms of the Adoption Assistance Pro-
gram, Senator, that is a different amount of money and that has
risen from about $4 million to $45 million.

Senator MOYNIHAN. And that's what you want?
Secretary HARDY. We have been promoting adoptions very vigor-

ously.
Senator MOYNIHAN. We will get those numbers sorted out.
We are familiar with this. Under title XX, a State which shall be

nameless, had been expanding social services at an extraordinary
rate. No one could find out quite why until we found out one State
was submitting bills for the highway maintenance on the grounds
that, well, how are you going to get to a hospital if the roads aren't
in good shape. It was an ingenuous thought at best.

In our little blue book that our very able staff puts together on
these things, there is a chart of the population, age zero to 18, on
page 4. And you can see that the size of this population is declin-
ing. Today there are nearly 9 million fewer children from a peak in
1969. Could you give us projections to the end of the century? This
population is going to go up again, isn't it?

One of the reasons that we may have this decline in the foster
care population is that the total population of children has de-
clined. What do you know about the next 10 years? Is the foster
care population going to go up from what it is now?

Secretary HARDY. I don't have that off the top of my head, Sena-
tor. We've consistently heard discussions of more children, a new
baby boom, et cetera. I'm not convinced that anyone is going to see
71, 75, 74 million children zero to 18 years of age in the near
future.

Senator MOYNIHAN. You don't see it in these numbers. Would
you ask the Bureau of--

Secretary HARDY. We certainly could try and do some projections
on that.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes. Will you? You do your best and some-
times it is very good. These are the best numbers I think we turn
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out in this Government. We will know a lot more about this legisla-
tion in that way.

[The information from Secretary Hardy follows:]
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POPULATION

1. Number of Children by Age and Race. ThO total number of
children has fallen since the early 1970s but is
projected to rise somewhat during the 1980s through the
year 2000. The number of preschool children has already
begun to increase, and is projected to increase further
by the end of this decade. The number of teenagers will
continue to decline through 1990, with a projected increase
by the year 2000. The number of black children has remained
stable through the 1970s, but will rise slightly in the
1980s, with an increase projected by the year 2000.

Number in Millions

1960 1970 1980 1982 1990 2000

Total Aged 0-17 64.2 69.6 63.7 62.7 64.3 67.4
(million)

Age
0 - 5 24.3 21.0 19.6 20.6 23.0 21.3
6 - 11 21.7 24.6 20.7 19.0 21.8 22.9

12 - 17 18.2 24.1 23.3 22.3 19.5 23.2

Race
White 55.5 59.1 52.5 51.4 52.0 53.5
Non-white 8.7 10.6 11.1 11.3 12.4 13.9

Black N/A 9.5 9.4 9.5 10.3 11.4

Notes "Non-white" refers to all races other than white, and includes
Blacks, Indians, Japanese, Chinese, and any other race except
White. Blacks comprise the great majority of non-whites.
People of Spanish origin can be of any race.

Source; U.S. Bureau of the Census. "Projections of the Population of
the United Statest 1982 to 2050," Current Population Reports,
Series P25, No. 922, Table 2 (middle series projections),
"Preliminary Estimates of the Population of the United States
by Age, Sex and Race, 1970 to 1981." Current Population
Reports, Series P25, No. 917, Table 1, 1970 Census volume.
'Charaiteristics of the Population, U.S. Summary, "Table 52,
1960 Census volume. "Characteristics of the Population,
U.S. Summary," Table 155, "Projections of the Population of
the United States, by Age, Sex, and Race, 1983 - 2080,"
Current Population Reports, Series P25. No. 9SA L-

51-769 0 - 86 - 2
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Senator Moynihan.
Could we just pin down one thing, Secretary Hardy? There is, I

think, a sense of satisfaction that the number of young people in
foster care has declined. Have we bottomed out or nave we gone as
far as we can under the existing legislation?

Secretary HARDY. I don't think so. I think we can continue that
downward trend. There has been some discussion that perhaps it
has leveled off, but we have one problem, one large State that has
a significant problem, and if we take that number out, we've only
had about a 600-child increase nationwide. So we may be leveling a
little bit but I still think we can keep the numbers of children in
foster care going down significantly.

Our adoption numbers keep going up. We've got room for expan-
sion there. And with a real cooperative effort, I think we can keep
these foster care numbers going down.

Senator ARMSTRONG. What about older children? Does the De-
partment have or do the States have programs that are aimed spe-
cifically at encouraging the adoption of older children?

Seretary HARDY. We've been concerned about that, and we
have--

Senator ARMSTRONG. I take it that's where the problem is?
Secretary HARDY. Depending on how old is older, but, yes, most

of our children would be over 10 years of age, so the older children,
in terms of the 16-, 17-year-old going out of foster care, may not get
into the adoption cycle. Those children we have been concerned
about, and have tried to address many of our research and demon-
stration dollars to that. And I think we are getting to be fairly suc-
cessful.

We have done some independent living programs, and some dem-
onstrations with a couple of the States. Clearly emancipation is a
permanency placement option. And at the age of emancipation,
how can we work with these kids? How can we get them well
trained, make sure they finish school, make sure .they have got
some skills for job opportunities? And it's more than just the foster
care system that then works with that child. I think we are seeing
some successes in that area, significant ones.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you. Thanks also for--
Senator MOYNIHAN. Could I ask one more question?
Senator ARMSTRONG. Sure, go right ahead.
Senator MOYNIHAN. The chairman has questioned about the

older children intolerance. Foster care population is going down.
Good. That was our objective.

Now I don't know that adoptions are going up. And I have a
thought, if the chairman will bear with me, his anecdotal, gray-
haired colleague here. I came to Washington with President Ken-
nedy in 1961. The first assignment I had was working with Jones
over in what was then HEW and Dr. Felix, of the Veterans' Ad-
ministration, on a great study that Congress had commissioned in
the 1950's on the care of the mentally ill.

This study was commissioned at the advent of the use of tran-
quilizers to treat mental illness. The problem of mental illness
seemed out of control in 1950 and suddenly it seemed that it could
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be controlled. And the proposal was made to take people out of
those mental institutions and bring them into community care.

So we put together all these proposals and President Kennedy
was very supportive of them. And in 1962, the Community Mental
Health Services Act was developed with the idea of providing com-
munity treatment facilities for persons in mental hospitals.

And it's not many Americans who know, I think, that today the
population of our mental hospitals has been cut by approximately
three-quarters since 1950. There are about 25 percent as many
people in mental institutions today as there were 30 years ago, 40
years ago.

And yet suddenly we look at what we have. We have a problem
called the homeless. And to an extraordinary degree the homeless
turn out to be persons who would have been in mental institutions.
And somewhere between releasing them from the mental institu-
tions, we did not arrange the community care that has been recog-
nized as an essential therapy.

And the next thing you know, there is not a major city in this
country that doesn't have a problem with homeless persons. There
is a shelter four blocks from where we are sitting.

So we forgot what we had intended to do, when we made the
change. We didn't follow through on it. So what I would like to be
sure of is that if foster care goes down, we should determine that
adoption is going up.

If you don't agree with me, say so.
Secretary HARDY. The Community Mental Health Program is

under the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and M'ntal Health Administra-
tion, not HDS, although that still is part of the Department of
Health and Human Services. I understand and we definitely are
concerned that that certainly doesn't happen.

But it seems to me that we also need to be aware of the differ-
ences of the kind of population we are dealing with and that
the--

Senator MOYNIHAN. I just used it as an analogy. I mean that if
you move people out of here, you are supposed to receive them over
there. If you do the one and forget the other, the next thing you
know, you have a problem you can't explain.

Secretary HARDY. I'm more concerned that as young adults do
leave foster care that they do have--

Senator MOYNIHAN. That is a big problem, those who are 18. 1
guess it's at 18 you age out. Those people in foster care who are 18
are declared no longer eligible for assistance.

Some 18-year-olds in New York City will find an apartment.
They have been living in foster care and maybe graduated from
high school, but probably are still in school. And then what?

But you know more about that.
Thank you.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Secretary Hardy.
Thank you for developing this proposal. I congratulate you on it,

and we will see if we can do some good with it.
Secretary HARDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman:
Senator ARMSTRONG. We are now pleased to welcome Mr. Mark

Hardin, director of the foster care project, National Legal Resource
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Center for Child Advocacy and Protection, American Bar Associa-
tion.

And Mr. Hardin, I believe from reviewing the summary of his
testimony, may not be as enthusiastic about this legislation as the
administration is, but we are nonetheless eager to hear his observa-
tions and knowing of his concern and expertise in this matter, we
are glad that you have come to be with us today.

Mr. Hardin.

STATEMENT OF MARK HARDIN, DIRECTOR, FOSTER CARE
PROJECT, NATIONAL LEGAL RESOURCE CENTER FOR CHILD
ADVOCACY AND PROTECTION, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION,
WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. HARDIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am director of the American Bar Association foster care

project, and I appreciate the opportunity to testify at this oversight
hearing on the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act.

The American Bar Association strongly supports the Adoption
Assistance and Child Welfare Act, and is committed to its effective
implementation. Attached to my written testimony are copies of
resolutions of our house of delegates in support of the act. flowev-
er, since the house of delegates had taken no position specifically
on oversight, the views I am presenting today are my own views.

I have worked full time on children's law issues for 10 years, and
since August 1980 1 have been the director of the ABA foster care
project. In this capacity I have worked with bar groups, judges, leg-
islatures, advocacy groups throughout the United States on imple-
mentation of the Federal act. Our project has also participated in
studies on the implementation of the act. It has conducted educa-
tional programs and has written on the act in numerous mono-
graphs, articles, and books.

In the course of directing this project for the last 5 years, I have
observed substantial improvements in State foster care programs.
This has included improvements in planning for foster children
and has resulted in reductions in the number of foster children in-
appropriately placed or placed for prolonged periods of time. It is
clear to me that the act has been, in part, instrumental to these
improvements. And I believe that we can be justifiably proud of
our progress in addressing what is a very critical social problem.
And we can be proud, I think, of the positive effect of national
policy and leadership in this particular area.

With due regard to this progress, however, the Adoption Assist-
ance and Child Welfare Act has not been fully and consistently im-
plemented. I would like to address briefly just one of a number of
areas in which this is the case, that is, the availability of services
to preserve families.

As you know, one of the principal purposes of the act was to
assure stronger services to keep families together and to reunite
separated families. Yet judges who review agency efforts to prevent
placement and reunite families are finding the following:

First, beyond case planning and some counseling for case work-
ers, there are few other services consistently provided by many
State agencies. Services are generally unevenly distributed within
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many States, and a particular type of service may run out in mid-
year because of inadequate budgeting. Further, no clear agency
policy generally exists defining what services are available and
under what conditions.

To remedy these problems, the Federal Government needs to in-
crease targeted funds for these services. These funds have never
reached the levels originally contemplated by the Adoption Assist-
ance and Child Welfare Act, and this has been contributed to by
reductions in funding under title XX.

In addition, the Federal Government should require States to es-
tablish explicit and public descriptions of what services to preserve
families shall be made available. That is, each State should be re-
quired to establish explicit descriptions of services, descriptions
that are publicized. These descriptions should have the effect of
law and they should cover what services are to be available on a
statewide basis. If this is done, it will help assure that coherent
programs will be developed by States and that State agencies will
become more accountable to the citizens of their States concerning
what services are available to preserve families.

I have also several very brief comments regarding the amend-
ments to the act proposed by the administration. First, overall ad-
ministration support of the act is implicit in this set of proposed
amendments, and we would like to express our gratification for
this support.

Second, I am convinced that the proposed changes in Medicaid
eligibility for children receiving adoption assistance will, first, re-
lease States of needless administrative burdens; and, second, pro-
vide more reliable means of assuring medical services.

Finally, with regard to the other complex provisions relating to
bonuses, placing limits on allotments-since my time is limited, I
would just like to say that I would urge great caution with regard
to these. There is a potential for negative effects on foster care
practice. The overall effect may be a limitation on services, on
funding available for services, and the amendments may inadvert-
ently create incentives for practices that we don't want to encour-
age. For example, consider the proposed bonus program in relation
to older adolescents. If the bonus program were established, States
could financially benefit where children are allowed to be summar-
ily emancipated without careful services for independent living. I
don't suggest for a second that the States would do this malicious-
ly, but rather the incentives created by a bonus program may, in
effect, reward that type of practice rather than what we want,
which is improvement in services.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Mr. Hardin, I appreciate your statement.
And I apologize that we are constrained to have to try to keep to
the time. You understand the problem. I wish it were otherwise.

[The prepared written statement of Mr. Hardin follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I am Mark

Hardin, director of the American Bar Association'- Foster Care

Project. This project is one of the activities of the ABA

National Legal Resource Center for Child Advocacy and

Protection. I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you

today at this oversight hearing concerning the Adoption

Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980. Public Law 96-272.

The American Bat Association strongly supports Public Law

96-272 and is committed to its effective implementation.

Copies of two resolutions of the ABA House of Delegates are

attached as Appendix "A" to this statement. However, because

the ABA House of Delegates has not taken a position on

oversight of the Act, the views that I am presenting today are

my own.

I have worked full time on children's law issues for 10

years, and since August 1980 I have served as Director of the

American Bar Association's Foster Care Project. In this

capacity I have worked with bar groups, judges, state

legislatures, and advocacy groups throughout the United States

on implementation of the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare

Act. The Foster Care Project has participated in studies on

the implementation of the Act, has conducted educational

programs on the Act in all parts of the United States, and has

written on the Act in numerous monographs, articles, and books.
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In the course of directing the ABA Foster Care Project for

the last 5 years, I have observed significant improvements in

state foster care systems. Planning for abused and neglected

children in foster care has improved, and the numbers of

children inappropriately placed in foster care or left in care

for prolonged periods have been substar tially reduced. I am

convinced that the Act has had a major influence in bringing

about these improvements. The Act has been useful not only in

requiring specific program improvements by state child welfare

agencies, but has also been helpful to state advocacy groups.

bar organizations, judges, and others seeking improvements and

changes in their child welfare systems.

But while the results of the Adoption Assistance and Child

Welfare Act of 1980 have been impressive, the Act still has not

been fully and consistently implemented throughout the United

States. Today I would like to address two areas of particular

concern: the Act's provisions regarding services to preserve

families, and its provisions establishing procedural

protections for children and families.

Services to Preserve Families

The Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act includes a

number of interrelated provisions to provide services to help
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avoid the unnecessary separation of children and families.,

AMong these provisions are:

Mandatory state-wide preventive and reunification

service programs;

Additional federal funding for preventive and

reunification services:

Mandatory preventive and reunification services for

each child eligible under Title IV-E of the Social

Security Act; and

Judicial screening of agency efforts to prevent

placement and reunify the family, for each child

eligible under Title IV-E who is in foster care

pursuant to court order.

In spite of the above requirements, actual services

designed to preserve families have not yet been made widely and

consistently available. When judges review child welfare

agency efforts to prevent placement and reunify families, as is

required by the Act, they are frequently faced with the

following difficulties:
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Very few services are actually provided to keep

families together other than case planning and

counseling assistance by social workers.

* Services arb %*ry'unevenly distributed within states.

Where a specific type of service is provided, it is

often available sporadically and unpredictably. This

sometimes occurs because state or local budget

allocations for a particular type of service are

allowed to run out in the middle of a fiscal year.

No clear agency policy exists defining what services

are available and under what conditions.

I believe that Congress has an important role in addressing

these problems. It is critical that Congress continue and

increase the targeting of funds to support services to preserve

families. Such services can include, for example, emergency

shelter, day care for special needs children. homemaker

services, temporary housekeeper services, and parent training.

These types of "hard" services have proven to be particularly

effective in keeping families together and limiting children's

stay in foster care.
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In addition to sufficient levels of funding targeted for

preventive and reunification services. additional federal

leadership is needed to ensure that states establish coherent

service programs. While states should retain discretion to

develop programs adapted to their local needs, they should be

required to establish explicit descriptions of their services

and to specify those that are to be provided on a state-wide

basis. State-wide services should include more than case

planning and undefined "counseling" provided by the same

caseworkers responsible for case planning. Such state-wide

service programs should be set forth either by state statute or

by regulations having the force of law.

Pcoedural Protections to Children

and Families

One of the key areas addressed by the Adoption Assistance

and Child Welfare Act of 1980 is that of procedural protections

for children and families. The Act contains a number of

procedural protections, all designed to improve the fairness.

accuracy, and thoroughness of decision-making in child welfare

cases. Among them are:

Judicial screening of preventive and reunification

services (the "Judicial determination of reasonable

effortso:
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Review of cases at 6-month intervals by a court or

administrative body;

Decision-making ("dispositional") hearings to take

place within 18 months after placement cf a child in

foster care;

Administrative "fair hearings" for disputes concerning

benefits provided by the Act: and

Undefined "procedural protections" for disputes

concerning placement and visitation of foster children.

There has been significant federal enforcement and

implementation of the 6-month review and 18-month hearing

requirements. Nevertheless, further clarification and better

enforcement of these requirements is still needed. With regard

to the other procedural protections listed above.

implementation has been very limited and extremely uneven.

In my opinion, a stronger federal commitment to enforcing

and clarifying these provisions of the Act is needed. State

agencies have been slow to implement them partly because many

questions of interpretation have not been clarified by the

federal government and partly because enforcement of some of

these provisions has been weak. In addition. to the extent
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that the Act requires judicial actions but provides no funding

for courts. implementation has been difficult.

Amendments to the

Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act

Proposed by the Administration

Concerning the proposed amendments, I would first like to

commend the Administration for the support of P.L. 96-272 which

is implicit in its bill. The proposed amendments would leave

the major provisions of the law intact. Administration support

of P.L. 96-272 is vital to the hundreds of thousands of foster

children throughout the United States.

Also especially commendable is Section 4 of the draft

bill. This amendment relates to the payment of Medicaid

benefits on behalf of certain children receiving adoption

assistance. The amendment would allow Medicaid payments to be

made by the state in which children receiving adoption

assistance reside, while present law requires that payments

must be made by the state in which an adoption assistance

agreement was entered into. The amendment should eliminate the

formidable administrative difficulties involved in making

interstate Medicaid payments, and thereby should facilitate the

adoption of children with special needs.
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The need for such an amendment was demonstrated in a recent

conference on adoption assistance here in Washington. Members

of state agencies and adoption advocates from all over the

United States described the severe problems in the interstate

payment of adoption assistance and urged that Medicaid payments

for children receiving adoption assistance be made by the state

in which the child resides.

Concerning other parts of the administration bill--to

establish bonuses for states reducing the numbers of children

in long-term foster care, to limit the amount of federal

funding under Title IV-E, and to revise the state allotment

formula for Title IV-E--I have several concerns about their

possible impact. I believe that it is essential not only to

carefully analyze them but also to collect data as to their

likely impact.

First. I am concerned that the tighter limits on federal

matching funds for foster care may negatively affect the amount

of federal funds targeted for foster care services. This is

because Public Law 96-272 allows states to transfer unused

portions of its allotment for federal foster care matching

funds and apply them to services to families. If foster care

funds are limited, then less "unused" foster care funds may be

available for transfer to services to families. Current

language allowing such transfers appears in 42 U.S.C. S674(c).
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As explained earlier, there is a need to increase funds

especially targeted for services to keep families together.

Second. I am concerned that limiting the amount of foster

care funds could indirectly reduce money available for services

to natural families. Limiting federal funds for foster care

may cause states to make up the shortfall in federal foster

care matching funds funds with state monies that otherwise

would have been available to pay for services. While limiting

federal matching funds for foster care may be desirable

eventually, it is premature at this time simply because

comprehensive alternative services programs to prevent

placement are not yet in place in most states.

Third, I am concerned that limiting the amount of federal

foster care matching funds may cause states to reduce the level

of payments to foster parents and cancel programs to provide

foster care training. This may adversely affect the quality of

care available to abused and neglected children. Many states

throughout the country are experiencing difficulties in

recruiting, screening, and training foster parents.

Fourth, I am concerned about the exact nature of the

incentives that would be created by the proposed bonuses to

states that successfully reduce the numbers of children in

long-term foster care. Under the Administration proposal each
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state that reduced by 3% or more in a given year the number of

foster children who had been in care for 24 months or moce

would receive a bonus. The bonus would amount to $3.000 for

each child removed from long-term foster care during the year.

I certainly applaud the goal of reducing the number of

children remaining in foster care for more than 24 months, but

I fear that a bonus program which merely rewards annual

reductions in the number of children in long-term foster care

might not actually reward good practice. For example, a state

with substantial year-by-year fluctuations in the number of

children in long-term foster care would benefit under the

Administration's formula more than: (1) a state with a steady

decline of such children: or (2) a state that already had

greatly reduced the number of children in long-term foster care

prior to the enactment of the amendment.

I appreciate the opportunity to express these views and to

once again affirm the commitment of the American Bar

Association to the full implementation of the Adoption

Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980.
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XM~1CAN WA ASSOCIT1tN

ADO'E AX'T, 1980

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the American Bar Associa-

tion supports federal legislation which vil provide fu;,-

ing for child welfare services, mandate case reviews and

concrete plans for children in foster care, encourage

states to provide families with services to prevent

unnecessary out-of-home placements, require legal protec-

tions for all children and parents receiving these 8er-

vices and create adoption assistance programs to help

expedite permanent planning for children with special

needs.

Social Services and 0'dld Welfare kmr t.s
jt,0&ewnt. to the Social Security Act have been pepose in the 96th (]0rvs

(h. 34341 to rake needed reform in child ulfare and social services PogTmw,to strengthen and prove tho program of federal eqprt for foste care of needy
wnd dependent children (nny of whom wre placed in foster care because of Abuseor neglect), and to establish a program of federal s~vort to entoage adoption
of chl en with special needs.

These retoms directly address systemic ahehrtwiis %Oidch ad~veMly affectchildren an theix faMilies. Ce such problem is te widespread Practic of aUmdin
children to ljng in foster care, often moving frm ae foster hwe to u onber and
thereby diving them of any sense of pe=wce, stability, and Othlcerng.proble-is addressed by the bill include a lack of adoption induomts id a scarcity
of faul~y reunification services.

4 M, i dren's Defense Jrid, CIL wnM W rH MOM (1979) national
0mitssn on-OI Ildren in Need of Parents, WHO P3qS? I4O CA7MS? 1OM OI7.W
3N1 It=C (1979).
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To overcre these deficiencies, the arnc3ents call for adoption subsidies for
chil&L-r. "w'ith me¢i.il ne#ells, e.0., the physirAlly handicapped or d velopntally
disabled, greater twninq for family services, periodic Leviews of children in foster
care, and case plamr, to evaluate the continuing need and appropriateness of out-of-
hore place .nts. rn short, the prsed legislation seeks to alleviate family traums
by limiting unnecessary separations of children from their families ynd, here removal
is appropriate, reuniting children with their families or providing them with adoptive
families as soo as possible.

The amwaents have already been overwhelmingly passed by both houms of
Omgress. In March, 1980, a lase-Senata Confen COasmittee agred to ar-
prcr.ise version which is currently peding in both houees. The Young lawyers
Division, National legal Resource Center for Child Advocacy and Protection, with
grant su=ort from the Edna MC-nnell Clark Fo.ndation, is currently addressing
vany of the issues raised by H.R. 3434. 7Tw exwpl, uder the Risoure Cetar's
leadership, the Young lawyers Division will be providing training for lawyers to
bec- -sore actively involved in the foster care review system so that each amn
every child placed in foster care will be assured of his or her most basic right,
2o be raised and cared for by responsible, loving adults in a permanent home.

*his Report was submitted to the ABA House of
Delegates along with the proposed resolution.
Althougjh tni Reort is included here for infor-
rational purposes, only t-A approved resolution
is the official policy of te Association.

The above Report was prepared prior to Congressional passage of H.R.3434
and the subsequent enactment of Public Law 96-272, which incorporated rost of its
provisions. 1he Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980 (P.L. 96-272)
was aproved on June 17, 1980, prior to the formal action on the above resolution
by the House of Delegates of the American Bar Association.
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RESOLUTIONS OF THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES

OF THE

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION

ADOPTED AUGUST, 1981

BE IT RESOLVED, that the American Bar Association

encourages Individual attorneys and state and local

bar organizations to work more actively to Improve

the hn4ling of cases Involving abused and neglected

children as well as children in foster care.

Specificallys, attorneys should form appropriate

conittees and groups within the iar to help develop

better state legislation, court rules, and administra-

tive regulations related to all stages of these

proceedings; should participate in multidisciplinary

teams and other community activities In which they

can Interact with members of other concerned

professional groups; and should work to assure quality

legal representation for children, parents and child

wel fare agencies.
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RE POR.._T *

This resolution Is prompted by two recent developments related
to child neglect and dependency cases: 1 The United States Supreme
Court decision in Lassiter v. department of Social Services

U.S. (Decided June 1, 1981) and the enactment O the ,Adoption
distance and Child Welfare Act of 1980 (P.L. 96-272).

In the Lassiter case, the Supreme Court held that the Constitution
does not always require the appointment of counsel for Indigent parents
In every Judicial proceeding to terminate parental rights, but that.courts
must decide on a caste by case basis whether appointed counsel Is
constitutionally required.

The American Bar Association has concluded that the profound
interests of all parties In the outcome of neglect and dependency
proceedings and the possibility of error In these cases requires that
qualified counsel always be available at all stages of the proceedings. 2

Without adequate legal representation for all parties In these cases,
the flow of complete and accurate Information to the court Is impaired.
The result may be children left in dan gerous living situations,
unnecessarily separated from their families, unnecessarily spending
their childhood without benefit of a stable home, or unnecessarily losing
all contact with their natural parents.

The legal profession can help assure that parties are represented
In these cases by supprting legislation to that effect at the state level.
Such legislation should provide for a level of compensation for
representation which Is commensurate with both the difficulty and time
Involved. At present, there are many states In which statutory changes
in these areas are needed. In addition, attorneys can work at the state
and local level to establish better education, training, and standards
for practice to assure that counsel are adequately prepared for an area
of legal work which is extremely complex and subtle,

Many states and comuntties have child protection teams, councils
-and committees in which social workers, physicians, and mental health
professionals participate in individual case planning and child welfare
system Improvement. It Is Important for attorneys to be Involved with
these groups in order to assure that "the entire protective service

rocess is Informed by legal Judgement, Increasing the chances that
good preventive law' and ethical practice In the area of child protection

will occur.* Further, the educational efforts of the bar In this area
.can be enhanced by collaboration with other professionals Involved with
these matters.

iThis report was submitted to the ABA House of Delegates along vith the
proposed resolution. Although the Report Is Included here for Informational
purposes, only the approved resolution to the official policy of the Association.
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The recent passage of the Adoption Assistance and Child
Welfare Act of 1980 (P.L. 96-272) highlights the need to Improve state
law concerning intervention on behalf of abused and neglected children.4
Supported by the American Bar Association In an August, 1980 resolution
of Its House of Delegates, the Act Includes a comprehensive packge
of systemic reforms designed to prevent the unnecessary and unnecessarily
prolonged placement of children in foster care. The reforms required
by the Act should not only, improve the handling of dependency and
neglect cases by child'weifare agencies, but elso Juvenile court and
administrative proceedings.

State legislative changes are required because many state
statutes still Incorporate previous federal requirements and do note
include the reforms required by the Act. Further, more than technical
compliance with the new changes is needed. Because the Act Incorporates
broad system reforms, and because many of its requirements are flexible,
a thorough review of relevant state law is called for to assure a
cohesive incorporation of the spirit of the reforms required by the Act.
Active Involvement of the bar in the process of legislative reform Is
therefore needed to assure that new state legislation embodies the
reforms included in the Act, establishes sufficient procedural
protection for children and parents, and establishes an appropriate
role for attorneys and the Courts in Implementing the reforms.

The American Bar Association has demonstrated continuing
commitment in this area through Its support of the National Legal
Resource Center for Child Advocacy and Protection, a program of the
Young Lawyers Division which his as Its primary focus the improvement
of the legal process related to these proceedings.

loNeglect and dependency" proceedings include child abuse and neglect
cases and other Juvenile court (and ancillary) actions related to
these cases, including termination of parental rights.

institute of Judicial Administration/Americon Bar Association, Joint
Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards StandardsRelotina to
Counsel for Private Parties (1980). S2.31bY.

3 lross, Donald C., 'Multi-Disciplinary Child Protection Teams and
Effective Legal Management of Abuse and Neglect,' in protectina Children
Through the Leaal System, ABA National Institute Manuali, Kitig1Lel
Resource center for Child Advocacy and Protection/National Association
of Counsel for Children (June, 1981) at $06.

4The Act was responsive to a variety of studies critical of the
previous federal role in the foster care system.
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Senator ARMSTRONG. Senator Moynihan.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Sounds like the Supreme Court. We don't

get up and walk out when the red light goes on.
I just wanted to say, first of all, that that is a good testimony,

and I want to thank the bar association for having the foster care
project. It has meant a great deal to us. These are singularly situat-
ed persons. They are minors, and they are typically wards of the
court.

We can now estimate that about 32 percent of the children born
in 1980 will receive public welfare before they are age 18. The rates
of illegitimacy in the Nation's population are very high, probably
higher than the statistics will ever suggest. And that child starts
out with the prospect of foster care and possibly of adoption and
certainly of dependency.

You speak, though, of services that serve families. I don't mean
to argue with you, but that's a pretty elusive proposition, you
know. I'd like to know about the services that serve families. We
could use a lot more of them, couldn't we?

Mr. HARDIN. Yes, sir; I'm referring specifically to the services
now provided under 96-272 to prevent placement, and in services
designed to reunite families. Generally, the services come into play
to prevent placement. The services come into play generally after
there is some indication of some severe family strain or possibly
even abuse that may cause the family to be disrupted. So, we are
talking about a form-a certain type of services that are provided
after particular strains and difficulties on the families have come
to the attention of a protective service agency.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes.
May I just make nothing more than the obvious point, but it's a

point that needs to be made. I refer to the children born today.
§ome of them will be on public welfare before they are 18. And as
a society, we are not very good at preserving families. And we need
an awful lot of learning and effort to know how to do this.

I see that you agree, Mr. Hardin.
Mr. HARDIN. There are certain specific types of services that

have been developed in the last 5 or 10 years perhaps, which are
specifically designed to deal with families in crisis-for example,
homemaker services, certain emergency day care for special needs
of children. There are others here who I think will testify later
who are perhaps more knowledgeable than I, but there are certain
types of service programs which have been useful to agencies really
in more than one way. First, the services are useful in preventing
placement, and also useful in helping to gather better information
regarding the family at the same time so that we are able to make
a long-term decision without unneeded delay.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I'm sure they help, but the overall ecological -
fact is that we are in a lot of trouble and it's getting worse.

But thank you, sir, for being where you are.
Mr. HARDIN. Thank you for this opportunity to testify.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Mr. Hardin, you mention in your testimony

that the proposal in the administration bill would reward States
that have large year-to-year fluctuations in their foster care
number. -And that this might not necessarily encourage a socially
desirable behavior.
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I just want to pin down one thing. I didn't read in your state-
ment that you were objecting to the notion of giving a reward, or, I
think, a bounty, as you refer to it, for behavior, if it's the right be-
havior. You were questioning whether or not this would encourage
that kind of behavior. Do I read you right? I don't want to mischar-
acterize what you have said. I want to be sure I understand.

Mr. HARDIN. I'm not rejecting in principle any system of incen-
tives for correct behavior. I'm saying with regard to this particular
one, if-if it were revised, and I would have to look at whatever the
revision would happen to be--

Senator ARMSTRONG. Anything to suggest along those lines?
Mr. HARDIN. No; I don't have a suggestion. I think that establish-

ing incentives for changes in behavior is a very, very difficult thing
to do well. I'm concerned that some of the progams contemplated
by 96-272 have been really incompletely implemented, as I said
before. And it concerns me that the bill would set restrictions on
funding before these other requirements are fully implemented.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Well, I thank you for your observations.
And let me just say that the door is open after the close of the
hearing today if you have a further thought about that. You make
a good point, and it's one which we will be concerned about as we
consider this legislation.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Would you take a look at S. 1329 and see if
anything lends itself to you in this alternative bill?

Mr. HARDIN. Yes; I will.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Mr. Hardin.
We are now pleased to welcome a panel consisting of: MaryLee

Allen, director, child welfare and mental health, Children's De-
fense Fund; David S. Liederman, Child Welfare League of America;
Susan Herrman, Association of Junior Leagues; and John Gantt,
Crossroads Children's Home of Fort Wayne, IN, accompanied by
Ian Morrison, chairman, Public Affairs Committee, National Asso-
ciation of Homes for Children in Washington.

While the panel assembles, may I ask if there is anyone still here
from the Department? Anybody in the room here from the Depart-
ment?

[No response.]
nator ARMSTRONG. I neglected to mention to Secretary Hardy

that Senator Long and perhaps some other members of the com-
mittee will have some questions which they wish to submit for the
record. And I think Mr. Stern or someone will see to it that that
gets to the Department. And we would be grateful if you would
give us a response so that we can incorporate it into the record.

Senator ARMSTRONG. I think it is beyond the scope of this hear-
ing, Senator Moynihan, but the point you make about the numbers
of children who will receive public welfare, and more regrettably
not the fact that they receive it, but the fact that they are in cir-
cumstances which require or qualify them for such assistance, is a
sad fact. And it is well beyond the scope of what we are doing this
afternoon, but it's something that we might think about.

In that connection, some people, including some thoughtful au-
thors, have expressed the sense that the reason for this dramatic,
even shocking, phenomenon in our society is the establishment
within our society of incentives not for protecting families but for
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breaking them up. And that's exactly what we are seeing evidence
of.

I wish we could pursue that this afternoon. I don't think we can,
if we are going to get our business done. But at the right time, we
ought to follow up on that.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, I gave the Godkin lectures
this spring on that subject, and I would welcome an opportunity to
follow up.

Senator ARMSTRONG. You know, I regret to say that I wasn't
aware of that, and maybe I should send off for the transcript of
that.

Senator MOYNIHAN. That was a big mistake you made, Mr.
Chairman. [Laughter.]

You shall have a copy in your office when you return this after-
noon.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Could I have a copy of the executive sum-
mary? [Laughter.]

No; I would be happy to have that. I have been doing some read-
ing on that subject, and I share your sense of concern, even alarm,
about that kind of a trend.

Well, we are pleased to welcome the panel. And may I just recog-
nize them in the order of which they appear on my agenda, begin-
ning with Ms. Allen.

STATEMENT OF MS. MARYLEE ALLEN, DIRECTOR, CHILD WEL-
FARE AND MENTAL HEALTH, CHILDREN'S DEFENSE FUND,
WASHINGTON, DC
Ms. ALLEN. Thank you. Mr. Chairman and Senator Moynihan, I

am MaryLee Allen, director of child welfare and mental health at
the Children's Defense Fund. I am pleased to have the opportunity
to appear before you today as you review implementation of Public
Law 96-272, the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act, and
explore further reforms necessary to strengthen the act.

CDF, like the other organizations with me on the panel today,
has been involved in 96-272 since its very beginning, almost 10
years ago now. Therefore, we have a sincere interest in seeing the
act made to work even better for children.

I agree with the previous witnesses that significant progress has
been made over these past 5 to 7 years on behalf of children with-
out homes. Public Law 96-272 has proven to be an effective cata-
lyst for the States in reforming their laws to put in place a frame-
work that will help ensure permanent families for children.

In my written statement. I describe in detail some of the
progress that has been made to date, and I ask that my statement
be made a part of the record of today's hearing.

In my brief time today, I want to talk about only one of the
groups of children addressed by Public Law 96-272. These are the
children about to enter care today, tomorrow or a month from now.
By focusing on the front end of the system on the need for preven-
tive and reunification services, however, I do not suggest that the
Children's Defense Fund does not support reforms in other areas.
Certainly as our written statement indicates, we are extremely
supportive of those provisions in S. 1266 and S. 1329 that improve
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supports for special needs children in adoptive families, older ado-
lescents about to leave care without families to return to, and also
supports for foster parents and other caretakers who we are asking
to care for increasingly troubled children. However, I know that
other members of this panel and the following panel will be ad-
dressing each of these areas in some detail.

CDF believes it is essential, as you attempt to improve the cir-
cumstances for children already in the system, that you not lose
sight of the front door of the child welfare system. It is only by ad-
dressing the needs of children entering care and trying to either
keep families together where possible or to reunify families quick-
ly, if that's appropriate, that we will really be able to affect the
child welfare systern of the future.

As your staff data and materials show, preventive and reunifica-
tion services were one of the initial focuses of Public Law 96-272.
However, 5 years later, as Mark Hardin indicated, a substantial
gap still remains between laws and policies in this regard and
State and local practices affecting children and families.

The promises of Public Law 96-272, in our view, have not been
realized in this area for several reasons. First, because States have
been hit with substantial cutbacks in Federal resources over the
last several years; and, second, because there have been additional
fiscal pressures on the States. Third is the fact that virtually every
State has seen increasing reports of abuse and neglect that have
required many States to transfer or redirect resources from needed
prevention and reunification services to crisis cases.

When Public Law 96-272 was enacted in 1980, it was anticipated
that by fiscal year 1986, $1.2 billion in funds would have already
been available to the States under the title IV-B child welfare
services program, and that States would have received about $15.5
billion in title XX funds. These are cumulative figures and do not
take into account inflation over the period 1981 through 1985.

However, when we look at what has happened with funding for
these programs over the last 5 years, we see a different picture.
The reality is that States have received 29 percent less under the
title IV-B program than had been anticipm±zd...aid 14 percent less
under the title XX program, a program which many States draw
upon for services in this area.

In part as a result of reduced Federal funding, child welfare staff
have been cut and many programs have been curtailed. At the
same time, as I mentioned earlier, virtually every State has experi-
enced increased reports of abuse and neglect, forcing the redirec-
tion of limited resources to crisis services.

A recent survey just completed by the National Committee for
Prevention of Child Abuse reported increases in 42 States in re-
ports of abuse and neglect between 1983 and 1984. Many of these
increases were in excess of 15 percent. As a result, in some States
that had been seeing decreases in the number of children entering
care, there have actually been increases in the number of children
now coming in.

I urge the subcommittee not to neglect the children at the front
door of the system as you look at reforms in the child welfare area.
Specifically, there is a need for an increased appropriation for the
title IV-B child welfare services program, an increase in the au-
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thorization for the title XX social services block grant, and, par-
ticularly important, the continued ability of States to transfer
unused foster care funds to be used for prevention and reunifica-
tion services.

I also recommend that the subcommittee explore whether there
might not be ways to allow States to use limited title IV-E foster
care funds for alternative services to keep families together or to
reunify families, if these can be shown to result in reduced foster
care dollars.

The Children's Defense Fund certainly recognizes the commit-
ment to Public Law 96-272 that the committee has shown over
these past 5 years, and we look forward to working with you as we
try together to strengthen it.

Thank you.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you very much.
[The prepared written statement of Ms. Allen follows:]
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SUMMARY

The Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act, enacted in
1980, has been an effective catalyst in encouraging states to
establish laws, policies and procedures that encourage permanence
for children.

States are now more likely to have basic information
on the children in their foster care systems.

Most children in foster care now have written case
plans which identify their needs and permanency goals
and are reviewed periodically.

More special needs children have been adopted with the
assistance of federal funds under the Title IV-E
program.

-- There is increasing recognition in policy and program
of the value of preventive and reunification services.

Significant gaps still remain, however, between these laws
and policies and the practice involving individual children in the
states. Immediate federal attention is needed in the following
areas, some of which are addressed by S. 1266 and the Adoption
Assistance, Foster Care, and Child Welfare Amendments of 1985:

-- Increased support for the adoption of special needs
children by expansion of medical assistance and post-
adoption services;

Continuation of federal foster care eligibility for
children voluntarily placed in care;

Increased resources to establish and expand preventive
and reunification services;

Increased and improved training for foster parents and
staff of group residences;

Establishment of plans and programs to assist older
foster children in making the transition from foster
care to independent living; and

-- Increased reporting to Congress on the child welfare,
foster care, and adoption programs operated by the
states.
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Chairman Armstrong and members of the Subcommittee, I am

MaryLee Allen, Director of Child Welfare and Mental Health at

the Children's Defense Fund (CDF), and I am pleased to have the

opportunity to appear before you today on behalf of CDF as you

review implementation of the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare

Act (P.L. 96-272) and related child welfare programs and examine

various proposals to address these programs. The Children's

Defense Fund, a privately funded public charity, was first involved

in the development of P.L. 96-272 ten years ago and has followed

closely its implementation since its enactment in 1980. We are

very pleased the Subcommittee has taken this opportunity to review

the benefits for children and their families that have resulted

from P.L. 96-272 and to explore improvements which must be made in

the federal foster care, adoption assistance, and child welfare

services programs if the goal of P.L. 96-272 -- permanent families

for all children -- is to become a reality.

CDF first appeared before the Finance Committee to express

its concern about children at risk of placement and in out-of-home

care in 1977. At that time we were involved in a major study of

children in foster care systems across the country and were con-

cerned about the problems of anti-family bias and gross public

neglect that characterized the care many of these children

received. We shared with you findings from our study that were

later published in 1979 in Children Without Homes: An Examination

of Public Responsibility to Children in Out-of-Home Care. This

afternoon I would like to review with you the progress that has

been made since 1977 in addressing those problems, describe what

more needs to be done on behalf of the hundreds of thousands of
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children still at risk of out-of-home placement or in care, and

in that context describe how we believe the proposals currently

before ths, Finance Committee move us closer to making permanent

families a reality for all these children.

Progress on Behalf of Children Without Homes

The Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act enacted in June

1980 was designed to address many of the problems identified in

Children Without Homes, other national studies, and studies con-

ducted in approximately 15 individual states. It built upon reforms

being instituted in numerous states and localities to facilitate

"permanency planning." It picked up momentum during its five

years of consideration by the Congress and had an impact on states'

policies and procedures even before its actual passage. Although

implementation of the Act's services and protections has been

impeded by the budget cuts of the last several years and other

fiscal pressures on states, advances on behalf of children without

homes and their families can be evidenced in many communities and

states across the country.

Increased Awareness of Individual Needs

When CDF testified before you in 1977 on the results of our

survey, we shared our finding that public agencies knew little

about the children for whom they were responsible. Child welfare

officials responding to our survey could not provide data on the

race of 54 percent of the children reported to be in out-in-home

care; the age of 49 percent of the children; the length of time

in care for 53 percent; the number of moves for 87 percent; or the
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legal status for 73 percent. Only two of our seven study states

were even attempting to gather statewide data within the child

welfare system. Children were frequently lost. They had no case

plans that set forth goals for their care. They were not reviewed

periodically. They were children like Dennis S. who at age 17

was entering his sixteenth foster home after having been

surrendered for adoption at birth by his mother.

The Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act attempted to

address this gross public neglect of children and failure of state

responsibility by requiring states to track the progress of

individual children in care and ensure that they benefit from a

number of substantive protections instituted on their behalf. It

required states to conduct an inventory of all children who were

in foster care under the responsibility of the state for six

months, and to establish a statewide information system that

would allow the state to determine the status, demographic charac-

teristics, location and goals of placement for every child in

foster care currently or within the preceding twelve months.

Further the Act requires that each child have a written case plan

that describes the care and services being provided and their

appropriateness in ensuring permanent placement for the child; it

also mandates a two-tiered system of periodic case reviews to

ensure appropriate care and services and to assess the adequacy

and timeliness of efforts to provide a permanent family for the
child.

I am pleased to say that tracking and planning mechanisms

like those described above have helped to significantly reduce the
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number of children lost in the foster care system. There are

fewer children left adrift without anyone knowing who they are,

where they are or how long they've been there. Most states have

made at least one major attempt to inventory the children charged

to their care. And others have gone beyond that in getting

sophisticated tracking systems up and operating. The American

Public Welfare Association, with a grant from the Department of

Health and Human Services (HHS), received aggregate data from 47

states and the District of Columbia describing children in foster

care during various periods in 1981 and 1982. Although useful

descriptive data were available from only less than half of the

states, they represented a significant advance over five years

earlier, and the 1983 data reflect even further improvements.

Data from these systems should now be collected by HHS and

reported to Congress to enable a careful review of state progress.

Children also have a greater chance today of being more than

a number. They are less likely to be invisible than they were in

1977. Most children in care today have some form of a written

case plan. All states have also instituted some form of semi-

annual case review. In the majority of states these are done

through administrative case reviews: in at least 10 states citizen

review boards are used; and in other states review is by the

court.

o In Maine the Administrative Case Review System
conducts reviews of all children in voluntary care
or court-ordered custody of the Department of Human
Services every six months. Over two thousand case
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reviews were conducted during the period July 1983
through June 1984 by the Regional Case Review
Managers and other agency personnel. Parents
participated in 28 percent of the reviews, and foster
children in 26 percent of them. Foster parents parti-
cipated in 40 percent. More recently trained citizen
volunteers have also begun participating on the review
panels.

o In New Jersey, Child Placement Review Boards in each
county, comprised of citizen volunteers with a demon-
strated Interest in child development and welfare, who
are appointed by the court, review cases of voluntary and
involuntary placements within 45 days of placement or
court order and annually thereafter. The agency case-
workers, parents, child and other interested parties are
invited to attend the review. The Board submits its
recommendation as to the future status of the case to
both the agency and the court. In Calendar Year 1983
3,796 children were reviewed by the Boards. For 51
percent the recommendation was return to parent, and
for 12 percent relative placement. Adoption was
recommended for 13 percent and independent living
for 11 percent.

Regardless of which type of reviewing body is involved, there

seems to be consensus that permanency efforts on behalf of indivi-

dual children do improve when a careful review is anticipated.

Good reviews have helped ensure that pltns are tailored to

the needs of individual children. Caseworkers and review board

members in a New Jersey study agreed that advocacy for the rights

of children and parents was one of the major benefits of the

citizen review process. Coordinators and caseworkers also

stressed the value of the hoards in raising agency staff awareness

of the needs of children in placement. The 1984 annual report of

the Maine Foster Care Review System cited the benefits of review

as seen through the eyes of the reviewers. They included "the

assertive, logical exploration of permanency options for children,

particularly for those who are relatively new in care," and "the

51-769 0 - 86 - 3
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opening of windows through the sharing of information and

responsibility among Department personnel, parents, foster

parents, children and members of the community."

States have also made advances in implementing the require-

ment that all children in care receive, within 18 months and

periodically thereafter, a dispositional hearing by a court or

court-administered or approved body to determine the future status

of the child. Members of this Committee heard repeatedly through-

out their consideration of P.L. 96-272 that once a child is in care

for 18 months, he or she was much less likely to be returned home

or placed with a new permanent family. The dispositional hearing

is the time at which the child's future status is to be determined.

A comparative study of dispositional hearings undertaken for HHS

in 1982 by the Westat Corporation in affiliation with the American

Bar Association's National Legal Resource Center on Child Advocacy

and Protection reported that 34 states required full hearings and

and that in approximately half the states hearings were held more

frequently than in 1980. Similarly a large number of states had

added the requirement that the hearing must result in a decision

regarding permanence for the child. Both the judges and agency

staff surveyed in the Westat/ABA study reported that one of the

major benefits of the dispositional hearing was that it helped to

give priority to permanency planning. The majority of the res-

pondents saw the judicial hearing decreasing the length of stay

in foster care and increasing the percentages of children return-

ing home or having parental rights terminated so adoption could
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be pursued. Louisiana judges and agency staff also reported

increases in the services provided to facilitate reunification

as the result of the hearings.

Improved tracking of and planning for children has resulted

in heightened awareness of the needs of individual children and

their families as well as increased understanding of the aggregate

needs of child welfare agencies. Agencies are better able to

specify the services that must be developed and the staffing pat-

terns necessary to adequately service children's needs. With this

increased capacity has come heightened awareness of the gaps in

child welfare programs which I will discuss in my analysis of what

more needs to be lone.

Improved Recognition of the Importance of Families for

CDF testified in 1977 that a strong anti-family bias prevaded

every point in the placement process and shaped decisions about

children at risk of removal or in out-of-home care. Few efforts

were made to preserve families and prevent the inappropriate

placement of children in care, nor were parents encouraged to

maintain contact with their children once placed. In some cases

they were actively discouraged from doing so. Services to reunify

children with their families were rare.

Once ties with the natural family were broken, children were

too frequently denied new permanent families through adoption. The

anti-family bias continued. Adoption efforts were hampered by

fiscal barriers, inadequate funds for subsidized adoptions, and
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deeply embedded views that certain children were "hard to place'

and thus "unadaptable.' In Children Without Homes, we talked about

children like Jenny, a handicapped child in Ohio, who could not be

adopted by her foster family, because she would lose eligibilty

for the medical care and services she needed and received while

in foster care. Jenny's pre-existing disabilities, on the other

hand, made her ineligible for her foster parents' health insurance

policy.

The Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act sought to

eliminate the anti-family bias in many child welfare systems and

to encourage family preservation and reunification where

appropriate, and adoption when other options were not possible.

Because the most obvious and far reaching advances to date have

occurred relevant to adoption, I'd like to mention those first.

The availability of federal funding for the first time for

adoption subsidies under Title IV-E of the Social Security Act and

the automatic entitlement of IV-E children for Medicaid has resulted

in some states in significant numbers of additional children being

adopted. Federal funds have freed up state dollars which are now

used to reach additional children. The increased pressure for

case plans and periodic reviews has also resulted in greater

numbers of children being identified for adoption and being moved

toward that goal. Although use of the IV-E Adoption Assistance

Program by the states has progressed slowly because of its complex

eligibility requirements, claims under the program have grown from

$2.1 million in 17 states in FY 1982 to $32.3 million in 48 states
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:'K~~ y laska, New Mexico and Wyoming do not currently

L 1 rae ft Children with special needs like Jenny, as long

,i r4 3, iih fr)r 1V-I assistance, can now be adopted and

t .,f , nud Medicaid. Subsidies have not only ensured

... - , ppriranent families but have proven cost effective

",n- t_ nirdi and ten children were added to Minnesota's
rsjtbsidy program in FY 1983, a 32.7 percent

-- r', "ver the previous year. Eighty percent of
tf, ;*, wre IV-F eligible. Minnesota adoption advocates
,f tir at , ttit the annual cost of subsidies for the total
-f 44- 7t .ldren in the program in FY 1983 represented

>. Ivlnqs for the state of almost $600,000 when con-
. ,t, with the cost of maintaining the children in

.ster care.

• r s ,ne J984 Report to Congress the Department of Health

an- t.,ra, spzvices indicated that federal funding for adoption

a s, 5, anlp- 'r Title IV-E had resulted ijn states expanding their

a ,r,, rpt o , st programs. It cited increases in the number

r &-r for whoir claims were being made and decreases in the

- :t~r . adoptive placements.

V . .- U2 also requires states to give more attention to

r ,, rral f lies of children for whom placement is being con-

,r ,as teen effected. The Act requires states to develop

sor, icp proqranm to prevent the unnecessary placement of children

r care arid to reuni1te placed children with their families. To

heltp de v,,lop such programs, states are allowed under the Act to

transfer unused foster care funds from the Title IV-E program

for usr' in the Title IV-B child welfare services program. States

must ensure for IV--E children that reasonable efforts are made in

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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oaLh case prior to placement to prevent a child's need for removal

and to make it possible for the child to return home. A judicial

determination as to those efforts is also required as a condition

of eligibility for federal match for certain IV-E children.

Since 1983, at least half the states have made legislative

or regulatory changes to bring them into compliance with the

requirement for the reasonable efforts determination. In

some states, California, Indiana, Louisiana and New York, for

example, statutes spell out steps to be followed in assessing the

efforts to prevent placements. States such as Ohio, Washington

and Wisconsin are establishing lists of core services that must be

in place statewide. A Colorado statute established Placement

Alternative Commissions in each county to create and expand alter-

native programs to foster care.

As anticipated by P.L. 96-272, increasing numbers of models

have been developed for family preservation programs that can be

used to prevent placement. Many of these programs, which have

proven extremely cost-effective, have several distinct

characteristics. They are 1) aimed at preventing removal; 2) time

limited and of short duration; 3) intensive; 4) family oriented

5) home-based; 6) crisis oriented; and 7) team delivered.

o The intensive Family Services Program (IFS) operated by
the Oregon Children's Services Division since 1980 is
designed to provide in-home intensive family treatment
services for a limit of 90 days to families with
children determined at imminent risk of substitute care
placement. The program has maintained a success rate
that exceeds 75 percent in keeping families intact.
An evaluation of IFS families served during the 1981-83
biennium and followed for one year after completion of the
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program reported significant cost savings. IFS costs were
determined to be $945 peor famly as contrasted with an
average placement cost Rer ch - of $4,690. The combined
costs of the IFS program plus te costs of placement for
the children who needed to be placed either during
the three months of treatment or the 12 month follow-
up was $862,000 less than the cost of substitute
care for the group. The net savings per child was just
over $4,000.

o In Maine, home-based programs, modeled after the wHome-
builder Program" initiated in Tacoma, Washington, have
been in operation since 1981-82. These programs which
are aimed at preventing removal for at least one
year provide services for a 12 week maximum period
during which time families are linked with other appro-
priate supports in the community. Costs for the pro-
gram range from $3,125 to $6,250 per family -- a
significant savings when contrasted Ttt-the per child
costs of out-of-home care and when the program's impact
on other siblings in the family and overall family
functioning is taken into account.

0 Kansas over the last several years has expanded its
Family Support Worker Program statewide after demonstra-
tions in two urban and two rural areas revealed signi-
ficant declines in Odeprived child" petitions being
filed and children placed in out-of-home care.

In-home service programs developed in other states, including

Colorado, Delaware, Iowa, Minnesota, and New York, have also

successfully reduced the number of children entering care, and

often proven cost-effective.

o In Iowa, the Department of Human Services (DHS) through
its Family-Centered Services Program provides purchased
services to about 700 or 800 families per month.
The number of public and private agencies contracting
with DHS to provide comprehensive in-home services,
family therapy, in-home supervision, day treatment
and other services has almost doubled since 1980. A
number of the programs have average-p miy program
costs that are less than half of a per child cost of
placement in substitute care. Further, due to the
emphasis on in-home treatment, use of foster family home
care in Iowa has declined consistently.
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The success of these various model programs and the increasing

recognition in policy and practice of the importance of families

for children has made permanence a reality for many children ano

holds out the possibility for many more. However, as I will

describe shortly, without increased effort, the potential for

permanent families will not be realized.

Heightened Federal Emphasis on Permanence

Prior to the enactment of the Adoption Assistance and Child

Welfare Act of 1980 federal policies and programs encouraged the

anti-family bias and public neglect previously described. As we

testified in 1977, federal fiscal incentives encouraged the re-

moval of children from their families and discouraged their

return home or adoption as appropriate. The federal framework

outlined in P.L. 96-272 redirects these fiscal incentives and

establishes certain protections to ensure permanent families

for children.

A 1983 Urban Institute report on the implementation of

P.L. 96-272 stated that evidence suggests that the law has been

an effective catalyst in bringing about reforms in child welfare

and encouraging states to improve their permanency planning for

children. The Institute examined child welfare plans and budgets

in all states, and conducted case studies in six states, California,

Kentucky, Michigan, New York, Oregon and Texas, which together

accounted for about one third of the nation's foster children.

It reported that the management improvements in P.L. 96-272,

specifically the information systems, case plans, and case
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reviews, have been implemented to a level that might have seemed

unattainable only four to five years ago. P.L. 96-272 has been

a valuable asset to state policy makers who must argue against

state and local funding reductions in the child welfare area.

Excerpts from the Address of Chief Justice Alfred G. Schroeder

of the Kansas Supreme Court to the Joint Session of the 1985 Kansas

Legislature capture the importance of the federal emphasis on

permanence:

"In 1980, the Congress of the United States focused
attention on the issue of permanency planning by passage
of the Adoption Assistanceand ChIT' Welfare Act.
This set of laws is designed to ensure that states pro-
perly address the need to minimize the use of foster
care and move instead toward the placement of children
in a permanent "home* situation, if possible. The im-
plications of this effort are far-reaching, in terms of
the overall welfare of society.

The humanitarian aspect of this problem is of para-
mount importance. An effort by the Judicial Council in
the middle 60's to have a family law bill enacted by
the Legislature failed. Subsequent similar efforts in
the Legislature have failed. Now, viewing the situation
as a Monday morning quarter back, we can see the lack
of appropriate action was penny wise and pound foolish.
Why do I say this?

Wholly aside from the humanitarian aspects of the
problem, let's talk money, a matter which we all under-
stand.

After enactment by the Congress of the United
States of the Omnibus Crime and Safe Streets Act of
1968, the U.S. Justice Department began gathering
statistics on crime. As a result recent published
reports suggest that up to 90% of killings, rapes, and
other crimes against people in the United States were
committed by persons who were victims of child abuse.
These are the children under our juvenile code des-
cribed as Ochildren in need of care." These are the
children for whom foster care funds are provided.

In Kansas each year for the past two years we have
been spending approximately $20 million on foster care.
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In Kansas each year for the past two years we have
been spending approximately $38 million on keeping
prisoners in our penal institutions. So what we are
talking about is $58 million most of which is spent on
what may be metaphorically described as attempting to
close the barn door after the horse is stolen.

It seems to me shifting the emphasis of state action
to prevention, that is, routing the child in need of care
on the path that leads to good citizenship, and diverting
them from the road that leads to prison, is the sensible
approach. This is the thrust of permanency planning for
our children in need of care."

What More Needs to be Done?

Over these past five years the Adoption Assistance and Child

Welfare Act has proven to be an important catalyst in moving

states to establish laws, policies and procedures that embody the

Act's requirements and put in place a framework to encourage

permanence for children. Significant gaps still remain, howeveL,

between these laws and policies and the practice affecting inai-

vidual children in the states. Federal attention should now be

turned to outcomes for children to ensure thay actually benefit

from the Act's promises.

In order to ensure appropriate outcomes for children, CDF

believes that improvements are needed in a number of areas. I

will list them briefly and then elaborate on each, referring

where applicable to S. 1266 and Senator Moynihan's Foster Care,

Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Amendments of 1985 (here-

after referred to as the Moynihan bill). First, however, let me

say that CDF is very pleased that both S. 1266 and the Moynihan

bill build on the foundation created by the Adoption Assistance

and Child Welfare Act and attempt to strengthen certain aspects
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of the Act's various programs.

The areas where CDP believes immediate attention is neces-

sary are the following:

o Increased support for the adoption of special needs
children by expansion of access to medical assistance
and provision of appropriate post-adoption services.

o Continuation of federal foster care eligibility for
children voluntarily placed in care, provided there
are protections to prevent abuses of such place-
sents.

o Increased resources to establish and expand services
designed to preserve families where appropriate and
facilitate the reunification of children in care
with their families.

o Increased and improved training for foster parents
and staff of group residences to provide them the
supports necessary to care for increasingly troubled
children with special needs.

o Establishment of plans and programs to assist older
foster children who are not returned home or placed
with adoptive families make the transition from
foster care to independent living.

o Increased reporting to Congress on the child welfare,
foster care, and adoption programs operated by the
states which includes descriptions of children
served by the programs and the results of special
initiatives undertaken on their behalf.

Adoption Supports

Significant improvements have been made in facilitating the

adoption of special needs children. The Department of Health and

Human Services has made the adoption of special needs children one

of its priorities and in its Annual Report to Congress of a year

ago documented advances made in encouraging adoption. Adoption

exchanges have greatly increased the availability of information

about children with special needs and their readiness to be
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adopted. However, as adoption exchanges have been more readily

used and adoptions of children across state lines have increased,

new problems have been identified. The reluctance of many health

providers to honor out-of-state Medicaid cards is one of the most

serious problems faced by adoptive parents who adopt across state

lines or later move to another state. It has been a substantial

barrier to their obtaining appropriate medical care.

Although children who are receiving IV-E adoption assistance

payments are now automatically eligible for Medicaid, their

Medicaid eligibility flows from the state where the adoption

assistance agreement was entered not the state where the child

resides with his or her adoptive family. The American Public

Welfare Association estimates, based on a June 1984 survey, that

there are approximately 1,010 children receiving IV-E adoption

assistance payments who reside with their adoptive parents outside

of the state providing the adoption assistance and thus have out-

of-state Medicaid cards. Problems like those facing the Jones and

Taylors are not atypical.

o Peggy, an Oregon infant, was born with Down's Syndrome
and placed for adoption in March 1984 with a family
in Iowa who had already adopted several children with
disabilities. Peggy needed two open heart surgeries,
and the Jones family was assured Medicaid would cover
the cost of It all. The surgery was performed but after
one month in intensive care Peggy died. Bills were
submitted promptly to Oregon, but nine months later
the doctors have not been paid. The Jones family has
since had an eight month old child with Down's Syndrome
placed with them from the District of Columbia. He
too has a congenital heart defect but doctors in the
area will provide no care unless they get cash up
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front. The District is meanwhile asking the family
to hang on for the subsidy to be approved. Physician
visits are $120 each and now the child needs an
echocardiogram. Even if Oregon pays up, the Jones'
doctors have expressed concern about going through
this again.

o Johnny was an eight year old child living in a
residential treatment center in Massachusetts. He
had been severely physically abused and required
extensive therapy. Massachusetts workers arranged
for him to be adopted by Mrs. Taylor, his paternal
aunt in Pennsylvania. Johnny needed to continue
his therapy but Mrs. Taylor could find no one who
would accept the Massachusetts Medicaid card.
When Johnny's behavior intensified, Mrs. Taylor
had no choice but to return him to the Massachusetts
facility. He remains there now with the additional
loss of extended family to deal with.

We are pleased the Department of Health and Human Services

has addressed the problems facing families like those just

described in S. 1266. S. 1266 makes IV-E adoption assistance

children eligible for Medicaid from the state where they reside.

This will help families who adopt a special needs child from

another state or adopt a child and later move. Although enactment

of the Interstate Compact on Adoption and Medical Assistance was

originally expected to help these families, enactment of the

compact and enabling legislation has been slow. To date only

about eight states have enacted enabling legislation, with Maine

being the first in April 1984.

Similar problems in obtaining medical care have been

experienced by foster parents caring for children from states

other than the one where they reside. These children too have

out-of-state Medicaid cards which local physicians often will not

honor. We therefore urge the Committee to also consider estab-
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lishing Medicaid eligibility in the state they reside for

Title IV-E foster care children.

S. 1266 also improves administrative of the IV-E Adoption

Assistance Program by deleting the requirement that a child

receive an adoption assistance payment to trigger Medicaid

eligibility and substituting instead the requirement that there

be in effect an adoption assistance agreement. This change, also

included in the Moynihan bill# will eliminate the need for a state

to incur the administrative expenses involved in making a nominal

subsidy payment on behalf of a child when in fact Medicaid is all

that is needed in a particular case.

Another administrative problem which the technical language

of S. 1266 does not appear to address but the Moynihan bill does

address is the fact that currently children placed under IV-E

with adoptive families are not eligible for Medicaid until a

final or interlocutory adoption decree has been entered.

States that do not have interlocutory decrees must now license

or approve the pre-adoptive families as foster homes and often

cover the medical expenses with state funds. We urge support

for the proposal in the Moynihan bill which provides that Medicaid

eligibility for a IV-E child would begin from the time the

adoption assistance agreement was entered, even when it preceded

a final decree of adoption.

We also support the provision in the Moynihan bill that

makes a IV-E adoption assistance child eligible for services

offered by a state under the Title XX Social Services Block Grant

as if the child were AFDC eligible in the state where he or she
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resides. This provision is dropped in S. 1266. We recognize that

AFDC recipients have not been automatically eligible for Title XX

services in a state since 1981. However, states often still grant

priority for Title XX services to AFDC families, and IV-E adoption

assistance child're&'shuld continue to be eligible for Title XX

services in a state on the same basis as these AFDC families. For

example, services such as specialized day care or respite care

which a state may be providing under Title XX could certainly

be of use to a family caring for a handicapped child.

We also ask that you support, with some technical changes,

the provision in the Moynihan bill that attempts to expand

Medicaid eligibility to all children with special needs adopted

with state and/or local funded subsidies as well as those eligible

for Title IV-E adoption assistance payments. In part because of

the strict eligibility requirements for the IV-E program, some

states have found only a relatively small proportion of their

children eligible for IV-E subsidies. For example, for children

who have been in state subsidized foster care for years it is

often impossible to determine whether the child was AFDC eligible

at the time he or she entered care. An in-depth look by the

Permanent Families for Children Project of the Child Welfare

League of America at the use of IV-E subsidies in seven states

with substantial numbers of subsidized adoptions found only about

25 percent of the subsidy children qualified for IV-E. In Oregon,

35 percent of all adoption subsidies have federal matching funds.

In Minnesota, however, 80 percent of the new subsidy cases in

FY 1983 were IV-E children.
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Difficulty in securing medical assistance for special needs

children is still a significant barrier to placing them in per-

manent adoptive homes. By extending Medi, aid to children placed

with state subsidies, as the Moynihan bill does, more children

will be able to move from foster care to adoption.

Voluntary Placements

We are pleased-that both S. 1266 and the Moynihan bill would

make permanent the provision in P.L. 96-272 that allows states

to claim federal reimbursement under the IV-E Foster Care Program

for children entering foster care pursuant to a voluntary place-

ment agreement provided other IV-E eligibility requirements ace

met and various protections are in place to prevent voluntary

placements from being abused. P.L. 96-272 requires that the child

be placed pursuant to a written voluntary placement agreement

which can be revoked by the parent placing the child upon request

unless the state agency obtains a court order that return would be

contrary to the child's best interest. In order for the federal

match to continue for voluntarily placed children, there must be a

judicial determination within 180 days that continued placement is

still in the child's best interest. In order to claim reimburse-

ment for these children when they enter care, a state must also

have Implemented the services and protections mandated by the Act.

We believe these protections, together with those discussed below

that are being added by various states, adequately protect these

children. To our knowledge, there have not been reports of abuses

of the provision. Twenty-two states were expected to claim federal

reimbursement for voluntarily placed children in FY 1984.
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In addition to the voluntary placement protections in

P.L. 96-272, states are increasingly limiting the circumstances

and length of time in which voluntary placements are allowed. At

least twenty-four states impose time limits on voluntary place-

ments by statute or other means. A number, for example, limit

placements to from 30 to 90 days, after which time courts are

required to assume jurisdiction if the child is not returned

home. Others, Kansas and Missouri, for example, do not allow

any voluntary placements. Some states do not allow them when

abuse or neglect is alleged (e.g. Louisiana), or use them

primarily for certain populations, such as developmentally dis-

abled children (Colorado and Iowa).

While we support the provision in S. 1266 to make IV-E

eligibility for voluntary placements permanent, we do not support

the repeal of the reporting requirement with regard to such

placements. Rather we believe that the Department of Health and

Human Services should be required to report at least every two

years on the children who are being placed pursuant to voluntary

placement agreements to continue to assure Congress that such

placements are being used appropriately. The Moynihan bill

includes such a requirement.

Preventive and Reunification Services

Unfortunately the pool of funds available for alternative

services to enable children to remain with their families or be

reunified in a timely fashion has fallen far short of that

anticipated by P.L. 96-272 when it was enacted in 1980. The Act

anticipated that by FY 1986 approximately $1.2 billion in funds
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under the Title IV-B Child Welfare Services Program would

already be available to the states and that states would have

also had $15.5 billion in Title XX Social Services funds available

to draw on for child welfare services. Instead, without account-

ing fCr inflation from 1981 through 1985, only $841 million in

Title IV-B funds have been provided, 29 percent below the antici-

pated amount, and only $13.2 billion in Title XX, a 14 percent

decrease over what wat anticipated. Further, the current funding

levels for the Title IV-B and XX Programs of $200 million and

$2.725 billion respectively fall well below what would have been

provided if funds had been adjusted for inflation.

The impact of cutbacks in federal service dollars on the

state child welfare agencies has been made more severe by

Increased demands on agencies resulting from escalating reports of

abuse and neglect. The last several years have seen significant

increases in reports of abuse and neglect in almost every state.

The American Humane Association estimated 1.5 million children

were reported abused and neglected in 1983, a 15 percent increase

over the previous year. A more recent survey of state child

protective service agencies conducted by the National Committee

for Prevention of Child Abuse reported increases in child abuse

reports during 1984 in 42 states, and in 20 states the increase

over 1983 exceeded 15 percent. Individual states report alarming

increases

o In Oregon there was a 31 percent increase in valid
reports between 1981 and 1982 and an 8 percent
increase the next year.
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m;ssouri reported a 22 percent increase in child abuse
anJ neglect reports between August 1983 and August
irgi4 and an increase in children enteTing foster care
a wPll.

7Te New Oersey Division of Youth and Family Services
:eccived 26,398 reports of abuse and neglect in 1983
ani exp.octed the number to exceed 43,000 by the end
of 19S4. A 26 percent increase in sexual abuse
r('p,)rts was projected for the same period.

-.. "r-nases in reports have strained many child protective

t'- livisinns and child welfare agencies beyond their limits.

Staff c eor reduced and those remaining have been redirected

-Ica' with crisis cases. For example, child protective services

r'afl i- rae,on were reduced, in spite of the increases in abuse

a-1 n':eP-t ro-ports, and other workers had to be shifted from

r r~'~- tt e agency's ongoing caseload to handling new cases.

Diviana Pavsion uf Children, Youth and Families which

resp ,-Js t-, at-use and neglect reports has had its staff decreased

t a rrxiratrly 300 in the past four years, in part as a result

_,-f 7 0 ) cuts.

t- ncreases in caseloads for agencies combined with limita-

c c- funding have forced agencies to emphasize crisis responses

at 'he expense of long term prevention. In a number of states the

in':reases in child abuse and neglect have resulted in more chil-

drer entering care. This influx, together with cutbacks, has

hampered preventive efforts and permanency planning for children

already ir care, both called for in P.L. 96-272.

o In San Mateo County, California, one of the earliest
sites for implementing the P.L. 96-272 protections,
Childrens' Services intake increased 22 percent
between 1982 and 1983, and 39 percent of these cases
were due to physical or sexual abuse. The shift in
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emphasis away from intensive pre-placement services
then increased the use of foster care: 50 percent
more children were admitted to shelter care in the
county in 1983 than in 1981.

0 In a number of Wisconsin counties, programs established
with Title IV-B funds to show the effectiveness of
family-based services as an alternative to foster care
had to be reduced or discontinued as dollars were
channeled into investigations of escalating reports of
child abuse.

o The American Public Welfare Association reported that
some states had to decrease the funds transferred froin
IV-E foster care to IV-B child welfare services because
of increased caseloads. Colorado was one state that
experienced an increase in the number and percentage of
IV-E foster children as a result of increases in the
number of AFDC families caused by the depressed economy.
Increases in abuse also increased Colorado's foster
care caseload. Oklahoma's foster care population had
been decreasing but increased in 1984 due to a 30
percent increase in abuse reports. Oklahoma had 200
more children in care that year than two years earlier.

State and county officials, judges, review board members,

and child advocates have pleaded for increased service dollars.

The 1983 Urban Institute study of the implementation of P.L. 96-272,

referred to earlier, documented the impact of cuts in the Title XX

and lV-B Programs on the development of service programs. In a

1984 survey by the American Public Welfare Association, child

welfare officials in 21 of the 23 states surveyed reported a need

for more Title IV-B funds for increased preventive services and

many of them specified the need for in-home service programs.

State expenditures for out-of-home care often still far exceed

expenditures for alternative services. In Missouri, for example,

only $.8 million was devoted to home-based services in 1984, com-

pared to $10.5 million for foster care. It makes little sense

to ask a judge to find that efforts to prevent placement have
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been reasonable when the cost put forth to maintain the child in

the home may fall far short, by four or five times, the expendi-

tures for out-of-home care.

The deficiencies In services have been highlighted as more

children have case plans that are carefully reviewed on a periodic

basis. Yet as noted earlier, the models exist and states have

shown the initiative to establish needed services. It is clear

that states could be doing so much more for children and families

if the Titles IV-B and XX Programs were funded as originally

envisioned and additional service dollars were made available as

well.

CDF is pleased that S. 1266 recognizes the needs states

have for additional resources to ensure permanent placements for

more children in foster care. However, rather than increasing

funds for the development of alternative services to foster care,

S. 1266 proposes a system of bonus payments and a cap that we

believe may cause harm to children. The proposals in S. 1266

for bonus payments for reducing the numbers of children in long

term care and for a cap on foster care are at odds with the

varied needs of individual children in care, the need states

have for resources up front to establish alternatives to out-

of-home care, the different progress made to date by states in

improving their foster care systems, and the varied impact on

foster care caseloads of increasing reports of aLbise and neglect.

CDF strongly opposes the proposal In S. 1266 to cap funds

for the Title IV-E foster care program. Such a proposal fails

to recognize the harms to children that can result when funding
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has fallen far short of the anticipated levels necessary to

establish alternative programs for the children *ho will be kept

out of care or perhaps moved out prematurely because of the cap.

The cap is especially harmful now when new demands on agencies

caused by increased reports of abuse and neglect have also caused

states to reduce their effort to develop alternative services to

foster care. However, rather than acknowledging the need for an

increased investment in services, S. 1266 proposes to cap the

foster care program when funding for the IV-B Program is still

$20 million below the level anticipated in FY 1982.

Such a cap also alters the fundamental entitlement nature of

the foster care program that has been in place for almost 25

years. A proposal to cap foster care now, just as some states

are seeing increasing numbers of victims of physical and sexual

abuse enter care, seems especially contrary to Congress' long

stated concern about protecting these especially vulnerable poor

children. Such a cap also ignores the fact that children in

foster care today, in many states, are an older population many of

whom are more troubled and have more special needs than in the

past, and thus may require more expensive care. The proposed cap

on foster care in S. 1266 should be opposed. Instead we urge

you to consider the ceiling proposal in the Moynihan bill.

COF also opposes the bonus payment system, as proposed in

S. 1266, for many of the same reasons. First It fails to

recognize individual variations among states. For example, states

that have worked hard to implement the protections in P.L. 96-272
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for the past five years and implemented permanent plans fur

children in their caseloads are not likely to benefit from this

incentive system, yet they should be rewarded so that their

efforts to ensure that children are appropriately placed can

continue.

Second, it assumes that states have resources available to

move children who have been in care for extended periods back home

or into other permanent placements. The proposal to offer states

increased funds only after alternative placements are made fails

to recognize the fact that states need funds to develop such

alternatives. Further there is no assurance that bonuses actually

received after the fact will be used to develop the alternative

services and resources necessary to help keep other children out

of care or to reunify children with their families, or to provide

adoption assistance.

Third, there is a danger that the bonus system, currently

based on an annual determination, will encourage states, faced

with overwhelming fiscal demands to push back to 24 months the

time for concerted efforts to get children out of federal foster

care, irrespective of their needs, so that the state can then

qualify for the incentive payments. Although there may be a way

to target an incentive system on limited groups of children who

have lingered in care for extended periods, the current proposal

might discourage or delay reunification for children for whom it

is appropriate.
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We urge the Committee to drop the bonus provision and

instead explore other mechanisms for providing states incentives

to plan appropriately for IV-E children who are at risk of

entering care or have been in care and should be returned home or

placed with adoptive families.

Training Foster Parents and Other Residential Care Staff

Appropriate training and supports for foster parents and

other residential care staff are key components of a quality

foster care system. Unfortunately, in these times of fiscal

restraint, training programs have often been among the first

things to be cut. Lack of training and adequate supports for

foster care providers, however, can negatively impact the quality

of the care children receive. A subsequent investment must then

be made because of the long range costs to children of inappro-

priate care. There have, for example, been reports from several

states of abises of children in foster homes that have resulted in

part because foster parents were asked to assume responsibility

for very troubled children with needs they were not trained to

handle.

Our experience is that foster parents want training. Increasing

numbers of states are imposing minimum pre-service and in-service

training requirements for foster parents. Minimum curriculum

requirements should address basics like the foster care system,

the impact of placement on the foster family and on the children

and their parents, children's relationship to their birth

families, and the developmental needs of children. Specialized
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training requirements should address the special needs of

adolescents, sexually abused children, handicapped children and

others. Good curricula for foster parent training have been

developed.

Senator Moynihn'§. bill, would require, effective January 1,

1987, that foster parents caring for IV-E children have partici-

pated in a suitable training program designed to help them recognize

and deal with the special needs and problems of foster children.

Although the substance of that training is not specified, the state

must consult with foster parents, appropriate child care providers,

and representatives of advocacy groups in designing the training,

so as to ensure that it addresses the needs of those being trained.

The training requirements in the Moynihan bill, coupled with

the availability of higher federal reimbursement for the training

provided, are significant steps forward in improving the quality

of care for foster children.

independent Living Pro2rams

implementation of the case reviews required by P.L. 96-272

has highlighted the problem of the large number of youth aging out

of the foster care system without appropriate preparation for

their transition to independent living. Data from several

national studies suggest that approximately 40 to 50 percent of

the children in foster care are over the age of 12, and individual

state reports show comparable portions of their caseloads to be

comprised of teens. Although it is hoped that many of these youth

will be able to return home, and that others will be adopted or

will establish other permanent living arrangements, increased
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attention must also be given to those youth who will remain in

care to the age of majority. It is estimated that approximately

16,000 adolescents, ages 17 and 18, faced discharge from

substitute care in 1982 because they were about to reach the

age of.majority.

Reviews in a number of states have shown that there are not

adequate efforts made to help these youth become self-sufficient.

Two findings from New York are not atypical:

o A New York City study found that within one year of
leaving foster care, a significant percentage of
young girls ended up receiving federal income support
through the Aid to Families With Dependent Children
Program (AFDC).

o Another New York study of how children In foster
care are prepared for independent living reported
that only about one-third seemed well prepared,
although progress was made for another third. The
study, conducted by the Citizens Committee for
Children of New York, also found that there was no
comprehensive, coordinated program for helping
them learn to be self sufficient.

Efforts to prepare youth for independent living have been

hindered in some states by a 1981 change in the AFDC Program.

The change in AFDC resulted in allowing a child to continue in

federally funded foster care only until age 18, or at state

option to age 19 if the youth is in school and realistically

expected to graduate by that time. Because foster children, who

are moved from home to home, are also moved from school to school,

it is not at all unusual for them to be several years behind their

peers in graduating from high school. In some states the AFDC

change sets an artificial boundary that forces some youngsters

out on their own before they are ready and have completed a basic
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level of schooling. The Moynihan bill includes a provision which

will hopefully encourage foster children in some states to stay in

school and graduate. The bill allows states the option of pro-

viding IV-E foster care payments to youth to age 21 provided they

are enrolled in secondary school or an equivalent vocational pro-

gram.

A broad array of services in addition to education should

be available to meet the varied needs of adolescents in the foster

care system who are facing independence. Adolescents discharged

from care, who cannot count on continued parental support, must be

able to make it on their own.- They will need help to be able to

find housing, continue their education or get a job, perform

certain daily living routines, and avoid future dependence on the

state. Attention must also be given to the needs of these youth

for emotional support and help with decisionmaking and termination.

Numerous models have been developed for services for youth

preparing to leave foster care. Some states have established

specialized group homes, semi-independent living arrangements, or

independent living subsidies. There are programs for job training,

life skills training, and individual and group counseling. States

also need to establish laws and policies which allow and encourage

the development of such services. West Virginia, for example, has

developed a policy which outlines the independent living skills an

adolescent must receive. Arizona's program includes the develop-

ment of a discharge plan for each child preparing to leave care.

The Moynihan bill includes special funding to ensure the

development of written independent living plans based on
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individualized assessments of need for older foster children. It

also requires the establishment of transitional independent living

programs to meet these needs. Technical assistance from the

Department of Health and Human Services is expected to help states

establish such programs. The Administration for Children, Youth

and Families in HHS is currently funding a review of independent

living programs by the Westat Corporation in Rockville, Maryland.

We urge the Committee to support the required efforts on behalf of

older adolescents in foster care included in the Moynihan bill.

Further we ask that you consider amending the Title IV-E Foster

Care Program to allow children receiving independent living

subsidies as part of a supervised transitional program to be

eligible for federal reimbursement, provided the children meet

the program's other eligibility requirements.

Child Welfare Reporting

States have now had five years to implement the procedures,

protections and services set forth in P.L. 96-272. There are

available data to aid in the monitoring of these efforts. As

mentioned earlier, progress in implementing data tracking systems

has been made in many states. The American Public Welfare

Association has been collecting data on a voluntary basis from the

states for two years. At least forty states have been certified

by HHS as being in compliance for at least one year with the

protections set forth in Section 427 of the Act, which include the

inventory and information system. However, HHS's monitoring

efforts to date provide little information on the impact of

P.L. 96-272 on children and families in the states.
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States themselves think HHS's monitoring has been uneven.

They argue that compliance reviews were handled differently in

different states resulting in inequitable treatment in some

instances. One etate, for example, is currently pursuing a claim

in court that it failed its compliance review, although other

states that had followed the same course and implemented similar

policies and practices had been approved.

CDP believes this to be an appropriate time for Congress to

exercise increased oversight of Implementation of P.L. 96-272 to

try to assess for itself what progress has been made in the states.

P.L. 96-272 was originally enacted because members of this

Committee and the full Congress were concerned about the problems

in the nation's foster care system. You were acting not only to

protect the children and families Involved, but to protect your

federal investment as well. The Act is built on fiscal incentives

to encourage preservation and reunification of families. Federal

dollars were also added under the Act to encourage the adoption of

special needs children and to ensure appropriate care for children

voluntarily placed by their parents. The Moynihan bill proposes

to provide further fiscal incentives for the development of

training programs for foster parents and residential care staff

and independent living programs for older adolescents. Careful

monitoring of the success of the various fiscal incentives in

achieving the intended goals is necessary. Data must be collected

to see the outcomes produced for children.

The biennial reporting requirements in the Moynihan bill

provide a snapshot of children in care and highlight those funded
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with federal dollars. The descriptive studies proposed will

provide additional information on special efforts being taken to

improve the foster care system. We urge the Committee to seriously

consider these reporting requirements.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you to share

CDF's perspective on implementation of P.L. 96-272 and the need

for additional reforms. The Ommittee's strong committment to

child welfare reform has helped maintain P.L. 96-272 these past

five years. We look forward to your continued support as together

we seek to strengthen it.
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Senator ARMSTRONG. Mr. Liederman.

STATEMENT OF DAVID S. LIEDERMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA, INC., WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. LIEDERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, my name is David Liederman, the executive di-

rector of the Child Welfare League of America. The league is a 65-
year-old organization, comprised of 350 public and private volun-
tary, not for profit, member agencies in the United States. Among
our members are the Colorado Christian Home, the Colorado De-
partment of Social Services, Children's Aid Society of New York,
and the New York State Department of Social Services, just to
mention a couple. [Laughter.]

We've reviewed the administration's bill, S. 1266, and are sup-
portive of the provisions pertaining to the adoption assistance pro-
gram, and would like to commend the administration for its atten-
tion to the issues which these proposals address.

We also endorse the provision of.S. 1266, which would make per-
manent the voluntary placement provision.

However, we take strong exception and oppose any attempts to
cap or end the entitlement status of title IV-E foster care, includ-
ing the lowering of the so-called trigger under title IV-B to $200
million, thus effectuating an immediate cap on foster care. It has
always been our position, Mr. Chairman, and will continue to be--
and I would hope it would be the position of this committee-that
foster care is an entitlement and should be continued to be treated
as an entitlement. If a child shows up at the Colorado State De-
partment of Social Services or the New York State Department of

ial Services or special services for children in New York City
and requires foster care, that child is entitled to foster care. And to
arbitrarily place a cap on foster care, I think, defeats the entire
purpose of what foster care was intended to do.

I can't speak to that strongly enough.
And it's interesting, too, that it is true that the number of foster

children has gone down, and we support that. And that was the
original intent of the act. But it's also true, and the Department's
own report points out, that in 19 States there were increases in the
number of children in foster care between 1980 and 1982. We've
had reports from Los Angeles County where they have had a dra-
matic increase in the number of foster care kids just in the last
year. So that although the numbers are going down nationally,
there are fluctuations from State to State, from locality to locality,
and it's really important for us and for you to take into account
that factor and not put a cap on foster care because it goes in the
wrong direction.

What we should be doing in our opinion is increasing the amount
of money for foster care because foster care still leaves a lot to be
desired. The average payment for foster parents in the United
States is about $190 a month. We all have raised children and we
know what it costs to raise a child and $190 a month doesn't sound
to me like a lot of money to be helping foster parents to raise a
child. And yet that is the average payment around the country so
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that we think there needs to be further efforts to improve the
foster care system; not try to cap it.

And at the same time, we need additional money for preventive
services, which is what IV-B is all about, and we should be increas-
ing the $200 million that's now available to a much higher figure
so that we have additional money for preventive services to pre-
vent children-who otherwise can't be prevented from going into
the system.

We also oppose the use of bonuses, bounties, or any other incen-
tive payments to States for the removal of children who have been
in foster care arbitrarily. The proposal proposes a bonus of $3,000,
and for children who have been in care for more than 24 months,
we think that, too, goes in the wrong direction. What it doesn't
take into account is that there are thousands, thousands of chil-
dren in the United States who need long-term foster care. We re-
cently did a survey of our entire membership and we had not one
single agency that supported the notion of the bonus without cer-
tain safeguards. And those protections need to be in there.

You know, there are lots of older kids, there are lots of kids who
need long-term foster care for whatever the reason. And to arbi-
trarily have a bonus without an individualized case plan, which
was the principal protection under Public Law 96-272-if you don't
have an individualized case plan, how can you just arbitrarily say
to States and localities and counties that we are going to give you
$3,000 if you get the kids out of foster care even if we don't know
the reason they are coming out of foster care. They might be
coming out of foster care only to go into the street.

Let me just make a couple of other comments. We have also re-
viewed the Moynihan-Stark bill, S. 1329, and wish to state our
strong support for that proposal; particularly, the part of the pro-
posal that mandates foster care subsidies up to the age of 21, tied
to the enrollment of secondary school or vocational training, as
well as the State plan requirement for transitional living pro-
grams.

We would like to commend you, Senator Moynihan, for your
leadership in this area. We think that's a great step in the right
direction. It has been law in many States throughout the United
States regarding special needs of children that those services
should be available from the age of 3 to 21. If there was ever a
gKroup that was a special needs group, it's young people, children,
in foster care and we think raising the subsidy to 21 is a step in
the right direction.

And I might add, Mr. Chairman, that the recent report that
came out of New York City on runaway and homeless youth in
New York City showed that as many as 50 percent of the youth
seeking shelter in the city had come out of the foster care system.
So that this provision to include services up to the age of 21 is cru-
cial.

Frankly, we like the Moynihan-Stark bill. We think the Moyni-
han-Stark bill should be used as the vehicle to amend Public Law
96-272.

And we thank the committee for hearing us. And I'm sorry I
went over my time.

'Thank you very much.
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Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Mr. Liederman.
[The prepared written statement and a letter from Mr. Lieder-

man follow:]

51-769 0 - 86 - 4
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CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA, INC.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, my name is David S.

Liederman, and I am the Executive Director of the Child Welfare League of

America. The League is a national organization comprised of more than 350

public and private voluntary not-for-profit member agencies and 1,200

affiliates who provide various child welfare services to children and families

at-risk throughout North America. Such services include adoption, family

foster care, residential treatment, group homes, day treatment, home-based

social services and child day care. Among our members, for example, are the

Colorado State Department of Social Services, the Boys & Girls Aid Society of

Oregon, the Lutheran Service Society of New York, the Jewish Children's Home

of New Orleans, Children's Home Society of Minnesota, United Methodist Home of

Little Rock, Arkansas, and Family and Children Services of Kansas City,

Missouri.

We appreciate very much the opportunity to present our views on the two

pieces of legislation - S. 1266 and the Moynihan/Stark bill amending

P.L. 96-272, the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980. The views

which we will express here today stem from our many years of involvement in

P.L. 96-272 -- beginning with the issues which gave rise to its legislative

formation, to its ultimate Congressional passage, and more recently, to its

national implementation. Our 350 member agencies and 1,200 affiliates -- both

public and private -- are involved on a day-to-day basis in carrying out its

legislative-mandates. We have published resource and implementation manuals,

articles in our Child Welfare Journal, research studies and various sets of

standards, all for the purpose of guiding the practice of "permanency

planning" as embodied in P.L. 96-272.
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Of course our purpose today is not to talk about the Child Welfare League

of America, but rather the proposed provisions relating to foster care and

adoptive services -- specifically S.1266 and the Moynihan/Stark bill. There

is much that needs be said and, indeed, we will go into some detail. However,

if we only had one minute of your time,'this is what we would say.

Before proceeding with a more detailed discussion of S. 1266 and the

Moynihan/Stark bill, let me briefly review the concept of "permanency

planning" to clarify the context within which these two bills would fit. This

concept literally revolutionized the child welfare field. Prior to the

enactment of P.L. 96-272, approximately 500,000 children were believed to be

"adrift" in the foster care system, with little or no effort made to account

for them, to return them to their own families or, if more appropriate, to

place them in alternative permanent settings.

In 1977, Congress began deliberations on legislation in response to this

national tragedy -- deliberations which continued throughout both sessions of

the 96th Congress and which culminated in the passage of P.L. 96-272. This

law established a new Title IV-E of the Social Security Act to provide Federal

support for foster care and adoption assistance and made improvements in Title

IV:B Child Welfare Services. Moreover, it also mandated certain protections

for children in foster care which were tied to fiscal incentives to the States.

Such protections exist today and begin, as a child moves through the

system, with a provision requiring what is widely known as "reasonable

efforts." This provision requires that the State must make "reasonable

efforts" aimed at preventing the child's removal from the home. The child is

further protected by a requirement for a court ruling that the State did, in

fact, comply with reasonable efforts. If the court determines that

"reasonable efforts" did not occur, the State cannot receive Federal
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reimbursement for Title IV-E foster care payments. Therefore, under the

currht foster care system, adequate protections exist to ensure that children

are not being placed in foster care unnecessarily.

- Once a child-is placed in foster care, however, protections also exist to

ensure that his or her stay is not unnecessarily prolonged. This occurs in

three ways, all of which are mandated. First, an individual caseplan must be

developed for each child, describing the services which will be provided and

which will facilitate the child's return home as quickly as possible. Second,

an independent review of the case must occur every 6 months in order to ensure

the continuing appropriateness of out-of-home care. Third, a dispositionall

hearing' is required within 18 months of the original placement in foster

care. This hearing must be held by a family or juvenile court or by an

administrative body appointed by the court. At this time, the agency must

have developed a permanent plan which provides for the child's return home or

movement into an appropriate permanent placement.

In 1980, States began implementing the new program. Four-and-half-years

later, on June 11, 1984, Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)

Secretary Heckler released a report to Congress outlining the extent to which

changes had occurred in State child welfare systems as a result of

P.L. 96-272. The findings included:

* a significant decrease in the number of children in foster care, from
more than 500,000 in 1977, to 243,000 in 1982;

* a decrease in the duration of placement of children in foster care,
from an average of 47 months in 1977, to an average of 35 months in
December 1982;

a a 50% decline in the number of foster care children free for
adoption, from 102,000 in 1977, to 50,000 in 1982;

* an increase in the number of children for whom Title IV-E Adoption
Assistance funds were claimed, from 289 in 1981, to 4,672 in 1983;
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a compliance in regard to the permanency planning protections on the
part of most States; and

* improvements in child welfare services attributable to Title IV-B.

The report concluded that P.L. 96-272 "has helped maintain the momentum of

system and program changes designed to assure good child welfare practice."

Today, almost one year to the date of Secretary Heckler's very positive

report on P.L. 96-272, the Administration returns to Congress in support of

S. 1266, which it has designed to "make improvements" "fine turn' this

program. While we would agree that there is some need to make improvements in

both the foster care and adoption assistance programs, we cannot fully support

S. 1266 due largely to the proposed foster care amendments contained therein.

We base this decision on our belief that the assumptions underlying these

proposals are faulty and, if enacted, will halt the progress made over the

past four-and one-half years toward good child welfare practice. Further,

these proposals, we fear, will adversely affect those children most in need of

the care and services provided under the current foster care system. We do,

however, support and conmend the Administration on its proposed amendments to

the adoption assistance program. These amendments address some of the more

problematic aspects of this program and hopefully will help to remove any

existing barriers to the adoption of special needs children.

In connection with the Moynihan/Stark bill, we fully support the proposed

amendments contained therein, inasumch as they address the various service

gaps that currently exist in both the foster care and adoption assistance

programs. The League recommends that the Moynihan/Stark bill be used as the

primary legislature vehicle for amending P.L. 96-272.

: would now like to detail the specific comments of the Child Welfare

League of America regarding each of the bills. Each item discussed is in the

order in which it appears in the respective bills.
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S. 1266

(1) Incentive bonuses of $3,000 per child to States for reducing the

number of children who have been in foster care for more than 24 months

(Sec. 2). While we do not support unnecessarily lengthy stays of children in

foster care, we do not believe that this is an appropriate mechanism for

ensuring that such does not occur. As written, the amendment would simply

encourage States to remove children from foster care after twenty-four

months -- period. It does not encourage States to explore why such a

situation occurred nor what the individualized needs of the child and what the

child's family might be. Nor does it allow for States to address such needs,

given that the bonus would be received only after the child is removed from

foster care. As such, it completely ignores one of the principle protections

mandated under P.L. 96-272 -- the individual case plan.

Moreover, the provision sets-up a potentially dangerous practice issue in

that it overlooks the need for and discourages the use of long-term foster

care, which most experts agree is a valid and sometimes necessary child

welfare service.

For example, we have recently completed a survey of our member agencies,

all of whom are experts in the field. The results of the survey have not yet

been fully tabulated; however, for purposes of this testimony, we examined the

data from 10 States representing 33 child welfare agencies -- both public and

private.-- who, in combination, provide adoption and foster care services to

over 25,000 children.* One of the survey questions posed was:

* The 10 States include: Arkansas, Colorado, Iowa, Louisiana,

Minnesota, Missouri, New Jersey, New York, Oklahoma and Oregon.
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"Current discussions about the foster care program suggest that
one way to ensure the unnecessary length of stay in foster care
is to place a Federal limit on such stays -- limits might range
anywhere from 12 to 24 months. Based on your knowledge of
foster care, please briefly discuss why you may or may not favor
such a limit."

NOT ONE AGENCY FAVORED SUCH LIMITS, WITHOUT EXCLUSIONS FOR NECESSARY LONG-TERM

FOSTER CARE OR WITHOUT APPROPRIATE SAFEGUARDS TO THE INDIVIDUALIZED NEEDS OF

THE CHILD. Following is a sample of some of the comments:

"For some children, foster care is the most appropriate plan -
they do not have families or their parents do not progress well
enough to resume responsibility for their children". (Colorado
County agency serving 3500 children)

"Eighteen percent are now staying longer than 24 months,
primarily adolescents coming into care." (Oregon State agency
serving 9600 children)

"Any approach which does not permit an individualized approach
will not serve children well., (Louisiana private voluntary
agency serving 150 children)

"While limits may encourage agencies to plan more actively and
aggressively, they also may encourage inappropriate placements
to meet deadlines." (New York State wide voluntary agency
serving 700 children)

Ideally, our goal is to move all children through a continuum-of-care into

situations which most closely resemble a family setting. We all know that a

permanent, stable family situation works best for children and is far less

costly to the government, both now and in the future. In the real world,

however, permanent adoption may not be possible for all hard-to-place

youngsters -- those who are challenged physically or emotionally. . . those

who are older. . . those who have been in trouble. Foster care may, in some

instances, be the most appropriate and the most family-like situation

ultimately available.

Accordingly, we cannot and will not support the use of bonus payments to

States which do not recognize the need for and appropriateness of long-term

foster care and which do not also take into consideration the individualized
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needs of the child. The Child Welfare League of America, therefore, opposes

this amendment as proposed and urges this Subcommittee to do likewise.

(2) The use of bonuses payments for any purposes under Titles IV-E, IV-B

and XX (Sec. 2). While we are opposed to the payment of bonuses, as proposed,

we are particularly opposed to their use for purposes of the Title XX --

Social Services Block Grant Program. Title XX is a program which provides a

variety of social services to all age groups, including for example, services

to the elderly. Under S. 1266, bonuses would be paid to States as a result of

reducing a child's length of stay in foster care, without regard to that

child's individual needs or case plan. Why should monies derived from

reductions in foster care which could risk a possible inappropriate return

home or an inappropriate adoptive placement be made available to other age

groups, such as the elderly, who may have stronger political constituencies

relative to the children served under the foster care system. Any bonuses

under this provision should be restricted for the purposes of Titles IV-E and

IV-8 only.

(3) Lowering to $200 million the appropriated amount for Title IV-B Child

Welfare Services which will effectuate a mandatory foster care cap (Sec. 3).

We are opposed to this provision as a back-door approach to capping foster

care and also because it violates the compromise reached during the passage of

P.L. 96-272. This compromise was developed out of two differing legislative

proposals pending at the time: one, which would have Ncapped" foster care and

one which would not. The Child Welfare League of America has long been on

record in favor of open-ended entitlement funding for the foster care

program. Indeed, we firmly believe that the concept of a needy child's legal

entitlement to foster care services should continue to be upheld as one of our

oldest social responsibilities.
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During debate on P.L. 96-272, in order that needed foster care reforms be

enacted, a compromise was struck. This provided that the foster care program

would be capped only after the States had received sufficient funds enabling

them to finance the service improvements and procedural safeguards mandated

under P.L. 96-272.

Title IV-8 was seen as the cornerstone of P.L. 96-272 in the provision of

services aimed at preventing the child's unnecessary removal from Lome,

reunifying the family, and supporting permanent planning efforts. States were

assured that the full funding of Title IV-8 ($266 million) would occur for two

years before IV-E foster care would be capped; thus allowing States the time

necessary to establish and implement such services. Since passage of P.L.

96-272, Title IV-B has not been funded above $200 million. Moreover, Title

XX, also assumed to assist in the establishment of these services, has, since

1982, remained frozen at its current level of $2.7 billion.

In our survey, the same 10 states and 33 agencies mentioned earlier said

that the need for preventive and reunification services was far greater than

their availability. This indicates that States, given the lack of adequate

funding, have not been able to fully establish nor provide services so central

to the concept of permanent planning. Moreover, a June 1984 study, conducted

on behalf of HHS, entitled, Assessing the Implementation of Federal Policy to

Reduce the Use of Foster Care: Placement Prevention and Reunification in

Child Welfare, found that, "Federal appropriations for Title IV-B reached

authorized levels during the first year of implementation only, precluding or

limiting the type of service and resource expansion envisioned under the law."

The Child Welfare League of America believes that P.L. 96-272 has been

successful in its implementation due largely to the provision of Child Welfare

Services under Title IV-B. However, there is much that remains to be done --
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more services need to be in place if the reforms envisioned under P.L. 96-272

are to be fully realized. This Is not the time to cap foster care, through

any method. We, in fact, believe that the 'trigger" should be removed

altogether -- but under no circumstances should it be lowered. The Child

Welfare League of America, therefore, opposes this amendment and urges the

Subcommittee to do likewise.

(4) Eliminating the Necessity of an Advanced Appropriation for

Limitations as to Title IV-8 Funding (Sec. 3). We oppose this provision as we

believe that protections must remain In place for purposes of adequate and

full funding for both Title IV-B and Title IV-E programs.

(5) Eliminating the options under which a State's Title IV-E foster care

allotment is determined (Sec._3). It is our understanding that the Cormittee

has requested HHS to provide information as to the impact and effect of this

provision upon the States' foster care system. We, therefore, request to

reserve the right to comment on such impact until a later date, once this

information is made available.

(6) For FY 86, Cap Title IV-E Foster Care at $485 million (Sec. 3).

Aside from our belief that $485 million does not represent a realistic figure

for FY 85 expenditures, as it excludes consideration of claims which, under

current law, may be made in FY 86 and FY 87, we are strongly opposed to any

capping of Title IV-E Foster Care. As noted in Secretary Heckler's June 1984

report to Congress, referred to earlier, a significant decrease in the number

of children in foster care occurred nationally from 1977 to 1982. Yet, this

same report indicates that 19 States experienced an increase in the number of

foster care children from 1980 to 1982*.

* These states include: Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Georgia, Hawaii,
Illinois, Iowa, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Montana, Nevada, North Dakota,
Ohio, Oklahoma,.Rhode Island, South Dakota, Utah and Washington.
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Moreover, according to House Committee Print 99-2: Background Materials and

Data on Programs Within the Jurisdiction of the Committee on Ways & Means, 25

States indicated an increase in their foster care populations from 1983 to

1984.*

We believe that this provision to eliminate the open-ended funding of

foster care adopt;,a bookkeeping" approach intended to limit spending in the

program while ignoring the fluctuating needs of the States, as evidenced

above, and most especially, the children whom they must serve on an

entitlement basis. Such an approach fails to recognize that if arbitrary and

unrealistic caps are set, States may be forced to reevaluate their entitlement

criteria; thus, forcing children to remain in unsafe homes, at continued risk

of further abuse and neglect. In testimony before a field hearing of the

House Budget Committee, this past April, one of our members in California,

testifying against the President's FY 86 budget proposal to cap foster care,

drew a very graphic analogy between what might happen under a foster care cap

and what has happened in Los Angeles County as a result of fiscal restraints:

"In 1982-83, after experiencing serious staff losses due to State
and County revenue losses following the passage of Proposition 13
and the 1980-82 recession, the Los Angeles County Department of
Public Social Services was forced to make the terrible choice of
limiting the intake of children referred to protective services.
The Department admitted in testimony before the California
Legislature, that, for nearly a year, it only investigated and
acted upon 45% of the cases referred. It was almost as if a child
had to be physically bleeding before 'official action' could be
taken. No one knows what happened to the other 55% of the children
or how long it took before the conditions of some children finally
became aggravated enough to move 'the system' to action. All of
this, because of a shortage of funds. This illustration is not
drawn to condemn Los Angeles County DPSS - the Department had to
make hard choices; it did not act arbitrarily. But, an arbitrary
'cap' on foster care will certainly create similar 'hard choices'
because of the lack of funding and the lack of placement options."

* These states include: California, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Georgia,
Hawaii, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Nebraska, New
Jersey, New Mexico, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, South
Carolina, Texas, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, Washington, and West Virginia.
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The League agrees. Furthermore, we would ask that this Committee, during

its consideration of S. 1266 bear in mind the children who are in need of

foster care and the circumstances create that need -- children who are abused

and tragic emotionally and physically neglected, children who are runaways or

throwaways, children who are physically handicapped, and children in trouble.

M reover, as deinstitutionalization efforts in mental health and

corrections move previously institutionalized children into foster care, our

agencies are reporting more severe, complex and long-term cases. Foster care

children with emotional problems, histories of delinquency, or those who have

been victims of physical and sexual abuse will obviously require intensive

treatment at greater costs. Assistance must remain available with sufficient

flexibility to allow States to meet the individualized needs of each child

they serve and each eligible child in need of foster care should be guaranteed

the availability of such assistance. The Child Welfare League of America,

therefore, strongly oppose the capping of foster care and urge the

Subcomvnittee to do likewise.

(7) For FY 87, basing State's allotments on FY 84 expenditures and for

FY 88 and each succeeding fiscal year, basing allotments on the preceding

fiscal year, adjusted by the inflation factor (Sec. 3., This proposed

amendment would not only disallow the fluctuating needs of the States and

children whom they serve, but would further erode any type of measurement by

which we. gauge such fluctuations and, in effect, block grant foster care

assistance. Despite the present scarcity of information regarding the foster

care system, at least we now know where the decreases and increases occur.

Such information, although minimal, provides an opportunity to study the cause

and effects of differences among the States, with a view toward a more

efficient service delivery. Finally, since the ultimate impact of this
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proposed amendment is tied to the provision changing the current allotment

structure and because information as to its effect is not fully known, we

would request to reserve the right to a future comment, once the information

is available.

(8) Revising the inflation factor (Sec. 3). On its face, this proposed

amendment would appear to build-in future reductions in the foster care

program. However, since the full scope of such reductions cannot be

accurately reflected without the data regarding the proposed changes in

calculating State allotments, we would request the right to a future comment,

once the information is available.

(9) Deeming Medicaid eligible for children for whom an adoption

assistance agreement is in effect and prior to adoption finalization.

Specifying that such children are eligible for Medicaid from the State where

they reside, regardless of whether such State was/is a party to the adoption

assistance agreement (Sec. 4). We strongly support this provision with one

suggestion that the Title XX -- Social Services Block Grant be also included

for such purposes. The inclusion of Title XX would ensure the provision of

social services to children adopted under an adoption assistance agreement In

those States which continue to have a means-test in effect. Further, we would

like to commend the Administration for its recognition of these problem areas

of the adoption assistance program and for its willingness to take corrective

action. The movement of children across State lines for purposes of adoption

or even after the adoption has occurred has created many problems in terms of

these children receiving the Medicaid services to which they are entitled. We

believe that this situation has created a strong disincentive to promoting
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special-needs adoption and will, therefore, work along side of the

Administration to secure passage of this provision, provided Title XX --

social services are also Included.

(10) Limiting to one-year, the submission of prior year claims (Sec. 5).

We oppose this provision on the grounds that such a limit would impose an

unreasonable deadline, given the time needed for county administered States to

summarize their financial claims. We also believe that this does not take

into account the time needed for all States to process their claims throughout

the system -- from foster parents to child caring institutions to county run

operations and back to the Federal government -- in a timely and accurate

manner.

(11) Making permanent the voluntary placement provision and repealing the

requirement for an annual report _(Sec. 6). We strongly support the permanent

extension of the voluntary placement provision given the current system of

protections which are in place. We support the concept of voluntary

placements which eliminate unnecessary court proceedings and which tend to

place additional stress on the family thus creating a more-traumatic

experience for the child. We, therefore, believe that its use results in good

child welfare practice and that its permanent extension will encourage States

to expand its availability.

However, we do'not support repealing the annual report requirement since

we believe it is important to know the extent to which it is used, the reasons

for such placements and whether such placements contribute to overall

objectives of P.L. 96-272. We believe that the knowledge gleaned from such

reports will further aid in the improvement of quality child welfare services

and should therefore be retained as it exists under current law.
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Moynihan/Stark bill

(1) Mandating foster care subsidies up to age 21 when the child is a

full-time student in a secondary school or in an equivalent level of

vocational or technical training (Sec. 101). The League strongly support this

provision based on the fact that this is an often heard suggestion from our

members regarding changes in the foster care program. In our survey, which we

mentioned earlier, we asked our members to describe what they believe happens

to children 18 and over who have had to leave foster care due the lack of a

Federal and/or State subsidy. While we anticipated some negative responses,

-we did not anticipate the kind of hopelessness or sense of desperateness that

we received with such consistency. For example:

o "Some exist on marginal jobs; others move in with others; some girls
move into prostitution." (Iowa)

o "Join the service or join a street culture - get into trouble with
authorities.' (Arkansas)

o "Unless youth are prepared to become socially and economically
independent, many will become known to the justice system and/or
become future public assistance recipients." (Oregon)

o 'Many end up as homeless, without funds and no skills." (New York)

In regard to the latter comment, recent studies are now showing that a

large number of homeless youth have previously been in foster care. One such

study, Runaway and Homeless Youth in New York City (Shaffer & Caton) found,

based on interviews with New York City shelter users, that as many as 50% of

the youth seeking shelter had a history foster cai'e- p*eement. We strongly

believe that the abrupt termination of youth from foster care at age 18, due

to.the lack of a Federal subsidy, serves neither the goals of permanency

planning ror the needs of that youth and ultimately the society Into which he

or she is tossed. Who among us was truly independent at age 18? Most of us

in this room were fortunate enough to have families who helped us through this
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transition. For many of these youngsters, however, there literally is no

one. It simply is unrealistic for us to expect that at the "magic" age of 18,

this youngster can go out into the world, get a job, get an apartment, manage

money and become independent. We, therefore, strongly urge this Subconnittee

to favorably report out this provision and take the lead in addressing the

incidence of homelessness among our former foster care youth.

(2) State Plan Requirements for Transitional Independent Living Programs

for Older Foster Children (Sec. 102). For the many reasons cited above, we

also strongly support this provision since we believe the extension of the

Federal subsidy must also be tied to the provision of services aimed at

preparing foster care youth to properly exit from the system. On March 14,

1985, the Child Welfare League of America sponsored a "Mini-Hearing" on

Capitol Hill at which many House and Senate staffers were present. Testimony

was presented by League members and staff on the necessity of independent

living services to adolescents exiting from the foster care system. As

explained by League staffer, Helen Stone, who is presently involved in a

two-year national study surveying the success of independent living programs

for such adolescents, "For foster youth, decision making may be more difficult

in that they have had a greater sense of failure and they are more accustomed

to having others make decisions for them: administrative agencies, parents,

courts, foster parents, agency staff, etc." Based on this fact alone, Ms.

Stone pointed out that foster children needed special preparation in

developing confidence in themselves so as to enter into the decision making

tasks so critical to independent life. Based on her review of independent

living programs conducted at 62 voluntary agencies in 20 states, Ms. Stone
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suggested particular emphasis be given to : housing issues, such as renting

apartments, and signing leases; help with linkages to medical care; and job

skills. Another panelist testifying at the Mini Hearing in regard to

independent living needs was Bob Guthiel, Executive Director of a League

member agency in New York. Mr. Guthiel testified regarding his agency's

involvement in a class action lawsuit filed by the New York Coalition for the

Homeless on behalf of all former foster care children, ages 18 to 21, who are

now homeless after being discharged to independent living. The goal of the

lawsuit is to obtain a court order directing State and City officials to

provide adequate after-care services, including residential care, to these

young people. The suit, as Mr. Guthiel explained is what results "when we

have governmental policies which have no other goal beyond the single goal of

discharging children from the foster care system as soon as possible without

looking or probing more deeply into the human causes involved and the needs

that are there.' Mr. Guthiel's closing remarks at that time are quite fitting

to the recommendations and request we would make of the Subcommittee in

connection with this proposed amendment: "We are here today to ask you, with

as much passion and energy as we can muster, (to do) what we can do to build

on the better foundations that have already been laid in P.L. 96-272 and give

those devastated young people the support they must have if they are going to

have any chance at all." We agree and therefore, urge this Subcommittee's

favorable action on the proposed amendment.

(3) Medicaid Coverage for All Adopted Children with Special Needs and for

Children Prior to Finalization of Adoption (Sec. 201). We support these

provisions based on the fact that many special needs children who are adopted

have severe physical or mental handicaps requiring costly medical coverage.

To extend to them the same medical coverage as is afforded to subsidy special
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needs children, we believe, makes sense from a practice point of view. We

further support the provision of Medicaid prior to finalization of adoption

since these children are no longer technically in the foster care system and

also technically cannot be defined as adopted, since their final adoption Is

pending. Many States have coped with this situation by certifying the

potential adopting family as a foster family so that Medicaid coverage can be

made available to that child. The problem then becomes an administrative one

in terms of licensing and training requirements which extend to foster parents

but which are not appropriate for potential adopting parents. The simpliest

solution to this situation would be to deem the child who is in this "limbo"

state, eligible for Medicaid and therefore, we urge that this amendment be

adopted as proposed.

(4) Post-Adoption Services (Sec. 202): We also strongly support this

provision, given that it too has been named as a high priority by our members,

many of whom have witnessed an increasing demand for such services. Mary Jane

Fales, a former League staffer, testified at the Mini-Hearing in March, on the

need for post-adoption services. As Ms. Fales so succintly stated, 'The

vision that most of us had, which was of waving farewell at the courthouse

steps to this newly formed family who were going to walk off into the sunset

together, was really a fantasy. That for many of these families we had helped

bring together, there was a lot of struggle and sometimes pain - that we

really left them alone for the most part for them to deal with that." Citing

a national Child Welfare League study, soon to be released, entitled "On

Adoption Frontiers" by Kathleen Nelson, Ms. Fales pointed out that 90% of

families who had adopted special needs children, who were interviewed for this

study several years after the adoption had been completed, indicated that they

needed some kind of ongoing help, such as counseling or therapy. Moreover,
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when they had gone into the community to try to find some kind of help or

support, they had struck out -- a great majority were unable to find any

assistance.

Ms. Fales has been conducting her own survey, on the need for and

availability of post-adoption services, the results of which are also soon to

be published. In conducting this survey, one of the statistics which she

shared as "not being documented" to any extent but which is "repeated often

enough" so as to suggest some validity is that one out of every three children

currently in residential treatment is, in fact, adopted. We don't know how

many children may have been returned into our systems, their adoptions

dissolved because they come in through a different door than they go out.

Ms, Fales, in sharing some of the preliminary information of her survey,

indicated that she had been able to locate only between 30 to 40 programs

around the country who consider themselves specialists in the area of

post-legal adoption services. These programs include adoption agencies,

private therapists, some clinical or residential treatment programs and so

far, one self-help group. On the positive side, most of these programs are

reporting a very high rate of success in a very short period of time -- 3 or 4

months on average. The results, by and large, have been that families who had

been on the edge of placing the child into some kind of facility, had changed

their minds and today, remain as intact families. On the negative side, as

indicated earlier, very few of these exist. Most families who are in need of

these services are having to go out into the mental health community and are

finding, in general, very unsatisfactory results. Moreover, some of these

families would be traveling as much as two or three hours just to go to a

one-hour session with someone having a speciality in the area of treatment.
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In summary, Ms. Fales outlined five major points that we would ask this

Subcommittee to bear in mind du,'ing its consideration of this proposed

amendment:

o Based on her survey, it is clear that adoptive families of all types
need and want specialized post-adoption services and when they're
available they come from everywhere to get them;

o The success rates are high in these programs and are preventing
children from being returned into the system or placed into
residential facilities;

o Agencies and States are who placing these children do have an ongoing
responsibility, which is to support the families they have helped to
create, and, if we do not we are going to find ourselves with fewer
of these families available as an adopting resource;

o No one model agency, private therapist, clinic or self-help group Is
necessarily ideal for all the families we're talking about, but,
whoever provides the services.

o Funding is currently a major barrier to more agencies and private
therapists and clinics developing post-legal adoption services or to
expand upon the ones that do exist.

Accordingly, we strongly support this amendment and urge the Subcommittee

to report this as proposed.

(5) Training for Foster Parents and Staff Members in Child-Care

Institutions (Sec. 301): Again, we strongly support this proposed amendment

and rely on testimony from Joseph Bracco, Executive Director of a League

agency in San Rafael, California, presented at the League Mini-Hearing in

March, regarding the necessity for foster parent training.

Based on a recent study conducted by the California Association of

Services to Children, also a League member, which surveyed the profiles of the

10,000 children served by its 60-member agencies throughout California, Mr.

Bracco pointed out that the family characteristics, placement histories,

presenting problems, and other indicators show that children now have more

out-of-home placements, more difficult presenting problems, both in number and

-19-
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intensity, and are more damaged by past failures. Therefore, the demands for

quality foster care are going to increase not diminish. In this context then

it is critical that we look for ways to improve the delivery of foster care.

We believe that training and support services directed at foster parents and

child caring institutions are one way in which to do so and that the

amendment, as proposed, would help to accomplish this.

With few exception, every State is reporting an increase in child abuse

and neglect. There are increasing instances of sexual abuse in alarming

proportions. The California study, noted earlier, reports that the degree of

disturbance of children coming into out-of-home care has increased

significantly in recent years. The needs of these children being placed in

foster care means that foster parents must be mental health givers as well as

parents. It is critically important to ensure that the caretakers to whom

these children are entrusted -- the foster parents and child caring

institutions -- are adequately prepared to carry out this task.

In outlining his own foster parent training and support program,

Mr. Bracco said that one of the most significant spinoffs has been the

development of a mutual support network among the foster parents. As they get

to know each other, they find they are not alone in the problems and stresses

they experience. They begin to share insights and approaches, provide respite

opportunities for each other, and provide a network whereby they call on each

other for support.

With respect to the impact of training, Mr. Bracco pointed out that

providers who have had foster parent support and training indicated that the

chance for the retention of the child in a foster home and conversely for the

avoidance of placement failure, is enhanced. Foster parent/child care worker

burnout is decreased. Additionally, the availability of foster parent
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training may serve as an incentive for difficult-to-find foster families,

especially for those who may be inexperienced or hesitant about making such a

commitment.

Mr. Bracco also suggested that while most foster parents welcome training

opportunities, the programs must be developed in the context of being a

support service, including for example, the provision of incentives such as

respite or child care or the provision of stipends for participants.

In summary, Mr. Bracco offered three recommendations:

o The Federal government should assist the States by mandating the
development of criteria, standards and specific plans for the ongoing
training of foster parents;

o Federal funding should be made available to implement and support
these plans;

o Agencies, both public and private, responsible for placing and
supervising foster children should be mandated to provide a
comprehensive orientation for all foster parents, available on an
ongoing basis.

We are particularly pleased that, as proposed, this training would be tied to

State licensing requirements and would be reimbursed to States under the

training portion of Title IV-E, thus, providing substantial financial.

incentives to ensure a comprehensive training approach. We believe the

provision that States develop the training and retraining in consultation with

foster parents, appropriate child care providers, and advocacy groups is a

positive step in helping to identify and address meaningful and revelant

training issues. We would like to further state for the record that the Child

Welfare League of America has developed a foster parent training curriculum

which is-used by States and child care providers and we would be happy to make

this available to the Subcommittee as a model.
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(6) Permanent Extension of the Voluntary Placement Provision (Sec. 401).

As stated earlier, we are strongly supportive of making the voluntary

placement provision permanent. We are also very supportive of and pleased to

see that the annual reporting requirement is left as it exists in current law.

(7) 3-Year Extension of the Foster Care Ceiling and of the Authority to

Transfer Foster Care Funds for Child Welfare Services (Sec. 402). We have

noted our reservations about any provision which would ultimately cap the

Foster Care Program. We do, however, strongly support the extension of the

transfer provision given that this provides an effective way to supplement

Title IV-B Child Welfare Services.

(8) Periodic Redeterminations of Eligibility of Children in Foster Care

(Sec. 501): The Child Welfare League of America understands the

administrative necessity of amending this provision so as to require that the

redeterminations under Title IV-A, for purposes of foster care maintenance

payments, be made only when there has been a change affecting such

eligibility. We note our support of this amendment, as proposed, with the

assurance that by so doing we are not weakening the system for Title IV-E

children. Accordingly, the Child Welfare League of America, recommends that

the Subcommittee favorably report this amendment as proposed.

(9) Biennial Reporting Requirement (Sec. 502): The Child Welfare League

of ANerica strongly supports the concept of a biennial reporting requirement.

In this regard, we would like to insert a relevant statement made by the

California Association of Services for Children, a League member agency, in

the introduction to its recent study, entitled: The Foster Children of

California: Profiles of 10,000 Children in Residential Care:

"Without adequate information about the services provided to
dependent, neglected and abused children - indeed, about the
children themselves -- courts are making placements, executive
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branch agencies are making policy, establishing regulations and
implementing programs and legislators are passing laws and
providing (or not providing) funds. . .Beyond the endangerment
of the children involved, the lack of information results in
serious questions being asked about the efficacy, efficiency and
cost of children's services generally. Absent data, these 'hard
questions' cannot be answered. Unanswered, the questions
continue to put good programs and the children they serve
at-risk."

We agree and, therefore, support the concept of a biennial reporting

requirement. However, we are concerned that in so doing we may be placing a

burden on public agencies and inadvertently misdirecting their energies away

from the provision of services to the collection of data and processing of

paperwork. So that this not occur, we would suggest the provision of

additional funds to help establish and implement a reporting system which

would accomodate the gathering of the information as outlined in the proposed

amendment. Accordingly, the Child Welfare League of America, supports this

proposal, with the suggestion that the Subcommittee provide additional funds

specifically for the purpose of assisting States in establishing this Biennial

Reporting Requirement.

In conclusion, we come back to our opening paragraphs in which we outlined

the various protqstions contained under P.L. 96-272 and which have done much

to revoluntionalize the provision of child welfare services to needy

children. In outlining these provisions, we were reminded of where, as

providers of such services, we had been, where we are today and where we must

go in the future. As always, our concern is the children who are so

vulnerable and often so wounded that they cannot verbalize their need for

protection. It is up to us, as child welfare advocates and providers of

services, to then speak on their behalf; to point out where and how services

designed to help these children might be improved.
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In this context, we applaud Chairman Armstrong, the Administration,

Senator Moynihan and Congressman Stark for beginning this dialogue and

moreover, for allowing the Child Welfare League of America an opportunity to

be included.

Also in this context, we are sincerely, troubled by the foster care

amendments proposed by the Administration's bill, S. 1266. We believe that

such proposals do not provide for the adequate protection of the children who

enter the system of out-of-home care. Indeed, as pointed out, the

individualized case planning protections which are so critical to the reforms

envisioned under P.L. 96-272, would be all but ignored were a cap on foster

care, in any form, to be implemented. The bonus payments, while perhaps

well-intended, we believe, would seriously threaten the practice of quality

child welfare service and cause greater harm to children at a time when they

are attempting to heal their suffering. For these reasons, we simply cannot

support these proposals. However, we do strongly support and will work for

the passage of the adoption assistance amendments with the suggestions for

improvements as earlier mentioned.

We are also strongly supportive of the Moynihan/Stark bill and will work

toward the passage of each in both the House and Senate, according to our

comments as outlined. We believe that each of the amendments contained in

these bills is necessary at this time and, in combination, will address some

of the service gaps presently existing under P.L. 96-272.

Accordingly, we would like to again thank the Chairman for the opportunity

to present the views of the Child Welfare League of America on the two bills

urge that the Subcommittee report out the Moynihan bill in its entirety and

use it as the legislative vehicle for the integration of the proposals

regarding the adoption assistance program and the permanent extension of the

voluntary placement provision contained in the Administration's bill, S. 1266.
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ci"q CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA, INC.
CENTER FOR GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS

440 First St. NW, Suite 520, Washengton, D.C. 20001 (202) 638-CWLA

July 24, 1985

Mr. Edgar R. Danielson
Senate Finance Committee
SD-219
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Danielson:

Enclosed is the transcript of my oral remarks, which we have reviewed and corrected
pursuant to your direction.

In regard to Senator Moynihan's request that we submit the New York study relating
to foster youth who have aged out of the system and who end up on AFDC, the Child
Welfare League did not cite that study in its written statement. We did, however,
cite a study conducted in New York City by Shaffer and Caton, entitled Runaway and
Homeless Youth in New York City, which we would be pleased to provide for the record,
upon request. For your information, this study is 82 pages in length.

The AFDC study, I believe, was cited by the Children's Defense Fund In its written
statement and you may, therefore, want to check with them regarding its inclusion
in the record.

Thank you for the opportunity to review my remarks.

Sincerely,

David S. Liederian
Executive Director

GUAfDIN; CHI ORENS RIGHT% * SFRVIN, ChIt)RFN'S NEED'
0.qap.,
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Senator ARMSTRONG. Ms. Herrmann.

STATEMENT OF MS. SUSAN HERRMANN, MEMBER, AREA II
COUNCIL, ASSOCIATION OF JUNIOR LEAGUES, WILMINGTON, DE

Ms. HERRMANN. Thank you.
I am Susan Herrmann of Wilmington, DE, a member of the area

II council of the Association of Junior Leagues and a past president
of the Junior League of Wilmington.

With me are Mary Francis McGuire, staff trainer for family
court of the State of Delaware and Liane Sorenson, volunteer coor-
dinator of the Delaware task force on permanency planning; both
are members of the Junior League, and Sally Orr, director of
public policy for the association.

I am pleased to have the opportunity to appear here today on
behalf of the Association of Junior Leagues, an international
women's volunteer organization with 252 member leagues and over
160,000 individual members in the United States, and to discuss
with you proposed changes in Public Law 96-272. I wish to present
a written statement, and with your permission, summarize the con-
tents.

The Junior League of Wilmington has supported Public Law 96-
272 since its inception. Today, I also bring a letter of support from
Delaware's Department of Services for Children, Youth and their
Families.

Six years ago a member of the Junior League of Wilmington
spoke with two Congressional committees about Jenny, a young
woman who was typical of a child in foster care at the time. Jenny
had entered care because of neglect. And during her first 7 years in
care, she had lived in three foster families.

At age 13, the prognosis for her future was release at age 18 to
independent living. Because of Public Law 96-272, children like
Jenny have seen improvements in their lives. In Delaware, the
number of children in foster care has been cut in half. However,
the picture is far from rosy.

Today, 55 percent of the children in Delaware's foster care
system are boys. Let me tell you about Jeffrey and Bobby, who are
typical.

Jeffrey is black, which is significant since black male children
constitute the largest single group in care-30 percent. Jeffrey en-
tered care at the age of 6 and stayed 6.7 years.

Bobby is white. He entered care at the age of 8 and stayed just
3.3 years. Jeffrey and Bobby and all children in care today are
more fortunate than Jenny. Placement statistics for 1984 indicate
they have only been placed once, not several times. And placement
plans include return to the family or adoption.

But please note that it is white children who are more likely to
exit care by adoption. Many black children only exit by reaching
the age of majority.

At this time, I want to mention how pleased we are with the
adoption incentives undertaken by the administration. In addition,
we applaud the initiatives of Senator Moynihan in the legislation
he introduced last week, S. 1329, which bolsters the independent
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living option for children leaving care and offers counseling upon
request for adoptive parents of special needs children.

We believe the improvements in the foster care system in Dela-
ware and other parts of the country are due in large measure to
Public Law 96-272. We continue to support its reforms and incen-
tives to eliminate unnecessary or long-term placement of children
in foster care.

Specifically, the Association of Junior Leagues supports the
changes in Medicaid reimbursement procedures contained in S.
1266. The association also supports the permanent authorization of
Federal matching funds for children voluntarily placed in foster
care.

The need for foster care can arise because of the community's
economic conditions, family stress, increased awareness of abuse
and neglect, or a lack of resources for families in crisis. States need
options to offer families in times of need.

We strongly oppose the section of S. 1266 which eliminates re-
porting requirements for States utilizing voluntary placement. In
addition, we urge Congress to require a level of reporting that
would make monitoring and evaluating foster care possible
throughout the United States. Without data, we will be unable to
develop new programs or suggest future improvements for the de-
livery of services.

The association supports an increase in title IV-B funds which
provide preventive and reunification services. However, we are op-
posed to the bonus system proposed in S. 1266. Since there is no
uniform data on children in care, monitoring will be almost impos-
sible. Some States now count children who return home from foster
care as still in care until they have been home for 6 months.
Others consider a child to have left foster care once he returns
home. Some States consider a child placed in an adoptive home
awaiting adoption to have left foster care, while others consider the
same child to be in foster care until the adoption process is com-
plete.

Confusing to say the least. Another of our concerns is the possi-
bility of abuse of the system, either with inappropriate releases or
extensions of time in care to qualify for the bonus.

By expressing our reservations about the bonus plan, we do not
wish to convey the idea that children should remain indefinitely in
foster care. We are in full support of good permanency planning
and would be happy to work with this committee and the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services to develop other incentives to
achieve that goal.

The association is also opposed to changing the funding pattern
for title IV-E of the Social Security Act. Although the intent is to
encourage a reduction in the number of children in care, many pro-
fessionals anticipate that there will be a decrease in the services
provided or an inability to accommodate all the children who
should receive care.

We believe the need for Public Law 96-272 continues. We hope
you will keep the Medicaid reimbursement proposals and the vol-
untary placement options. We urge you to reject proposals to
change the funding patterns for titles IV-B and IV-E, and we ask
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you to consider further the proposed incentive plan for moving
children out of care.

Thank you.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Ms. Herrman.
[The prepared written statement of Mg. Herrmann follows:]
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THE ASSOCIATION OF JUNIOR LEAGUES. INC

TESTIMONY
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THE ASSOCIATION OF JUNIOR LEAGUES, INC.

ON

S. 1266, FOSTER CARE AMENDMENTS OF 1985 AND

THE ADOPTION ASSISTANCE AND CHILD WELFARE ACT OF 1980 (P.L. 96-212)
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SUMI"ARY

The Association of Junior Leagues urges the Subcommittee on Social

Security and Income Maintenance Programs of the Senate Finance Committee

to maintain the child welfare reforms brought about by the Adoption

Assistance and Cnild Welfare Act of 1980, (P.L. 96-272), which provides

states with incentives to avoid unnecessary placement of children in

foster care and to reduce the duration of placement by returning children

to their natural parents or arranging for adoption.

I. The Association

The Association is an international women's voluntary organization

consisting of 252 Junior Leagues, with 162,00 individual members in

the United States. The Association promotes the solution of

community problems through voluntary citizen involvement, and trains

Junior League members tu oe effective voluntary participants in

their communities.

II. Chilo Welfare Reform Supported y the Association

A. The Association supports the proposed changes in Medicaid

reimbursement procedures contained in S.1266.

B. The Association supports the permanent authorization of federal

matching funds for children voluntarily placed in foster care.
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C. The Association strongly opposes the section of S.1266. which

eliminates reporting requirements for states regarding voluntary

placement, and the Association urges the Congress to require

sufficient reporting to generate data necessary to monitor and

evaluate foster care. We strongly urge that HS establish

minimum reporting standards to be followed by all states and

require annual reports about states' compliance.

0. The Association opposes the bonus system proposed in S.1266 and

urges caution in the development of such incentives to insure

that they do not have a detrimental effect on children in care.

E. The Association strongly opposes the proposal to trigger a cap

on funding for Title IV-E of the Social Security Act funds in

any year in which $200 million is appropriated for Title IV-B of

the Social Security Act.

F. The Association supports an increase in Title IV-B funds as a

means of providing preventive and reunification services and

believes this would achieve more than a bonus system.

G. The Association supports initiatives which would enable states

to develop programs to assist older children leaving the foster

care system to make a successful transition to independent

living.

51-769 0 - 86 - 5
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Good afternoon. I am Susan Herrmann of Wilmington, Delaware, a

member of the Area II Council of the Association of Junior Leaaues

and a past president of the Junior League of Wilmington, Delaware.

The Association of Junior Leagues is an international women's

volunteer organization with 252 member Leagues in the United States,

representing approximately 162,000 individual members. Junior

Leagues promote the solution of community problems through voluntary

citizen involvement and train their members to be effective

voluntary participants in their communities.

The Association's commitment to the improvement of services for

children and families is long-standing. Junior League volunteers

have heen providing such services since the first Junior League was

founded in New York City in 1901. In the 1970's, the Association

and individual Junior Leagues expanded their activities to advocate

for legislative and administrative changes directed at improving the

systems and institutions which provide services to children and

their families. These advocacy activities focused on achieving

passage of the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act

(P.L. 96-272) and opposing attempts to eliminate or weaken it. This

is the eighth time that a representative of the Association has

appeared before Congress to support this important piece of

legislation.
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I am particularly pleased to have the opportunity to appear

before you today on behalf of the Association to discuss the

proposed modifications in P.L. 96-272 because the Junior League of

Wilmington was the first Junior League to join the Association's

Legislative Network dnd representatives of the Junior League of

Wilminoton have testified twice before Congressional committees in

support of P.L. 96-272.

Average Foster Care Child in Delaware

When a representative of the Wilmington League first appeared

before a Conoressirnal subcommittee six years ago, she reported on

"Jenny", the average child in foster care in New Castle County,

Delaware, in 1978. At that time, the computer profile for Jenny

showed that Jenny had heen 5.8 years old when she entered care

because of neglect. Her father was not living with the family, and

her mother was unemployed and emotionally troubled. She had one

sibling, also in foster care, but in a different home. A variety of

services were offered to her mother, but she either did not take

advantage of them, or discontinued them, possibly due to a

transportation problem or the inappropriateness of the services.

Jenny's mother visited her infrequently.
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At the time the profile was constructed, Jenny was 13 years old

and had been in foster care for 7.? years. She had lived in three

different foster homes. While her initial placement goal had been

to return to her m6ther, her current goal was permanent foster

care.

As a result of foster care, Jenny's relationship with her

biological family had been severely damaged by years of living

apart. Jenny was experiencing foster care "drift"--wandering from

foster home to foster home. While return to her own mother was

improbable, it was also highly unlikely that the possibility of

adoption of Jenny would be explored, since she was a teenager and

considered to be in the "hard-to-adopt" category. Consequently,

Jenny was never certain where she would spend Christmas or her

birthday, or with whom. The prognosis for Jenny in 1978 was release

from foster care at age 18 for "independent living." At that time

Jenny would have spent more than 1? years in foster care in five

different foster homes.

Today statistics reveal quite a different profile of the

average child in foster care in Delaware. (Foster care review has

been extended to all three counties In Delaware.) According to the

Delaware Department of Services to Children, Youth and Families, the

average time in care for the 902 children in foster care under the
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supervision of the Division of Child Protective Services in 1984 was

less than two years. As in Jenny's case, the majority of these

children entered care because of neglect, and their fathers are not

living with the family. However, unlike Jenny, the average child in

foster care in 1984 was now a boy and had been placed only once.

His placement plan was either return to the family or adoption.

While this profile presents a considerably more positive

picture than that of Jenny, it is important to note that the average

age of a child in foster care in Delaware in 1984 was 10.6 years,

indicating that the average time of care includes many children who

have been in care considerably more than two years. An analysis of

the 422 cases of the children reviewed by the Delaware Foster Care

Review Board (FCRB) between July 1, 1983 and June 30, 1984, shows a

more complex picture.

I would like to Illustrate that picture by telling you about

two average children In foster care, "Jeffrey" and "Bobby" who

represent 55 percent of the children in care; girls represent 45

percent. Jeffrey is black. It is particularly important to look at

what happens to black male children because they constitute the

largest group in care--30 percent; black girls and white boys and

girls are equally represented at about 22 percent of the total.

Jeffrey entered care when he was six years old and stayed In care

6.7 years. Bobby--who is whIte--entered care when he was eight

years old and stayed in care 3.3 years.
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In general, boys tend to stay in care 1.4 years longer than

girls, and black children tend to stay in care almost twice as long

as white children. Thus, while the picture seems to be improving

for white children, black children average more than siA years in

foster care. Further, the longer children remain in care, the

greater the likelihood that they will not be returned to their

natural parents. Black children such as Jeffrey exit care primarily

by reaching the age of majority; white children exit through

adoption.

We believe that the improvements in the foster care system in

Delaware and other parts of the country are due in large part to the

reforms made possible by P.L. 96-272. As a representative of the

Wilmington League reported to Congress In 1982, many of the

advances in child welfare initiated in Delaware were "in large part

due to the fact that a train, in the form of what is now P.L.

g6-272, was coming down the track." As a result of the momentum

created by that train, a compromise version of legislation written

by the Junior League of Wilmington mandating a citizen's review

board for children in foster care was passed by the legislature and

signed into law by Governor DuPont. In addition, the Family Court

of the State of Delaware approved a guardian ad item program

supported by the League and judicial review of children in foster

care was established.
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We strongly believe there is a continued need for P.L. 96-272.

For this reason, we are delighted that the Administration has

dropped its attempts to place Titles IV-B and IV-E of the Social

Security Act in a block grant and proposes to keep the Title IV-E

adoption subsidy program open-ended. We also are pleased that the

Chairman of this subcommittee has noted the strong bi-partisan

support in Congress for this legislation and has pledged to work

with all those interested to ensure widespread comments and review

of any proposed modifications in Titles IV-B and IV-E.

Junior Leagues Encourage Adoption of Special Needs Children

Our interest in encouraging the adoption of special needs

children is long-standing. Junior Leagues across the country have

worked to encourage the development of adoption programs for special

needs children. For instance, the Junior League of New York City

worked on an adoption opportunities project from 1976 to 1983. The

project disseminated Information to the public on hard-to-place

children and included sponsorship of a series of columns in the

Sunday edition of the New York Daily News. The series entitled, "A

Child is Waiting," which ran for two years, informed the general

public about children in need of adoptive homes. The New York

League received an award from the Mayor of New York City in

recognition of this public service. The League's Adoption
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Opportunities Committee also published, Adoption: A Guide to

Adopting in the New York Area, which provides information about the

requirements for adopting a child and the procedures which

prospective adopting parents should expect when working with an

agency. It also lists the adoption agencies In New York City and

the surrounding area.

The Junior League of Fort Smith, Arkansas, started the "Family

Find Project" in 1984, to find permanent homes for children whose

ties with their biological parents have been terminated. The League

provides four volunteers and made a grdnt of $2,450 to the project

to help support this effort. The program operates in conjunction

with the Adoptions Services Unit of the Arkansas Division of Social

Services. Its objective is to place 100 special needs children per

year. One aspect of the project consists of updating, expanding and

distributing the portfolio used by adoption specialists and parent

groups in the recruitment of families.

The Junior League of Rochester, New York, in 1977, provided

financial support to volunteers to start a CAP (Council of Adoption

Parents) book, a photo listing of hard-to-place children. The

Rochester League provided $40,000 over three years and ten

volunteers to get the project started; the project now has expanded

nationwide. Funding had been sought from a large number of
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foundations, but efforts to obtain funding had been unsuccessful

until the Junior League of Rochester provided support. Nearly 3,000

children have been listed and 1,662 have been placed in adoptive

homes. Currently. more than 800 children are listed in the 387 CAP

books which are in circulation in 39 states.

Other Junior Leagues have sponsored projects similar to the CAP

books. For example, the Junior League of Atlanta, Georgia, provided

$2,500 and five volunteers to support the "My Turn Now" project

which is a photo listing of special needs children in the custody of

the state of Georgia and available for adoption. The Junior League

of Detroit joined with ten adoption agencies in the area to produce

the "Waiting Child Directory Project", a listing with photographs of

children in the metropolitan Detroit area who are available for

adoption. The League provided $7,000 and ten volunteers to support

the project.

Because of League activities such as these, we are especially

pleased that the Office of Human Development Services has developed

a National Special Needs Adoption Program and that the

Administration has dropped its plans to cap the Title IV-E

subsidized adoption program. As we testified in our earlier

appearances before Congress, states are hesitant to begin new

programs if they are uncertain that funding will be available. The

national initiative signals that there is federal support for the

adoption programs focused on special needs children.
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Association Supports Medicaid Improvements

We are pleased that the Foster Care Amendments of 1985,

S. 1266, introduced by Senator Armstrong at the request of the

Administration, propose changes in the Medicaid reimbursement

procedures which would make it easier for children who are eligible

for Title IV-E Adoption Assistance Programs to obtain Medicaid

coverage. We believe the proposal, which would eliminate the need

to maintain token adoption assistance payments to continue Medicaid

eligibility, will eliminate unnecessary red tape and reduce

administrative expenses. In fact, the state of Kansas, responding

to a survey conducted by the American Public Welfare Association

(APWA) reported that it costs the state $70 in administrative costs

to make these payments of $1 a month.

We believe that the proposal to specify that children receiving

Title IV-E Adoption Assistance are elloible for Medicaid in the

state where they reside will eliminate unnecessary red tape. Most

importantly, it will ensure that these children receive the medical

care that they need. At every Congressional hearing we have

attended on P.L. 96-272, representatives of advocacy a.id adoptive

parents groups as well as state officials have testified about the

difficulties of assuring medical coverage for children receiving

adoption assistance who move from one state to another.
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This is an ongoing problem in Delaware. For instance, a nine

year old Delaware boy with many medical problems was recently

adopted by a Florida couple. Although the boy required a number of

prescription drugs, the pharmacist in Florida would not fill the

prescriptions because the child was not eligible for Medicaid in

Florida. The pharmacist also refused to bill Delaware. The parents

had to buy medicines for six months and be reimbursed by the private

agency that had placed the child for adoption. However, the private

agency could not be reimbursed by the state or the federal

government because no mechanism has been established for payment.

As a result of practices such as this, private agencies with

purchase of service agreements in Delaware are having to dip into

their endowments at an increasing rate. Nor can they turn to he

United Way for assistance; the United Way of Delaware will not

allocate funds for child welfare services because it considers them

a responsibility of the state.

Association Supports Voluntary Placements

We also support another reform contained in S. 1266--the

proposal to make permanent the provisions of Title IV-E which

authorize federal matching funds for certain children who are

voluntarily placed in foster care. We believe that the opportunity

to place children voluntarily for short periods of time--providing
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certain safeguards against abuse such as those mandated by

P.L. 96-272 are in place--allows parents to seek assistance without

undue stigma or unnecessary state intervention. For instance, some

low and middle income families with good parent-child relationships

who need support in providing help for handicapped children seek

state assistance in placement because they simply cannot meet the

financial costs of those placements. For example, the APWA survey

of states regarding P.L. 96-272 reports that Colorado uses voluntary

placements exclusively for developmentally disabled children.

However, we strongly oppose the section of SjL Zt6 which would

eliminate the reporting requirements for states regarding voluntary

placement. The prohibition against federal financial participation

(FFP) for payments of foster care for children who were voluntarily

placed in foster care was made because of widespread abuses of the

practice of voluntary placements. In recognition of these past

abuses, P.L. 96-27? mandates a number of protections for children in

foster care, including a provision that FFP is not available for any

child who remains in foster care more than 180 days without judicial

review and a requirement that a written agreement be made between

the state agency and the parents or guardian of the child in

placement.
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Need for Uni form Data

These safeguards, of course, remain in place, but we believe

that the federal government should not abdicate its responsibility

for children for whom it is providing financial assistance by

ceasing to require reports of the characteristics of these children;

it would not have any way of monitoring a state's compliance with

the conditions under which voluntary placements may be eligible for

FFP. Future evaluation of the characteristics of children who are

placed in foster care could lead to proposals for improvements in

the foster care system. However, without data, it will he

impossible to determine if states are in compliance with current law

or if changes need to be made in current procedures.

In fact, we are increasingly concerned about the inadequacy of

data regarding foster care maintained by the Department of Health

and Human Services. As the Congressional Budget Office points-out

in its study, Reducing Poverty Among Children,

Comprehensive national data on the number of children
and families receiving various child welfare
services, and the costs of those services, are
inadequate. The collection of such data would
greatly improve efforts to evaluate current services
and programs, and to assess policy options in this
area. (Reducing Poverty Among Children, Congress of
the United States, Congressional Budget Office, May
1985)
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We believe it is impossible to develop sound policy or monitor

or evaluate existing policy without adequate information about the

effects of new pgpictes and procedures. For this reason, when the

regulations for P.L. 96-272 were published for public comment, the

Association strongly urged that HHS establish minimum reporting

standards to be followed by all states and that HHS should receive

annual reports about states' compliance with these requirements.

However, in its statement published with the final regulations for

P.L. 96-272 in the Federal Register of May 23, 1983, HHS rejected

the request for specific reporting requirements.

Consequently, it is impossible to obtain uniform data regarding

children in foster care. The only uniform reporting currently

required of states by HHS is the average monthly number of children

for which expenditures are claimed. While this tells us the number

of children in IV-E foster care at a particular time (101,594 in

1983), it tells us nothing about the characteristics of these

children, not even the length of time these children are in care.

Since the monthly figures merely represent the total number of

children served in a particular month, there is no way of knowing to

what extent they represent the same children or different children.

The principal other reporting system utilized by the Office of

Human Development Services (OHDS) is the Voluntary Cooperative
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Information System (VCIS) operated by the American Public Welfare

Association (APWA) under contract to OHDS. The voluntary aspect of

this system makes it impossible to collect uniform data. While

reports from all 50 states and the District of Columbia are included

in the most recent compilation of VCIS statistics, states used 20

different definitions of foster care. For instance, some states

count children who return home from foster care as still being in

foster care until they are at home for six months. Others consider

a child to have left foster care once he/she returns home. Other

states consider a child placed in an adoptive home awaiting adoption

to have left foster care, while others consider a child who is

placed for adoption to be in foster care until the adoption process

is completed. Furthermore, since the reporting system is voluntary,

not all states answer all questions, so the compilation of data is

based on a fluctuating data base.

Defects in Bonus System

This absence of adequate data is one of several reasons why we

believe the bonus system proposed in S. 1266 for reducing the number

of children in long-term foster care is unworkable. We also are

concerned that the proposed system would be subject to abuse. For

instance, an administrator intent on enhancing his department's

revenue could encourage staff to delay returning children to their

homes or placing them for adoption until they have been in care for

24 months. In other cases, children may suffer because they are
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returned home at an inappropriate time or parental rights could be

terminated prematurely. In addition, there is no requirement that

children remain out of foster care once removed, so they could be

removed to meet the requirement for the bonus and returned to foster

care shortly thereafter, thus creating a sense of further

impermanence in their lives. There also is a question about what

type of monitoring would be needed to ensure that abuses do not

occur and follow-up to determine what has happened to those children

removed from care.

Our concern about the bonus system does not in any way indicate

that we believe that children should be allowed to remain

indefinitely in foster care. We strongly believe in good permanency

planning. We are pleased that HHS is looking for new ways to

expedite a child's attachment to a permanent home and would be happy

to work with this committee and HHS to develop ether incentives for

developing these methods.

Association Opposes Changes in Title IV-B "Trigger"

We strongly oppose the proposal to trigger a cap on IV-E foster

care funds in any year that $200 million is appropriated for Title

IV-B. The trigger mechanism for capping foster care funds

established by P.L. 96-272 was developed after widespread

consultation with a variety of groups. The decision to set limits
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on entitlement programs available to some of the most under-

privileged children in this country was difficult. The agreement to

support the legislation was made because of the opportunity to

substantially increase Title IV-B funds, thereby providing more

money for preventive and reunification services. P.L. 96-272 states

that the cap on foster care cannot be imposed unless $266 million

has been appropriated for Title IV-B two years in a row. To date,

$200 million is the highest amount appropriated and that amount was

first appropriated for the current fiscal year.

It is important also to remember that inflation has

significantly eroded the value of $266 million since P.L. 96-272 was

enacted. In addition, P.L. 96-272 substantially increased

funding levels for Title XX of the Social Security Act, the prime

federal funding support for child protective services. However, the

Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 cut Title XX funding by 21

percent, putting further stress on an already overburdened child

protective service. The CBO report also points to the cutbacks In

Title XX funding and the slower than expected growth in Title IV-B

as one of the reasons states have had difficulties in fully

developing and implementing the preventive and reunification systems

required by P.L. 96-272.

Although the intent of the cap is to encourage a reduction in

the number of children in care, the expectation among professionals
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is that there will be a decrease in the services provided to

children in care or an inability to accommodate the actual number of

children who will be in need of care. In addition to being

considerably lower than the cap established by P.L. 96-272, the

foster care funding cap proposed by S. 1266 would not allow states

the flexibility to meet their particular needs. Establishing the

allocation of funds in proportion to a state's share of funding for

FY 1984 does not allow for changes in the economy or major disasters

which can result in an upsurge of foster care placements. It is

important to remember that approximately three-quarters of the

children in foster care are placed because of the absence of their

parents or the condition of their parents, e.g. mental illness.

Placing a restrictive cap on foster care funds without ensuring

funding for preventive and reunification services can endanger

children's lives.

According to the National Council on Child Abuse, a 30 percent

increase in reporting is expected nationally over the next three

years. This trend has already been documented in Delaware by the

Intra-Family Child Sexual Abuse Program--a cooperative effort

between the State's Division of Child Protective Services, New

Castle County Police Department, and the State's Attorney General's

Office. In New Castle County in 1982, 23 of 51 reported cases were

substantiated; In 1984, 124 of 187 reported cases were

substantiated. The two other counties in Delaware also report an
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increase in sexual abuse cases. In Kent County, six of 15 reported

cases were substantiated in 1982, and 38 of 72 reported cases were

substantiated in 1984. In Sussex County in 1982, seven out of eight

reported cases were substantiated, while 52 out of 99 reported cases

were substantiated in 1984.

We also do not believe that the proposed limitation on foster

care or the bonus system will encourage adoption or good permanency

planning. There is no restriction on the types of children for whom

the bonus will be paid other than that they must be in foster care

more than 24 months. The child may not even be legally free for

adoption, and in some cases, it might actually be inappropriate to

move for adoption. Ideally, children who are free for adoption

should be placed immediately. Children who are ready to return home

should be returned. The 24-month bonus system would work against

both these sound policies. In all cases, natural families need to

be offered services to help them keep their children and when this

is not possible, legal requirements must be met to free the child

for adoption and find an adoptive home. The bonus would not be paid

until after a child left care, so the funds would not be available

for these services.

We believe that increasing Title IV-B appropriations to provide

for increased preventive services--a need cited by 21 of 23 states

surveyed by APWA--would do more to advance permanency planning than
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creating a bonus system that could be subject to widespread abuse.

If some type of financial incentive program is developed, we believe

it should target on assisting families to prevent placement or

expediting the adoption of special needs children with multiple

handicaps who cannot remain at home. We also would support

initiatives designed to help older children who leave foster care to

make a successful transition to independent living. In addition, we

would encourage Congress to consider providing incentive funding to

encourage innovative state preventive and reunification service

programs as suggested by CBO in its report. The State Public

Affairs Committee of the New Jersey Junior Leagues was one of the

groups instrumental in achieving passage of the emergency cash fund

for protective services cited by CBO.

In summary, we urge you to support the reforms included in

S. 1266 regarding Medicaid coverage for special needs children who

are adopted, to preserve the option for voluntary placement and to

reject proposals to change the funding patterns for Titles IV-B and

IV-E established by P.L. 96-272.

Thank you for this opportunity to appear before you today.

Susan Herrmann

Member, Area II Council

Association of Junior Leagues
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Senator ARMSTRONG. Mr. Gantt.

STATEMENT OF JOHN GANTT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
CROSSROADS CHILDREN'S HOME, FORT WAYNE, IN

Mr. GANTT. Senator Armstrong, and Senator Moynihan, thank
you for the opportunity to testify regarding foster care. I am John
Gantt, representing the National Association of Homes for Chil-
dren [NAHC] an organization composed of 400 private, nonprofit
agencies providing homes for children. I personally direct such an
agency in Indiana.

With me is Dr. Ian Morrison, the chairman of NAHC's Public Af-
fairs Committee, who also directs such an agency, one located in
New York State.

I wish to address the bonus provision of S. 1266.
Public Law 96-272 has already brought about the following

changes in foster care: There are many, fewer younger children
who are placed in residential group care programs now; youngsters
in the foster care system are moving through the system more rap-
idly; placements in the foster care system are regularly and fre-
quently monitored in judicial administrative hearings to determine
the need for placement and the need for continued placement.

Public Law 96-272 has essentially guaranteed that youngsters in
foster care today are predominantly the so-called hardcore place-
ments. They are older adolescents. They and/or their families'
problems are much more intractable. Placement is not a matter of
choice but of necessity.

Let me cite only three examples of the troubled and abused
youngsters who live in my foster facility.

Betty was locked in the upstairs of her home and fed only one
meal a day, which was usually mush or oatmeal. Her grandmother
used the Social Security disability check to pay for other things,
but not for Betty's care.

Alice is accused of murdering her baby, a baby which died of
malnutrition and infection resulting from severe diaper rash. But
she lived in the same household with adults-her own mother, a
stepfather, uncles and cousins, all of whom ate regularly and well
and who sexually abused Alice regularly.

Barbara sat on the center line of a busy street hoping to be run
over by a car so her life would end. She had watched her older sis-
ters be pressed by their mother to become sexual partners with her
stepfather as each became 14 years old-and her birthday, the
14th, was just days away. She couldn't face it.

Do you think that the problems of the youngsters and families
like these can arbitrarily be presumed fixable within 24 months?
And do you believe that such children whom I cite above should
return any time soon to their families or that we should play in-
centive games with the length of time they stay in a foster care
treatment facility?

The administration suggests that these children be adopted be-
cause "all children are adoptable." However, in two of the three
cases cited, parents or guardians refused to terminate their rights
to these children. Under the law, they are not adoptable.
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Furthermore, even if a child is legally adoptable, he or she may
not want to be adopted. They realize that bonding with adoptive
parents will take at least 2 or 3 years, and by that time they will
be out of the family or the home and on their own. Adoption does
not necessarily mean permanency. Our members report case after
case of failed adoptions today. There can be little worse than a
failed adoption for an already troubled child.

It is our opinion that if S. 1266 becomes the style for our pro-
grams and would no longer pay much attention to personal needs,
but only to financial expedience-that already happens, of course.
But to assume that in this country there is a massive attempt to
keep children too long in a foster care or group setting, is to
assume that somewhere there is money to be made and fortunes to.
be amassed by keeping children away from their homes. Increas-
ingly, seriously disturbed young children who are referred to the
majority of this country's residential settings demand specialized,
expensive, technical services which none of us can afford to offer
for unlimited lengths of time. The fact that most of us raise funds
from private sources to subsidize the cost of care for today's young-
sters indicate strongly that we are not in this business to ware-
house kids in institutions.

If the clause providing a bonus tied to a time limit in foster care
is not removed, we believe many youngsters such as I have de-
scribed will be returned prematurely to the pathological environ-
ment which forced them into foster care in the first place. Many
others will return to what are realistically nonexistent families.
And still others will be prematurely adopted. In all cases, the
youngsters will be forced to live on the streets.

Officials throughout the country are already warning of the in-
creasing crisis of homeless youngsters. S. 1266 will cruelly fuel the
increase of desperate young people who have no place which can
legitimately be called home.

It's our recommendation that we delete the clause providing a
bonus tied to the 24-month time limit for foster care.

Further, we would suggest that you add substitute provisions,
such as those found in Senator Moynihan's proposed bill, providing
funding for supervised independent living programs and providing
services during the transition from foster care placement to final
discharge. Above all, and most importantly, we urge you to recog-
nize that there is no panacea for fixing the problems of troubled
youngsters and their families. These youngsters are individuals
whose needs must be individually assessed and individually met.

Thank you for this opportunity.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Gantt follows:]
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SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

I. Introduction

The National Association of Homes for Children (NAHC) is an
organization of 400 private, nonprofit child care agencies for children
who are neglected, abused and handicapped.

II. Impact of P.L. 96-272

A. P.L. 96-272, because of its system of judicial and
administrative reviews, has insured that children in foster care are
*hard core" placements.

B. Examples of such children include those who have been
physically and sexually abused and those who are physically and
mentally handicapped.

C. These childen's problems and their families' problems
cannot be presumed fixable within 24 months.

III. S. 1266 -- Provision Dealing With Incentives to States
Reducing Their Long-Term Foster Care Population

A. Children in long-term care cannot necessarily return to
their families at the end of 24 months in foster care.

B. Many of these children should not be adopted because they
are riot legally free for adoption or because they do not want to be
adopted.

C. Adoption does not mean permanency. Failed adoptions are
increasing.

IV. Results of S. 1266

A. S. 1266 will cause the states to pay more attention to
financial expediency and less to a child's needs.

B. S. 1266 will foroe children to return home or be adopted
prematurely. Ultimately, these children will end up back in foster
care or on the streets.

V. Recommendations

A. Delete the bonus provision.

B. Add provisions related to funding for independent
living programs.

C. Recognize that there is no panacea to fix the problems
of troubled youngsters and their families.
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TESTIMONY OF MR. JOHN GANTT

SOCIAL SECURITY AND INCOME MAINTENANCE PROGRAM SUBCOMMITTEE

June 24, 1985 -- 2:00 PM

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committeel

Thank you for the opportunity to testify regarding foster

care. I am John Gantt representing the National Association of

Homes for Children (NAHC), an organization composed of some 400

private, nonprofit agencies providing homes for children who, for

a multiplicity of reasons including neglect, abuse, handicaps,

cannot remain in their own homes. I personally direct such an

agency in Indiana. I am accompanied today by Dr. Ian Morrison,

the Chairman of NAHC's Public Affairs Committee.

The members of our association provide homes for children in

various settings, including:

* adoptive homes;

* foster family homes;

" community-based group homes;

" supervised independent living arrangements in

apartments; and

" residential treatment centers providing care in

small group settings.

I
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S. 1266

One particular aspect of S. 1266 needs to be addressed on

behalf of our Association: The "bonus" provision tied to a 24-

month time limit for foster care placement. Th clear

implication of this provision is that youngsters' problems can be

cured or "fixed" within 24 months. Let us examine this

implication.

P.L. 96-272 has brought bout the following changes in

foster care:

0 many fewer younger children are placed in resi-

dential group care programs;

* youngsters in the foster care system are moving

through the system far more rapidly;

* placements in the foster care system are regularly

and frequently monitored in judicial/administrative

hearings to determine need for placement and need

for continued placement.

P.L. 96-272 has essentially guaranteed that youngsters in

foster care today are predominantly the so-called "hard core"

placements.

0 they are older adolescents;

0 their and/or their families' problems are much

more intractable;

* placement is not a matter of choice but of

necessity.

Who Are The Youngsters?

Let me cite only four examples of the troubled and abused

youngsters who live in my foster care facility:

2
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Betty was locked in the upstairs of her home and fed only

one meal a day, which was usually mush or oatmeal. Her

grandmother used the. Social Security disability check to pay for

other things -- but not for her care.

Alice is accused of murdering her baby which died of

malnutrition and infection resulting from severe diaper rash.

But she lived in- the Same household with adults -- her own

mother, a stepfather, uncles and cousins, all of whom ate

regularly and well, and who sexually abused her regularly.

Danny is a borderline personality, so unpredictable and

unmanageable that his family has simply disowned him. They want

nothing to do with him ever again, and neither do any of the

foster homes he used to live in.

Barbara waited on the center line of a busy street, hoping

to be run over by a car so her life would end. She had watched

her older sisters be pressed by their mother to become sexual

partners with her stepfather as each became 14 years old -- and

her birthday (14th) was just days away. She couldn't face itl

Do you think that the problems of the youngsters and

families I have cited can arbitrarily be presumed "fixable*

within 24 months? And, if not:

Do you believe that such children whom I cite above should

return any time soon to their families?

Or that we should play incentive games with the length of

time they stay in a foster care treatment facility?

The Administration suggests that these children be adopted

because tall children are adoptable.' However, in three of the

3
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four cases cited, parents or guardians refuse to terminate their

rights to these children; so, under the law, they are not

adoptable.

Furthermore, even if a child is legally adoptable, he or

she may not want to be adopted. The average age of children in

our care is 13. Those 15 and over generally do not want to be

adopted. They realize that bonding with adoptive parents will

take at least two or three years and, by that time, they will be

out of the home on their own.

Finally, adoption does not necessarily mean pemanency.

Our members report case after case of failed adoptions today.

And, there can be little worse than a failed adoption for an

already troubled child. Failed adoptions diminish any self-

esteem a child may have had and they place a child in terrible

limbo -- divorced from the past, with no clear future. The

majority of failed adoptions can be prevented with proper

counseling and professional discretion. However, even under P.L.

96-272 as it is now written, professional discretion is not a

factor in the mechanistic, "least restrictive placement" approach

to discharging children from foster care. How much greater will

the problem of failed adoptions become if states are given more

incentives to ignore professional discretion?

Th__ Result
It is our opinion that if S. 1266 becomes the style for

our programs, we will no longer pay much attention to personal

needs -- but only to financial expediency. That already happens,
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of course, but to assume that in this country there is a massive

attempt to keep children too long in a foster care or group

setting is to assume that somewhere there is money to be made and

fortunes to be amassed by keeping children away from their homes.

On the contrary, the increasingly seriously disturbed

young people who are referred to the majority of this country's

residential settings demand specialized, expensive, technical

services which none of us can afford to offer for unlimited

lengths of time. The fact that most such centers raise funds

from private sources to subsidize the cost of care for today's

youngsters indicates strongly that we are not in this business to

warehouse kids in institutions.

We cannot afford to do that -- and while there may be some

abuses somewhere, we urge you not to be convinced that those

abuses are a representative picture of the delivery of

residential services in the United States.

If the clause providing a "bonus" tied to a time limit in

foster care is not removed, many youngsters such as I have

described will be returned prematurely to the pathological

environments which forced them into foster care in the first

place. Many other such youngsters will return to what are,

realistically, non-existent families. And still others will be

prematurely adopted. In all cases, the youngsters will be

forced, or will opt, to live on the streets. Officials through-

out the country are already warning of the increasing crisis of

homeless youngsters, a crisis threatening to reach dimensions not

seen since the 1930s. To a significant extent, this phenomenon

5
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is attributable to the effects P.L. 96-272, in its present form,

is already having. S. 1266 will cruelly fuel the increase of

desperate young people who have no place which can legitimately

be called "home.'

Recommendations

1. We recommend that you delete the clause providing

a "bonus" tied to a 24-month time limit for foster

care.

2. Further, we would suggest that you add substitute

provisions such as those in Sen. Moynihan's proposed

bill providing funding for supervised independent

living programs and providing services during the

transition from foster care placement to final

discharge.

3. Above all, and most importantly, we urge you to

recognize that there is no panacea for "fixing" the

problems of troubled youngsters and their families.

These youngsters are individuals whose needs must

be individually assessed and individually met.

6
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Senator ARMSTRONG. Senator Moynihan.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, if you would bear with me,

I'm going to brag a little bit about the junior league. The junior
league was founded at the turn of the century by the aunt of W.
Averell Harriman to recruit young ladies to work in the settlement
houses which were developing at that time, in an era not different
from our own, when children were just running wild in the streets
of New York and they needed to be looked after. And not every or-
ganization keeps to its original purposes over what is nearly a cen-
tury. Isn't that right, Ms. Herrman.

Ms. HERRMAN. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And-if there is anything that equips the

members of the league is that they are, in the largest number,
mothers in their own right and they have families in their own
right, and they know how much hard work is involved in finding a
home and placing a child. I mean it is hard labor. And it takes
years. I mean 4 years is no time at all for some of those things.
And you do it. You do it all over the country. You do it in Colora-
do. And it started in New York. I just wanted to make that point.

I wanted to ask Ms. Herrman, if I can, that I think the whole
panel would agree on. That we do need good uniform data here,
don't we.

Ms. HERRMAN. Yes; in trying to prepare for this testimony, we
found that there was not uniform data throughout the various
States. Different States report different lengths. And it would be
very helpful if the Department of Health and Human Services
would insist upon uniform reporting.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I mean it's an aspect of our general concern
not to see these children lost in the system. We will just know a lot
more with the data and be able to think more clearly about the
issues.

I'd like to just say to Ms. Allen that we always appreciate the
Children's Defense Fund's outstanding exhaustive, analytical ap-
proach.

And to you, Mr. Liederman, I can't say it better than you did.
Foster care is entitlement of the Social Security Act. If anyone
thinks otherwise, say so. A child with a parent is entitled to aid to
families with dependent children. How we use the program is one
thing. But it is an entitlement. And we don't want to sever it be-
cause the situation of children is reaching a crisis.

Is there any of you here who doesn't think we are beginning to
have a crisis of abandoned and neglected and abused and insuffi-
ciently supported children?

[No response.]
nator MOYNIHAN. I think, Mr. Gantt, you mentioned that

around the country people think of it as approaching the condition
of the 1930's.

Mr. GANWrr. Correct.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Which was a condition of a prolonged eco-

nomic crisis. Europe had this kind of a problem in the 1920's.
There were swarms of children who made their way around Europe
in the aftermath of war, like young packs of children.

But it is the uniform testimony that it's here; it's not coming. It's
here.
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But I'd like to just include-I am making a speech myself, but let
me just call the attention of my chairman and friend to the fact
that when my grandfather left County Kerry, he made his way to a
town in western New York and got a job with the pipeline and he
dug pipelines fe about 40 years and then he reached the point
where he had g enough pipelines and he stopped where he was
at the time. A that was a little town about 4 miles from Fort
Wayne, called Bluffton, IN. I know Fort Wayne well from visiting
Bluffton. I think you probably know where Bluffton is.

Fort Wayne is on the Wabash, isn't it?
Mr. GANTT. No, sir.
Senator MOYNIHAN. What is the river?
Mr. GANTT. We have three rivers. The St. Joseph, the St. Mary's,

and the Mowmee.
Senator MOYNIHAN. St. Mary's and the St. Joseph. Wabash is a

little north.
Mr. GANTT. Toward the center of the State.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes; but it's a-but it's river city.
Mr. GANTT. Yes, sir.
Senator MOYNIHAN. The nicest little city you would ever want to

see is Fort Wayne, IN.
Mr. GANTrr. One of the most liveable cities in the United States.
Senator MOYNIHAN. One of the most liveable cities in the United

States, and yet you have children lying in the middle of your
streets hoping to be run over and killed in order that they not go
home.

Mr. GANTT. That's correct. That illustration was a Fort Wayne
girl.

Senator MOYNIHAN. A Fort Wayne girl. You have children who
are accused of murdering their babies and who are abused and
beaten. You have boys who can barely talk. You can't find adoptive
homes for them, you can't send them home, and you have to take
care of them. And foster care is sometimes the best and most
humane thing that can be done. And it doesn't only happen in Chi-
cago. It happens in Fort Wayne, IN, one of the nicest places to live
in the world. I mean if you want to define lucky, it's being born in
Fort Wayne and growing up there.

But not for everyone. Just not for everyone. And not for a very
great many.

Mr. Liederman.
Mr. LIEDERMAN. Yes; I just wanted to pick up on the crisis aspect

in the foster care because I think you are really saying a lot of the
things that we feel very strongly.

Foster care has been the whipping boy. And I think it's grossly
unfair. And let me say something about foster parents. Foster par-
ents are probably one of the greatest resources we have in the
United States. There are some phenomenal people out there who
take children into their own home, who provide great care at a re-
imbursement that is hardly worth talking about.

Senator MOYNIHAN. About $190 a month.
Mr. LIEDERMAN. And what we need to be doing is strengthening

that. We need to be working with that system and helping those
foster parents, because both the Family Foster Care Program and
the group residential programs provide in many instances the best
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hope for a lot of these kids that you are talking about, who are in
crises, and who need that kind of help. And I think we should not
forget it.

There's a saying if something ain't broke, don't fix it. Public Law
96-272 is working very well, OK. It has accomplished a lot of the
things that it set out to accomplish. It's not broke. It's working.
Why do we now all of a sudden have to come in with a cap, with
changing the trigger, with a bonus? You know, really trying to
force-I mean we have probably reduced the system as much as
you practically can.

And we are for moving as many kids out of foster care as you
possibly can and with adoptive homes or back into their own
homes. But let's do it with individualized case plans. Let's do it sen-
sibly and let's do it in the way that the law was intended for us to
do it.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I wanted to ask one further question, but you go ahead with

yours.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Well, I want to join in your general con-

gratulation of Fort Wayne, IN. [Laughter.]
I've never visited that place, but I'm certainly motivated to do so

after all that has been said here today.
And I also want to compliment the junior league. And you are

correct. We have a very active junior league in Colorado. In fact,
representatives of the Junior League of Colorado have testified
before this committee, and, in fact, have performed a great service.
In fact, I congratulate all of the witnesses for their testimony.

I want to ask Mr. Liederman this question. I gather that from
your testimony while you favor the placement of foster care chil-
dren in adoptive homes or in their natural homes, you do see that
there is a certain irreducible number that are just simply going to
remain in foster care until they are emancipated. Do you have a
sense out of your experience and that of your organization of what
the numbers are? We are at a quarter of a million roughly now. Is
that the practical minimum?

Mr. LIEDERMAN. I don't know.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Or can we reduce it or do you have a sense

of that?
Mr. LIEDERMAN. I don't think we should accept that it's the mini-

mum. I think we should try to continue to force the system as
much as we can, and we are for that.

But, you know, I would go a step further, Mr. Chairman. I think
that there are some kids for whom foster care is a legitimate alter-
native. It's good practice. It's a good alternative for some kids,
given where they are in their life, their relationship to their
family, their own particular problems, the availability of a group
care facility or a family that is willing to provide care for them. I
don't think we should just say that foster care is the last resort. I
mean for some kids it's a very legitimate alternative and we should
look to it as an alternative that can really help some kids.

Should we press the system? Absolutely, we should press the
system. And I think the law does it. And I think we should contin-
ue to do that.

51-769 0 - 86 - 6
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Senator ARMSTRONG. You really would not care to say whether
or not you think we are at about the bottom or not.

Mr. LIEDERMAN. It's so hard to say. I really couldn't.
Senator ARMSTRONG. All right.
Mr. LIEDERMAN. And I would be just making it up if I did.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Fair enough. And I think it's fair to note

the point you've made that there will be some young people, par-
ticularly those of a certain age, where adoption may not be a prac-
tical alternative and foster care is the only practical alternative or
the most desirable alternative available.

Mr. Gantt, I would like to go back to the cases that you cited.
They certainly were shocking. And I know Senator Moynihan
would feel as I do that it's just shocking to the conscience of any
thoughtful person to imagine the brutality that these young people
are subjected to as you described it. But I want to ask this question.
In the particular cases you described, as a result of this coming to
your attention or the attention of the authorities: What kind of
legal proceedings ensued? And as a result of these legal proceed-
ings, did the children involved become adoptable?

Mr. GANTT. No; they did not. In most cases, particularly in abuse
cases of this sort, there is very little done with the parent or the
adult who is legally abusive-who is abusive of the child. While
there are laws that can address that, typically what happens is the
child is removed from the home and placed in an institution.

In each of the three cases that I have cited, I don't know of any
successful legal action that was taken against the parents, thus re-
leasing the children for adoption.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Why not? In the specific cases that you
have cited, why would there not be legal action taken against the
parents?

Mr. GANr. I don't know that I can cite all of the reasons be-
cause we are not usually involved as an advocate of the family in
this case, but as an advocate of the child. But in cases where the
family has been brought to the attention of the court, typically,
there is some recommendation for some counseling. There is very
little teeth in the laws at least in our area to enforce that. And so
some cursory appearance at a mental health center is usually done
and the parents are free after that.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Would you be kind enough to furnish to the
staff of the committee the specifics of those cases you cited? I'd like
to look into the law enforcement aspect of it because if the circum-
stances are what you have cited, it seems to me that something
more than counseling is indicated for the people involved.

[The information from Mr. Gantt follows:]
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July 18, 1985

The Honorable William Armstrong
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Armstrong:

You requested additional information about the cases
we cited during the June 24 hearings nin S. 1266.

"Betty" (who lived with a grandmother) was not released
for adoption. The court took the position that as long as
there was a family member willing to care for her, parental
rights were not to be terminated.

"Alice" (accused of murdering her baby) was clearly a
"child in need of services". However, the court took the
position that she should be tried for the alleged murder,
and subsequently sent her to a correctional facility. Her
birth parent expressed willingness to take care of her, and
so parental rights were not terminated even though the
parent is not providing adequate care for the child.

"Barbara" (waiting on a center line of the street to be
killed by a car) was so traumatized by her abusive family
situation that she received not only the care and treatment
of our facility, but was also treated in a state psychiatric
program. Even if she were released for adoption (and she
wasn't), she needs professional help to cope with the fear,
anger, and depression which rack her days and nights.
Barbara's mother has no intention of voluntarily releasing
her child for adoption and a petition for termination of
parental rights was not acceptable to the court.

An incentive system to reward states which reduce
numbers of children in foster care through adoption will
have little effect in our courts where the decisions must be
made to terminate involuntarily rights of parents. That's
one reason why many children are simply not adoptable--
courts are reluctant to terminate parental rights and thus
free children for adoption.
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The Honorable William Armstrong
Page Two
July 18, 1985

Another reason why more children are not adoptable lies
with the children themselves. Many are unwilling to be
adopted. None of the above children, for example, was inter-
ested in even talking about living with adoptive parents.
They want either to return home, or to be on their own.

In fact, as we discuss issues with young people such as
"what would you do about the baby if you had an unwanted
pregnancy?" the replies reduce to these, and in this order:
abort; keep the child; end (a far distant third) adopt out
the child.

Whether or not this seeming revulsion to adoption is
related to concerns about adoption failures, we cannot yet
say. But we do know that workers around the country are
reporting an alarming number of referrals which involve
children from failed adoptions. There is little data as
yet, but the reports are rampant.

We utilize adoptions--where feasible and appropriate.
Many member agencies of the National Association of Homes
for Children place children with special needs in adoptive
families. All of our members support adoption as one of the
possible options for children they serve. Many operate
their own adoption agencies.

We strongly oppose the technique of moving children
into adoption because of economic incentives to states. The
number of children in the foster care system who do not want
to be adopted; the disinclination of courts to sever birth
parent relationships; and the number of failed adoptions we
are now serving, convince us that adoption must be a care-
fully selective process based upon individual human needs,
not economic inducements from tea overnment.

Si c ely,

John *. GaIsttExecu *ve D rector
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Senator ARMSTRONG. Let me also say, Mr. Gantt, without want-
ing to argue it at this point that I'm not sure you understand en-
tirely the intent of the administration's proposal. It may be that
your estimate of its probable effect is completely correct. I'm not
sure it is, but it may be.

But I think you do misunderstand the intent. And at another
time, I would be glad to chat with you about it, or perhaps more
appropriately the drafters of the legislation and those who con-
ceived it would like to chat with you because I think you really
don't understand what they are trying to get at.

In any case, I'm grateful to the panel. We thank you for coming.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, may I ask just one more

question?
Senator ARMSTRONG. Oh, sure, Go right ahead.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I just join in--
Senator ARMSTRONG. No more about Fort Wayne, please.
Senator MOYNIHAN. No more about Fort Wayne. [Laughter.]
Senator ARMSTRONG. I'll stipulate that it's a nice place.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I think we can get some legislation here if

we talk to each other and find out where we agree.
I want to share something with the panel an experience I had

recently. I went back to an old school I once attended in Queens,
NY. They had put up a new building and converted the old build-
ing into a shelter for street children, the children that were just
wandering around the streets of New York.

And there was a priest there by the name of Harvey and he had
linked up with florists. The florist industry is one of the big indus-
tries in Manhattan. And he got these children that came in in all
conditions-sexual abuse was the most common; reading, average
reading skill for the third grade maybe. But he got them into the
business of just wiring up flowers and making up bouquets and
wreaths, things like that. And then found florists around the city
who would take these young people in and give them jobs.

Everything works pretty well until they turn 18-they learn this
and they have a job and they can support themselves. And then
they turn 18 and what do you do? They have to leave the program.
They can't go home. And they aren't adults. And somehow we have
to provide some extension here, don't we?

Mr. LIEDERMAN. You are right on the money. The kids between
18 and 21 are the most vulnerable population.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Didn't you tell me that a New York study
found that a significant number of those children ended up on
AFDC?

Mr. LIEDERMAN. No; as showing up in homeless shelters.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, you said a New York City study found

that within I year of leaving foster care, a significant percentage of
young girls ended up receiving Federal income support through
AFDC.

Mr. LIEDERMAN. Correct.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Which means they had an illegitimate child,

right?
Mr. LIEDERMAN. Right.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And some social institutions we haven't yet

figured out.
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Mr. LIEDERMAN. How about we put some of that money into that
group?

Senator MOYNIHAN. Pardon?
Mr. LIEDERMAN. How about we put some of the money that we

would spend on a bonus into that 18-to-21 group?
Senator MOYNIHAN. Make them eligible longer.
Mr. LIEDERMAN. Prepare them for independent living.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, I just think that it is a reali-

ty and our panel seems to agree. Mr. Morrison, would you have the
same sense of this as a problem?

Mr. MORRISON. Well, I think it's a major problem in many of the
homes that we have across the country. There are members of our
organization that run transitional programs with charitable funds.
As children age out, many of whom are not under AFDC anyway-
they have cottages in which they can live, they can work and they
are supported, or where they attend a local college. That program
expands with charitable funds, if-in places like New York where
we have had major problems for years, I think that is part of the
answer.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, I would just say, Mr. Chairman, if you
have a situation where a significant number of persons are on
AFDC a year after they leave foster care, we have a serious crisis.
Mr. Liederman, you can send that study to us.

Mr. LIEDERMAN. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Some portion of 18 years trying to look after

a person and then they turn 18 and by 191/2 they are on AFDC.
Well, that is a definition of failure. That's an intergenerational sit-
uation right there. After 18 years of effort, 18 months and it's all
shot.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Well, I'm reluctant to cut this off, but the
reality is that if we don't, we are not going to finish.

I thank you, panelists.
I would like to now call the panel consisting of Mr. Thomas

Blatner, director of the division of youth and family services man-
agement team, New Jersey Department of Human Services; Su-
sanne Turner, who is director of the division of family services,
State of Missouri; and Eric Brettschneider, deputy administrator,
special services for children, human resources administration, New
York.

Panelists, with the apology that I have given to others, our time
is short and the issue is important, but we will ask you to be as
brief as you possibly can.

May I call first on Mr. Blatner.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS BLATNER, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF
YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES MANAGEMENT TEAM, NEW
JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES, TRENTON, NJ
Mr. BLATNER. Yes. Thank you very much for the opportunity to

testify.
Before I get into my formal testimony, as my informal testimony,

I would like to make several comments regarding what Senator
Moynihan said about the mental health system. I left my home
State of New York in 1972 because of the policy of deinstitutional-
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ization which was aimed at emptying institutions as opposed to
helping people. And I think that there is a very strong lesson to be
learned from that experience and what we are talking about today.

Second, in terms of your recent lectures and thinking on the
status of families, our junior league and Association for Children of
New Jersey have recently completed a study of the status of chil-
dren in New Jersey, which you might want to take a look at, which
very much confirms your notion that we have to take a broad look
at this social problem. And looking at any one piece of the system
will simply not do-the job.

I think we are definitely in a crisis situation. Just in the last 2
years in New Jersey we have seen the reporting of child abuse in-
crease 120 percent, from 20,000 reports to 45,000 reports. Our case
load has gone from 29,000 children under the supervision of our
child welfare agency, which I am responsible for, to over 47,000.
Our foster care caseload is going up. We have taken a position to
err on the side of the safety of the children. We are very interested
in permanency planning, but we in child welfare have a very diffi-
cult situation.

We want to break a tradition today that sees one State with 7
percent of the Nation's children eligible to receive 70 times more
Federal aid for foster care than a State with 3 percent of the Na-
tion's children--New Jersey.

We want to break a tradition that provides incentives to States
to reduce the number of children in long-term foster care, but
offers no help for foster children who need specialized services like
independent living arrangements, transitional programs, or long-
term foster care.

We want to break a tradition of Federal adoption subsidies based
upon a child's past status as a public welfare recipient rather than
removing the roadblocks to a permanent home for all children.
And we want to break a tradition that sees the Federal Govern-
ment hinder States' efforts to prevent the abuse and neglect of our
children by not appropriating the authorized level of title IV-B
funds.

Before I finish, I will present our ideas on how we can do this.
But while New Jersey realizes there is much to change, we also re-
alize that there is much in the past to save.

The Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980 was set
up to turn around Federal financial incentives from supporting
out-of-home care to preventing the need for placement. States were
asked to reduce the length of stay to encourage permanent solu-
tions like adoption and to monitor the progress of each child.

New Jersey has had a long standing commitment to these goals
which were established prior to the legislation, and we stand by
those commitments.

Since 1980, New Jersey has strengthened our commitment even
further. The average length of stay in foster care dropped from 31/2
years in 1980 to 1V2 years in December 1983 until the major in-
crease in child abuse occurred and now we are going up again.

Case management systems with time limited goals have been put
in place. And county based child placement review boards monitor
the care of children in our system.
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So while New Jersey seeks to maintain the tradition of the legis-
lation, we also seek to alter its dynamics. We think that it's very
important that a Federal-State-local partnership', based upon a
family preservation policy, be adopted to turn around the tide of
history. We've adopted a policy in New Jersey that is certainly
based upon prevention, community partnerships, time limited case
goals, but we have also recognized that unless we deal with social
neglect, all these tickerings with the system will not do much good.

Specifically, our first recommendation is to fully fund prevention
services under title IV-E. Prevention spending must be brought up
to authorized levels if we are to meet the challenge of the awful
specter of child abuse.

Second, the funding formula for title IV-E foster funds is inequi-
table. At present, States with histories of large claims are reward-
ed for their largess while cost-conscientious States have been penal-
ized.

Let me show you an example. Should a ceiling be triggered in
the fiscal year 1985, hypothetically New Jersey with 3 percent of
the Nation's children would be eligible for $3 million. Colorado,
with 1.3 percent of the Nation's children would be eligible for $2.6
million. But New York, with 7 percent of the Nation's children,
would be eligible for $228 million of the total $543 million available
nationwide. California, with 10 percent of the Nation's children,
would be eligible for $110 million. These two States, representing
17 percent of the Nation's children, would receive a full $338 mil-
lion, almost $2 out of every $3 potentially available.

We feel there is a more equitable way. We feel that a child in
need should receive equal help regardless of where he or she may
live, and we feel that those of us trying to help neglected, aban-
doned, or orphaned children at the State and local levels deserve a
fair deal from the Government. We should have no cap without full
funding.

New Jersey suggests the present and proposed formula for deter-
mining state allotments be changed in favor of one which fairly
distributes funds to States based upon their proportion of the Na-
tion's population under 18, or some other equitable solution. Under
this fair funding formula, 40 States would receive more; those who
would not receive more, we feel that they should not be penalized,
and we suggest a form of transitional phase-in or even a hold
harmless provision. We are not out to hurt anybody.

Social service block grants and IV-B funds are both allocated in
this fashion.

There are other recommendations in my written testimony. But
some of the ones that I want to support are Senator Moynihan's
proposal regarding the aging out from services. We started to col-
lect some data in New Jersey and it has been very successful. We
have to find ways for transitional living and independent living al-
ternatives for older kids. And, finally, providing subsidy for all
hard to place children for adoption; not just those who have a back-
ground of public welfare.

Thank you very much.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Mr. Blatner.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Blanter follows:]
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TESTIMONY BEFORE THE UNITED STATES SENATE

FINANCE COMMITTEE, June 24, 1985

I want to thank you on behalf of the State of New Jersey

for affording me the opportunity to testify at these hearings

on the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980.

New Jersey has a long-standing commitment to its

children: to protect them from harm or threats of harm by the

provision of services in their own homes, or when necessary,

in foster care; to ensure permanency by preserving and

strengthening families or by subsidizing adoption of those

with special needs; and to reduce the incidence of child

abuse and family breakup by the provision of preventive

services.

Although the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act

of 1980 was intended to encourage all the states to edopt the

good practice requirements which New Jersey and others had

implemented years ago, other aspects of the Act, especially

as they relate to funding and interstate relations should be

reviewed and addressed by Congress.

We are here today to provide the subcommittee with New

Jersey's perspective on the Act in three ways:

First, we will outline what we saw, and still see as the

goals and promises of the Act, and our assessment of the

achievement of these goals and the fulfillment of these

promises; second, we will comment on the amendments proposed
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by the Administration as embodied in Senator Armstrong's

bill, and those proposed by others, as contained in Senator

Moynihan's amendatory legislation; and finally, we will

recommend some basic changes in the law which we believe will

move towards Julfiklment of the national commitment made

by the framers and supporters of the Adoption Assistance and

Child Welfare Act.

Prior to 1980, federal funding of foster care and child

welfare services came through Titles IV-A and IV-B,

respectively. Federal funds were made available on a

matching basis as part of the AFDC entitlement program, to

meet the placement costs of eligible children from public

assistance households who were judicially removed from their

own homes and into foster care. Limited federal funds were

also made available to each state for child welfare services

to provide for protection, prevention, and permanency for all

its children, regardless of AFDC eligibility. The states'

IV-B plans were federally approved, and funds were (and still

are) apportioned equitably on the basis of each state's share

of our nation's under 21 population. Although $266 million

was authorized as the annual national allocation, no more

than $56 million was ever appropriated until 1980, while the

AFDC-foster care program remained an open-ended, entitlement

program whose costs grew and grew since then.

The Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980

was intended to change this: to turn around federal financial

incentives from supporting out-of-home foster care, and to
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encourage states to prevent placements through the provision

of in-home services; to reduce the length of otherwise

necessary placements by requiring planning and periodic

review for each child; and to encourage permanency by adding

a new program of federal financial participation in certain

adoption subsidy payments. Title IV-B appropriations were to

increase, in steps, from $56 million in 1979 to $266 million

in 1983. Title IV-E allocations were to be capped at a

national ceiling of less than $390 million in 1981, with

provision for up to a 10% inflationary growth each year

thereafter. States were to be encouraged to implement a

comprehensive set of services, procedures and safeguards as

quickly as possible through financial incentives under

section 427 of the Act. Most importantly, funds not utilized

for foster care maintenance under an individual state's Title

IV-E ceiling could be transferred and utilized under the

state's Title IV-B prevention, protection and permanency

programs to effectuate and maintain the turnaround. These

then were, and are, the Act's goals and promises as we see

them.

A whole set of complicated, inter-related formulae and

options were built in to determine individual state ceilings

or caps on IV-E expenditures; provision was made for

monitoring various incentives and temporary alternatives; and

other special, retroactive and conforming amendments were

added to the end of the bill. And when the smoke cleared in

1981, we found an increase in our IV-B appropriation
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commensurate with that received by every other state, and a

modest additional financial incentive under section 427

because of requisite safeguards being in place. However, for

a state with over 3% of our nation's children, New Jersey had

a IV-E cap ot only 3/4 of 1% of the national ceiling.

Colorado, with 1.3% of our nation's children had a cap

of less than 1% of the $387 million national ceiling. New

York, with approximately 7% of our nation's children, had a

IV-E cap of $161 million, or more than 40% of the national

ceiling. Of the $79 million nationally transferred to IV-B

that year, New Jersey transferred $1.4 million, Colorado

transferred $1 million and New York transferred over $61

million.

Title IV-B has not been funded at its statutory level

since 1981, with the states thereby encouraged to claim more

and more under the IV-E foster care program, contrary to the

real intent of the Act. While good practices and safeguards

were, in fact, adopted and refined by more and more states,

and we and others took advantage of voluntary ceiling

provisions to maximize federal funding, we feel that actual

implementation of P.L. 96-272 fell short of achieving its

goals.

The adoption assistance portion of the law is another

example of a goal whose realization has been inhibited from

the beginning. Although the very title of the Act implies

that adoption assistance is an equal partner with child

welfare under the law, less than $500,000 was claimed-
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nationally in total under this part in 1981, with $3.4

million claimed in 1982 and $5 million in 1983. While

funding for adoption assistance should have doubled in 1984

and doubled again in 1985, it still only represents a small

fraction of the $485 million in 1985 commitment to the

"untitled" foster care program under the Act.

Almost all of the states had adoption subsidy programs

long before 1980. For example, more than 2000 children have

been adopted under New Jersey's state-funded program over the

last 10 years. However, many special needs children do not

come from AFDC households. We suggest that the current

federal requirement for this assistance, which is based on

and linked with a child's previous eligibility for public

assistance, be recognized for what it is: an unfair

application of a former status to a current need. What the

federal government must come to realize is that a child's

former parents' financial status bears little relation to the

need for a subsidy in an adoptive home. The granting of a

subsidy should be based on the need to effectuate an adoptive

placement and not the child's former status as a recipient of

public welfare.

We believe the Act can be recast, using the same basic

mold, in such a way as to enable more to be done within

responsible, affordable parameters. The Administration's

proposal, as introduced by Senator Armstrong, is supposed to

be designed to "give States needed flexibility to meet the

needs of their foster care and child welfare programs and at
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the same time encourage efficient use of every Federal

dollar". Our section by section review of the bill reveals

it contains some of each.

The provision for bonuses for reducing the numbers of

children in long-term care apparently comes as a recognition

that by and large, states have reduced the number of

unnecessary short-term placements by utilizing preventive

services and in-home or respite care alternatives, and that

those children in long-term placements for whom adoption or

return home were readily identifiable and achievable, have

been adopted or returned home. However, there are children

in long-term care for whom these goals may not be

achievable. Therefore it is highly unlikely that most states

can reduce by more than 3% annually, their long-term foster

care population through traditional means. Some alterna-

tives, including transitional programs such as group or

independent living, need to be more fully developed to give

these youngsters a chance. Other kinds of financial bonuses

or grants to states to develop innovative alternatives would,

in our view, be money well spent.

The provision to reduce the amount of the IV-B

appropriation which triggers a mandatory IV-E ceiling, from

$266 million to $200 million, represents the breaking of a

basic promise of the Act and therefore is one which we cannot

support. A national IV-E foster care ceiling was premised

upon adequate funding for services, and the flexibility to

transfer resources from out-of-home programs to those which
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maintain and strengthen families. In light of the new

national awareness of the problem of child abuse, and the

impact of increased reporting on the states, this is

precisely the time when the full IV-B funding promise should

be kept.

We fully recognize the need to address the federal

budget deficit, and therefore support that section of the

bill which reduces the annual IV-E ceiling growth rate to the

Consumer Price Index. However, if the C.P.I. is higher than

5%, it should govern since this is the increase foster

parents will need for the food and shelter they provide.

We also recognize that moving the base year from 1978 to

1984 would reduce the current national hypothetical ceiling

by over $58 million, and move towards a more realistic

distribution of funds within that ceiling. . Nevertheless, we

believe that individual state ceilings, or caps, should not

be based on past claiming practices and accounting acumen,

but on equity, if the spirit of the Act is to be fulfilled.

We support the proposed amendment which provides that

IV-E adoption assistance children would be Medicaid-eligible

in the states in which they reside, regardless of where the

adoption assistance agreement was made. We applaud the

recognition that enactment of changes by one legislature, the

Congress, is more appropriate iin this area than to have 57

state and territorial legislatures enact "compacts". One of

our concerns, however, is that services covered under

Medicaid vary significantly from state to state and we
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suggest that there be some mechanism for making covered

services more uniform. Another issue is imbalance between

"sending" states and "receiving" states. One option could be

the establishment of a central clearinghouse to sort out the

various claims and ensure that sending states are charged and

receiving states are reimbursed for Medicaid costs incurred

under subsidy agreements.

The very same problem, that is, the difficulty of

getting another state's doctors to accept a New Jersey

Medicaid card for a IV-E adoption subsidy child, applies to

IV-E foster care cases involving out-of-state placements, and

even to non-IVE, Title XIX eligible out-of-state placements.

Perhaps the answer lies in a uniform Medicaid program for all

children in out-of-home care, regardless of state of

residence.

We likewise support Lhe permanent extension of authority

to fund voluntary foster care placements, but cannot support

the one year limit on submission of prior year claims.

Unless requirements are significantly and substantially

simplified, the complexities of eligibility determinations

and redeterminations, rate-setting, random moment studies and

provisions governing administrative costs require up to two

years to calculate and catch up on claims.

Like the Admin istration's proposal, Senator Moynihan's

bill focuses on several areas which, through time and

practice, have evidenced a need to be addressed. Both bills,

for example, are aligned in the areas of Medicaid coverage
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prior to adoption finalization. However, they differ in

their addition of flexible or innovative alternatives. The

stated goal of Senator Moynihan's bill is to assure that the

foster care and adoption assistance programs "will more

realistically and effectively meet the needs of the children

involved ...... Certainly this, too, is in keeping with the

philosophy of the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act

of 1980. To accomplish this, the bill proposes to provide

for post-adoptive counseling; transitional, independent

living programs for older foster children; mandatory training

for foster parents and staff members in child caring

institutions; and extension of the IV-E eligibility age to

21. The need for many of these services and programs has

been recognized and addressed by New Jersey.

We are aware of the "aging out" problem encountered by

our older adolescents in foster care when they approach the

age of majority, and we are aware of the post-adoptive

problems encountered by special needs adoptees. New Jersey

would welcome the opportunity to enhance and expand services

in these areas, and we believe this can be done in concert

with the Administration's desire to control growth of the

federal budget and the federal deficit by promoting equitable

allocation of funds.

But while this bill would provide for many needed

services through a fully funded Title IV-B/IV-E program, it

also introduces an administrative burden for the states for

which it provides no additional funding. As in the past, it
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has again been stated that there is insufficient information

available on foster care programs. Therefore, what we

understand is being proposed is a national biennial reporting

requirement, compliance with which could greatly increase

administrative costs.

The bill fails to take into account the fact that each

state has its own automated information system, which is

unlikely to be compatible with those of other states. To

convert all of the various systems to one uniform system

would be financially unrealistic without federal assistance

to cover the cost of necessary hardware and software. Under

the capped Act, if this provision is deemed necessary, there

should be direct federal assistance to the states for such

purposes on a 90%-10% basis. States' funds tor service

programs under the Act should not have to be diverted for

such administrative costs.

New Jersey's presence here today represents our

acceptance of Senator Armstrong's invitation "to work with

all who are interested in this legislation" and of his

encouragement for "comments and other suggested reforms to

improve these programs". In that vein, we suggest that

needed flexibility and effective use of federal dollars can

only be accomplished by considering Title IV-B and Title IV-E

funding as the Act was supposed to have considered them: two

sides of one coin; complementary aspects of one child welfare

program to protect and nurture our most valuable and

vulnerable resource, our children. In order to do this, the
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present and the proposed formulae for determining states

allotments under a Title IV-E ceiling must be rejected, in

favor of one which equitably distributes available funds to

each state based upon its portion of the nation's under age

18 population. Only then can each state choose to use its

share of IV-E funds either for administrative costs and

costly out-of-home programs, or to direct these resources

towards preventive and protective services involving

innovative alternatives as well as tried and tested education

and early intervention techniques which can reduce the need

for such out-of-home programs.

In New Jersey, over the last year, the number of child

abuse allegations has nearly doubled, to over 45,000

complaints in the most recent 12 month period. In response,

we are adding an unprecedented 507 direct service positions

to our state child welfare/child protective services agency.

The availability of an equitable share of the proposed

appropriation of $485 million in IV-E funds, transferable to

IV-B programs, as needed, would enable us to meet the

programmatic requirements of these newly identified children

in trouble. Based upon available information, at least 39

other states including Arkansas, Minnesota, Montana and

Oklahoma, would gain from such a redistribution, as well.

For example, Colorado would be eligible for almost $6.4

million, or almost $4 million more than its 1984 claim.

Illinois would be eligible for $24 million or almost $18

million more than it received in 1984. Georgia would get
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over $5 million more, North Carolina, almost $10 million,

Ohio $17 million and Texas, almost $25 million.

Of course, this means that up to 10 states would receive

less, some considerably less, than they claimed in 1984. New

York, California, Michigan and Oregon for example, would

suffer reductions of from $2 million to over $100 million

since they had been claiming more than their population-based

share in 1984, and in previous years as well. We have

enclosed two charts which represent our calculations of the

impact of an equity based IV-E formula: one using the maximum

FY'85 hypothetical allotments, as published by Health and

Human Services; and the other using actual claims information

provided by HHS to the National Council of State Human

Services Administrators. In recognition of this negative

impact on those states which have come to rely on this extra

funding, we suggest some form of transitional phase-in, or

even consideration of some form of hold-harmless provision.

However, both within our state, and in our national programs

such as the Social Services' Block Grant and Title IV-B

itself, we have come to believe that the distribution of

available dollars must be on a rational basis, and that each

jurisdiction's populace must be a significant factor in

formulating allocations.

We hope that this time, each and all of our nation's

-children can be treated as equal beneficiaries under the

Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act.
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FFY '85 TITLE IV-E ALLOCATION ANALYSIS

June 7, 1985 The first column represents Option B under P.L. 96-

Printout: 272 for all states.

The second column converts that figure to a percentage.

The third column applies that percentage to the pro-
posed $485 million allocation.

The fourth column represents the maximum hypothetical
allotment (either Option A or B, whichever is higher)
which would apply if the full Title IV-B allocation is
appropriated or if states voluntarily chose a ceiling
to effectuate the transfer provision.

The fifth column represents the difference between
columns three and four showing that more states would
be eligible for more funds per state if an equity based
(Option B percentage) formula is applied to the pro-
posed appropriation. (Forty-three states gain, eight
states would receive less, unless held harmless).

June 11, 1985 The first column represents Option B under P.L. 96-
Printout: 272 for all states.

The second column converts that figure to a percentage.

The third column applies that percentage to the pro-
posed $485 million allocation.

The fourth column represents each state's actual federal
fiscal year 1984 claims (including retroactive claims
submitted for FFY '84), rounded off, as provided by the
Federal Department of Health and Human Services. It
should be noted that FFY '85 claims for the District of
Columbia and some of the states are substantially out
of line with past figures. These numbers may represent
adjustments relative to years prior to 1984 or other
4berrations.

The fifth column represents the difference between
columns three and four, again showing that more states
would be eligible for more funds per state if an
equity based formula is-applied to the proposed ap-
propriation. (Forty states gain, eleven would receive
less, unless held harmless).
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07-Jun-95
FY95 TITLE-lVE ALLOCATION ANALYSIS

MAX FY95
(MIN) IVE MIN IVE MIN Z FOSTER CARE UNDER
OPTION B OPTION B IVE ALLOTMENT (OVER)

STATE ALLOTMENT % ALLOC (HYPOTHETICAL) VARIANCE

Alabama $1,800,366 0.01800 $81731,775 $2,612,109 $6,119,666
Alaska 224,647 0.00225 1,0891538 286,971 802,567
Arizona 11292,121 0.01292 6,266,787 11367,066 4,999,721
Arkansas - 1,034,016 0.01034 51014,97B 1,041,650 3,973,328
California 10,330,596 0.10331 50,103,400 109,578,823 (59,475,423

Colorado 11314,427 0.01314 6,374,971 21620,834 31754,137
Connecticut 11249,104 0.01249 6b058,154 3,138,525 21919,629
Delaware 253,326 0.00253 11228,631 B62,082 366,549
Dist. Of Col. 219,868 0.00220 11066,360 911,898 154,462
Florida 31869,399 0.03868 18,761,730 4,005,497 14,756,243

Georgia 2,593,B02 0.02594 12,579,940 41409,064 8170,876
Hawaii 442,922 0.00443 2,149,172 457,916 11690,356
Idaho 493,906 0.00494 2,395,444 561,727 1133,717
Illinois 41999,602 0.05000 24,249,070 4,929,094 19,318,976

Indiana 21461,563 0.02462 11,938,581 2,759,459 9,179,122
lowa 1,269,916 0.01270 61158,609 21329,436 3,829,172
Kansas 1,030,929 0.01031 4,999,521 5,015,155 (15,6341
Kentucky 11660,161 0.01660 8,051,781 3,768,476 4,283,305
Louisiana 2139,728 0.02140 10,377,681 5,265,768 51111,913

Maine 492,313 0.00492 21387,718 31392,596 (1,004,878)
Maryland 1,771,688 0.01772 8592,687 6,122,351 21470,336
Massachusetts 2,254,441 0.02254 10,934,039 5,2BB,796 5,645,253
Michigan 41108,978 0.04109 19,929,543 30,832,552 (10,904,009)
Minnesota 1,9816,299 0.01816 81809,050 61455,971 21353,179

hississippI 1,273,002 0.01273 6,174,060 11609,693 4,564,377
Missouri 2,106,269 0.02106 10,215,405 31677,536 6,537,891
Montana 369,040 0.00368 1,784,994 11106,860 679,134
Nebraska 702,621 0.00703 3,407,712 1,372,249 2,035,463
Nevada 366,446 0.00366 1,777,263 562,857 1,214,406

New Haepshire 404,694 0.00405 1,962,717 1,004,812 957,905
New Jersey 3103,131 0.03035 14,720,385 21957,457 11,762,928
New Mexico 672,349 0.00672 3,260,893 695,497 21565,396
New York 71180,755 0.07191 34,826,662 228,011,790 (193,255,129)
North Carolina 2,574,693 0.02575 12t487,213 2,553,877 9,933,336



FY85 TITLE-IVE ALLOCATION ANALYSIS

HAX FY95
MIN I FOSTER CARE
IVE ALLOTMENT
ALLOC (HYPOTHETICAL)

(IN) IVE
OPTION B
ALLOTMENT

KIN IVE
OPTION B

I

0.00307
0.04737
0.01404
0.01133

0.04764
0.00373
0.01474
0,00319

0.02007
0.07216
0.00922
0.00223

0.02291
0.01B18
0.00864
0.02095
0.00247

UNDER
(OVER)
VARIANCE

661,150
17,745,271
5,338,541

(3,963,8031

(10,218,183)
1,447,662
5,6686,964

943,138

51692,174
27,473,803
3,477,087
(186,509)

5,649,003
3,459,961
21776,504
(11708,671)

942,494

North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon

Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota

Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont

Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

TOTALSa
::z.:~g.:zzz~ga::u E:z:::x~aa::a::rn.a:.a
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07-Jun-85

830,206
51227,802
11469,157
9,4571B68

33,322,618
360,510

11478,728
702,310

4,054,143
71522,851

996,985
1,268,321

5,462,764
51356,815
11411,660

11,869,988
255,228

307,496
4,736,716
1,403,649
11132,797

4,763,901
372,819

11473,751
318,649

21007,488
7,215,9805
922,489
223,054

21291,086
11817,892
863,539

2,095,117
246,953

$100,000,000

1,491,356
22,973,073

61807,698
5,494,065

23,104,435
1,808,172
71147,692
11545,448

9,736,317
34,996,654

4,474,072
1,081,812

11,111,767
8,816,776
41188,164

10,161,317
1,197,722

1001 $485,000,000 $542,715,373 (57,684,168)
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FY85 TITLE-lVE ALLOCATION ANALYSIS

Alibaia
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California

Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Dist. Of Col.
Florida

Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana

Maine

ssachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota

Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada

Now Hampshire
Now Jersey
New Mexico
Now York
North Carolina

UNDER
OVER)

FFY 94 CLAIMS# VARIANCE

(MIN) IVE
OPTION B
ALLOTMENT

$1,900,366
224,647

11292,121
1,034,016

10,330,59B

1,314,427
11249,104

253,326
219,969

31868,399

2,593,802
442,922
493,906

4,999,602

2,461,563
1,269,916
1,030,829
11660,161
2,139,728

492,313
1,771,69
2,254,441
4,108,979
11916,299

11273,002
21106,269

369,040
702,621
366,446

404,684
3,035,131

672,349
7,190,755
21574,683
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MIN lYE
OPTION 9

1

0.01800
0.00225
0.01292
0.01034
0.10331

0.01314
0.01249
0.00253
0.00220
0.03868

0.02594
0.00443
0.00494
0.05000

0.02462
0.01270
0.01031
0.01660
0.02140

0.00492
0.01772
0.02254
0.04109
0.01916

0.01273
0.02106
0.00369
0.00703
0.00366

0.00405
0.03035
0.00672
0.07181
0.02575

EQUITABLE
IVE

ALLOC

8,731,775
1,099,539
6,266,787
5,014,978
50,103,400

61374,971
61058,154
11228,631
11066,360

19,761,730

12,579,940
2,148,172
2,395,444

24,248,070

11,939,591
6,159,608
4,999,521
8,051,791
10,377,691

21387,719
8,592,697

10,934,039
19,929,543
9,909,050

6,174,060
10,215,405

1,764,994
3,407,712
11777,263

11962,717
14,720j385
3,260,893
34,826,662
12,487,213

$2,200,000
80,000

21100,000
550,000

104,160,000

2,450,000
2,930,000

550,000
7,150,000
3,670,000

7,370,000
40,000
4B0,000

6,300,000

2,660,000
2,210,000
4,420,000
31190,000

10,510,000

2,970,000
4,670,000
5,090,000
33,330,000

6,370,000

1,310,000
8,970,000
1,530,000
21290,000

360,000

1,210,000
6,470,000

630,000
134,930,000

2,620,000

$6,531,775
1,009,538
4,166,787
4,464,978

154,076,600)

3,924,971
3,128,154

678,631
(6,083,640)
15,091,730

5120Y,940
2,108,172
1,915,444

17,949,070

9,278,581
3,946,609
579,521

" 4,861,791

(132,319)

1582,282)
3,922,687
5,944,039

(13,401,4571
2,439,050

4,864,060
1,245,405

254,94
1,117,712
1,417,263

752,717
9,250,385
2,630,993

1100,103,338)
9,867,213
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MIN IVE EQUITABLE
OPTION B lVE

I ALLOC

(KIN) IVE
OPTION B
ALLOTMENT

307,496
4,736,716
1,403,649
11132,797

41763,801
372,819

1,473,751
318,649

2,007,488
7,215,805

922,489
223,054

2,291,086
1,817,892
863,539

21095,117
246,953

11491,356
22,973,073

6,807,699
51494,065

23,104,435
1,808,172
71147,692
1,545,448

91736,317
34,996,654

4,474,072
1,081,812

11,111,767
8,8161776
41188,164

10,161,317
1,197,722

UNDER
(OVER)

FFY 84 CLAIMS# VARIANCE

790,000
5,800,000
3,680,000
7,490,000

33,920,000
1,240,000
11340,000

620,000

3,430,000
10,180,000

920,000
1,430,000

5,080,000
51990,000
5,330,000
10,570,000

240,000

701,356
17,173,073

3,127,698
(1,995,935)

(101815,565)
568,172

5,807,692
925,448

6,306,317
24,816,654
31554,072
(348,188)

61031,767
2,826,776
(1,141,836)

(40BI683)
957,722

$100,000,000 100 $485,000,000 $473,871,209 $L1,160,000

# REPRESENTS CLAIMS THROUGH MARCH 31, 1985

0.00307
0.04737
0.01404
0.01133

0.04764
0.00373
0.01474
0.00319

0.02007
0.07216
0.00922
0. C0223

0.02291
0.01818
0.00864
0.02095
0.00247

North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon

Pennsylvania
Rhole Island
South Carolina
South Dakota

Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont

Virginia
Washington
Nest Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
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Senator ARMSTRONG. Ms. Turner.

STATEMENT OF MS. SUSAN TURNER, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF
FAMILY SERVICES, STATE OF MISSOURI

Ms. TURNER. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and Senator Moyni-
han. I am Susan Turner, the director of the division of family serv-
ices in the State of Missouri.

Today, I am representing the National Council of State Human
Service Administrators. The council is a component of the Ameri-
can Public Welfare Association. Over 5 years ago, the council
worked very closely with this committee toward the enactment of
Public Law 96-272. We are very appreciative of your willingness to
review the implementation to date and to afford us the opportunity
to present some recommendations for changes.

My formal written testimony addresses several issues in detail,
including a response to Senate bill 1266, introduced by you, Mr.
Chairman, and Senate bill 1329, introduced recently by you, Sena-
tor Moynihan.

I would like to highlight a few of our concerns and proposals for
further consideration. As you have already heard today, to retain
the current title IV-E and IV-B funding provisions is vital to
caring for children who are unable for some reason to care for
themselves or to remain in their own home. We certainly support
this measure.

We are also supportive of permanently extending the title IV-E
to title IV-B transfer provision, and keeping the title IV-B trigger
provision at least a $266 million level.

Of extreme importance to many of us as administrators is the
provision in your bill, Mr. Chairman, to provide that title IV-E
adoptive children be eligible for Medicaid in the State in which
they reside. However, we would like this extended to all title IV-E
eligible children.

This is a continuing and frustrating problem that we encounter.
It is possible we may have to, in the best interest of some children,
place them in a State other than their own, whether it be a foster
placement or an adoptive placement. However, when such a child
goes for medical services, often we are confronted with a medical
provider who will not accept an out-of-State Medicaid card. There-
fore, we are very supportive of your provision.

Senator Moynihan's bill provides Medicaid coverage to children
during the adoptive placement period. We are supportive also of
this provision. Currently, these expenses are being covered either
totally with State funds or by the prospective adoptive family and/
or the State is having to develop another system, a system of li-
censing adoptive homes.

Repealing the requirement for 6 month redeterminations would
be welcomed, and certainly result in a cost savings to us. The aver-
age cost for the twice yearly review is approximately $100 per
child. However, the number of ineligibles found is less than 1 per-
cent. More specifically, in Missouri during this past year, after a
check of 2,000 cases, which cost us in excess of $100,000, we had
only one child found to be ineligible.
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We definitely oppose any imposition of mandated Federal report-
ing requirements. Our workers are already neglecting clients, sig-
nificantly, due to additional paperwork. Often by the time these re-
ports get from the local level through the system to the Federal
Government and are massaged, possibly 1 to 2 years have lapsed
and our service delivery situation may be completely different by
that time.

The American Public Welfare Association has recently been
awarded a contract from HHS to collect and analyze data for a
Federal adoption and foster care data gathering and analysis
system in compliance with the child abuse amendments of 1984.
We do agree that there may be some items of information that
Congress desires that are not available through this mechanism,
but we believe such unanswered questions can best be dealt with
by instructing the Department of Health and Human Services to
conduct special studies.

However, if Congress decides to reimpose Federal reporting re-
quirements, we would hope that you would take into consideration
the costs that the States will have in meeting these requirements.
If, in fact, you impose such requirements, we would ask that funds
be available on a 90-10 Federal-State match basis in order to pro-
vide the hardware and software necessary to develop that informa-
tion.

We would recommend that the requirement for a reasonable
effort determination by a court be repealed. Federal guidelines al-
ready require such documentations by our workers in their case
files. Many judges are refusing to accept such responsibility and, as
a result, the States' funds are in jeopardy.

We would also recommend that consideration be given to provid-
ing some flexibility with the utilization of the title IV-E funds to
initiate services that would prevent a child from having to go into
foster placement. I believe this has already been pointed out. We in
Missouri are receiving an increasing number of children into our
foster care program with much more severe problems than in the
past, and we would like some relief in terms of the utilization of
the title IV-E funds.

At this point I will conclude my testimony, but indicate that the
council is very, very interested in working with the committee and
your staff in making necessary changes to the act.

Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you very much.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. O'Hara, which was

orally presented by Ms. Turner, follows:]
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SUMMARY
TESTIMONY OF JOSEPH J. O'HARA

The National Council of State Human Service Administrators strongly supports

the goals and intent of the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980

(P.L 96-272). Itisour strong support for the law, coupled with our collective

experience in administering it for tte past five years that brings us to
recommend a number of changes in the law. We believe our proposals will foster

achievement of the goals of P.L. 96-272, facilitate state and local implementa-

tion of the law and optimize the use of federal, state and local funds available

for serving dependent and neglected children.

o Retain current Title IV-E and Title IV-B funding provisions.

o Permanently extend Section 102 (a)(1) which authorizes, through Title IV-E,
federal financial participation for children placed voluntarily in foster
care.

o Permanently extend Title IV-E to Title IV-B transfer provision.

o Delete requirement of minimum adoption assistance payment for purposes
of Medicaid eligibility.

o Provide that all children receiving Title IV-E are eligible for Medicaid
from the state where they reside.

o Provide Medicaid coverage from the time a child is placed for adoption.

o Repeal the requirement for six month redeterminations of eligibility for
Title IV-E foster care.

o Repeal the requirement that, for each child's Title IV-E eligibility,
a court must determine that reasonable efforts were made to prevent
placement.

o Retain two year limit on state submission of prior year claims.

o Oppose imposition of mandated federal reporting requirements.

o Modify Title IV-E to make it more flexible.

o Modify and expand current Title IV-E reimbursement policies.

o Expand Title IV-E administrative reimbursement policy to make it more
equitable by covering the costs of serving non-Title IV-E eligible children.

o Expand Title IV-E adoption assistance to all special needs children in
the care and custody of the state.

o Expand Title IV-E adoption assistance to cover the costs of adoption
coLnseling services.

*** ** * t
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GOOD AFTERNOON. MR. CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE. MY NAME IS JOSEPH

O'HARA AND I AM DIRECTOR OF THE MISSOURI DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES. I AM

ALSO PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PUBLIC CHILD WELFARE

ADMINISTRATORS, AN AFFILIATE OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC WELFARE ASSOCIATION. I

APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY BEFORE YOU TODAY ON BEHALF OF THE

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE HUMAN SERVICE ADMINISTRATORS, A COMPONENT OF THE

AJMERICAN PUBLIC WELFARE ASSOCIATION.

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE HUMAN SERVICE ADMINISTRATORS IS COMPOSED OF

THOSE OFFICIALS IN THE 50 STATES, THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, AND THE U.S.

TERRITORIES CHARGED WITH THE RESPONSIBILITY OF ADMINISTERING PUBLICALLY FUNDED

HUtIAN SERVICES, INCLUDING THE CHILD WELFARE, FOSTER CARE, AND ADOPTION

ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS. OVER 5 YEARS AGO THE COUNCIL WORKED CLOSELY WITH THIS

COMMITTEE IN THE EFFORT THAT RESULTED IN THE ENACTMENT OF P.L. 96-272. AS THE

PRINCIPLE OPERATORS OF THE FOSTER CARE SYSTEM, WE WERE VERY AWARE OF FHE

PROBLEMS PLAGUING THE SYSTEM AT THAT TIME AND THANKFUL FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO

ASSIST THE COMMITTEE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE GUIDING PRINCIPLES THAT BECAME

THE NEW LAW.

WE CONTINUE TO STRONGLY SUPPORT THE GOALS AND OBJECTIVES OF P.L. 96-272. THE

COMPREHENSIVE, INTERACTIVE SET OF ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES AND SAFEGUARDS. AS

WELL AS SERVICES. INCORPORATED IN THE LAW HAVE ASSISTED STATES IN REDUCING THE

NUMBER OF CHILDREN ENTERING FOSTER CARE, REDUCING THE LENGTH OF STAY IN CARE,

AND ACHIEVING PERMANENT HOMES FOR THOSE CHILDREN UNABLE TO RETURN TO THEIR OWN

HOMES. WE BELIEVE THAT P.L. 96-272 WAS LANDMARK LEGISLATION FOR CHILDREN AND

THEIR FAMILIES.
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STATE ADMINISTRATORS WE APPLAUD YOUR LEADERSHIP AND THE LEADERSHIP OF THIS

COMMITTEE IN ITS WILLINGNESS. 5 YEARS LATER, TO EXAMINE THE EXPERIENCE WITH

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF P.L. 96-272 AND TO CONSIDER MODIFICATIONS IN THE LAW

BASED ON THIS EXPERIENCE. IT IS OUR STRONG SUPPORT FOR THE LAW, COUPLED WITH

OUR COLLECTIVE EXPERIENCE IN ADMINISTERING IT FOR THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS, THAT

BRINGS US TO RECOMMEND A NUMBER OF CHANGES IN IT. E BELIEVE OUR PROPOSALS

WILL FOSTER ACHIEVEMENT OF THE GOALS OF P.L. 9-272, FACILITATE STATE AND

LOCAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LAW, AND OPTIMIZE THE USE OF FEDERAL, STATE AND

LOCAL FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR SERVING DEPENDENT AND NEGLECTED CHILDREN.

IN MY TESTIMONY TODAY, I PROPOSE CHANGES TO P.L. 96-272, AND RESPOND TO

CHANGES INCLUDED IN S. 1266 INTRODUCED BY YOU. MR. CHAIRMAN, S. 18 INTRODUCED

BY SENATOR MOYNIHAN, AND THE OTHER P.L. 96-272 AMENDMENTS RECENTLY PUT FORWARD

BY SENATOR MOYNIHAN. OUR PROPOSALS BASICALLY FALL INTO TWO CATEGORIES:

MODIFICATIONS TO CURRENT LAW ENABLING STATES TO BETTER ADMINISTER THE LAW AND

ADDITIONAL INCENTIVES FOR STATES TO BETTER MEET THE FOSTER CARE REDUCTION

GOALS OF THE LAW.

KMLD"IcATIlS M0 aff LAw

RETAIN CIARRENT TITLE IV-E AND TITLE IV"BFUNDI±NG PROVISIONS

STATE ADMINSTRATORS SUPPORT CONTINUATION OF THE TITLE IV-E FOSTER CARE

MAINTENANCE PAYMENT PROGRAM AS AN INDIVIDUAL MEANS-TESTED ENTITLEMENT. THE

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HAS A SPECIAL COMMITMENT TO THE LOW-INCOME CHILDREN IN THIS

COUNTRY WHO, THROUGH NO FAULT OF THEIR OWN, ARE UNABLE TO REMAIN WITH THEIR

FAMILIES. UNDER CURRENT LAW. TITLE IV-E REMAINS AN ENTITLEMENT NATIONALLY

UNLESS "SUFFICIENT" DOLLARS ($266 MILLION) ARE PROVIDED THROUGH TITLE IV-B

-2-
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CHILD WELFARE SERVICES ON AN ADVANCE APPROPRIATION BASIS. THE

INTERRELATIONSHIP OF THE FUNDING FOR THESE TWO PROGRAMS--WHERE A TARGET LEVEL

OF INCREASED CHILD WELFARE SERVICES FUNDING APPROPRIATED IN THE PRIOR YEAR

TRIGGERS A FUNDING CEILING FOR FOSTER CARE--WAS A KEY COMPONENT OF P.L.

%-272.

CONGRESS MADE A COMMITMENT THAT FUNDING FOR FOSTER CARE WOULD REMAIN

OPEN-ENDED UNTIL AND UNLESS THERE WERE "SUFFICIENT" FUNDS AVAILABLE TO MEET

THE SERVICES NEEDED BY AT-RISK CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES. THAT "SUFFICIENT"

LEVEL WAS SET AT $266 MILLION IN 1980 WHEN THE LAW WAS ENACTED. IT WAS

ASSUMED THEN THAT THIS LEVEL WOULD BE REACHED IN 1983, BUT TO DATE CONGRESS

HAS NEVER APPROPRIATED MORE THAN $200 MILLION.

WE OPPOSE THE PROVISION IN S. 12M TO REDUCE THE TITLE IV-B TRIGGER LEVEL TO

0 MiLLION, ITS CURRENT APPROPRIATION LEVEL. wE BELIEVE THAT WOULD BE

TANTAMOUNT TO RENEGING ON A COMMITMENT TO THE CHILDREN OF THIS NATION. IF

ANYTHING, THE TRIGGER LEVEL SHOULD BE RAISED TO MORE ACCURATELY REFLECT THE

SERVICES AT-RISK CHILDREN AND THOSE IN CARE NEED, AND THE REAL COSTS OF

PROVIDING THOSE SERVICES.

XL ALSO OPPOSE REMOVAL OF THE REQUIREMENT THAT IN ORDER FOR A TITLE lIV-

CEILING TO BE TRIGGERED. THE TITLE IV-B APPROPRIATION MUST BE MADE ONAN

ADVANCE FUNDING BASIS. THE PURPOSE OF THIS REQUIREMENT IS TO GIVE STATES THE

ABILITY TO PLAN PROGRAMS BASED ON CERTAIN KNOWLEDGE OF THE AVAILABILITY OF

FEDERAL FUNDS. IN ORDER TO EFFECTIVELY ADMINISTER THE FOSTER CARE PROGRAM,

STATES MUST BE PROVIDED ADEQUATE ADVANCE WARNING IF A CEILING ON FEDERAL

REIMBURSEMENT IS GOING TO BE INSTITUTED.

-3-
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PERMANENTLY EXTEND SECTION 102 (A)(1) mIICH AUTHORIZES. THROUGH TITLE IV-E.

FEDERAL FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION (FFP) FOR CHILDREN PLACED VOLUNTARILY IN

FOSTER CARE.

WE SUPPORT THE PROVISION IN THE ARMSTRONG BILL AND THE RECENTLY INTRODUCED

MOYNIHAN BILL WHICH WOULD PERMANENTLY EXTEND THE VOLUNTARY PLACEMENT PROVISION

OF P.L. 96-272. THIS' PRb4SION WAS ENACTED ON A TEMPORARY BASIS IN ORDER FOR

CONGRESS TO MONITOR ITS IMPACT. WE BELIEVE THAT THE EXPERIENCE WITH VOLUNTARY

PLACEMENT AUTHORITY IS SUCH THAT IT SHOULD BE CONTINUED ON A PERMANENT BASIS.

FOR A STAFE TO CLAIM FEDERAL FUNDS UNDER THIS PROVISION. IT MUST HAVE COMPLIED

WITH THE SPECIAL PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS SET OUT IN SECTION 427 OF P.L. 96-272

(AN INVENTORY OF CHILDREN IN FOSTER CARE LONGER THAN SIX MONTHS. A STATEWIDE

INFORMATION SYSTEMi A CASE REVIEW SYSTEM AND A PROGRAM OF SERVICES TO ASSIST

CHILDREN TO RETURN HOME OR TO BE PLACED PERMANENTLY IN ANOTHER HOME). AND ALSO

HAVE IN PLACE A PREPLACEMENT PREVENTIVE SERVICES PROGRAM TO HELP CHILDREN

REMAIN WITH THEIR FAMILIES.

IN A SURVEY CONDUCTED JOINTLY LAST SUMMER BY THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

PUBLIC CHILD WELFARE ADMINISTRATORS AND THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE HUMAN

SERVICE ADMINISTRATORS, WE FOUND THAT MOST STATES USE VOLUNTARY PLACEMENT

AGREEMENTS VERY INFREQUENTLY AND LIMIT THE TIME OF SUCH AGREEMENTS TO ANYWHERE

FROM 30 TO 180 DAYS. MOST STATES USUALLY DECIDE WHETHER OR NOT TO GO TO COURT

IN A PARTICULAR CASE BASED ON THE EMERGENCY NATURE OF THE SITUATION ANO/OR HOW

LONG THE CHILD IS LIKELY TO BE IN FOSTER CARE. IF WORKERS EXPECT A FAMILY

CRISIS TO BE RESOLVED WITHIN 30 DAYS, FOR EXAMPLE. THEY MIGHT SUGGEST A

VOLUNTARY PLACEMENT AGREEMENT TO SAVE TIME AND TO AVOID THE ADDITIONAL FAMILY

TRAUMA OF GOING TO COURT. OTHER STATES USE VOLUNTARY PLACEMENT AGREEMENTS

ONLY IN VERY UNUSUAL EMERGENCIES. SUCH AS WHEN A PARENT IS HOSPITALIZED OR A
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HOME IS DESTROYED BY FIRE. VOLUNTARY PLACEMENT AGREEMENTS ARE NOT USED IF

THERE IS ANY EVIDENCE OF ABUSE OR NEGLECT.

IN FY 1983 13 STATES CLAIMED FEDERAL REIMBURSEMENT FOR CHILDREN PLACED

VOLUNTARILY IN FOSTER CAREi IN FY 1984, 15 STATES CLAIMED FEDERAL

REIMBURSEMENT. IN OUR SURVEY WE ASKED THOSE STATES THAT USE VOLUNTARY

PLACEMENTS WHY THEY HAVE NOT CLAIMED FEDERAL REIMBURSEMENT FOR ELIGIBLE

VOLUNTARY PLACEMENTS. THE REASONS CITED INCLUDE:

0 THE SMALL NUMBER Of CHILDREN IN VOLUNTARY FOSTER CARE AND/OR

THE LIMITED LENGTH Of TIME CHILDREN CAN BE IN VOLUNTARY

FOSTER CARE DO NOT MAKE IT COST-BENEFICIAL TO DEVELOP A

SYSTEM FOR CLAIMING FFPs

0 THE LIMITED NATURE OF THE PROVISION AND UNCERTAINTY OVER-

CONTINUED ELIGIBILITY HAVE MADE THE STATES WARY OF DEVELOP-

ING A SYSTEM FOR CLAIMING FFPa

0 STATE DOES NOT WANT TO ENCOURAGE ADDITIONAL USE OF VOLUNTARY

PLACEMENTS BY ALLOWING FFPi AND

0 VOLUNTARY PLACEMENTS ARE FINANCED BY LOCAL FUNDS OR THROUGH

CHILD SUPPORT PAID BY THE PARENTS.

IN LIGHT OF THIS VARIATION. THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE HUMAN SERVICE

ADMINISTRATORS SUPPORTS THE PERMANENT EXTENSION OF THE TITLE IV-E VOLUNTARY

PLACEMENT OPTION.

PEItANENTLY EXTEND TIjLEjV-E TO TITLE IV-B TRANSFER PROViSION

WITH RESPECT "10 THE PROVISION FOR- TRANSFERRING UNUSED TITLE IV-E FOSTER CARE
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FUNDS TO TITLE IV-B CHILD WELFARE SERVICES. IN ORDER FOR A STATE TO UTILIZE

THIS PROVISION TWO FACTORS MUST BE PRESENT. FIRST. THE TOTAL ALLOWABLE TITLE

IV-[ FOSTER CARE EXPENDITURES MUST BE LESS THAN THE OPTIONAL TITLE IV-E

CEILING ESTABLISHED BY P.L. 96-272. THIS SITUATION IS PRESENT IN STATES

EXPERIENCING A DECLINING OR STABLE NUMBER OF INCOME ELIGIBLE CHILDREN ENTERING

FOSTER CARE. SINCE TITLE IV-E IS A MEANS-TESTED ENTITLEMENT, NON-INCOME

ELIGIBLE CHILDREN ENTERING FOSTER CARE ARE PAID FOR THROUGH STATE ANDIOR LOCAL

FUNDS. SECOND. A STATE MUST HAVE MET THE ADDITIONAL P.L. 96-272 REQUIREMENTS

SET OUT IN SECTION 427 AS DISCUSSED ABOVE.

IN FY 1983. 29 STATES TRANSFERRED FUNDS. WHILE 23 STATES MADE SUCH TRANSFERS

IN FY 1984. Two STATES (CALIFORNIA AND SOUTH DAKOTA) USED THE TRANSFER OPTION

FOR THE FIRST TIME IN FY 1984. ELEVEN STATES TRANSFERRED FUNDS IN PRIOR YEARS

BUT DID NOT TRANSFER FUNDS IN FY 84 (ALABAMA, ARKANSAS. CONNECTICUT.

MINNESOTA. NEW JERSEY. NEW MEXICO. OKLAHOMA. SOUTH CAROLINA. TEXAS. VERMONT.

wEST VIRGINIA). OF THE 23 STATES TRANSFERRING FUNDS IN FY 84 ALL BUT FOUR

(MISSISSIPPI. NORTH CAROLINA. VIRGINIA AND wASHINGTON) TRANSFERRED LESS IN FY

84 THAN IN FY 83. THE FIGURES ON STATE UTILIZATION OF THE TITLE IV-E TRANSFER

PROVISION REFLECT THE SAME TREND THAT APJ.,A'S VOLUNTARY COOPERATIVE INFORMATION

SYSTEM SHOWS: THAT STATE FOSTER CARE CASELOADS HAVE STABILIZED AND IN MANY

CASES ARE ON THE INCREASE. SOME STATES ARE FINDING THAT THE NUMBER OR

PERCENTAGE OF INCOME-ELIGIBLE CHILDREN (I.E.. TITLE IV-E CHILDREN) IS

INCREASING; THUS, THERE IS LESS MONEY AVAILABLE TO TRANSFER TO TITLE IV-B.

THE ABILITY TO TRANSFER UNUSED TITLE IV-E FUNDS PROVIDES STATES WITH A

FINANCIAL REWARD FOR REDUCING FOSTER CARE CASELOADS, WHILE AT THE SAME TIME

FREEING UP RESOURCES TO PROVIDE SOME OF THOSE SERVICES THAT ENABLE CHILDREN

AND THEIR FAMILIES TO STAY TOGETHER. SENATOR MOYNIHAN'S BILL WOULD CONTINUE

-6-
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THIS TRANSFER OPTION FOR THREE YEARS. THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE HUMAN

SERVICE ADMINISTRATORS SUPPORTS ITS PERMANENT EXTENSION.

DMIE REQUIREMENT OF MINIMUM ADOPTION ASSISTANCE PAYMENT FOR PURPOSES OF

MDICAID ELIGIBILITY

wE SUPPORT THE PROVISION IN S. 1266. THE ARMSTRONG BILL. THAT WOULD ELIMINATE

THE NEED TO MAINTAIN TOKEN ADOPTION ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS, IN CASES WHERE THE

ADOPTIVE PARENTS DO NOT NEED OR DO NOT DESIRE CASH ASSISTANCE, IN ORDER TO

PRESERVE THE CHILD'S MEDICAID ELIGIBILITY. MANY STATES PAY FAMILIES AS LOW AS

$I PER YEAR TO KEEP THE ADOPTED CHILD ELIGIBLE FOR MEDICAID. ALTHOUGH THIS

PROBLEM AFFECTS ONLY A SMALL PORTION OF THE CHILDREN PLACED FOR ADOPTION, WE

BELIEVE THE ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS OF GENERATING A VERY SMALL SUBSIDY PAYMENT

LEAD TO INEFFICIENCY. KANSAS, FOR EXAMPLE, REPORTS THAT ONE-THIRD OF ITS

SUBSIDIZED ADOPTIVE CHILDREN ARE ESSENTIALLY MEDICAL-ONLY, AND IT IS COSTING

THE STATE $70 IN ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS TO PAY EACH OF THESE FAMILIES $ PER

MONTH IN CASH ASSISTANCE. MINNESOTA REPORTS THAT IN MORE THAN 50 CASES

ADOPTION SUBSIDIES ARE ISSUED IN THE AMOUNT OF $I PER YEAR. LIKEWISE.

LOUISIANA REPORTS THAT IT IS DIFFICULT TO EXPLAIN TO ADOPTIVE PARENTS WHO DO

NOT WANT THE NOMINAL PAYMENT THAT THEY MUST ACCEPT IT TO ALLOW TITLE XIX

ELIGIBILITY FOR THE ADOPTED CHILD.

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE HUMAN SERVICE ADMINISTRATORS RECOMMENDS

ABOLISHING THE REQUIRED LINK BETWEEN A SUBSIDY PAYMENT AND MEDICAID

ELIGIBILITY. FAMILIES WHO ADOPT CHILDREN WITH SEVERE MEDICAL NEEDS AND WHO

NEITHER WANT NOR REQUIRE A SUBSIDY PAYMENT SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO CLAIM MEDICAID

WITHOUT BEING REQUIRED TO ACCEPT A SUBSIDY.

-7-
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PROVIDE THAT ALL CHILDREN R[CEIC IjG TITLE IV-E ARE ELIGIBLE FR MEDICAIDOFROM

THE STATE W'MERE THEY RESIDE

S. 1266 PROPOSES TO AMEND CURRENT LAW TO PROVIDE THAT ADOPTION ASSISTANCE

CHILDREN ARE ELIGIBLE FOR MEDICAID FROM THE STATE WHERE THEY RESIDE,

REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THAT IS THE STATE WHICH WAS A PARTY TO THE ADOPTION

ASSISTANCE AGREEMENT. THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE HUMAN SERVICE

ADMINISTRATORS SUPPORTS THIS PROPOSAL IN THE ARMSTRONG BILL BUT WOULD LIKE TO

EXPAND IT TO INCLUDE ALL TITLE IV- CHILDREN.

MEDICAID ELIGIBILITY IS AN IMPORTANT FACTOR WITH TITLE IV-E ADOPTIONS BECAUSE

THE CHILDREN INVOLVED HAVE SPECIAL NEEDS THAT VERY OFTEN INCLUDE HANDICAPS AND

OTHER MEDICAL CONDITIONS FOR WHICH EXPENSIVE MEDICAL TREATMENT AND SERVICES

ARE KNOWN TO BE NECESSARY. EVEN FAMILIES IN RELATIVELY GOOD ECONOMIC

CIRCUMSTANCES ARE GENERALLY HESITANT TO ADOPT A CHILD WHOSE SPECIAL NEEDS WILL

CREATE AN EXTRAORDINARY FINANCIAL BURDEN. BY LESSENING THE ECONOMIC RISKS.

THE AVAILABILITY OF MEDICAID BENEFITS VASTLY IMPROVES THE CHANCES OF FINDING

ADOPTIVE FAMILIES FOR SUCH CHILDREN.

HOWEVER. EXPERIENCE HAS SHOWN THAT THE ONE OF THE MOST SERIOUS PROBLEMS

INVOLVED WITH ADOPTION ASSISTANCE IS THE DIFFICULTY OF PROVIDING MEDICAL

ASSISTANCE ON AN INTERSTATE BASIS. CURRENT STATUTE REQUIRES THE STATE THAT

WAS A PARTY TO THE ADOPTION AGREEMENT TO PAY FOR MEDICAL ASSISTANCE IN THE

STATE WHERE THE CHILD RESIDES. DOCTORS, HOSPITALS. AND OTHER MEDICAL

PROVIDERS. HOWEVER, ONLY RARELY AGREE TO DEAL WITH THE MEDICAID PROGRAMS OF

ANY STATE OTHER THAN THEIR OW, IN LARGE PART BECAUSE EVERY STATE'S MEDICAID

PROGRAM DIFFERS. THE FORMS ARE DIFFERENT, SERVICES COVERED ARE NOT THE SAME,

AND REIMBURSEMENT LEVELS VARY WIDELY. THIS MAKES THE AVAILABILITY OF MEDICAID

-8-
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BENEFITS OF DUBIOUS VALUE TO A CHILD WHO HAS A MEDICAID CARD FROM ONE STATE

BUT RESIDES IN ANOTHER STATE, EVEN THOUGH THAT CHILD IS LEGALLY ENTITLED TO

SERVICES.

BASED CN A JUNE 1984 SURVEY OF THE 50 STATES AND THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, A

TOTAL OF 1.010 TITLE IV-E ADOPTION ASSISTANCE CHILDREN WERE RESIDING IN A

STATE OTHER THA14 THAT WHICH SIGNED THE ADOPTION ASSISTANCE AGREEMENT WITH THE

CHILDREN'S FAMILIES. IF THESE ADOPTION ASSISTANCE CHILDREN CAUGHT IN

INTERSTATE SITUATIONS ARE TO RECEIVE SERVICES 10 WHICH THEY ARE ENTITLED

THROUGH MEDICAID, THEY MUST HAVE A WAY TO EASILY ACCESS THEM. THE AMERICAN

PUBLIC WELFARE ASSOCIATION. UNDER CONTRACT WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND

HUMAN SERVICES. HAS BEEN WORKING WITH STATES TO ASSIST THEM IN ADOPTING

LEGISLATION THAT WOULD ENABLE THEM TO BE PARTY TO THE INTERSTATE COMPACT ON

ADOPTION AND MEDICAID ASSISTANCE. A MAJOR PURPOSE OF THIS COMPACT IS TO

ENSURE THAT CHILDREN RECEIVING ADOPTION ASSISTANCE ARE ELIGIBLE FOR MEDICAID

BENEFITS FROM THE STATE IN WHICH THEY RESIDE. HOWEVER, ENACTING THE COMPACT

IS A CUMBERSOME. TIME-CONSUMING PROCESS AND AS OF TODAY. ONLY 9 STATES HAVE

BEEN ABLE TO ENACT SUCH LEGISLATION.

LIKE TITLE IV-E ADOPTION ASSISTANCE CHILDREN. TITLE IV-E FOSTER CARE CHILDREN

CONFRONT SIMILAR SITUATIONS WITH RECEIVING MEDICAID BENEFITS WHEN THEY ARE

PLACED IN ANOTHER STATE. THESE FOSTER CARE CHILDREN ARE THOSE WHO ARE PLACED

THROUGH THE INTERSTATE COMPACT ON THE PLACEMENT OF CHILDREN WITH EITHER

PARENTS OR RELATIVES OR WHO ARE MOVING WITH THEIR FOSTER PARENTS TO ANOTHER

STATE. wITH OVER 25 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN PROCESSING SUCH PLACEMENTS. STATE

CHILD WELFARE AGENCIES HAVE REPORTED THAT ONE OF THE MAJOR PROBLEMS CHILDREN

ENCOUNTER WHEN PLACED IN ANOTHER STATE IS SECURING NEEDED MEDICAL SERVICES

WITH AN OUT-OF-STATE MEDICAID CARD. THUS, WHILE THESE CHILDREN HAVE AN
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ENTITLEMENT TO MEDICAL SERVICES, IN PRACTICE THEY HAVE CONSIDERABLE DIFFICULTY

IN ACTUALLY GAINING ACCESS TO THEM.

THUS. WE PROPOSE THAT SECTION 473 OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT BE AMENDED SO

THAT TITLE IV-E ADOPTION ASSISTANCE AND FOSTER CARE CHILDREN ARE ELIGIBLE FOR

MEDICAID FROM THE STATE WHERE THEY RESIDE, REGARDLESS OF WHETHER IT IS THE

STATE WHICH WAS A PARTY TO THE ADOPTION ASSISTANCE AGREEMENT OR WHETHER IT IS

THE STATE LEGALLY AND FINANCIALLY RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CHILD.

PROVIDE MEDICAID COVERAGE FROM THE TIME A CHILD IS PLACED FOR ADOPTION

wE SUPPORT THE PROVISION IN SENATOR MOYNIHAN'S BILL WHICH WOULD PROVIDE

MEDICAID COVERAGE FOR CHILDREN PRIOR TO FINAL ADOPTION.

UNDER CURRENT LAW, A CHILD WHO IS REMOVED FROM A FOSTER CARE SETTING FOR

PURPOSES OF ADOPTION AND FOR WHOM AN ADOPTION PETITION IS FILED. IS NOT

ELIGIBLE FOR MEDICAID PAYMENTS UNTIL AN INTERLOCUTORY DECREE OR THE FINAL

DECREE OF ADOPTION IS ISSUED, THEREBY BEGINNING ADOPTION ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS.

IN A SURVEY CONDUCTED LAST YEAR, WE FOUND THAT ON AVERAGE CHILDREN WAIT IN

ADOPTIVE PLACEMENTS 9 MONTHS PRIOR TO FINALIZATION. THE RANGE OF TIME SPANS

FROM AN AVERAGE OF 4 MONTHS IN NEW YORK TO AN AVERAGE OF 18 MONTHS IN SOUTH

CAROLINA. MANY STATES HAVE A MINIMUM LENGTH OF TIME, USUALLY 6 MONTHS. THAT

CHILDREN MUST WAIT IN ADOPTIVE PLACEMENT PRIOR TO ADOPTION FINALIZATION.

DURING THIS LAG TIME THE CHILD IS NOT ELIGIBLE FOR MEDICAID, SINCE P.L. 96-272

REQUIRES THAT AN ACTUAL TITLE IV-E PAYMENT BE THE TRIGGER FOR MEDICAID

ELIGIBILITY PURPOSES. SOME STATES ARE RESORTING TO LICENSING PRE-ADOPTIVE

HOMES AS FOSTER CARE HOMES AND PAYING THE FAMILY AT THE FREQUENTLY MORE COSTLY

FOSTER CARE RATE IN ORDER TO ENSURE THAT MEDICAID COVERAGE CONTINUES.

-10-
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THERE ARE, HOWEVER, TWO POTENTIAL PROBLEMS WITH THIS RROCEDURE. FIRST.

LICENSING HOMES AS FOSTER HOMES AND PAYING THE FOSTER CARE RATE CONFUSES THE

PURPOSE OF PLACEMENT AND CLOUDS THE DEFINITIONS BETWEEN FOSTER CHILDREN.

FOSTER HOME, ADOPTIVE CHILDREN, AND ADOPTIVE HOME. SOME OF THE STATES USING

THIS PROCEDURE DO NOT KNOW HOW MANY CHILDREN THEY HAVE "PLACED" FOR ADOPTION

BECAUSE THEY CONSIDER THESE CHILDREN TO BE IN FOSTER CARE UNTIL ADOPTION

FINALIZATION. THE SECOND PROBLEM IS THE BURDENSOME ADMINISTRATIVE

REQUIREMENTS ESTABLISHED FOR A SMALL NUMBER OF CHILDREN FOR A SHORT PERIOD

TIME. MANY STATES FEEL WORKER TIME IS TOO PRECIOUS TO PERFORM EXTRA LICENSING

AND ACCOUNTING WORK SIMPLY TO ACCOMMODATE THIS FEDERAL FUNDING BARRIER.

AMENDING P.L. 96-272 TO ALLOW MEDICAID COVERAGE FOR CHILDREN IN ADOPTIVE

PLACEMENTS COULD POTENTIALLY SAVE STATE AND FEDERAL FUNDS BY ALLEVIATING THE

NECESSITY FOR STATES TO TAKE THE STEP OF LICENSING AN ADOPTIVE HOME AS A

FOSTER CARE HOME.

REPEAL THE REQUIREMENI FOR SIX MONTH REDETERMINAIIONS OF ELIGIBILITY FOR.TILE

Iff- FOSTER CARE-

HE SUPPORT THE PROVISION IN SENATOR MOYNIHAN'S BILL THAT WOULD REMOVE THE

REQUIREMENT TC CONDUCT, EVERY SIX MONTHS, REVIEWS OF A CHILD'S CONTINUED

ELIGIBILITY FOR TITLE IV-E FOSTER CARE. THESE REDETERMINATIONS SHOULD BE MADE

ONLY WHEN. ACCORDING TO CRITERIA ESTABLISHED BY EACH STATE, THERE HAS BEEN A

CHANGE AFFECTING ELIGIBILITY. ALTHOUGH STATES DO NOT KEEP PRECISE DATA ON THE

NUMBER OF CHILDREN WHO BECOME INELIGIBLE AS A RESULT OF THE 6-MONTH

ELIGIBILITY REDETERMINATION REVIEWS, IN OUR SURVEY LAST YEAR WE FOUND THAT IN

MOST STATES THE NUMBER IS LESS THAN IZ OF THE FOSTER CARE POPULATION. AND

SEVERAL STATES REPORTED THAT NO CHILDREN WERE FOU 'D INELIGIBLE IN THE LAST
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YEAR. FEW CHILDREN ARE FOUND INELIGIBLE DURING THE 6-MONTH ELIGIBILITY

REDETERMINATIONS BECAUSE: 1) INCOME AND OTHER CATEGORICAL FACTORS. INCLUDING

THE DEPRIVATION FACTOR, DO NOT CHANGE MUCH IN FOSTER CARE CASESi AND 2) WHEN

THERE ARE CHANGES IN A CHILD'S OR FAMILY'S CIRCUMSTANCES, STATES MAKE

ADJUSTMENTS AT THAT TIME. RATHER THAN WAITING UNTIL THE 6-MONTH REVIEW. AS

TEXAS REPORTED. THE MAJORITY OF CHILDREN WHO BECOME INELIGIBLE DO SO AS A

RESULT OF SPECIAL REVIEWS COMPLETED WHEN THE CHILD'S CIRCUMSTANCES CHANCE. NOT

DURING G-MONTH REVIEWS. SOUTH CAROLINA ALSO EXPLAINED THAT IT DOES NOT WAIT

UNTIL THE 6-MONTH REVIEW TO MAKE CHANGES. BUT NONETHELESS GOES THROUGH THE

FORMALITY OF 6-MONTH REVIEWS BECAUSE OF THE CURRENT REQUIREMENT. -

ON AVERAGE. STATES ESTIMATE THE COST PER REDETERMINATION AT $50. THUS, STATES

ARE SPENDING, ON AVERAGE. $100 PER YEAR PER CHILD TO CONDUCT TWO 6-MONTH

ELIGIBILITY REDETERMINATION REVIEWS, AND FINDING LESS THAN I% OF THE CHILDREN

INELIGIBLE. ALTHOUGH THESE ESTIMATES ARE VERY ROUGH. AND THE DOLLAR AMOUNTS
N

ARE NOT GREAT, THE RESULTS SIGNIFY THAT 6-MONTH ELIGIBILITY REDETERMINATIONS

ARE NOT AN EFFICIENT USE OF RESOURCES. THE NUMBER OF CHANGES IN INELIGIBILITY

STATUS DOES NOT WARRANT THE EXPENDITURE AND TIME NECESSARY TO REVIEW ALL CASES

EVERY 6 MONTHS.

REPEAL THE REQUIREMENT THAT. FOR EACH CHILD'S TITLE Iy-E ELIGIBILITY. A COURT

MUST DETERMINE THAT REASONABLE EFFORTS WIRE MADE TO PREVENT PLACEMENT

wE URGE DELETION OF THAT PORTION OF SECTION 472(A)(1) WHICH REQUIRES, AS A

CRITERION FOR EACH CHILD'S ELIGIBILITY FOR FEDERAL FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION A

COURT DETERMINATION THAT REASONABLE EFFORTS WERE MADE (PRIOR TO THE PLACEMENT

OF THE CHILD IN FOSTER CARE) TO PREVENT OR ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR REMOVAL OF

THE CHILD FROM HIS HOME, OR TO RETURN THE CHILD HOME.

-12-
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OUR PROPOSAL IS NOT INTENDED TO REMOVE THE PREPLACEMENT PREVENTIVE SERVICES

REQUIREMENTS OF P.L. 96-272 OR TO DIMINISH THE ROLE OF THE COURTS IN REVIEWING

ALL ASPECTS OF CASES BROUGHT BEFORE THEM. THIS PORTION OF SECTION 472(A)(1)

REQUIRES ALREADY OVERBURDENED COURTS TO TAKE ON THE ADDITIONAL TASK OF PASSING

JUDGMENT ON THE REASONABLENESS OF STATE CHILD WELFARE AGENCIES' EFFORTS TO

PROVIDE SERVICES TO EACH CHILD REMOVED FROM HIS HOME.

FAILURE TO OBTAIN SUCH A COURT DETERMINATION EVEN IN THOSE CASES WHERE

SERVICES WERE ACTUALLY PROVIDED. WOULD RENDER THE CHILD INELIGIBLE FOR THE

FEDERAL FOSTER CARE (TITLE IV-E) PROGRAM. IN SOME STATES THIS WOULD ALSO

RESULT IN THE CHILD'S LOSS OF MEDICAID BENEFITS. ANOTHER PORTION OF P.L.

96-272. SECTION q71 (A)(15). ALREADY ESTABLISHES, AS A CONDITION OF STALE

TITLE IV-E ELIGIBILITY AFTER OCTOBER 1. 1983. THAT EACH STATE HAVE IN

OPERATION A PRLPLACEMENT PREVENTION AND REUNIFICATION SERVICES PROGRAM WHICH

PROVIDES THESE SERVICES TO EACH CHILD AS MENTIONED ABOVE. IN ORDER TO CARRY

OUT THIS PROVISION. THE FEDERAL REGULATIONS. PUBLISHED MAY 23. 193. REQUIRED

THAT THE CASE PLAN DOCUMENT, PREPARED FOR EACH CHILD, CONTAIN A "DESCRIPTION

OF THE SERVICES OFFERED AND THE SERVICES PROVIDED TO PREVENT REMOVAL OF THE

CHILD FROM THE HOME AND TO REUNIFY THE FAMILY"

IT IS THE POSITION OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE HUMAN SERVICE

ADMINISTRATORS THAT COMPLIANCE WITH THE PREPLACEMENT PREVENTION AND

REUNIFICATION SERVICES REQUIREMENT OF P.L. 96-272 IS BEST HANDLED AS A STATE

ELIGIBILITY ISSUE WITH DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE FOR EACH CHILD, RATHER THAN

THROUGH INCREASED INVOLVEMENT OF THE COURTS AND POTENTIAL LOSS OF TITLE IV-E

ELIGIBILITf TARGETED ON INDIVIDUAL CHILDREN.

-13-
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RETAIN TWO YEAR LIMIT ON STATE SUBMISSION OF PRIOR YEAR CLAIMS

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE HUMAN SERVICE ADMINISTRATORS URGES CONGRESS TO

RETAIN THE TWO YEAR LIMIT ON THE SUBMISSION OF PRIOR YEAR CLAIMS FOR THE TITLE

IV-E PROGRAM. S. 1266 WOULD REDUCE THIS LIMIT TO ONE YEAR. THE TITLE IV-E

PROGRAM AS ENACTED BY P.L. 96-272 IS MUCH MORE COMPLICATED THAN ITS

PREDECESSOR. THE TITLE IV-A bSTtR CARE PROGRAM. THE MORE INVOLVED PROCESS OF

ESTABLISHING ELIGIBILITY FOR TITLE IV-E MAKES IT UNREALISTIC TO RESTRICT

SUBMISSION OF CLAIMS TO EXPENDITURES MADE WITHIN ONE YEAR. IN ADDITION, TITLE

IV-E IS ADMINISTRATIVELY COMPLICATED BY THE FACT THAT, LIKE MEDICAID A LARGE

NUMBER OF VENDOR PAYMENTS ARE MADE. THE LIMIT ON THE FILING OF STATE CLAIMS

UNDER TITLE IV-E SHOULD BE NO LESS THAN THAT WHICH EXISTS CURRENTLY FOR

MEDICAID OR TITLE IV-A. TWO YEARS.

OPPOSE POSITION OF MANDATED FEDERAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE HUMAN SERVICE ADMINISTRATORS OPPOSES THE

PROVISION IN SENATOR MOYNIHAN'S BILL THAT WOULD REIMPOSE FEDERAL REPORTING

REQUIREMENTS ON STATES. STATES HAVE SINCE 1981 BEEN WORKING WITH THE AMERICAN

PUBLIC WELFARE ASSOCIATION'S VOLUNTARY COOPERATIVE INFORMATION SYSTEM (VCIS)

AND HAVE VOLUNTARILY BEEN SUBMITTING INFORMATION THROUGH THIS SYSTEM. WE

BELIEVE THIS HAS BEEN A SUCCESSFUL APPROACH TO MEETING FEDERAL INFORMATION

NEEDS ON AN ONGOING BASIS.

IN ADDITION. THE AMERICAN PUBLIC WELFARE ASSOCIATION HAS RECENTLY BEEN AWARDED

A GRANT THROUGH VCIS. TO COLLECT AND ANALYZE DATA FOR A FEDERAL ADOPTION AND

FOSTER CARE DATA-GATHERING AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM IN COMPLIANCE WITH SECTION 203

(B)(1) OF THE CHILD ABUSE AMENDMENT OF 1984 (PL 98-457). wE DO AGREE THERE
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MAY BE SOME ITEMS OF INFORMATION CONGRESS DESIRES THAT ARE NOT AVAILABLE

THROUGH THIS MECHANISM, BUT WE BELIEVE SUCH UNANSWERED QUESTIONS CAN BEST BE

DEALT WITH BY INSTRUCTING THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES TO

CONDUCT SPECIAL STUDIES.

THE REIMPOSITION OF MANDATED FEDERAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS WITH STANDARDIZED

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS WOULD WRECK HAVOC ON EXISTING STATE CHILD WELFARE

INFORMATION SYSTEMS. EACH STATE HAS DEVELOPED ITS SYSTEM FIRST AND FOREMOST

TO MEET THE NEEDS OF IHE CHILDREN WITHIN THAT STATE. SYSTEMS ARE SET UP USING

DEFINITIONS AND CONTAINING DATA ITEMS THAT ARE BASED UPON SrATE STATUTES,

STATE PRACTICE, STATE PROGRAMS, AND STATE-DETERMINED NEEDS FOR INFORMATION.

MANDATING THAT ALL STATES REVISE THEIR SYSTEMS TO MEET NATIONALLY ESTABLISHED

DEFINITIONS AND NATIONALLY DETERMINED NEEDS FOR INFORMATION WOULD BE

EXTRAORDINARILY EXPENSIVE AND IN THE LONG RUN OF QUESTIONABLE VALUE. WE URGE

YOU TO REJECT THIS PROPOSAL.

IF CONGRESS DECIDES TO REIMPOSE FEDERAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS. STATES SHOULD

NOT BE PUT IN THE POSITION OF USING LIMITED CHILD WELFARE FUNDS FOR THE COSTS

OF MODIFYING STATE SYSTEMS TO MEET THESE REQUIREMENTS. IF CONGRESS REIMPOSES

FEDERAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS. THEN FUNDS SHOULD BE MADE AVAILABLE ON A 9:' 10

FEDERAL-STATE MATCH RATE BASIS FOR THE COSTS OF THE HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

NECESSARY TO AUTOMATE THEIR SYSTEMS OR REVISE THEIR ALREADY AUTOMATED SYSTEMS

TO MEET THESE NEW REQUIREMENTS.

P.L. 96-272 HAS WORKED TOWARD RESOLVING MANY OF THE PROBLEMS THAT WERE

IDENTIFIED OVER 5 YEARS AGO WITH THE PUBLIC CHILD WELFARE AND FOSTER CARE
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SYSTEMS. AS THE IMPROVEMENTS HAVE BEEN MADE (I.E., REDUCTION IN FOSTER CARE

"DRIFT", STRUCTURED REVIEW SYSTEMS), HOWEVER, ADDITIONAL PROBLEMS HAVE

APPEARED. THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE HUMAN SERVICE ADMINISTRATORS BELIEVES

IT IS NOW NECESSARY TO LOOK AT THE STATE OF THE FOSTER CARE SYSTEM TODAY AND

TO IDENTIFY THOSE AREAS WHERE INCREASED FEDERAL INCENTIVES FOR REFORM COULD BE

MOST BENEFICIAL.

STATES ARE NO LONGER SEEING SO MANY YOUNG CHILDREN COME INTO CARE AND STAY FOR

YEARS IN MULTIPLE FOSTER HOMES. wHAT STATES NOW SEE IS A DECREASE IN THE

TOTAL NUMBER OF CHILDREN IN CARE AT ANY ONE TIME BUT AN INCREASE IN THE NUMBER

OF CHILDREN ENTERING CARE (I.E.. AN INCREASE IN THE TURNOVER OF CHILDREN IN

FOSTER CARE).

THERE IS ALSO A VARIETY OF "NEW" PROBLEMS FACING CHILD WELFARE ADMINISTRATORS

TODAY. IN VIRTUALLY ALL STATES. REPORTS OF CHILD PHYSICAL AND SEXUAL ABUSE

ARE ON THE UPSWING, RESULTING IN INCREASES IN IHE NUMBERS OF CHILDREN COMING

INTO CARE. THESE VICTIMS OF PHYSICAL AND SEXUAL ABUSE ARE PRESENTING NEW

CHALLENGES TO THE CHILD WELFARE SYSTEM. IN ADDITION. STATES ARE ALSO FINDING

THAT MANY OF THE CHILDREN COMING INTO CARE ARE OLDER CHILDREN WHO WERE OFTEN

UNIDENTIFIED VICTIMS OF CHILD ABUSE OR SEXUAL ABUSE WHEN YOUNGER. THESE

CHIT )REN NOW MANIFEST SERIOUS BEHAVIOUR DISORDERS AND CANNOT BE SERVED IN

THEIR OWN HOMES. OTHER CHILDREN IN CARE INCLUDE OLDER CHILDREN WHO HAVE BEEN

IN CARE FOR YEARS WHO NOW HAVE FEW PROSPECTS FOR REUNIFICATION WiTH THEIR

FAMILIFS OR FOR ADOPTION WITH A NEW FAMILY. ALSO WHILE STATES ARE FINDING

MORE AND MORE HOMES FOR SPECIAL NEEDS CHILDREN. ADOPTION DISRUPTION RATES ARE

INCREASING. wHILE DISRUPTION HAS BECOME ACCEPTED AS A REALITY OF SPECIAL

NEEUS ADOPTIONS. WE NEED TO BE ABLE TO DO MORE TO HELP THESE FAMILIES COPE.

FINALLY. CASEWORKERS ARE SO OVERBURDENED WITH ADMINISTRATIVE PAPERWORK, MUCH
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OF WHICH IS REQUIRED TO DOCUMENT COMPLIANCE WITH P.L. 96-272, THAT PRECIOUS

TIME IS BEING TAKEN AWAY FROM WORKING DIRECTLY WITH FAMILIES AND CHILDREN.

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE HUMAN SERVICE ADMINISTRATORS BELIEVES THAT ANY

NEW FEDERAL INCENTIVE SYSTEM SHOULD ASSIST STATES IN BETTER ACHIEVING

SOLUTIONS TO THESE PROBLEMS. WE HAVE IDENTIFIED THREE EQUALLY IMPORTANT

OBJECTIVES OF ANY NEW FEDERAL FOSTER CARE REDUCTION INCENTIVES. THEY SHOULD

BE DESIGNED TO: (1) REDUCE THE RATE OF ENTRY INTO CARE: (2) STRENGTHEN

REUNIFICATION SERV!CESs AND (3) SHORTEN THE LENGTH OF STAY IN FOSTER CARE

THROUGH ALTERNATIVE PERMANENT ARRANGEMENTS FOR THOSE UNABLE TO RETURN HOME.

EACH OF THESE OBJECTIVES IS AIMED AT A DIFFERENT TARGET GROUP OF CHILDREN AND

REQUIRES FLEXIBLE STRATEGIES AND APPROACHES FOR SUCCESS.

MINOR SYSTEM Ct. .NGES, SUCH AS THE $3.0W BONUS PAYMENT PROPOSED IN S. 1266.

WILL hU.[ ASSIST STATES IN BETTER MEETING THE VARIED NEEDS OF THE CHILDREN AND

FAMILIES WHO COME INTO CONTACT WITH THE CHILD WELFARE SYSTEM TODAY. WHIAT IS

NEEDED ARE MAJOR SYSTEM CHANGES. TOWARD THIS END, THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF

STATE HUMAN SERVICE ADMINISTRATORS MAKES THE FOLLOWING RECOMMENDATIONS.

IFY TITLE jjI[ To MAKE IT MORE FLEXIBLE

To ENABLE STATES TO BE MORE RESPONSIVE TO THE CHANGING NEEDS OF CHILDREN AND

THEIR FAMILIES AND TO THE CHANGING COMPOSITION OF THE FOSTER CARE POPULATION

WITHIN THEIR JURISDICTION THERE SHOULD BE MORE FLEXIBILITY IN THE USE OF

FEDERAL FOSTER CARE FUNDS. P.L. %-272 WAS DRAFTED TO MEET THE NEEDS OF THE

FOSTER CARE SYSTEM AT THE TIME THE LAW WAS ENACTED. THE NEEDS OF THAT SYSTEM

HAVE CHANGED SOME AND CAN BE EXPECTED TO CHANGE EVEN MORE IN FUTURE YEARS.
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LET ME GIVE YOU AS AN EXAMPLE OF HOW THE LAW COULD BE MADE MORE FLEXIBLE.

P.L. 96-272 HAS AS MAJOR GOALS PREVENTING PLACEMENT AND RETURNING CHILDREN

RAPIDLY TO THEIR OWN HOMES. YET FEDERAL INTERPRETATION OF THE LAW HAS PLACED

STRICT PROHIBITIONS AGAINST THE USE OF TITLE IV-E FOSTER CARE FUNDS FOR THE

VERY SERVICES NECESSARY TO SUPPORT CHILDREN IN THEIR OWN HOMES OR TO ENSURE

CHILDREN A SAFE RETURN HOME. STATES SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO UTILIZE TITLE IV-E

FUNDS FOR NOT ONLY THE ADMINISTRATIVE AND MAINTENANCE COSTS OF KEEPING

CHILDREN IN CARE BUT ALSO THOSE DIRECTLY RELATED COSTS OF KEEPING CHILDREN OUT

OF CARE. STATES SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO CREATE FLEXIBLE PROGRAMS OF SERVICES FOR

CHILDREN. wE HAVE THE ABILITY TO IDENTIFY WHAT WORKSi WE SHOULD HAVE THE

EQUAL ABILITY TO FUND WHAT WORKS.

MWOIFY AND EXPAND CURRENT TITLE IV-F REIMBURSEMENT POLICIES

TITLE IV-E FOSTER CARE REIMBURSEMENT POLICIES SHOULD BE MODIFIED AND EXPANDED

TO ENABLE STATES TO MEET THE VARIED NEEDS OF CHILDREN IN FOSTER CARE TODAY.

FOR EXAMPLE. OLDER CHILDREN IN MANY CASES ARE NOT CANDIDATES FOR REUNIFICATION

OR ADOPTION BUT RATHER NEED PREPARATION FOR INDEPENDENT LIVING AND ULTIMATELY

EMANCIPATION. wE STRONGLY SUPPORT THE PROVISION IN SENATOR MOYNIHAN'S BILL

WHICH PROVIDES FOR A TRANSITIONAL INDEPENDENT LIVING PROGRAM FOR OLDER FOSTER

CHILDREN. STATES OUGHT TO BE ABLE TO USE TITLE IV-E FOSTER CARE FUNDS FOR

INDEPENDENT LIVING AND EMANCIPATION PROGRAMS. STATES MIGHT ALSO WANT TO USE

TITLE IV-E FOSTER CARE FUNDS FOR DIRECT PAYMENTS TO CHILDREN IN SUPERVISED

INDEPENDENT LIVING ARRANGEMENTS. WE NEED THE FLEXIBILITY TO BE ABLE TO SEEK

REIMBURSEMENT FOR SPECIALIZED PROGRAMS WHICH MIGHT NOT FALL UNDER THE CURRENT

DEFINITION OF ALLOWABLE EXPENDITURES BUT WHICH ARE NECESSARY TO PROVIDE THE

SUPPORT FOSTER CHILDREN NEED.
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EgUITABLE BYCOVERING THE COSTS OF SERVING NON-TITLE IV-E ELIGIBLE CHILDREN

P.L. 96-272 REQUIRES A STATE TO EXTEND THE PROTECTIONS OF THE LAW TO ALL OF

THE CHILDREN IN THE CUSTODY OR UNDER THE CARE OF THE STATE. HOWEVER, FEDERAL

TITLE IV-E FUNDS COVER ONLY THE ADMINISTRATIVE AND MAINTENANCE COSTS OF

CHILDREN WHO BY VIRTUE OF FAMILY INCOME ARE DETERMINED TO BE ELIGIBLE. STATES

SHOULD BE ABLE TO SEEK REIMBURSEMENT AT THE 50-S0 FEDERAL MATCH RATE FOR THE

ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS OF ALL OF THE CHILDREN IN FOSTER CARE (MAINTENANCE COSTS

WOULD STILL BE RESTRICTED ro THOSE CURRENTLY DEFINED AS TITLE IV-E ELIGIBLE).

THIS WOULD BE MORE EQUITABLE AND WOULD ENABLE STATES TO BETTER MEET THE NEEDS

OF ALL CHILDREN IN CARE.

EXPAND TITLE IV-E ADOPTION ASSISTANCE TO ALL SPECIAL NEEDS CHILDREN IN THE

CARE AND CUSTODY OF THE STATE

wE PROPOSE THAT ELIGIBILITY FOR THE TITLE IV-E ADOPTION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM BE

EXTENDED TO INCLUDE ALL SPECIAL NEEDS CHILDREN IN THE CARE AND CUSTODY OF THE

STATE. THESE CHILDREN SHOULD ALSO BE ELIGIBLE FOR MEDICAID COVERAGE. WHEN A

SPECIAL NEEDS CHILD IS READY FOR ADOPTION THE AVAILABILITY OF A SUBSIDY SHOULD

NOT BE DEPENDENT UPON WHETHER THAT CHILD'S BIRTHFAMILY WAS ELIGIBLE FOR AFED.

WE SUPPORT THE PROVISION IN SENATOR MOYNIHAN'S BILL THAT WOULD EXTEND MEDICAID

COVERAGE FOR ALL SPECIAL NEEDS CHILDREN IN SUBSIDIZED ADOPTION AND BELIEVE

THAT TITLE IV-E ADOPTION ASSISTANCE SHOULD BE AVAILABLE AS WELL.
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EXPAND TITLE IV-E ADOPTION ASSISTANCE TO COVER THE COSTS Of ADOPTILQN

COUNSELING SERVICES

wE SUPPORT THE PROVISION IN SENATOR MOYNIHAN'S BILL THAT WOULD EXPAND TITLE

IV-E TO COVER POST-ADOPTIVE COUNSELING SERVICES. HOWEVER, WE PROPOSE THAT

TITLE IV-E ADOPTION ASSISTANCE BE EXPANDED TO INCLUDE THE COSTS ASSOCIATED

WITH PROVIDING BOTH PRE-AND POST-ADOPTIVE COUNSELING SERVICES FOR SPECIAL

NEEDS CHILDREN. THESE ADDITIONAL RESOURCES ARE NEEDED TO ENABLE STATES TO

BETTER WORK WITH FAMILIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS CHILDREN BEFORE AND AFTER THE

CHILD IS PLACED FOR ADOPTION. GIVEN THE HIGHER DISRUPTION RATES Now BEING

EXPERIENCED, THERE IS A CLEAR NEED FOR SUPPORTIVE SERVICES FOR FAMILIES

ADOPTING SPECIAL NEEDS CHILDREN.

MR. CHAIRMAN. THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY BEFORE THE

COMMITTEE TODAY AND TO PRESENT THE VIEWS OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE

HUMAN SERVICE ADMINISTRATORS. WE STAND READY TO ASSIST YOU AND THIS COMMITTEE

IN ANY WAY WE CAN AS YOU MOVE FORWARD IN REVISING THIS VITAL LAW FOR CHILDREN

AND THEIR FAMILIES.

6$0 sss *ss
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Senator ARMSTRONG. Mr. Brettschneider.

STATEMENT OF ERIC BRETTSCHNEIDER, DEPUTY ADMINISTRA-
TOR, SPECIAL SERVICES FOR CHILDREN, IIUMAN RESOURCES
ADMINISTRATION, NEW YORK, NY
Mr. BRETTSCHNEIDER. Good afternoon. My name is Eric Brett-

schneider. Since February 13, 1985, I've been deputy administrator
of special services for children [SSC] the New York City Human
Resources Administration. SSC is responsible for New York's $399
million child welfare program. For the last 15 years, I have worked
in the field of child welfare. I've worked with a sense of concern
and a sense of advocacy. I've been an advocate and now I'm an ad-
ministrator. Being an advocate was easier.

The first thing I want to do on behalf of the 20,000 children in
New York City's preventive services programs, 17,000 children in
our foster care programs, and the 9,000 children currently receiv-
ing adoption assistance is to thank you, Senator Armstrong and
Senator Moynihan, for Public Law 96-272. It has been a major sup-
port in making the human services arsenal for families in trouble
in New York City more comprehensive, more rational, and more
humane. Thank you for your continued willingness to review and
refine that law.

I believe the dramatic decline in the New York City foster care
population and in the length of stay in care do result, in great
measure from our success in implementing both Public Law 96-272
and New York State's own Child Welfare Reform Act of 1979. New
York City's foster care population declined 17 percent since 1981
from 20,300 children to 16,800 children. We in New York City took
Public Law 96-272 seriously.

We also take seriously new need and initiatives, and that's why
we are so grateful to be able to draw attention to Senator Moyni-
han's proposal to focus on independent living programs. In the
1970's, I ran a program in Queens County, which has been men-
tioned twice today at these hearings. That program was one of the
prototypes for preventive services for families and children to see if
providing services to families before a crisis erupts could help to
avoid unnecessary foster care. Just as that made sense then in
fiscal and, more importantly human terms, it makes sense now to
take a look at the 5,000 children in New York City's foster care
system for whom adoption is not the goal, for whom return home is
not the goal, but for whom independent living is the goal, an ac-
cepted goal, a supervised goal, a rational goal.

Senator Moynihan's provisions would open up a new front in the
struggle to help families, including the provision to extend finan-
cial eligibility to foster care children of ages 19-21. The cost of ig-
noring this population, as well as other children with a goal of in-
dependent living, is too often adult dependency, homelessness, or a
good deal worse.

We appreciate your leadership here.
And now I have the chance for the first time in a long time to

talk about a group of foster care professionals who are in many
ways the cornerstone of the system. That there was a job that I
once had in serving children in foster care that made me think
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about the unreasonable expectations we sometimes have of each
other. And I want to emphasize here the fact that we have foster
care parents and child care workers in the system who we expect
to be nutritionists, teachers, parents, recreation workers, cooks,
maintenance men and women, homemakers, therapists, hobbyists.
We expect them to be everything for children, very often children
who are aggressive or who are difficult, who have learned to pro-
voke negative behavior through years of being ignored.

'these child care workers are our front line in the system. I woh't
discuss how much we pay them. I won't discuss in great detail the
fact that they work from 7 a.m. very often until 11 p.m., and some-
times have to stay through the night when their replacement
doesn't show up. It is a rough job and it's true throughout the
country. We are not professionalized in this field, and that's why
training in this area is so critical. We support that training, and
the increased training offered in Senator Moynihan's proposed
amendment.

It's also why I want to add that it's important to enrich our
foster care services for the most aggressive children in our system
who often become hot potatoes, passed from one program to the
other, none of which are equipped to deal with the most aggressive,
provocative kids in the system-the older children-for whom we
need so to strengthen services so these youngsters are not lost to
the mental health or juvenile justice systems.

Finally, just a general word on caps and bonuses. There is a wild
card in the foster care system, and that is the 12-percent increase
in New York City alone in child abuse and neglect reports. The
growth in reports may have an effect on our ability to the admin-
istration's proposed amendment to change the base year for calcu-
lating a State's share of a foster care expenditures cap would
create a great deal of difficulty and would provide a disincentive
for the efforts we've made in New York City to improve our serv-
ices to children and families.

Thank you.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Brettschneider follows:]
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I AM ERIC BRLNrSCHNEIDER, DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR OF SPECIAL SERVICES FOR CHILDREN

(SSC) OF THE HUMAN RESOURCES ADMINISTRATION OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK. I WOULD

LIKE TO THANK SENATOR ARMSTRONG AND THE MEMBERS OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMII'rEE

FOR THIS OPmRIUNITY T0 TESTIFY ON ISSUES SURROUNDING FEDERAL I&GISLATION UNDER

TITLES IV-B AND IV-E OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.

SSC ADMINISTERS THE FOSTER CARE, ADOPTION ASSISTANCE, AND CHILD WELFARE

SERVICE PROGRAMS IN NEW YORK CITY. WE OPERATE A LARGE PROGRAM: OUR PROJECT

lUlGET FOR CITY FISCAL YEAR 1986 IS $399.4 MILLION. WE CURRENTLY SERVE OVER

20,000 CHILDREfN IN OUR PREVENTIVE SERVICE PROQWAS EITHER THROUGH CONTRACTS

WIT" VOLUNTARY (?UNITY BASED AGENCIES, OR THROUGH DIRECT SERVICE. WE PROVIDE

FOSTER CARE SERVICES TO NEARLY 17,000 CHILDREN AND NEARLY 9000 ADOPTED CHILDREN

IN THE CITY ARE CURRENTLY RECEIVING ADOPTION ASSSISTANCE.

I CANWF STRESS EX)GH THE IMPORTANCE OF FEDERAL SUPPORT UNDER TITLE IV-E AND

IV-B FOR OUR CONTINUED EFFORTS T3 PROVIDE SERVICES TO CHILDREN IN NEW YORK

CITY. THE ADOPTION ASSISTANCE AND CHILD WELFARE ACT OF 1980, P.L. 96-272,

EMBODIES ONE OF THIS COUNTRY'S MOST SUCCESSFUL SOCIAL PROGRAMS -OR CHILDREN.

THE ACT IS A COMPREHENSIVE PIECE OF LEGISLATION THAT WAS ENACTED AFTER WZR

THOUGHT AND DEBATE.

- I -
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WE THEREFORE CLEARLY SUPPORT EFFORTS TO STRENGTHEN THE ACT AND EXTEND ITS

EXPIRING PROVISIONS SO THAT WE MAY CONTINUE THE IMPORTANT WIR WITH

CHILDREN AND FAMILIES THAT ClONRPESS ENVISIONS: A SYSTEJ'ATIC CHILD WELFARE

PROGRAM CONTAINING A FULL RANGE OF SERVICES TAILORED TO MEET THE INDIVIDUAL

NEEDS OF VULNERABLE CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES. BY THE SAME TOKEN WE ARE

OPPOSED TO EFFORTS THAT WOULD PLACE ARBITRARY FUNDING CEILINGS ON FOSTER CARE

SERVICES AND FURTHER REDUCE THE MONEY AVAILABLE FOR PREVENTIVE AND FAMILY

REUNIFICATION SERVICES. WHEN P.L.96-272 WAS ENACTED, CONGRESS STRUCTURED

INCREASES IN THE TITLE IV-B, CHILD WELFARE SERVICE PROGRAM AND LEGISLATED

INCREASES IN THE TITLE XX SOCIAL SERVICES BLOCK GRANT TO ENABLE STATES AND

LOCALITIES TO IMPLEMENT 'THE NEW PROTECTIONS, PROCEDURES AND REQUIREMENTS.

INSTEAD, TITLE XX WAS CUT BY $700 MILLION IN FY 1981 AM) FEDERAL RESOURCES IN

TITLE V-B CHILD WELFARE SERVICES PROGRAM HAVE BEEN CONSTRAINED.

HOWEVER, BEFORE DISCUSSING THE CURRENT LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS, LET ME GIVE YOU

SOME BACKGROUND ON OUR OWN NEW YORK CITY PROGRAMS AND ON THE NATURE OF THE

POPULATION THAT WE SERVE.

NEW YORK STATE WAS ONE OF THE FIRST STATES TO IMPLEMENT P.L. 96-272, AND, IN

1979 PASSED ITS OMN CHILD WELFARE REFORM ACT WHICH CONTAINS MANY PROVISIONS

SIMILIAR TO THE FEDERAL LAW.
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SSC HhS ACHIEVED A CONTINUAL DECLINE IN THE NUMBER OF CIILDRE IN POSTER CARE.

WE ArIEBUTE THIS DECLINE TO OUR SUCCESS IN IMPLEMMING THE FEDERAL AND STATE

LAWS THROXG OUR EFFORTS 70 KEEP FAMILIES TIOGETHER, PREVENT UNMC1SSARY FOSTER

CARE PLACEeENT AND MOVE CHILDREN INTO PERMANENT FAMILY SITUATIONS IN A TIMELY

MANeR. THE NUMBER OF CHILDREN IN FOSTER CARE HAS DECLINED 17 PERCENT SINCE

1981, FROM 20,300 10 16,800 AND THE MEDIAN LENGTH OF STAY IN FOSTER CARE HAS

DROPPED T0 TWO YEARS.

OUR PREVENTIVE SERVICES PROGRAMS ARE DESIGNED 10 PROVIDE FAMILIES WITH

SERVICES MICH HELP KEEP CHILDREN OUT OF FOSTER CARE OR, IF THEY HAVE BEEN

PLACED, HELP TO ACCELERATE THEIR RETURN HOME, INCLUDING OUNSELING, PARENT

TRAINING, DAY CARE, ADVOCACY, HOMEMAKER SERVICES AND OTHER SUPPORT

IN 1984 WE CONTRACTED WITH 79 VOLUNTARY, NON PROFIT PROGRAMS TO PROVIDE THIS

BROAD ARRAY OF SERVICES, AND IN 1985 WE EXPANDED, UNDER A NEW INITIATIVE, R

SERVICE PROVIDERS TO 116 PROGRAMS. THIS INITIATIVE IS SPECIFICALLY DIRECTED

AT FAMILIES AT THREE ENTRY POINTS INTO THE FOSTER CARE SYSTEM:

o WASES ARISING FROM REPORTS OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT MHICH DO NOT

REXOUIRE INVOLUNTARY REMOVAL OF THE CHILD FROM THE HOME;

o FAMILIES WHO VOLUNTARILY WANT 10 PLACE THEIR CHILDREN IN FOSTER CARE;

AND

o CHILDREN REFERRED BY FAMILY COURT AS THE RESULT OF A PINS (PERSONS IN

WEED OF SUPERVISION) PETITION.

- 3 -
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SSC'S DIRECT FOSTER CARE PROGRAMS AND THE 60 VOLUNTARY NON-P OFIT AGENCIES THAT

WE CONTRACT WITH DEVELOP A COMPREHENSIVE PLAN FOR EACH CHILD IN FOSTER CARE TO

ACHIEVE PERMANENCY GOALS FOR THESE 0{ILDREN, INCLUDING REUNIFICATION OF THE

FAMILY, ADOPTION AND INDEPENDENT LIVING. AS A RESULT OF THIS, WE HAVE ALSO

SEEN AN INCREASE IN FINALIZED ADOPTIONS. IN OUR CITY FISCAL YEAR 1984 WE

FINALIZED 1,600 ADOPTIONS, 19 PERCENT MORE THAN IN 1983, DESPITE A LOWER FOSTER

CARE CASELOAD AND FEWER CHILDREN WITH ADOPTION AS A GOAL.

INDEED, THE NUMBER OF CHILDREN WITH A GOAL OF ADOPTION HAS BEEN DECREASING

SINCE JUNE 1983, BY 16 PERCENT, FROM 4,723 CHILDREN TO 3,973 CHILDREN IN JUNE

1984. WE ANTICIPATE THAT IT WILL CONTINUE TO DECLINE OVER THE NEXT SEVERAL

YEARS DUE To MORE CHILDREN BEING REUNITED WITH THEIR FAMILIES.

ADOPTION, AS A POSSIBLE PERMANENCY SERVICE GOAL, IS THE MOST DIFFICULT GOAL To

ACHIEVE BECAUSE IT REQUIRES TERMINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS, OFTEN A VERY

DMOTIONALLY-CHARGED, TIME-CONSUMING PROCESS. HISTORICALLY, JUDGES HAVE BEEN

RELUCTANT TO TERMINATE PARENTAL RIGHTS WEN ANY HOPE FOR FAMILY REUNIFICATION

REMAINS. WITH THE PROVISION OF INTENSIVE SERVICES A FAMILY IS EITHER REUNITED

OR THE REALIZATION THAT REUNIFICATION IS NOT FEASIBLE BEaOMES CLEAR CUT 10 THE

COURT.

- 4 -
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OUR CURRENT ADOPTION PROCESS INCLUDES PROCEDURES FOR IDENTIFYING CHILDREN FOR

WHOiM ADOPTION IS APPROPRIATE; FACILITATING THE CHILD'S AVAILABILITY BY

OBTAINING A VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OR BY INSTITUTING LEGAL PROCEEDINGS TO

TERMINATE PARENTAL RIGHTS; RECRUITING ADOPTIVE FAMILIES; COMPLETING HOME

STUDIES; FINALIZING THE LEGAL ADOPTIVE PROCESS; AND PROVIDING POST-ADOPTIVE

SERVICES TO FAMILY AND CHILD. THIS PROCESS IS A MULTI-STACE SOCIAL WORK/LEGAL

PROCESS DIVOLVING THE NATURAL PARENT(S) THE ADOPTING PARENTS) THE CHILDREN)

AND TYPICALLY, SEVERAL AGENCIES.

SSC WILL INTENSIFY ITS EFFORTS TO REDUCE THE AVERAGE TIME IT TAKES TO

FINALIZE THE ADOPTION PROCESS AFTER SETTING ADOPTION AS A (OAL AND UPON

IMPROVING RECRUITMmr EFFORTS FOR HARD-TO-PLACE CHILDREN. OUR RECORD IN

CALENDAR YEAR 1985 TO DATE REGARDING THE AVERAGE LENGTH O TIME BEEEN SETTING

THE GOAL OF ADOPTION AND FINALIZING THE ADOPTION IS 2.6 YEARS.

ONLY 331 OF THE 2,200 YOUNGSTERS IN FOSTER CARE FREED FOR ADOPTION HAD NO

ADOPTIVE HOME IDENTIFIED FOR THEM. FOR THESE CHILDREN, WE WILL CONTINUE OUR

EFFORTS TO FOCUS ON RECRUITING ADOPTIVE HOMES FOR ADOLESCENTS AND THOSE

CHILDREN WITH PHYSICAL AND EMOTIONAL HANDICAPS.

DESPITE OUR EVIDENT SUCCESSES IN THIS AREA, WE HAVE SEEN A CHANGE IN THE

NATURE OF OUR FOSTER CARE POPULATION -WHICH, IN OUR OPINION, HAS IMPLICATIONS

FOR POLICY MAKERS.

- 5 -
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OVER 'TE PAST FOUR EARS, THE PROPORTION OF CHILDREN IN DEW YORK CITY AGED 2

TO 5 YEARS AND 16 YFARS or AGE AND OVER HAS INCREASE), WHILE TEE PROPORTION

OF CHILDREN BETWEEN THE AGES OF 6 AND 16 HAS STEADILY DECREASED. CHILDREN 2 'TO

5 YEARS OF ACE ARE Nor IN CARE FOR LwN PERIODS OF TIME ON THE AVERAGE AND

THESE VUFG CHILDREN ARE USUALLY DISCHARGED TO THEIR FAMILIES OR ADOPTED. ON

THE OTHER HAND, CHILDREN IN THE OLDER AGE (GPE( HAVE BEEN IN FOSTER CARE FOR

LOW PERIODS OF 'TIME, 'END M0 HAVE MORE SERIOUS PROBLEMS, AND REQUIRE EXTENSIVE

SERVICES IF THEY ARE EXPECTED TO BE DISCHARGED TO THEIR OWN RESPONSIBILITY.

THIS SHIFT IN THE POPULATION IS THE RESULT OF OUR SUCCESS IN IMPLEMENrING THE

FEDERAL LAW TO DATE, INCLUDING OUR IMPLEMENTATION OF ALL OF THE SECTION 427

REQUIREMENTS AND THE STATE'S ABILITY TO TRANSFER rLiSED IV-E MONEY INTO CUR

SERVICE PROGRAMS. THIS ASSISTS THE CITY AND STATE IN FUNDING THE MANDATED

PREVENTIVE AND REUNIFICATION SERVICES PROGRAMS.

HOWEVER, NOW IS THE TIME FOR SERIOUS THOUGHT TO BE GIVFN ON THE FEDERAL LEVEL

TO SRENTHENING THESE PROGRAMS AND MOVING FORWARD TO ADDRESS NEW STRATEGIES TO

DEAL WITH THIS CHANGING POPULATION. BY THE SAME TOKEN, NOW IS NOT THE TIME TO

HALT R HINDER CHILD WELFARE REFORM AS THE ADMINISTRATION BILL WOULD DO.

E ARE, THEREFORE, PLEASED THAT SEN. MOYNIHAN HAS DEVELOPED A BILL WHICH

REccNIZES THE EMERGING ISSUES IN CHILD WELFARE TODAY AND TAKES A MAJOR STEP

FORARD IN ADDPESSIN3 THESE ISSUES.

- 6 -
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WE HAVE BEEN PARTICULARLY CONCERNED WIT- THE "AGING,-oUT" PHENOMENON, WHERE

CHILI)RN AGES 18 0 21 ARE BEING RELEASED WITHOUT ADEQUATE PREPARATION FOR

INDEPblD~ LIVING. AS OF 1984, THE PERMANENCY C3OAL FOR OVER 5,000 OF THE

YOUTERS IN CARE WAS DISCHARGE TO THEIR OWN RESPONSIBILITY. WE HAVE BEEN

WORKING TO DEVELOP PROGRAMS FOR THIS POPULATION, INCLUDING A PIWOT SUPERVISED

NDePENDE4r LIVING PROGRAM, WHERE A GROUP OF CHILDREN LIVE IN AN APARTMENT

UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF AN AGENCY COUNSELOR.

THE MOYNIHAN BILL WDUW PROVIDE A DIRECT RESPONSE TO THE UNMET NEEDS OF THE

OLDER CHILD IN FOSTER CARE BY PROVIDING FOR TRANSITIONAL INDEPENDENT LIVING

PROGRAS. WE ALL HAVE A RESPONSIBILITY TO THESE YOUTH AND WE ARE SHORT

CHANGING THEM IF WE ALLOW THE4M TO BE DISCHARGED FROM FOSTER CARE WITHOUT THE

PROPER PREPARATION TO DEAL WITH THE REAL WORLD. IF WE DON'T PROVIDE ADEQUATE

CARE AND SERVICES TO THESE YOUTH UNDER THE FOSTER CARE PROGRAM WYA, SOCIETY MAY

END LIP PAYING FOR THEIR SUPPORT THROUGH HOMELESS PROGRAMS OR EVEN WORSE,

THROXiN NE PENAL SYSTEM.

EXTENDING FEDERAL FOSTER CARE FUNDING MAINTENANCE PAYMENTS TO YOUNGSTERS

BE'roFEN 19 AND 21 WHO ARE IN SECONDARY SCHOOL OR TRAINING PROGRAM IS NOT ONLY

SOLND POLICY BUT IN THE LONG RUN FISCALLY RESPONSIBLE. WHEN P.L. 96-272 WAS

ORIGINALLY PASSED, THESE CHILDREN WERE ENTITLED 10 FEDERAL FOSTER CARE

SERVICES. IT VAS ONLY WITH THE OMNIBUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1981

(OBRA), THAT THEIR ELIGIBILITY FOR BOTH AFDC AND FOSTER CARE WAS

- 7 -
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TERMINATED. WE HAVE ALWAYS CONSIDERED THAT CHANGE IN THE FEDERAL LAW TO HAVE

BEEN ENTIRELY INAPPROPRIATE AND SHORTSIGHTED. WE THEREFORE EXTENDED STATE AND

LOCAL ASSISTANCE TO THESE CHILDREN. CURRENTLY WE HAVE 276 CHILDREN IN THIS

CATEGORY 3EING SUPPORTED ENTIRELY WITH STATE AND LOCAL FUNDS, AND W CLEARLY

BELIEVE THAT THE AGE 19 cur OFF POINT DOES NOT PROVIDE SUFFICIENT TIME FOR THEM

TO COMPLETE THEIR SCHOOLING/TRAINING.

WE A"SO STRONGLY SUPPORT THE PROVISIONS FOR TRAINING OF FOSTER PARENTS AND

CHILD CARE STAFF PROPOSED IN THE MOYNIHAN BILL. TRAINING OF CHILD WELFARE

PROFESSIONALS IS A VERY IMPORTANT AND NECESSARY TOOL FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF

COMPETENT STAFF TO MEET THE NEEDS OF THE CHILDREN AND FAMILIES THEY SERVE.

PRIOR TO OBRA, $75 MILLION IN TITLE XX TRAINING FUNDS WAS PROVIDED TO STATES IN

ORDER TO DEVELOP A COMPETENT CHILD CARE STAFF TO PROVIDE SUCH SERVICES.

THE ROLE OF A FOSTER CARE CHILD CARE WORKER IS A MULTIFACETED ONE: LAY

PSYCHOANALYST, COMMUNITY ORGANIZER, NUTRITIONIST, REMEDIAL READING SPECIALIST,

PHYSICAL ED TEACHER - THE LIST GOES ON. MOREOVER, MANY OF THE CHILDREN IN

FOSTER CARE ARE NOW OLDER, MORE DISTURBED AND EXHIBIT SEVERE ACrING-cr

BEHAVIOR. CONSEQUENTLY, THE FOSTER PARENTS AND CHILD CARE STAFF WHO CARE FOR

THEM REQ UIRE SPECIAL SKILL AND COMPETENCE. THESE DIFFICULT To DEAL WITH

CHILDREN MAY END UP BEING PLACED IN SEVERAL FOSTER HOMES, EVEMUALLY ENDING UP

IN AN INSTITUTIONAL SETTING BECAUSE THE FOSTER PARENTS OR CHILD CARE STAFF ARE

ILL-EQUIPPED AND LACK TRAINING IN HANDLING THE FOSTER CHILD'S BEHAVIOR.
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FEDERAL TRAINING RESOURCES (I)ULD a) A ICtNG MAY TOWARD MAINTAINING CHILDREN IN

THE LEAST RESTRICTIVE SEATING APPROPRIATE TO THEIR NEEDS. IN ADDITION TO

TRAINING MONEY, HDWEVER, E WOULD ALSO LIKE TO SEE FUNDING SUPPORT FOR THE

DEVELPMENr OF ENRICHMENr PROGRAMS TO DEAL WITH THIS DIFFICULT, SEVERELY ACTING-

OUT PORTION. CURRENTLY, E DO NOT HAVE RESOURCES TO ADEQUATELY MEET THE

NEE OF THIS POPULATION.

CRREMTLY, IN NEW YORK CITY, SC AND THE AGENCIES THAT WE 0DNTRACT WITH HAVE A

oV4aROF TRAINING PQGRAS; OVER $3 MILLION IN OUJR BUDGEt IS NOW CJ(ITTED FOR

CHILD WELFAREE TRAINING.

FINALLY, VE ARE PLEASED M0 SEE THE MOYNIHAN BILL ADDRE-SSING THE ISSUE OF POST

ADOPTIVE SERVICES AND COUNSELING, AND PROVIDING FEDERAL FUIDS FOR THOSE

SERVICES.

THE HARDEST TASK FOR AN ADOPTIVE FAMILY AFTER THE ADOPTION IS FINALIZED IS TO

MAINTAIN THE ADOPTION AND TO BE ABlE T HANDLE ANY PROBLEMS THAT ARISE WITHOUT

DISRUPTING THE FAMILY. THE PROVISION OF PoST-ADOPTIVE a)INSELLING TO ADOPTIVE

FAMILIES WILL HELP MAINTAIN AND STRENGTHEN SUCH FAMILIES, PREVENTING ADOPTION

DISRUPTION IN SOME CASES.

%E RECOGNIZE THE NEED FOR MORE INTENSIVE SERVICES COVER THE LONG TERM FOR

THESE FAMILIES AND WE WELCOME FEDERAL PARTICIPATION IN THiS EFFORT.

- 9 -
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OVER THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS, BOTH SSC AND THE VOLUNTARY NON-PROFIT AGENCIES

HAVE ExPERIENCED DISRUPTIONS IN ADOPTIVE FAMILIES, WHICH HAVE TRAUMATIZED THE

FAMILY AND SENT THE ADOPTED CHILD BACK NI CARE. WITH THE PROPOSING OF POST-

ADOPTIVE cYYNSELLIrn SERVICES, ALL ADOPTIVE FAMILIES AND THEIR ADOPTED CHILDREN

WILL RECEIVE THE NECESSARY SERVICES TO HELP WORK UT THE ADOPTIVE FAMILY'S

PROBLEMS AND MAINTAIN THEM AS A FAMILY.

LET ME NOW TURN TO THE PROVISIONS OF THE ADMINISTRATION'S BILL, WHICH HAS BEEN

INTROD(XED BY SENATOR ARMSTRONG AS S.1266. WHILE WE ARE SUPPORTIVE OF TWO OF

ITS PROVISIONS, CLARIFICATION OF THE MEDICAID ELIGIBILITY FOR SPECIAL NEEDS

ADOPTIVE CHILDREN AND MAKING FEDERAL FUNDING FOR VOLuNTARY FOSTER CARE

PERMANENT, WE VIEW THE REST OF THE BILL WITH SERIOUS CONCERN. THIS LEGISLATION

WOULD SERIOUSLY UNDERMINE THE WELL THOUGHT OUT SYSTEM OF CHILD WELFARE REFORM

EmaODIED IN P.L.96-272, A SYSTEM WHEREBY INCREASED SERVICES PROVIDE

ALTERNATIVES TO POSTER CARE AND THE RESULTANT REDUCTION IN THE UTILIZATION OF

FOSTER CARE IN ITURN PROVIDES ADDITIONAL SERVICE DOLLARS. COUPLED WITH ADOPTION

ASSISTANCE THIS BRILLIANTLY SIMPLE CONCEPT IS THE ENGINE OF THE CHILD WELFARE

REFORM SYSTEM. JUST WHEN WE HAVE THE SYSTEM ROLLING ALONG AT A SOUND PACE THE

ADMINISTRATION PROPOSES TO DERAIL THE TRAIN. THE ADOPTION ASSISTANCE AND CHILD

WELFARE ACT IS ONE OF THE MOST PRO-FAMILY PIECES OF LEGISLATION TO BE ENACTED

SINCE THE ORIGINAL SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.

- 10 -
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S.1266 MOUAD PERMANENTLY CAP FEDERAL FOSTER CARE EXPENDITURES, THEREBY TURNING

FOSTER CARE INTO A BLOX GRANT ELIMINATING THE INDIVIDUAL ENTITLEMENT TO CARE

FOR POOR CHILDREN AT RISK WITHOUT THE ASSURANCE OF ADEQUATE FEDERAL FUNDING FOR

SERVICE ALTERNATIVES. IT WOULD DO THIS EXPLICITLY IN FY 1986 BY CAPPING

FEDERAL EXPENDITtTRES AT THE FY 1985 LEVEL. WE ESTIMATE THAT THIS PROVISION

ALONE )ULD COST UfS OVER $4 MILLION IN FY 1986. MOREOVER, BY LOWERING THE IV-B

FUNDING TRIGGER FOR A NATIONWIDE CAP FROM $266 MILLION '0 $200 MILLION, IT

WOULD LNSURE THAT THIS CAP WOULD BE IMPOSED IN FUTURE YEARS WITHOUT EVER

REALIZING ADEXOATE SERVICE FUNDING. N[ W YORK CITY VIEW THESE PROVISIONS

SIMPLY AS A MECHANISM TO SHIFT COSTS TO THE STATES AND LOCALITIES, WHO, UNDER

CURRENT LAW, ALREADY PROVIDE A SUBSTANTIAL CONTRIBUTION FOR FOSTER CARE

ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS AND THEREFORE HAVE A FINANCIAL INCENTIVE TO KEEP COSTS

DOWN. NEW YORK STATE HAS THE MINIMUM FEDERAL MATCHING PERCENTAGE FOR THESE

COSTS, 50 PERCENT, AND NEW YORK CITY ITSELF PAYS 25 PERCENT OF THESE COSTS.

MOREOVER, ALTERING THE BASE YEAR FOR THE COMPU-rATIrON OF THE STATE'S SHARE OF

THE CAP FROM THE PRE-REFORM YEAR OF 1978 TO 1984 WILL ONLY SERVE TO PENALIZE

THOSE STATES SUCH AS NEW YORK WHICH HAVE SUCCESSFULLY IMPLEMENTED THE ACT AND

HAVE WORKED TO REDUCE THEIR FOSTER CARE POPULATIONS AND ARE ELIGIBLE TO

TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE IV-E TO IV-B TRANSFER PROVISIONS IN ORDER 10 EXPAND

SERVICES AS CONGRESS ENVISIONED. NATIONWIDE PROJECTIONS INDICATE THAT THE

AVERAGE MONTHLY NUMBER OF AFDC FOSTER CARE CHILDREN WILL HAVE DECLINED BY OVER

6,000 FROM FY 1981 TO 1985. AULOST 60 PERCENT OF THAT DECLINE IS THE RESULT OF

DECLINING LEVELS IN NEW YORK STATE, DESPITE THE FACT THAT THE STATE IS

ESTIMATED TO HAVE ONLY 16 PERCENT OF THE CASELOAD IN FY 1985. THUS, ALTHOUGH

WE HAVE BEEN IN THE FOREFRONT OF THESE EFFORTS, WE WDULD END UP WITH A LOWER

CAP RELATIVE TO THOSE STATES THAT HAVE NOT MADE EFFORTS TO IMPLEMENT THE

REFORMS OF THE ACT.
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DESPITE THIS, WE FEEL THAT W'E ARE APPROACHING A POINT WHERE OUR CASELOAD IS

GOING MO BEGIN TO LEVEL OFF. OUR APRIL 1985 FIGURE OF 16,800 CHILDREN IN

ACTIVE FOSTER CARE IS ONLY 2 PERCENT BELOW APRIL 1984, LESS THAN THE 5.5

PERCENT AVERAGE ANNUAL DECLINE REGISTERED THROUGHCUT THE EARLY 1980'S.

MOREOVER, FOSTER CARE IS A CRITICAL SERVICE FOR CHILDREN AT RISK WHICH CAN NYT

REALISTICALLY BE REDUCED BY 3 PERCENT YEAR AFTER YEAR. THEREFORE WE ARE QUITE

SKEPTICAL ABOUT BONUS SYSTEMS CONDITIONED ON CONTINUALLY DECREASING LEVELS OF'

CHILDREN IN FOSTER CARE, AS THE ADMINISTRATION BILL PROVIDES FOR.

FINALLY, LOWERING THE IV-B TRIGGER FOR THE NATIONAL CAP WOULD !NDEPINE A

CRITICAL COMPONENT OF THE REFORMS ENACTED IN P.L. 96-272. BY TYING A

NATIONAL CAP ON FOSTER CARE WITH THE $266 MILLION ADVANCE APPROPRIATION FOR IV-

B, CONGRESS WAS PROMISING THAT THE CAP WOULD NO' ) INjO EFFECT UNTIL THE

STATES HAD SUFFICIENT SERVICE DOLLARS TO BE ABLE 10 APPROPRIATELY REDUCE FOSTER

CARE UTILIZATION WITHOUT LEAVING OR RETURNING CHILDREN TO UNSAFE ENVIRONMENTS.

MOREOVER, IT SHOULD BE REMEMBERED THAT P.L. 96-272 ALSO CONTEMPLATED TITLE XX

FUNDING SOME $600 MILLION HIGHER THAN CURRENT LEVELS. SETTING THAT TRIGGER AT

$200 MILLION, THE CURRENT APPROPRIATION AMOUNT FOR IV-B, EFFECTIVELY DESTROYS

THAT ORIGINAL PROMISE.

IN CLOSING, LET ME ONCE AAIN THANK THE COMMITTEE FOR THIS OPPORTUNITY '10

TESTIFY TODAY AND URGE YOU TO CAREFULLY CONSIDER POSITIVE REFORMS IN THE

ADOPTION ASSISTANCE AND CHILD WELFARE ACT OF 1930. THE PROGRAMS THAT ARE THE

SUBJECT OF THIS HEARING HAVE PROVIDED IMMEASURABLE HELP TO THOUSANDS OF

CHILDREN AND FAMILIES IN TROUBLE IN NEW YORK CITY OVER THE YEARS, AND WE DO NOT

WANT TO SEE THE VITAL SERVICE NEEDS OF THIS POPULATION JEOPARDIZED.

- 12 -
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Senator ARMSTRONG. Senator Moynihan.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, I think we've had extraordi-

narily good testimony from extraordinary people.
Senator ARMSTRONG. After the complimentary comments that

have been made about your bill, I can scarcely--
[Laughter.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. I didn't say anything about their pertinency.

I just said they were good people. [Laughter.]
I wonder if Mr. Blatner would have the goodness to let us have

that New Jersey report for the record.
Mr. BLATNER. Certainly.
[The information from Mr. Blatner follows:]
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ABANDONED DREAMS:
New Jersey's Children in Crisis
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T his is a book about children living in New Jersey at this very moment. It is not an attractive
story, but neither is it hopeless. In it we present facts about the state's forgotten children,

the children Living silently among us, waiting, as children do, for a grown-up to make everything
all right. We present it with the belief that each of us, individually, and all of us, collectively, can
live up to that trust.

To a large extent, New Jersey is a state we can be proud of. Through the years we have often been
in the forefront in providing innovative programs and services to educate, aid and protect our
children. But a great deal more must be done. Hundreds of thousands of children remain in our
towns and neighborhoods who are hungry, illiterate, abused, poor, without hope.

In this book, we have been able to present only some of the more serious areas where New Jersey
children are most at risk. Many other conditions and issues face our children, jeopardize their
physical and emotional well-being, but we feel that this serves as a beginning. A great deal more
needs to be done to concisely research and document the cause and extent of problems threatening
children and families today.

There are already leaders and concerned citizens working to address some of the issues raised.
Most of these issues, however, are complex and interwoven. Only with determined commitment to
the children and future of'the state, and cooperative hard work can we begin to address these
problems.

What we choose to do or not to do for these children becomes a true mirror for our own lives. Our
actions mirror clearly the kind of people and the type of state that we are today. They, not words
and speeches, show whether our concern is real or rhetorical. And our actions are truly a mold for
our future - for the dreams of our children depend on the life we offer to them today, but what our
world will become depends on their dreams.

We believe there are solutions. We believe that working together all of us can find those solutions
and put them to work. We believe that New Jersey is vastly capable and equally responsible for
taking care of its own. And we hope-that with each of you reading this book and taking some
action, there will be no more forgotten children, no more abandoned dreams in New Jersey. 0
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One of every four people
livingin New Jersey
s a child.*

0 There are over 1,992,000 U One-third of these children
children living in New Jersey, (about 650,000) are six years
representing more than a old or younger.
quarter of the population.

0 One-quarter of New Jersey's
children are of a non-white
background. The state's
children represent a great
diversity in cultural, ethnic
and racial background; about
17% are Black, almost 9% are
Hispanic, and a growing
percentage are Asian.
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Children represent 40% of the
poor people in New Jersey.
In New Jersey, non-white
children are four times more
likely to live in poverty than
are white children.
M Children represent only U The proportion of children U In this state, 37% of the
27% of the total population, living in poverty has been Hispanic children, 35% of the
yet they represent close to balf rising. Between 1970 and black children and 8% of the
(277,000) of the people living 1980 the percentage rose from white children live below the
in poverty. 10% to 14%. For children poverty level.

under age 5, the rate rose
even higher: to 17%.
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Who are the individuals
who are poor
in New Jersey?

Single Mothers
79,458 (13%)

Seniors Over 6
107,363 (16%)

Other Adults 1849
224,744 (31%)

Children
277,872 (40%)

Number of
All Pfm.. in
Pors"y MA"45
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Families with children are
four times more likely than
other families to be poor.
0 Families with children
under 18 make up 50% of all
New Jersey families, but they
make up 80% of all poor
families in the state.

0 Minority families with
children in New Jersey are
over four times more likely
than white families with
children to be poor. Almost
30% of ali black families and
21% of all Hispanic families
with children live in poverty as
compared to 7% of the white
families with children,

N Contrary to popular belief
most poor families do not have
large numbers of children. In
New Jersey, the average family
size is 31/3 people, The average
size of a poor family is
31/2 people.
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What kinds of
families are poor
in New Jersey?

SWithout Children
Or With Children Over 17

13 
21%

With 2 ParentsOr Single Father
And Children Age
17 or Younger
26%

SWith Single Mother
And Children Age
17 or Younger
54%

Number of
All Families in
Povertr. 147.W4
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More than 260,000 children in
New Jersey receive assistance
from Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC)
each month.
N More than 10% of the
children living in New Jersey
depend on AFDC financial
support foi their food, housing,
heat and clothing needs The
maximum AFDC grant level is
currently 25% kblow the
poverty level.

8 A family of four receiving
the maximum AFDC grant
gets only $443 a month. Even
with their full food-stamp
allotment of $183, this family
has less than 60% of the
minnnum cost of living in New
Jersey.

i The cost of living in New
Jersey) has increased by over
130% in the past ten years,
but AFDC payments have
increased by only 33% duriLg
the same period. This includes
a 7% increase in AFDC
payments in 1984.

Ne..ro D % of. P.bw~tol W.4I..8,. 4Sng. S.,.i,.e. T..t,, NJ , 198,3
Ne Mbtfy 5g.nt, 16 6 429 N .M d 83, Apd 16. L194
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More than 50,000
poor children lost AFDC
support in 1982.
8 Thousands of poor children
in New Jersey are no longer
receiving any assistance from
AFDC because of the federal
eligibility changes and budget
cuts of 1981.

mu-
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Camden and Newark
are the poorest cities
in the United States.
0 New Jersey is the fourth
highest state in the country in
per capita income. But a
disproportionate number of our
cities are among the poorest in
the nation. Camden is the
poorest city in the country with
a population over 25,000.
Newark is the poorest city with
a population over 100,000.
Most of our urban areas shoe
this plight.

M There are over 100,000
children living in Newark.
More than half of them are
living in poverty.

i 93.1% of the more than
24,000 families with children
headed by single mothers in
Newark live below the poverty
line.

l
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Almost half of the children in
families headed by single
mothers are poor.

One-fifth of New Jersey's
children live in one parent
families.
* Over 43% of all children in
one-parent families are living
in poverty. Over 60% of all
children under 6 years of age
in one-parent families are
poor.

* Nearly 79,500 single
mothers in New Jersey are
raising their children in
poverty.

E Between 1970 and 1980,
the number of one-parent
families headed by women in
New Jersey increased 250%.
In 1970 only 7% of the
children lived with their
mothers alone. By 1980, 18%
were living with a single
mother - over 358,500
children. Two percent of the
state's children live with single
fathers

N Of the children living with
single mothers, 46% are black,
30% are Hispanic and 12.5%
are white.

N Minority families headed by
single women are 5 times more
likely to be poor than minority
families with both parents at
home.

* The National Conference of
State Legislatures projects that
if current trends continue,
mothers and their children will
make up almost 100% of the
poverty population by the year
2000.

IM"1 Consis G er'. Sociad wd E'' c Chwrenvt~e. New Jersey
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Over one-half of all New
Jersey women with children
work outside the home.
M In this state, over 53% of
all mothers are now working
outside of their home

0 The number of working
mothers is increasing steadily.
Between 1970 and 1980 there
was a 35% increase in the
number of working mothers.

M Three out of 5 mothers with
children older than 6 years of
age and almost 4 out of 10
mothers with children under
6 years of age, work outside of
the home.

I O Cmcru o P pulatio and Housing Advacod Fohmafsat ad Soco/, Ecooonc wad H auang Chwacttalwa, No. lecy
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New Jersey has known child
care facilities for fewer than 2
out of 3 children who need it.
0 More than 155,300 mothers
with children under the age of
6 work outside the home. All of
their preschoolers and infants
require child care, but
officially known child care
facilities exist for about
100,000 children.

0 Large numbers of New
Jersey children are being
cared for in family day care
homes (i.e., private homes that
take in children through an
arrangement with the parents).
New Jersey is one of only 5
remaining states that does not
regulate family day care
homes.

9 The average cost of keeping
a child in a licensed child care
center is currently over $200 a
month. Costs of ctild care
increased more than 10%
between 1981 and 1982 alone.

198s, 18 y of G. cean d CAj d C Cowen, N I D mw o of Ycw , amd F&=IV Sem."
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As many as a quarter of a
million elementary school
children in New Jersey are
"latchkey" children.

I I

M Statewide, it is estimated
that at least 250,000 school
children age 13 or younger
must care fot themselves after
school while their parents
work.

• Unsupervised children are
more likely to be involved in
delinquent behavior, and are
more likely to be victims of
accidents and criminal acts.
They are also highly
vulnerable to loneliness, fear
and depression.

N J Deparment of LEbo Child Can in Now ley, Ttr*ton, N 1, 1963
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Head Start programs are
available for fewer than 20%
of the eligible New Jersey
children.

! 11M

0 Because of inadequate
funding lo tte Head Start
program, only 9,625 of the
more than 45,000 eligible
children (age 3 to 5) living in
low income families in New
Jersey are part of the program.

M Head Start provides
educational, health, nutritional
and social services for
disadvantaged preschool
children, To ensure family
support, this program requires
active parent involvement.

* Quality Head Start
programs work. Children who
attend these programs are less
likely to drop out of school, to
be arrested, or to require
special education instruction
later in life than are children
from similar backgrounds who
could not attend Head Start.

0 For every $1 spent on
preschool programs, more than
$4 is returned to society.

Fede&I Adj.eat&bm Ice C3Wddec Yoat &ad Fa-lla. Nee Ymtk cot, Aegve. 1964
LdpvEfac ser, Pmc R,a US3 Depayticcee al Health and Hmsc seces. )M7
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Many of New Jersey's children
with the greatest need for
special educational programs
are not receiving adequate
services.
0 More children with special
education needs (including
bilingual and compensatory)
live in low-wealth school
districts than in high-wealth
districts. Though low wealth
districts serve only 30% of
New Jersey's students, they
serve 60% ot the children who
require special education
services,

* Despite state aid and
categorical funding for special
programs, low-wealth districts
have more than 20% less to
spend per student than
wealthy districts

N New Jersey's current
educational funding system
has actually widened the
disparity between educational
resources in low- and high-
wealth school districts.
Wealthy districts have more
teachers, more administrators,
more special projects
instructors and more resources
overall.

Mwey and ducatn m New jrey Tbe Hood Cbotw Aboo, KMu.aret I Goertu. Educatmoc Paty Rowrcb ielultue, Edcahoepal Tehta Service,
Prtnae=. 1981
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Many urban schools in New
Jersey are unable to rovide
adequate educationaI services
for tIeir students
0 In New Jersey, a town's
property wealth remains a
major factor in determining
how much can be spent on
education. "Property poor"
urban school districts have the
greatest number of children
with special educational
needs, but have the least
funding.

0 Almost half of the high
chool students in six urban

school districts in New Jersey
failed the 9th grade basic
skills reading test.

0 Children in New Jersey's
urban high schools are almost
twice as likely to drop out as
those in suburban high
schools.

0 Urban schools do not
receive sufficient funding to
provide necessary programs for
the high numbers of children
requiring special education
and bilingual education
services.

0 Some school buildings in
the older urban school districts
are unfit for occupancy. These
schools have higher
maintenance and heating
costs, and are more likely to
have hazardous asbestos
surfaces.

-Criuds is Pul. Education A Now JWert Pe. misve," Marilyn Morbousew, AC.PIJA'reettar, Janwary, 1984
Vial Eduwobow Saotbca, I62-83 esd 196384, Ofice A Manaqemt tilOmatOi, N I Department Education
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As many as 80% of the
school-aged Hispanic children
in Newark may not be
attending school.
0 Funding cutbacks and
relaxation of requirements for
providing bilingual instruction
are expected to further reduce
the school attendance of these
children.

M National studies show that
there is a pattern of under-
enrollment and high drop out
rates among Hispanic children
across the country. Reports
indicate that there are many
schools that are failing to meet
the educational needs of these
children.

u'rar2 rIOW
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More than 84,000 children
have been suspended from
public schools in New Jersey
every year since 1977.

Non-white children are more
likely to be suspended than
are white children.
0 Though the number of
children in public schools has
been declining, the rate of
uspensions has increased. For

the school year 1981-82,
87,000 or 7.4% of the children
were suspended at least once.

N Though minority children
represent only 27% of children
in public school, they make up
37% of the children who are
suspended,

N Discriminatory practices of
school officials, rather than the
behavior of minority children,
appears to account for the
disproportionate suspension
rates for these children.

0 More often than not,
suspensions are for minor
offense. such as chewing gum,
being late, playing hooky or
smoking in school.

Nw Sa,. Dep tmot of ,i.bs. Ow cd t hkl rmanub. Sopkeatw, I93
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More than 16,000 children are
known to have dropped out of
New Jersey public schools
during the 1982-1983 school
year.

Non-white students are more
likely to drop out than are
white students.
N Children in New Jersey drop
out for a variety of reasons.
More than 25% leave school
because of economic pressures.
Over 40% of the children drop
out because of academic
and/or behavioral problems.

E In New Jersey's urban high
schools, the drop-out rate is
about 0,

0 During the 1982-1983
school year only 30% of the
high school students enrolled
in New Jersey were minority
children. During that same
period almost 45% of the drop-
outs were minority children.

tiEdIdbai"Softeh JiM Vol 1 . an J9.8, 1-6v4ol 1, Now hy State Departmem a IdicaU
VI ka Pa*c Lfucac A few Jam Pr ptn,. M J Ualetbm, ACWNeIwaIIft, lBamaua, 1964
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Jobs exist in New Jersey, but
not enough youth are trained
to fill them.
* Close to 80,000 students
needing vocational-technical
education (vo-tech) we not
receiving it.

M In New Jersey, hundreds of
youngsters are turned away by
county vo-tech schools every
year. Most public high schools
are not equipped to provide
comparable vocational
training.

* The New Jersey Department
of Labor reports that current
demand for employees trained
in traditional vo-tech program
areas is twice the number of
available, trained workers.

N) Stea Depatini ol Education 1930
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New Jersey has no law
providing for the education
of the children in county
shelters and detention
centers.
N Every day, about 700
children, many of whom are
not guilty of any crime, are
sheltered or detained in county
facilities. Many of these
children remain in a facility for
weeks at a time. Some remain
for a year or more New Jersey
does not require educational
services for these children.

N Most of these children have
greater-than-average
educational needs They are
usually three to five years
below grade level in basic
skills, often have learning
disabilities and most have a
history of problems and failure
in public schools.

souuss
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At least 4,000 troubled
children are laced in state
facilities each year.
0 State funding for
educational services for these
children in psychiatric,
residential and correctional
facilities is much lower than
that provided to the children
in local public schools.
Inadequate funding prevents
these children from getting the
special education that most of
them need.

• Most children in
correctional facilities have
learning disabilities, but New
Jersey provides no special
funding for the necessary
remedial education.
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94,500 fewer school lunches
are served daily since federal
budget changes in 1981.
I All school-based cUld
nutrition progratfish-ave been
cut drastically since 1980
Daily breakfasts offered to very
poor children have been
reduced by 37%. An average
of 8,339 fewer daily breakfasts
are served than were served in
1980 under this program.

M All school children are
affected Due to the federal
and state cuts, not only were
subsidized lunches cut back,
but the cost of all school
lunches was also increased.
Almost 20% fewer paid
lunches are served today than
were served prior to the
cutbacks.

I The special milk program
was almost completely
eliminated in 1981 when new
federal regulations required
schools to choose between
providing either the school
lunch program or the special
milk program. Formerly
schools could participate in
both programs.

SOURy.Now Jersey Dsparlmeut of" Edwcehom Dwvwion .1 Fsirwso Burea. f Chdtd INutrfioo Pro~paa, 1983)
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School lunch programs
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Only 35% of the eligible
babies, young children and
pregnant women receive the
nutritional counseling and
food available through the
W.I.C. Program.
E Fewer than 58,000 of the
more than 168,000 children
and women estimated to be
eligible in New Jersey receive
W.I.C. services. Currently,
funding is available to serve
only 35% of those eligible.

M The W.I.C. (Women, Infants
and Children) Program
supplies food vouchers for
nutritional foods such as milk,
baby food and eggs, It also
provides counseling in
cooking, budgeting and
nutrition. Pregnant women,
babies and children under 5
who are poor and at risk of
nutritional problems are
eligible for the program.

* The health benefits of this
program for pregnant mothers,
their babies and children are
clear. Mothers who receive
W.I.C. supplements while
pregnant have over 20% fewer
low birthweight babies than
eligible women who do not
receive W.I.C. The babies born
to W.I.C. mothers are
healthier.

* Studies have concluded that
for every $1 spent on the
W.I.C. program, $3 in future
medical costs are saved.

sou"M~
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In 1982, more than 1,150
babies died before they
reached their first birthday.
Non-white babies are more
than twice as likely to die
before their first birthday.
• Between 1981 and 1982,
New Jersey's infant mortality
rate rose from 10.6 to 1 1.7.
This was the first increase in
the state's infant mortality
rates in twenty years.

* The highest infant mortality
rates occur in poor urban
areas such as Newark,
Irvington, Jersey City, Hoboken
and Atlantic City.

0 The infant mortality rate for
the United States continues to
decline. In 1982, it was 11 2
-- .5 lower than New Jersey,

* The infant mortality rate for
non-white babies in 1982 was
20.3. For white babies, it was
9.6.

E These rates reflect a
disturbing pattern For over 20
years, minority babies in New
Jerr,.ey have died at a rate
higher than the national rate
and at least twice as high as
the rate for white babies in the
state

SOURED
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6,700 low birthweight
babies were born in New
Jersey in 1982.
Non-white mothers are four
times less likely to
adequate prenatal
are white mothers.

receive
care than

0 Low birthweight is the
eighth leading cause of death
among children in the United
States. These babies are
30 times more likely to die
than other infants. They are
also more likely to be sickly
and to suffer from birth
defects, growth failure and
developmental disabilities.

N Minority babies are more
likely to be low birthweight
than non-minority. In 1982,
12.6% of all minority babies
and 5% of all non-minority
babies were low birthweight.

8 Proper medical care during
pregnancy can help reduce the
incidence of |o-v birthweight
babies.

0 In 1982, over 25% of the
babies born to women in New
Jersey who had no prenatal
care were born with low
birthweight. Only 8% of
babies born to mothers
receiving prenatal care were
low birthweight.

Hea t WauW a.,ea u," DeWktAel, Health Data Serw", Now Jersey Depatment a Heallh 192
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More than 100,000 children
from poor families do
not have Medicaid coverage.
0 Close to 40% of New
Jersey's children known to be
living in poverty are not
covered by Medicaid.
Thousands of children do not
receive necessary medical or
dental care because their
parents cannot afford to pay
for these services, and they
have no other medical
coverage.

N More than 18,500 fewer
children received Medicaid
coverage in 1982 because of
1981 Federal regulation
changes.

0 Every year about 3,000
pregnant women living in
poverty do not receive
adequate prenatal care
because they are not eligible
for Medicaid, and have no
other medical coverage.

0 It is relatively inexpensive
to provide Medicaid coverage
for children. In New Jersey,
though children represent over
half of the Medicaid recipients,
only 15% of the Medicaid
funds are spent on them.

Healb C . lrintce Adisutrtot. Off of' Finawial andl Actuanl~a An~slym, 1980 1981 19132 end 1983
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Fewer than 11% of the
eligible children take part in
the preventive screenings
and follow-up health services
of Medicaid.
N Children from low-income
families are 350% more likely
to be found to be in lair to
poor health than those from
high-income families. Poor
nutrition, unsafe living
conditions, and lack of
adequate medical attention
are some of the factors which
contribute to a poor child
having more health problems
than others.

E Medicaid's Early Periodic
Screening Diagnosis and
Treatment (E P S.D.T.)
successfully provides
preventive health screenings
for Medicaid eligible children.
The program reduces serious
illness and overall medical
costs among the children who
participate.

I In 1979, New Jersey
provided preventive screenings
to 11.6% of the eligible
children, and was ranked 36
out of 45 states (with the No. I
state providing services to the
greatest number of eligible
children). Today New Jersey
has declined even further, with
.7% fewer children being
screened than were screened
in 1979.

$vmMeadicwd State Report Nar .Jersey, J9W. Amenm," Academcy of Pichatnc' D~pwlmeont of Helth Samn, as Resea~lh Ior the C.ommolee on Child Health
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Almost a quarter of a million
children in New Jersey are at
high risk of lead poisoning.
M New Jersey has some of the
highest rates of lead poisoning
reported in the nation. Some
localities report a rate five
times higher than the national
average.

0 Lead poisoning is believed
to be the leading childhood
disease in New Jersey today.
Lead poisoning causes anemia,
mental retardation, paralysis
and even death. Low level
lead poisoning can cause
irreparable damage to a
child's capacity to learn in
school, or, in later years, to
work on a job.

E Though identification of
lead poisoning can lead to
effective treatment, New Jersey
screens fewer than 20% of the
children in the state identified
as being at high risk of
poisoning.

Now MWey Land' Pmag 5OOM-V Skaa.%mmwvl %ge0 d 19 W
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At least 18 children died as a
result of child abuse in 1983.
26,400 children were the
reported victims of abuse and
neglect in New Jersey in 1983.
Estimates for 1984 show over
40,000 reported cases.
* Of the children found to be
abused and neglected in New
Jersey, almost 25% require
hospitalization, medical care
or immediate psychiatric
attention-.because of the
severity of the abuse/neglect
which they suffer.

d The number of reports of
abused and neglected children
has risen dramatically in
recent years. Between 1982
and 1983, alone, the reported
number of abused and
neglected children increased
by 31% Over one-third of
those reports are substantiated
by the Division of Youth and
Family Services (DYFS) each
year.

* Abused children suffer from
punishment that ranges from
beating and emotional abuse,
to burning and stabbing.

* In 1983, more than 900
children were known to have
been sexually abused by an
adult. More than 4,000
children were victims of
neglect. At least 118 children
were totally abandoned.
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More than 6,500 New Jersey
children live in foster homes.
There is a direct link between
poverty and placement of a
child out of his or her
own home.
E More than 68% of the
children in foster homes have
been out of their natural homes
for a year or more. Over 30%
have been away from their
families for more than three
years In New Jersey, once a
child is in foster care, he or
she will live out of his or her
natural home for an average of
three years. Each child will
live with at least two different
foster families during that
time.

* About 75% of New Jersey
foster children are 5 years old
or older; 40% are older than
12

0 Nationwide statistics
indicate that the longer a child
remains in foster care, the leba
likely it is that the child will
ever return home. Chances of
a child developing
psychological and behavioral
problems also increase with
extended placements

R More than 90% of the
children in foster care come
from families with an annual
income below the poverty
level. Most of their biological
families depend on some form
of public assistance.

0 A black child is more than
twice as likely to be placed in
foster care as a white child.

Noeo ]armyf [ vLmioa N Yo~h and IrowlIy So-gs 1964
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The State of New Jersey
pays $6.26 a day lor the care
of a foster child. A pet owner
in New Jersey pays $7.00 a
day to boarda dog.
0 Inadequate payments and
insufficient support services to
foster families are directly
related to the shortage of
quality foster homes available
to children.

Analia s t F l Care Bo7rd Rain. 1983, Now Jersey Diviin *I Y0h andS Famtly NI I.cN
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Close to 2,000 children
supervised by the state's
four adoption resource centers
are waiting to be adopted.
There are usually about 40-50
children under the state's
care who are legally free
and waiting to be adopted.
0 In 1983, 631 children were
adopted in New Jersey. About
one-quarter of the children
under the care of the state who
are awaiting adoption are
actually placed in adoptive
homes each year.

• Of the 631 children who
were adopted, almost 500
were adopted by their foster
parents.

N There are always a number
of older children with special
needs who are waiting to be
adopted. It is much more
difficult to find a family for
these children.

E It can take anywhere from a
few months to several years for
a child in an Adoption
Resource Center to be placed
for adoption. The time it takes
depends on a child's age, legal
status and special needs.

D.eent of Msa& Semn., Divwm of Yotb ad Famiy Swykw, 1964
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One out of every 11 babies
born in New Jersey has a
teenage mother,
N In 1982, more than 11,300
babies were born in New
Jersey to girls aged 19 or
younger, Almost 250 of those
babies had mothers aged 14 or
less.

8 Due to their physical and
emotional lack of development,
teenage mothers and their
babies are at much greater
risk than older women and
their infants. One of every nine
babies born to teenagers is
likely to be premature,
retarded or physically
handicapped. A teenage
mother in New Jersey is almost
twice as likely to have a low
bizthweight baby as a mother
in the 20 to 34 age bracket.

N Most teenage mothers who
become pregnant in high
school never complete their
high school education.

N The younger a mother is
when she has her first baby,
the poorer the family is likely
to be in the future.

* Nationally, more than 90%
of all teenagers who have
babies choose to keep them
rather than release them for
adoption.

N I Depatmnt at Health, Health Plam and Reoce Developlent, Health D ta Sore€,o IM
'..ompb.," Witer, 1981 Pl ed Pai*at.b d
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300,000 to 350,000 New Jersey
youth use or abuse alcohol
and other drugs.
There is a lack of services to
prevent and treat substance
abuse among young people.
0 About 62,000 of New

Jersey's young people have
serious drinking problems, yet
only three facilities in the state
offer residential treatment for
adolescent alcoholics.

0 Approximately 54,000 to
62,000 young people in New
Jersey use marijuana daily.

0 Automobile accidents are
the leading cause of death
among adolescents in New
Jersey, In recent years, 30% to
40% have been directly
associated with alcohol
consumption.

• Medicaid covers drug
treatment for youth but only
covers alcohol treatment in
demonstration projects. Private
insurance covers alcohol
treatment but is not required
to cover drug treatment.

N Every year hundreds of New
Jersey adolescents are sent for
alcohol and drug treatment in
other states because there are
not adequate services in this
state. In 1983, more than 400
adolescents were sent to
Pennsylvania, alone.

Now Jery Acho Plan J, Chd.n, Goaornoi's Comiala, e Children's Sas as. Fln.mn 1S
"1,4. and ba The All American Drug " Thai Paholaaon Packlt, Way, 1983
US Caogress Hosa Select Commit" on Children, Youth end Familm, 1963 A YewEld Re.r, 98th Congress 2nd season 1984
Comanviwesth of Peaslvais, SlaIe Health Data Cenl,. Divisioa aO Ha.llb Stsltict and Retach May 25 1984
Aahoai Abse ,w Amera, Tha Gallup Osgamuaabao. Princelo N 1, 19e2
Chddm.a of Ak*b . RW Pickens. Ph D. Haaldoa" C"sI. City. Minn . 194
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An estimated 20% to 40% of
New Jersey's children live in
homes where one or both
parents abuse alcohol or
drugs.
w " . . n iil iI

0 Nearly 600 infants are bon
each year with Fetal Alcohol
Syndrome or Fetal Alcohol
Effects due to the alcohol
abuse of their mothers.

R Alcohol abuse in families is
a major cause of child abuse,
domestic violence and
behavioral problems (including
suicide and depression) among
children.

M A child with an alcoholic
parent is three to four times
more likely to become an
alcoholic than a child with
non-alcoholic parents.
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Suicide is the second highest
cause of death for young
people in New Jersey.
0 In 1982, one hundred and
eleven young people between
15 and 24 years old
committed suicide. The
percentage of suicides for this
age group has tripled since
1950. Many mental health
practitioners are concerned
about what they see as a
growing trend of suicide
among young people.

f It is believed that the true
incidence of suicide among
youth is under-reported. Many
so-called "fatal accidents,"
particularly automobile deaths
among this age group, are
mistakenly not listed as
suicides.

Now Abwn &WdolDecM Phacv Cau m by Age J962 ad 19J, Now )ary State Dpartm..I . Health
Thg.A doShe )afe Nt, Ameociaboa Jv ChZtkm al Now lema.y, Newark,. N I. 1963
A B D 3 .21. L u~er , State of N Y, 'Suickle Areec4a' Unopoke Trbgedy" Unpubtltead pept, Au ut, 1984
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New Jersey lacks adequate,
appropriate mental health
servces for its emotionally
and mentally disturbed
children.
0 Though identific- as a
"special needs" group,
children are not a top priority
category for state mental
health funds. Currently only
about 15% of the clients aided
at community mental health
clinics are children Fifteen
years ago about half of those
receiving help were children

0 Few, if any, in- or out-
patient programs are available
for the state's most troubled
children Youthful substance
abusers, arsonists and sexual
offenders are some of the
disturbed children fot whom
appropriate resources are not
available in New Jersey

SOUNC
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Almost one-quarter of New
Jersey youth seeking jobs
are unemployed.
. The teenage population
dropped 8.3% between 1979
and 1983, but the number of
unemployed teenag6rs rose to
22.5% (an increase of almost
4%) during that same time
period. For minority youth,
especially those in urban
areas, the unemployment rate
is particularly high. In some
cities the unemployment Tate'
for this age group is as high as
60%.

S Since 1981, most
government-sponsored youth
employment programs have
been drasticaUy reduced or
eliminated, despite the fact
that many juvenile justice
workers cite this sort of
program as being the single
most effective deterrent tol
juvenile delinquency.

Q"

IOes=
Selectd New men, Labor fworc Che tnWg b ud o J649, N I Department o Labor. Etvioalon o4 Planning and Jlaae ch Oftice of Demogyapl€c and
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Each year, over 100.000
children are involved with the
courts in New Jersey.
a In thi' state, children come

Into contact with the juvenile
justice system either as a child
involved in family crisis cases
(formerly, Juvenile. in Need of
Supervisio, or JINS), or an one
with a criminal complaint
made against him or her.

0 Juvenile crime has been
decreasing steadily over the

spat several years. In 1980
there were about 121,000

V reported offense. In 1983
there wore approximately.
99.000, a decrease of 18% in
three years. -

i In the same period of time
(1980-1983) the average daily
number of Juveniles who are
i Incarcerated (in both juvenile
facilities anW community
residential facilitieehas -
increased by over 30%.

taiwm crtaw &A.gW^ a qe New )Umsy. DIXMe C1 State Police UsLims CA=* Rhtg Unt. 1980. 1961. 19M &d 1963
Dtv~d Amo Pa" ,am!-...4 g. l~Son of Ceobcs I tnkou st (&MJbe Ckn Srie, No1w fow Deprago Cmoc-bom, l980. 1901. 198
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You can help!
i There are many active
groups throughout the state
who are working to help our
children and families. They
need your help and support.
To get further information on
what you can do, cag or write:

M Amociation for Children
of New Jersey, 17 'gademy
Street, Suite 709, Newark,
New Jersey 07102,
(201) 643-3876. -

E Your local Junior League.-

1 .

M Governor's Committee on
Children's Services Planning,
105 West State Street, .
Tronton, Now Jersey 08600,
(609) 292-1343.

~2.

-
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ASSOCIATION FOR CNILDRENI OF NW JESEY
17 Academy Street, Suite 709
Newark, New Jersey 07102
(201) 643-3876 .
The Aseociation for Children of New lersy (ACNJ) is an organizatr n of volunteers which advocates
for policies and programs onwehalfbl rree nd; oCNib-A d ftdet services, Its major
goals include:' '-.1- -.

* To promote policies and programs for the protection and 1-being l children.

0 To monitor laws and programs to assure that children's s are"apriority, and that public
funds are used fairly and effectively

E To plan for the needs of the next generation.
This is accomplished through a myriad of advocacy efforts including: innovative research; analysis
of public policy; monitoring and evaluation of programs; provision of community, education;
mounting of public awareneWcampaigns; and mobilizing constituencies to action. ACNJ's program
focuses on natiobhal, state, and local issues and concentrates its efforts on that level(s).which would
be of yiot benefit to children.
Doard Presddnt: Richard iloper
Executive* Dhector. Ciro A. Scalera

'Program Coordinor. Susan Conti, Tricia Fagan, Shirley Geismar and.Cecilia Zalkind

THE JUNIOR LEAGUES OF NEWJERSEY
The purjcse of thb JiinorLeague is exclusively educational and charitable. The individual Junior
Leagues promote voluntarism, develop the potential of members and demonstrate the effectiveness
of trained volunteers. The State Council of the New Jersey Junior Leagues serves as a
coordinating body for and facilitates the exchange of ideas among individual leagues and
supervises and support State Committees. The State Public Affalir Committee (SPAC) studies and
takes action on behalf of the Juidor Leagues, of New Jersey on public issues at the state and federal.

'level and educates and provides communication for the leagues in the area of public affairs.
Women of the eight New Jersey Junior Leagues are trained for effective participation in community
activities in the belief that voluntary service is an essential part of responsible citizenship.

'Junlor Leagues of Bergen Couity MontclairlNewark
Central Delaware Valley moristown
EllzabethjPlainfleld Oranges and Short Hilis
Monmouth County Summit

"Abandoned Dreams Pro)ect Coordinaton Richmond Rabinowitz, SPAC Chairwoman

t .
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GoVUNorsdo arz m COMTEEOwfaLDN SEEVIC~i PLAJNiNG
105 Weet State Street, CN.700
Trenton, New Jersey 08625
(609) 292-1343
Governor Kean established the Governors Committee on Children's Services Planning in 1983 to
identify the priority needs of New Jersey children and to recommend actions for meeting those
needs. Composed of 27 members, theGovrnor's Committee developed "Mew Jerey's Action P
Lo, -Qdldh." -whrl-cbvws r.11 - -145y1984. . ...

The Governor's Committee, which serve as a voice for children in state government, is mandated
to foster improved planning and coordination of services as well as to promote cooperation betw n
the public and private sectors in developing needed programs for children.
Chairpesonis Anna Mayer 1.
Executive Directos A. Alexandra Larson
Associate Dlrocton Carol Kasabach
Program tauf Qimmah Harris, John Higgins, Francita Guy

We would like to acknowledge the generosity and talent of thoe who contributed the photographs
which are such an integral part of this report.
We are most grateful to the United Way of Essex and Wset Hudson and the United Way of Union
who made major contributions of photographs. We are also grateful to Both Israel Hospltalz, .
Unverdty.Hoepita in Newirk and the New Jersey State Deparnents of Community Rffatin
Correfttons and Human Service for the photographs they donated to this project .
Most pprecated are the photographs of individual artists, whose work is the result of a r;d sa
heartfelt concern for the children and families whose lives are affected by the social issusi
presented here.

\ V
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Senator MOYNIHAN. I want to tell Ms. Turner that on your sub-
ject about reportingg' I'm going to make him suffer a little bit. I'm
going to tell a sea story.
- I was once a gunnery officer in the U.S. Navy 40 years ago, and I
was on a sister ship. If you have ever been in any of these jobs, you
are always sending in reports-quarterly reports on the condition
of the boat, and the 40 millimeters and the 20 millimeters- and et

-- cetera. And one month, one quarter, just for the hell of it, a friend
of mine said in his report that when he got to the section on the__-
after antiaircraft mount, that it wfts swept over the-side in a storm
off Hatteras. He just sent it in. And his career in the Navy went --
-peaceably by and he was honorably -dschaiged. And.no one ever in
the Pentagon ever even got to thiM Aport to say-what did you say
happened to the after antiaircraft mount? Those reports don't get
real. _

And your point about spending too much time on them is a fair
one, I think.

Ms. TURNER. Yes. I think if we can identify-if Congress can
identify, HHS can identify the specific reason that something is
being requested, that we can get that information-particularly
now through the system that is being set up with APWA. But I go
out into the field and see our workers sitting there recording in-
stead of serving clients.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Good data.
Ms. TuRitR. Good data'can be helpful.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Could I just ask of Mr. Brettschneider. He

made this remark about people who just go from one form of de-
pendency to another. An Ion recognize the New York study ,.
that Dr. Allen mentioned. But. a significant percentage of young
girls end up within 1 year of leaving the foster care-a significant
percentage of young girls end up receiving AFDC. Do you recognize
this study?

Mr. BRETTSCHNEIDR. New York City's Human Resources Admin-
istration undertook a Study of a demonstration project- concerning
the consequences and outcomes of specific services offered to home-
less young adults. Also, Dr. Trudy Festinger of New York Universi-
ty studied the question of 'where youngsters go after leaving foster
care.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Would you get that to us?
Mr. BRE6 SCHNEIDER. Certainly.
[The information from Mr. Brettschneider is in the offical com-

mittee fies.]
Senator MOmIHAN. Mr. Chairman, I just don't think you can

fmd a more dismal outcome of a long and sustained effort of the
people who awe mechanics and therapists and pals and workaholics

-- and nutritionists and so forth and they get someone to 18 and then
at 19 they are AFC -with a baby.

We clearly need transitional services for these children.
senator ARMSTRONG. Senator Moynihan, does that call into ques-

tion the transition experience or does it call into question the qual-
ity of care and the values which have been fostered during the 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7 years that preceded that?

Senator MOYNIHAN. I don't know. I don't know. We just know
that we have something that is out of control.
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Mr. BRETTSCHNEIDER. I just want- to add'cAhat we have seen
youngsters who come into care at age 16. I recently visited a grou'.
home that I noticed is greatly improvedfr'om its predecessor facili-
ties. I met a youngster who was doing extremely w-ell living in an
attractive facility. But 'Me counselor and the social worker were
concerned. There. is a housing crisis in New York. The child is
about to turn 18. They have hardly had a chance to do anything
but to help the child to adjust. And now this child is off on his or

...... her own -with no one available- to provide support, perhaps il ..-.
the-thild'qualifies for the mental health system.

Senator MOYNIHAN. There is no family to hold onto. No family to
say)"does anybody have a couch," "how do you look into advertis-
ing?" "how do you look for a house?" "what do you have to do to
get an apartment?" -And i no'-time at all they are back on the

-street. 
n

Could we get that, if we could?
Mr. BRETrSCHNEIDER. Yes, sir.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I just want to say again that these are chil-

dren, and we owe them.
Senator ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Senator.
Thank you, witnesses. Thank you all. Unless there is something

.elde, we are adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 3:58 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]
[By direction of the chairman, the following communications

- were made a part of the hearing record:]

P
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July 8, 19H

-Honoibie -W lli tam I. Armstrong
U.S. Senator, Chairman
Social Security and Income Maintenance

Programs Subcommittee
,Committee on Finance
W aQigton', D.C. '0510

pear Senator Armstrong:

The 4merican Academy of Pediatrics, an international medical asso-
ciation and children's advocate representing nearly 28,000 pediatri-
cians, wishes to submit this letter for inclueion In tbe. record of
the hearing held on Adoption Assistance andChild W fa AO t and
Related Proposals, June 24, 1985.

Since its establishment In 1953, the-Academy's Committee on Early
Childhood, Adoption and Dependent Care has~beennconcerned and
actively involved with the issues that affect children in foster
care and adoptive homes. The committee, strongly supported the
Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980 and waspleased
with the passage of this landmark legislation. This.act paved the
way for increased 'adoptions of hard to place children, particularly-"
children with special needs. We applaud the Administration's con-
tinued efforts to'enact further improvements of these programs for
the welfare of children. There are several different aspects of
these legislative proposals; as pediatricians, we vjl' focus our
remarks on those relating to Medicaid eligibility ar to foster
parent and staff training.

Medicaid coverage can be a critical factor in a families' decision
to adopt a special needs child. Children with special needs bene-
fit greatly from early placement, but often have little'opportunity
for guch a placement. The heavy cost of medical care and education
required may preolude adoption by couples otherwise willing and
eager t? accept these children into their families. The Adoption
&Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980 eliminated some of those
barriers by providing that children receiving adoption assistance
payments ard deemed eligible for medical assistance through the
Medicaid program under Title XX in the state in which they are
living. Both S.1266 and S,1329 include the following amendments-
offered to strengthen the program, facilitate the administrative
process and to improve servicesfor parents and children.

- Allow Medicaid eligibility for children with special needs who
are placed for adoption, even though no adoption assistance
payments are being made. (S.12661S.1329)

Under current law, adoptive children remain eligible for Medicaid
only so long as they receive Title IV-E ad tion assistance pay-
ments. If adoptive pardnts choose not to accept adoptirr-assistance
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.enatnr W. I.. Armitrong,
July h, 1985
Page S

payments, the child'sMelicaid eligibilLty status should remain intact. -The
Academy supports this amendment is a oust savings for states & nd'one that will
eliminate the administrtive buri4'., of processing token payments.

* Confer Medica id eligibility in'the -tate where the child resides.
2. 1266/3. 1 32. 1

"he state that was party to the adoption agreement is, under the existing law,
required to cant tnue to provide for medical' assistance if the family moves to
another state. The Administration's proposal and S.1329 would require that
children adopted under the adoption-assistance program be deemed eligible to
receive Medicaid in the state in which they are living. American families are
highly mobile and relocate frequently for employment purposes. Many providers
and hospitals are reluctant to accept their own state's Medicaid cards, much
less an out of state card. The Academy Is concerned about the potential for
children to experience difficulty in securing access to needed medical care and
treatment if there are problems with interstate Medicaid coverage. This could
also be a deterrent to potential adoptive parents of special needs children.
The Academy supports this amendment insuring Medicaid eligibility, regardless
of where the family resides, lnd this further enhancing the possibility of spe-
rial needs children being placed in a permanent home.

* Provide Medicaid E]lgbility to Title IV-E adoption assistance and foster
care children in the state in which they reside. (S.1329)

The Academy recognizes that Titli [V-.E foster care children may experience dit-
-ficiilties receiving Melicaid hnel'ats Ir their foster family moves. Obtaining
needed medical carr ant treatetit its critical for children with special needs1
particularly foster eare chil iron. The Academy support S.1329's amendment that
fo:iter care 'i'ildreu h- ei.it '.),' MteJitld in the stale In which they reside.

* Proyide M,!1 L '%- vrid jFr %th time a child is placed for adoption.
(S. 1329

The prevailing concern uf the. Ac.ademy on this".ssue to ensure the access to -op-
tinuing medical care for special needs children. Once an adoption $Iacement has
been made, we can see no compelling reason to wait until the judicial decree of
adoption has been issued to commence Medicaid eligibility. This minor admini-
strative change would make health care available to the chifd and eliminate what
could become an unnecessary barrier to the timely and successful placement of a
special needs child. The Academy supports this amendment.

* Provide training and retraining re, individuals who are maintaining or pre-
paring to maintain foster family homes and for members of the staffs of
chiLd-care institutions; (S.1329)

The Academy supports this proupred amendment as a sensible mechanism to improve
the quality if care provided to foster children. Caring for foster children can
be a difficult task. Foser | rent is ant members of the staff of any child-care
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Senator W. L. Armstrong .k .
July 8, 1985
Page 3 ..... . .

institution who have responsibilities with respect to foster children must be
able to recognize and deal WJith their special emotional needs. The Academy
believes that most individuals would benen t from receiving training designed
to assist them in meeting the complex needs of foster children and' is in favor
of these effor

t s to provide .ujuh training.

The Academy commends the Subcommittee for its advocacy role on bbhalf of chil-
dren inneed of.permanent home and-piedges its assistance in working toward
,the passage and impleas-ntatinn of these amendments.-

Sincerely,

George 0. Sterne, M.D.
Chairman
C'ittee on Early Childhood,

A-doptiQn and Dependent Car,-

GS/res

cc: -Executive Committee
-Committee on Early Childhood,

Adoption and Dep.nd-nt Care -

9
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STAThENT OF EDWARD BRANCA, JR.
15 WESEL DRIVE
NANUET, NEW YORK. 10954
Tel. 914 623-2677

I respectfully request Congress to consider enacting legislation,

possibly as an amendment to the reauthoriztion of P. .L. 96-272, to reunite

brothers and sisters who Are sejarated by adoption or foster care, and to

prevent brolhel and sisters from being unnecessarily separated in future

adoptions and foster care placements. More often than we' would like to

think, brothers and sisters have been separated, often unnecessarily, and

then denied the right to ever-see each other ag in

While I at not an expert on social service-law, I believe few states

have laws on their books to grantadoptes'a right of reunion with brothers

and sisters they have been separated from, even in cases where siblings

were adopted by different families. While I have not dQne any research,

I would guess that few states have laws on their books to require that,

whenever possible, brothers and sisters who are available for adoption,

be adopted by the same family, I was told by a person who lives in Maine,

that Maine only stoped geparating brothers and sisters a few years ago.

I regret to say that my own state of New York has not enacted a law to re-

unite separated siblings, even in cases where siblings who were separated-

as children have reached adulthood, and had been adopted by different

families. ANew York state bill, S4937-A/ASO42-A, to require that whenever

possible, brothers and sisters be adopted by the same family, h4s passed

the state Assembly, though as of June 18th., it has not passed the state

,Senat9. The -followin are some of the tragedies which have occured when

brothers and sisters were separated.

Duringpthe Great Depression, a group of siblings were placed in foster

homes in western New York state. One of the children, Janet, returned one

-4

- ...
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Page 2.

day from school, to be told by an older 'sister, that "Baby Lillian," their sis-

ter, had been taken away by the adoption authorities. Jafiet Gervaise has not

seen her little sister for over fifty years,.

Donald Booth, Adom' the 1981 ABC-TV. movie, "A Long 'Way Home" was based,

was adopted by'one family; his younger brother and sister were adopted by

another. Don, who,' according to the movie, greatly missed his siblings, did

z " not see them again until all were adults.'

Lorrine Brewer, who grew up in Noith Carolina foster care, has been uftable

to locate or obtain identifying information on her brother and sister who, were

adopted. It is a misdemeanor, under North Carolina .law, to disclose information'

contained in adoption files.

Last year, after seeing a news- i'eort on the reunion of two brothers who

had been'separately adopted and denied contact with each 5ther, I called the

adoptive parent of one. When I asked her why the adoption agency didn't provide

the childrens' adoptive parents with each others names and addresses, so that

the children could keep in contact, she told me, "th y'don't tell you that."

In 1983, a set of separately adopted identical triplets were reunited,

at the age of fifty-seven,

The list of these tragedies couldgo on and on.

The International Soundex Reunion Registry, (ISRR), attempts to reunite

adoption separated families bir -natching dates and places of birth. Emma May

Vilardi, who Chairs. the ISRR., states that, "Families of six to twelve children,

all full siblngs, were separated by adoption and foster care. War, depressions

and' the death of parent(s) are common denominators. in.the separation of large

families." According t'o the ISRR's. -1984 annual report, 106 people, who -know
they have a twin they were separated from, are registered-with the ISRR., in

hopes their twin will also register.

(MORE)

2
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I wish to point out how information given to adoptive families by adoption

agencies can be 'false.

The February, 1981 issue of Good Housekeeping ran an article, "The Triplets

Who Found lach Other," which is the true story of the accidental reunion in

September, 1980, of a set of identical triplets who had been separately adopted

shortly after their birth on July 12, 1961. The article stated that, after

the triplets reunion, the adoption agency they were placed by, Louise Wise Servi

ces, told the triplet's adoptive parents that they were the'last multiple birth

babies who were separated. oAone of the triplet's.adoptive parents had been

told the children were multiple birth babies.

In Hay, 1985,, I received a phone call from a we!an who gave birth to bro-

ther-sister twins on June 23, 1969, eight years after the triplets were born.

The "birthmother" surrendered the twin's to Louise Wise Services. She told me

that, shortly after the twins were born, she returned to Louise Wise Services,

to see If the twins were being placed with the same family. Luise Wise told

her that they would not attempt to place the twins together, unless prospective

adoptive parents came to them requesting to adopt a set of twins. They would

not ask prospective adoptive parents if they were willing to adopt a set of

twins. So the twins were separated. When an adoption agency eparately adopts

siblings, it receives a fee froni each set of adoptive parents, instead of rec-

eiving only one fee if the children are adopted by the same family. Louise

Wise Services also conducte,4 research on the effects of heredity by studying

the multiple birth children it separated.
(1":;1E) , I[

- _j
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have been, told .that Louise Wise Services separated many multiple birth

babies, and has given false information to adoptees and adoptive parents.

PLAN FOR ENACITENT OF "SIBLINGS' RIGHTS"

I have developed a plan to keep brothers and sisters together, in foster

care and in adoption, and to reunite separated siblings. When I use the words

"brothers'," "sisters" and "siblings," I am, of course, referring to half-sib-

lings as well as to full-siblings. I urge this plan .be mandatory on states
which receive federal aid for their foster care or adoption programs-... i

Siblings not be separated, in foster care or in adoption, unless absolutely

necessary i.e. when 'no family is willing or able to take all the children in

a sibling group.

II That Separated siblings, or, if they are minors, their legal parents,

be allowed to obtain identifying inforation.

When siblings are rinors, one. (set of) parents should have a legal* right

to request a third party, perhaps the court, adoption agency or private organ-

ization, 'to contact the other (set of) parents todsk if they wish a reunion.

If they agrce,, identifying information would be provided. If they decline,

identifying information would not be provided, and the parent(s) notified of

the turn down.

Adults should be allowed access to identifying information on their adult

siblis without anyone's consent. (In many cases where siblings have been

separated nahy years, the sibling won't be. able to be located by the third party.

Providing identifying information will help people In tracing their siblings.)

I do, though, believe it might be advisable if courts were allowed to with-

hold Identifying information in cases where.a sibling is developr.entally dis-

etled or suffering fron3 serious mental illness.- I do not believe that' reunion

should be denied in all such cases, as, in many such cases, brothers and sis-

I-iLers are the only famiily the person has left.
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I urge that the right to obtain identifying information on' siblings be

allowed even In cases where a sibling(s) reiain(ed) with the birthparent(s).

Vhile I know revealing birthparents identity, een indirectly, is-contro-

versial, I urge that nor-adopted, but separated, siblings te allowed reunion.

The .ashington statesl Adoptee's Rights Movement, (WAP11.), has been auth-

orized in -many of Washington's cOunt~s to act as '"confieentual intermediary,"

to contact separated by 'adoption family members to ask'if they wish a reunion.

WARi. finds that ninety percent of the family members it contacts agree to a

reunion. While 1 have no statistics on this, I assume that the vast majority

of WARN's. intermediary contacts are on behalf of adoptees who wish to be re-

united with their birthparents and vice versa. This, plus my own reading of

adoption literature, as well as my own contacts with 6irthparents and other

adoption separated and reunited people, has totally convinced me that the vast

majority of birthparents wish to be 'reunited with surrendered children. I can

only assume that, when the surrendered child has a brother or sister, the desire

for a reunion is even greater.

I urge that the right to obtain identifying information apply to past adop-

tions and foster care placements, as well as to future cases. 1hile I know

Congress does not like to make regulations retroactive, I urge an exception

be madb to allow separated in the past brothers and, sisters to .e reunited.

After all, these are cases where brothers and sisters who had noting but each

other left. were denied even each other. The information needed to reunite

these siblings is, locked away in a curt or agency file, and dr.nied to those,

like Ms. Brewer, who. need it mosi.

I suggest that Congress consider making 'the right to obtain identifying

information enforceable by federal courts. Congress might wish to declare that

the Constitutional protection of family relationships gives Congress the power

to enact siblings-rig a-legislation;-

(MORE)

'I
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III That prospective adoptive end fster parents be infored if the child

they plan to adopt, or take in as a foster child, has siblinq(s), anco, if so,

if they are:

a. not surrendered

b. available for adoption or foster care

c. 'aVe been dliopted

-fe fact ttdt lbcuise 'ise services, and ct.er adoption- sgenqcies, s.;,rate,,

multiple b;rth babies, t,:ithout telling the chil('ren's 7r'nptivc parents, exiplijr.s

why this rehulaLiol is ncssary.

/7 'IY ;TW: ALU rIuOX I'L ISTIlES AP\;: OT TV,' SOLzrrI(:

I believe that state adoption registries, {dhich ire being created by FLate

lehsl.,Iattres in a number of states,inllueifi e York, are not the answer to

the qe:;timjn of Lo Lu reunite sbAiirited siblings. I believe this for the

followin;, reesors.

brothers andl sisters who arc separated riad no sry in tle deci;ionru v'hicl

separated theii froi: one another. Tihrefore, tl.e law should mac it as easy

as possible for siblings, particularly adult si?'fins, to Le reunite,'.

Prfessor Thontas Louchard, of the University of :.ifnesrta's -Vsychillc:j

Depart-.cnt,' ,as s ett ,e;' about sixry-fi,.h sets of t.:its are triplets ve .err..

separated early jn life, ard reunited as adults. l'rofesoor 1ouchard has told

re that, ihile all ir :u).ect3 have no perfect reuiimns, vore. hirrs the

reunion had not hap;e .e4 Professor Lourhard vns rot irvolved in separatir, Z,7

sttlitis. 2 e su:pports reuniting families vho are sepaerted.

p1 -erson who is-active -in helping; adoptees search fr birthfamilyv bers,

i has told ac that she knows of only u few reunons- between separt0d siblings

which were not sucessful. I thus believe that the vcst r njrity of separated

brothers and sisters wish a reunion. -

(7'-
(. :e~r.)

7,a
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State laws which govern adoption registries require that adoptees be adults

before they tay register. ost, if not all, state registries do not allow adop-

tive parents to register their minor children. To force parents to say' to their

child, thatfhe may see Lis brother or sister again when he is an adult, is nath-

in- raore than government mandated child cruelty.

in order to register with the .*ew York state adoption registry, adoitees

r.u t be over' the aEe of 21, been torn and adopted in :,ew York state, an pay

-a fee of at last c.45.0. (,No scl ar.ount to .:any adoptees.) For this fee,

adoptees' receive certain non-idertifyin- information on their birthparcnts.

For a "ictc," .(reunion) to take plece, one,or both birthparents, as ,:eil as

the adoptive j.arents (if living) -:.ust register. Also, :.oreifevs ..ust be said.

Tie registry, by the way, is prohibited. from soliciting a registration froji

arIyone, or tcaCpting-regjistrations froir. separated sib] ngs.

I would li.e to point out, that* several states require ur allov thct a..ende1

birth certificates, tikdh arc issed. to rbptcc6 acd rio.psive I.arents (Tu ..ost

states, original oneu are sealed), c,an e not orly the ,n:aes of the vadop-tee's

parenitE, hut tUsc jAThCe of the adoptee's birth. " person acopted in afry of tl:esc.

states, rPiL~t not kn o e ha ':ss born, ard thus aet knoW whichh ,.tatc r-i"try,

if sir, he can roui, tcr x.Lct , 'ikcle ace ilo sclrin' s ;;; "-e2 adopted by fL,.:-

iliMe, in different ntas, Not 'La ;..etion" ;iblints are .-crarated b; foster

cc:rc,
/

"J-sC follo;inI6 zrc sO: a of te" l-ws Con,:ces Las, in rccnt ynrs, piwf-sed,

'Jhic.r tre-iwut 'L,.te wi.Lt.orI..y,

To r:.il 1LdU:c:tiJonal /,rn Privacy tct of I74 C .. tay .'.cd-,,

rzcuirc.-; sc,.hol ti.trtscL r,",ci t accc:Es Lc ,tu..L':- ' ' d: cc rccvr h Uc, .r-

ants, a' :c )*ron- c'Vr t.c e._ecf ..-"o have Ic-ft : .

-(. ',.U
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The equal access provisions of the math and science education. law, which

require school districts to allow students to conduct reliLious worship in

school buildings, during non-school hours.

The law which requires states to enact a minimum drinking age of 21, in

order to receive their full- allotmentof federal highway'iaid.

The following states change adoptees place of, birth on amended birth cer-

tificates. (Infornation may not be 'up to date.)

States where place of birth must be changed:

Kentucky

Mississippi

North Carolina

States where place of birth may be changed:

California

Georgia

Illinois

New Jersey

Wisconsin

Tle following are addresses and telephone numbers of organizations aen-

tioned in testimony.

Inte national Soundex Reunion Registry

Emm4 May Vilardi-

Box 2312

Carson City, Nev. 89702

Tel. 702 882-6270
(MOE)

h
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* Good -Ousc: cepin (cor.r iercial ;':t;izine)

959 ath. Avenue

:ew Yurk1 : . V. 10019

Tel. 21d :262-5700

Louise 'iAs Service-

12 :aist L3tI. Street

:'ew York, . V.

Tel. 212 ['76--O50

'.4 ;IinLton'Ado:jteces Tlig*hts !ovoez; t

220 :irkmlrc' Averur

':irland, Vash. ()"033

Tel. 2(,5 627-650

Pro[(s;or Thoi:ct; 3ouchard

lAnnertolsa Center 7or Twin Lrd doltiua Boscrch,

P.sychtirogy Departuent

lliott !all

75 IAst ivor Poad

.nivrity of ,nirnesota .

;Uinriaolis, iinr'. 55455

Tel. 612 273-0161

-. "esoectfully subi,-itted, .

CC -
LL' Art.) A LCA, JO.>

a-
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Conceded United' Wrthprenbr, Inc.
July 4, 1985

Ms. Scott-Boom
Finance Coemittee
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Ms.. Scott-Boom,

It is my understanding that the U.S.- Senate Finance Coamittee is holding

hearings on reauthorization of Public law 96-272, the Adoptign Assistance

& Child Welfare Act of 1980. I would like to offer the following as my

testimony to the way in which adoption has affected the lives of myself

nd others I have met in adoption reform movements.

ack in 61 when I found myself pregnant, scared and alone, I was advised-

Sy the professionals that to surrender ones child for adoption was the

\ NLY loving thing to do. It would be cruel to subject your child to a life

of having only one parent, low income-levels, along with no financial

assistance. The future they painted was bleak indeed, as well as the fact

that society held no place for the unwed mother or her child. TI Poor

Laws of England, dating back to 1597, were alive and well in the United

States. Unwed mothers were being punished for the crime of getting pregnant

by being coerced into surrendering her child, and then banished like a

criminal to never-never land for the rest of her life. To never know if

her child were dead or alive' healthy or happy, or if the adoption had

ever been finasised and a home provided for her first born.: lW-weve told

by these professionals that we'd go on to have other child en, Oat we\,

could keep the birth a secret, and that we'd forget. We a cqpted 'their

wisdom...and waited for the pain to go away..,.and t osg
metna Mss- edquerer CMk
555 Csnt*s Ammuowe, Now Hs N*I 03820 603-149-3144 "• k CUP \
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It has not gone away, aor have I ever forgotten my first born.

One cannot imagine tie pain of Iosing a child until they have experienc-

ed it. The movie Adat gave us an insight into the sense of loss, anger,

anxiety, frustration and depression that occurs when one that we l .uve is

gone from our sight. It has been compared with a family member beJLi.. a

HIA or of-a kidnapping victim. We live with pain, yearning, bewilderment

and saddness.

Why are birthparents held in such low esteem that they should never

have the knowledge of the child they gave birth to? Don't I, as a umana

'being have the right to know whether my child is alive or not? Wty should

private agencies, or agencies of the government have the right to withhold

from the adult adoptte (18) knowledge of his family of birth? How can we

have the nerve to tell someone 20, 30. or 50 years of age that he hasn't

the right to know the name of the person who gave him life? Shouldn't

every human being have the right to medical and geneological history?

The most important gift in life is ones genetic link to the mast, to ones

history. Does anyone have the rightato deny these basic charachteristics from

another human being because he was raised by a adopted family? One

cannot adopt anothers genetics, their family background is there at birth

an cannot .be changed.

As individuals we all have rights. The most basic knowledge those of us

who are not adopted have is knowledge of their history---their family

tree. As easily retrieved as by picking up an old family photo album or

basking in the wealttj of information that might flow at a family gather-

ing or reunion. We all take our 'belonging" for granted, so casually.

But not others .........
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;-,hav Iad the opportunity to meet~my daughter, and to give to her my

/gift Of love, and knbwledge of her history. I have brought 'to-WeYri
4 

5lf

brothers, aunts and uncles tolove her, as well as paternal grandparents.

Her life if full of many loved ones. She has no more unanswered questions,

she feels like a whole person. Can we understand the adoptees plight?

I feel most fortunate to live in a state whereby information can oe,

passed back and forth, and even meetings arranged at any age providing all

parties are willing. I am enclosing our recently aporovel Post Adoption

Service Rights to share with-you in the hopes that-it can set the example

of recogwi-i{i and being sensitive to-the needs of all members of the

adoption triad.

I implore your committee to require states that receive federal Adontion/

Foster Aid enact open records, to not unnecessarily separate siblings, and

to allow those seperated siblings to be reunited.

Respectfully Submitted,

S -a -4

Branch Coordinator, Concerned United Birthparents
4024 Quentin Avenue So.
St, Louis Park, Minnesota 55416
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MINNESOTA

PM! eDWnr SEI RIGHTS
. t3.rj a ote aed . ith !j r.h s (saied otth original birth certificate, adjudicated, or willing to

ack d-t eI paterily in witing) nave a right to reiost:
I. A copy of asy document they signed for the agency, incledial the Agowmet Comferrn Aethri 0 to Place

Child ('srrendr').
2. No-idettifyig iiforoatit about the adopttd-person's folly.

3. tiustehi-idetifyis of thor tes do t Ike a t lperso's plus t. The aduptive parent ca
re aTth irsthis request on bhalh af tft adopted person uder It yews oo ae.
4ref.s thisequ ct e rvse We" s & of age.ot

adoptrve, parents is 12g required.
6. A cpe of -th, oriinil birth certificate available frm the i 0pathat of lailtb, Sectiom f Vital

Statistics to the Iirth parents owed an Jj ornial birth cortificat .
Ad*ais Ptnts have the right (for themselves or oa behalf of the adopted Persm uder iP yeus a oe) to.

I. Non-idtetifyieg isforuatios about either birth pueite.
2. tJ noa-ideetitfylag infoioatioa about either birth patentee. The birth puet ca refuse this

The biet jileas can re use thi request.
No ted frsoms at least ft Years j 1A have the right t* the folloing v iiboI the kqtie pareats

ksiwledw or Connelt
I. No.-itatifyilg laformatiom aboot either birth parentee.
2. . t-jjnoa-ideatifyiage infonatioa aboot *ithi birth Parente. Thi birth purnet ci refss this

3.
The birth parent can refue this request.

4. At age 21, a copy of the original birth certificate fro the WI llreoet of lbilth, Sectle of Vital
Statistics. The birth pairst(s)eS noted on, the original birth certi ficate can refuse this request.

e No&-ldetlfylimedical, genetic or social history lafoetaties.
a* The birth either mt4'or the birth father aied so the orilual birth certificate, adjudicated, or holnl

_ *ac I edgqd palernity.

M child 1 fl U jj o hors to Ieitherrlj parent hoot itiHot to reqluets
n0arlatlaa about or contact with ail other child bas to either birth p et vo Is also at least It yuan

of ag. The other child ca refuse this request. The couseat of tk birth paisat(s) Is so required J. the
Idet ity of the birth parent Is tam to tithe child.

The aneecy m im a dligest effort to trumit uy informative oick mw affect the metal or physical
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health of giettically-related persons. Ihls iNfomation isprovided to tht adoptive part until the adoptedperson reaches l Yews of agq, it which tine.the information is provided directly to the adopted "rsoe,

PIi t i i jd C k gtj g% rM41 dental Rtcords:
..... .Contidentikl eqords include sealed original birth certificates, agency adogtion records, aud court files

en adoption.'
If a birth parent Is deceased, cannot be located, has signed am affidavit of son-disclosure or has failed --

to file either am affidavit of disclosure or nos-disclosure on the original birth certificatf the adopted
person has the right to petition the covrt for a coort order reeaslng the rqetstd Infrmation. A birth
parent MY file as affidavit objecting to discloser* of ieaosatioeu about hioneif only.

The Iw provides for the right of amy arty to te adoptioe to petition the coet for the release o4
identify ae information for 'good cause'. oo4 d cause' is diteralned by the court .Julim-Oms the petiti6.
Tit petitioner does aot geod an attormei to petition the courtlbut simply eites a letter of petlitio

- presentt to ill Statte, : ec. 259.31' to te judge explaining what eformatiqa is requested amd the reasons
Sfor wasting that imformtlop.

Ado.tive parents anda:dopted persons have the right to knee which court finalized the adoptiol. Birth
parents cam petitn te court in the county Were court termination of their parental riots ac(tred or the
court in their coemty of residence.

6ese lforuation
1. The agemcy has the right to charge reasonable fees for providling imforeatio or search assistatce.

further, the agency as the 'right to require that the fee be paid in full before service is provide(.
2. It is the client's reslooibility to~clarify the service needs, respond prdptly to agency cerrespoidece

and to be timely with tee payments,
3. The client has the right to be given a reasonable time frame in whicd thi search villbe cmplated,

4. 14 tie client is dissatisfied with the services rictiued, the matter should be discussed with the wortker-
,Assigned to the case. If this does not result in a satisfactory solution to tie problem, the client
shouTd contact the worker's supervisor. If there still are service concerns contact the Adoption UsitI
M4 Department of Human Services, 4th Floor, Centennial Office BWilding, St. laul,-1I4 55315.

Otr Resource%

The iinnesota Reunion Registry isnLt affiliated il with iaesota's public or private al dtion a%1: vt.
Since 179, -this no*profit eln Teer t..erlcet has operated in conjunction wijh the Interati et So ndea
Reunion Relstry and hendreds of affiliated registries worldwide. -

This is Id a search service, but a free confidential actual consent registry which m result in a
match. The registry is available to persons over '9 years of age seeking other persons, ovir the age of 41
years. For more information and a regi-stratloa form, send a self-addressed staped envelope toi itN. Resnion
Registry, 23247 Lefton Ct. N., Scandiq M 55173. .

(5/85)

, /
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a Law a. that co ar4AqenAc(shue, Coun~ tt n u;& 7'iat to noity~ Me adopted
(on% the adoptive panenitd, if the ada atee io* a minan)d i,11 Me Rttk pmzent4) cont~a
Aem, at a fut.,e da& , to pa" on am1 n 9ene.Lc Lnon.t&o If, (on m, AsAon

(adptie a~i~swva~,eta.), the ri~encq i4 wtzbte t& conta tha e ado t on e adop-
t4ive fzmi4 - the't Ae Ay" MiT Ay(6iaw).4eep the 9 enet&c infoton iAan' CrP6

Le - tobe ne.isd ..o Me adopec airlo Ate adoptive pa.temeA, if Aey ant, contacal

P'etkAtiA~ type of leg£8ticon £8,1W A tai APUn 9>noup migUL be inteAwe
in jeeirg~ inpleiea&el 1f -do, plaint contat iou~t Cot ;tecwwri

1 con be ncihed at the above addneej aid phne nwtmd if Athee ant any~
gUCAtond, you ni~ have.

j ;enette4. Dawia

51-769 0 -- 86 - 11
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Getting the
Runaround C
ByJeanette'. Davlas

In Slarc 1902. my son TImothy.
age I'. lkt hn to report fo NaSal
Bade Training, After I had
%asahenil through the obligaws
but of 'Emry Nm S.%d 'nw I
houws the Amotu wuld be clea
salngto dId t W ork ou qulte dia

s. Ncvmhcr o 1982, TImothy
had heeu ineshi-Ay discharged and
relurtid hme. ThevtericteSaro.
f1hiaoursls (.%T) also knowin as the
Elephast )lan' Disease. It would be
a .r aid a hal of et2ha ons, testa,
thaws" t ie, and tMv ruaorpea
ttan nor to men the far.
uncertainty and tears before sv
would br-athe easy apin. Howesver.
this too nyld not lIL

You sec. Timsothy has an older
sister nated Jane. Janet %= tIa
from.me Wien he was ala si
years old and placed for adoptlont.
Since NT Is a genet c birth disorder
diam Is passed from paren to child,
"l'mohs doctors swit to c%%luate

Janet in order to rule out tht she
too nusy hive XF. So In the Fall of
1983. 1 (in good conscience and all
Innocence) attempted to contact the
agercy in New York that had
handed the adoption. I received no
an3emvr. To mae a very long stc"
short. I ne from te social workv
whso had haWed the adopton to'
the ht-ad of the agenw, to die

- "Adi ption .ipe lilist" to the court.
to Rohester. to Buialo. and, finally.
to Alhn .- i

Dunog that time. I ha e been led
to. iprt and grneraliy "ld up
the primroe pad." Iv ben solI

ky 2 casworker. lTe agc nc %ill
not do amnihing vmth<ut a court
order- (including accepting a
Waiver of Cwnfk n'aliy). bi!
another casewrker that an,
aughter was adiapted. y le-Court.
theft is no record of an a4opt*-:

by the =age.- head "t-aeld go back
to fW- y Rochester die matter
would be expedited (my letter sat
on her desk fdc three weka
unapened; by'phonc frq S o.
the. would piit n the Court to
open the fies and contact nt
daughter as this was a iraou
mautee. by letter from Buftlo, w
haw a lurther contact m-. Alony
as d is a legal matter...e sU---
Io she best of hck=

SO har. AMO s IAMale
At ti poit. I feel much'woe

than rage. I feel fear. Fear that this
agency Which. presented s,%h a life
and death situation afiectini not
onlyJant but her childr-n as %el.
coukn't car les& It* beens or six
months since I made M. initial
ontaciJ ha v prmideleone n ,

sith documentation concerning my,
son's condition. I hav alwa.s (only)
asked that my name. addres&.phone
number, and the information con-
cerning the disorder be presented to
my dajuthcr to lei er niake tsr
08W deefstors as to itiether she
wishes to contact me. I hate enp3-
sized that there are tet- few doctors
%th are experts In recgnizing and
tmtin# NT. and It would be prefer-
able for her to deal witliTimsthy's

. doctors since It Is an inherited
genetic disorder and they arm
familiar auth the case. Yet, at evew
turn. I hae been treated vtth the
patronizing attitude reserved ror
slightl) senile. doddering. elderly
retathes The agency deal MSa a
Parent .s conern " sasign of menta

instabiliw O w r. as a threat to
dtr authon-. They refuse evn to
keep the NF inform ion on file in
he event Janet contacts them &r
Wnformnacft,

Others tae pointed out the 54052-
on co have public health mpUl+

cation. Pero" also see it as a
moral basur 'Dot tis agency hnv
die right to pay GeCs- In m. cae a
leasL t hat itm die) are doi.t.
They are condemnng my daughter
and her ctIkiren to a possie blfe of
SerictNL Medscal p cnu-cls re.
inent. bliodie . crippling. lois d
hearing and even death. %Xbo Vae
them tm right?.

f.
5'

iI

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

/

WNastrofimmloatmim a WfIVP b* b dm~\
PdunnioOf oMbo WWbisllfbrndo.
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'ar , :' ., A v r - -,I, r.. Pr V' ,D<).,

-*I . - s " r.- '":,.-,; -e '- ex ez ,e..-'? c ..-
ri'E W.a! w"- er'.T w-: thi tfcr' me;

tiev_ tni'a, my " -' n ter, w:,, 1 ?,46 a; to search- me ou:
.. "a,s -,f secrecy ai r.v:Jal pi-suc-.es, tiae a right to know me,
Lo r.-w about h':w ° :i-ed, to know wt I've done with my
ife, and tc knmw that Sre nas grandchildren; I need to know

m auch more than the very Limited "non-1dentifying" information
that New York~tate wil1 allow me.

My curiosity and my questions are endless. One question
that particularly haunts me, and it is one that is often down-
played Orev-i-6 6erlobRed 5by6 t6se who regard adoptees' searches
with skepticism, is: do I have any brothers or sisters? All we
adoptees wonder this. In fact, those of us who grew up' with no
or only 1 or 2 adoptive siblings even dream that we will someday
locate some half-siblings. .

For years, I have scanned faces in groups as diverse as
patrons in a theater 1,,bby, passengers on a bus, or worshippers in
church, always looking for someone who resembles'mev The wonder
is always there; the search is never-ending. After all, we
adoptees do know that somewhere we do have birth parents, even
if the laws won't allow us to know them, but we never know-*hether
we have siblings, and'if so, how many we have.

And as we get older, we wonder if we have neices and nephews
by these "lost" siblings. In my adoptive family, I have only
one brother, who does hot have children, so this lack is a
-particular dadnees to me.

America loves to boast that it is the "land of the free."
Yet how free are its citizens when bmy are denied the right to;
know their own birth parents, and when they are denied the right
to know whether or nor 'they have any brothers and sisters?

Changes in adoption laws are long overdue. It is heartening
to know that Congress is finally addressing the issue of families
torn apart by adoption. I hope that you will also take.action
very soon, so that adoptees and birth parents may decide for
themselves whether orjnot to-contact one another, and so that
adult adoptees can finally learn if they have siblings.

Thank you foy y94r- prompt -ttention in this matter.

Sharon A. 6~reen
(nee 'Mary Adele Flynn)
205 Sweet Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14212
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Public Law 96-272, The Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980,

was a landmark piece of legislation. The Stat-0f lllinois accepted the

challenges of this law with enthusiasm and began the massive job of restruc-

turing the state's child welfare system. Five years later, many things have

changed. Our major areas of accomplishment include the following:

(1) We have established a regular, systematic planning mechanism for

children and families which reqc ires that a case plan be developed

withih30 days of case opening and be reviewed at least every six

months thereafter; -

(2) We have devised a planning for at which clearly identifies a permanency

goal for each child, a target dIte for goal achievement, and individual

objectives with relevant tasks 4pecifled which parents and others must

achieve in orde-f for the child'I permanency goal to be realized;

(3) We have developed and implemented an administrative case review syi-

tern for th-se- children who are in foster care to help ensure that the

permanency plans for this particularJy vulnerable group of children are

sound, are timely, and reflect good child welfare practice. Last year

the administrative case review system monitored the case plans and

progress toward -permanency goal achievement of over 16,000 dfildren.

(4) The Department has strengthened its adoption program over the past

five years. The number of adoption staff has been increased and the

training which they receive has been enhanced. Greater attention has

been placed on children in foster care who have in the past often been,

overlooked with regard to consideration for adoption. Adoptions of

state wards are at a higher level than they haveL.beenlin the past eight

years. This is largely due to:

o The systematic administrative case review system already

mentioned,

o Legislative changes governing parental rights termination,

L -
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o The establishment of the Adoption Information Center of Illinois

with Its toll free adoption hotline number,

o The hiring of staff who specialize In adoptions, and

o The launching of a highly successful public service media campaign
-- "i want to be a son/I want to be a daughter."

The adoption of minority children, psrUcularly black children, has been

enhanced by the One -Church, One Child program. That program was

started in Chicago by Father George Clements, a Catholic Priest who

has adopted three teenage boys. The program is based on the premise

that each black church should find among its congregation at least one

family to adopt a black child. The program, which has had a signifi-

cant impact on reducing the number of black children waiting for adop-

tive homes, is now being replicated nationally.

Finally, t he Department-has established adoption screening committees in

all eight regions. These committees have helped-Workers identify-the

legal information and evidence which is necessary to pursue court action

to .terminate parental rights. The success of the screening committees

has been measured by an increase in the numbers of children for whom

parental rights are being terminated. These are some of the children

for whom both a permanent living arrangement and a permanent legal

status is being r~alizei through adoption.

(5) A fifth major area of accomplishment in assuring permanency for chil-

dren concerns what we refer to as primary prevention programs. The

Ounce of Prevention and Parents Too Soon programs are the corner-

stones of this effort. These programs focus on "high risk" families,

such as teenage parents, in order to prevent problems from arising

which might otherwise result in Department or judicial intervention.

In January of this year, I announced awards exceeding $400,000 to 34

non-prof# agencies in 29 different Illinois communities to fund child

abuse and neglect prevention services. Those grants represented

dollars which Illinois taxpayers contributed through the state Income tax

i
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check-off program. Last year, the tax check-off program realized

nearly $500,000 for the child abuse, prevention fund which is adminis-

tered by the Department. One could say that the tax check-off pro-

gram was a referendum measuring citizen supportfor child welf re

services -- and children came out on top. The concer-" for c e-t ---en -

has become such an integral part of 'our national conscience ttlat citt-

iens are willing to support programs not only with 'heir tax dollars, ___

but also with voluntary contributions. We can be proid'1' -- choice -

of priorities.

It is now time to review the results of our labors and determine whether

changes need to be made. There are two bills before the Congress which

propose to do just that. In this written testimony, I will provide my com-

ments on these bills and will also give suggestions for further changes in

P.L. 96-272.

Change the Funding Formula for Title IV-E

The funding formula for Title IV-E foster care maintenance'payments is an

anachronism which loses meaning in the, light of abused and neglected chil-

dren. The link to AFDC entitlement on the pretext that low-income children

are being especially protected is a false one. 'When the family structure has

been 'broken down to the extent that the child must be placed in foster care,

virtually all children must be osidered low income. At the point of family

disruption, the parents' income is rarely available to the child. .-For this

reason, I do not support continuation of the current P.L. 96-272 link to

AFDC eligibility as the entitlement mechanism. /

Linking funding to AFDC eligibility' does not reward states for their efforts

to protect children or to maintain them in permanent homes. Rather, it

rewards states for aggressive steps to maximize claiming via sophisticated

accounting systems. Seven percent (7%) of the nation's children reside in

the State of New York, yet New York receives $121 million in Title IV-E

monies. Ten percent (10%) of the nation's children reside in the State of

Califoi-nia, yet Californiq receives $84,.9 million in-Title IV-E monies. These
-2- - -C

two states, representing 17% of the nation's children, devour two out of

every three dollars spent for.foster care. The remaining one-third of the
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monies are parceled out to the other forty-eight states and the District of

Columbia. Thus, eighty-three percent of the nation's children are being

provided foster care services from only one-third of the monies allotted for

such services. When the Title IV-E cap swings into place, the inequities of

the funding system will be frozen, leaving forty-eight states without hope of

improving their lot.

In' 1978, the base year from which future funding is proportioned under the

Title IV-E cap, Illinois' claims for AFDC-FC monies were at an extreme low.

Recognizing this fact, the Department conducted a massive revamp of the

eligibility determination process and improved-vastly our claiming capabili-

ties. If the Title IV-E cap is implemented, Illinois, with more than 5% of the

nation's children, will receive less than 2% of the total Title IV-E funds

($4.9 million). A. look at other states will demonstrate this unfairness.

Michigan receives $28 million in Title IV-E funds. Pennsylvania -- $14

million. Georgia -- $7 million. The District of Columbia -- $6.2 million.

Even Louisiana, a smallstate cpmpared to llinois, receives $5 million.

Children who have been abused or neglected are in need of services, re-
gardless of where they reside. An abused child in New York receives

twenty times more Title IV-E funding than an abused 'child in Illinois. an

abused child in California receives seven -times more Title IV-E funding than a

child in Illinois. Are some abused or neglected children inherently "worth"

more than others? I, think not. -Yet this funding formula, which in reality

rewards states for their accounting acumen, would seem to indicate -so. Any

plan that bases future funding on the number of children currently receiving

AFDC-FC payments promises that these inequities will continue into the

future. I must stand in opposition to it.

Equity funding, a division of the total Title IV-E allotment based upon the

number of children inj each state, will provide a truly meaningful approach to

funding foster care services. A similar funding mechanism is used quite

successfully for the distribution of Title IV-B and Title XX monies. Equity

funding would' properly reward states such as Illinois which have, on their

own initiative, expanded the foster care program to serve all children in

need of protection, regardless of their family's financial situation. Forty

states will gain benefits under an equity funding formula. However, New
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York, Californlh, and a few other states will be adversely affected by the

change. These states should be protected by a "hold harmless" clause which

would ensure that their funding would not dip below a certain specified

level, regardless of the number of children in their state. The equity

formula is simple, easy to administer, and establishes fairness in the ap-

proach to funding foster care services. I stand firmly in favor of such, a

change.

Break the Link Between Adoption Assistance and AFDC Eligibility

S. 1329 proposes that all "special needs" children be eligible for services

.,under Titles XIX and XX. I support this proposed amendment, as far as it

goes. However, the proposed amendment does not address the most basic flaw

in the adoption assistance program -- that eligibility for adoption assis-

tance unfairly links a former status to current need.

There is no logical basis for linking the biological family's AFDC status to

the child's current eligibility for adoption assistance under Title IV-E. All

legal ties to the biological family have-been broken through death, voluntary

surrender of parental rights, or. involuntary termination of parental rights in

a -court of law. Itlis not appropriate 'to look back at a family whose legal

relationship to the children has been severed in order to determine

eligibility for benefits for children in their new family setting.

One and only one criteria Is appropriate: Do the children have special

needs which require adoption assistance in order to finalize an adoptive

placement? If this criteria is met, funding should be provided under all

appropriate titles - IV-E, XIX, and XX.

Simplify Adoption Assistance

The adoption assistance program has been unnecessarily complicated by

administrafive requirements. One of these requirements is that Medicaid

eligibility can be established only if a cash payment is. being provided. For

many "special needs" children, the primary concern is not cash assistance,

but rather coverage of medical costs. Sometimes the adoptive family neither

needs nor desires cash assistance. Yet the state is required to provide -a
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token cash payment in order to qualify children for Medicaid. This unneces-

sary administrative burden results in needless games-playing at a substantial

cost to the tax payer. S. 1266 cuts,,through this rAd tape by proposing

that the cash assistance requirement be dropped so the states will no longer

need to provide-minimal payments to qualify children for Medicaid. I whole-

heartedly agree.

I also support the amendment to S. 1266 which requires all states to honor

the Medicaid component of adoption assistance agreements made in other

states. Thus, children will be eligible for Medicaid from the itate in which

they currently reside, regardless of where the adoption assistance agreement

was signed.

In the five years we have been administering ihe adoption assistance pro-
gram under Title IV-E, some lack of clarity in P.L. 96-272 has been Identi-

tied. The law does not specify whether children continue to be eligible for

adoption assistance it their parents are deceased. However, DHHS has

issued a policy interpretation that adoption assistance cannot be transferred

to the children's guardians upon the death of their adoptive parents. In

some instances, guardians are specified in the parents' will. In other -in-

stances, friends or relatives agree to serve as guardians. In either situa-
tion, the willingness 4nd ability of the prospective guardians to care for the
children may be affected by the availability of adoption assistance and Medi-
caid benefits to help meet these special needs. I support an amendment to
P.L. 96-272 which clarifies that adoption assistance benefits belong to the

adopted child and, in the event of-the death of their adoptive parents,
would be available to their caretakers or guardians. A new adoption assis-
tance agreement would be negotiated only if such children were adopted by
another. family.

8. 1329 proposes a change in'the law to permit the provision of cash assis-
tance and Medicaid from the point of the Interlocutory decree. This-is not
an issue for Illinois, since we license all prospective adoptive parents as

- foster parents. Nonetheless, I support this provision of 8. -1329 because it
--will increase the flexibility or available to the adoption assistance program
while ensuring that the special needs of these children are met without a,
break In eligibility. S. 1329 also proposes that the link between AFDC
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eligibility and adoption asistance be broken. This is consistent with my

proposal to change to an equity funding formula. I support this provision,

Eliminate Periodic Redeterminations of Eligibility

Use of the equity funding formula also would eliminate the need for periodic)

rtdeterminatlon's of eligibilty, a proposal in S. 1329 which I support, 'The

periodic redetermination qf eligibility is not a sensible exercise when children

have been placed in foster care. In Illinois' experience, such redeterinina-

tions have u.ncoverqd virtually no ineligible children. Yet the information

which must be gathered, the data which must be stored, and the staff time

which must be spent result in a costly, largely unused administrative

system.

Very few abused and neglected children have income or assets sufficient to

meet their needs. Conducting periodic redeterminations of eligibility is an

example of another carry-over from the AFDC link wAich unnecessarily

complicates service provision. Tlhe elimination of periodic redeterminations

will reduce administrative costs and free staff time for more productive

endeavors without jeopardizing the integrity of the foster care payment

system.

Eliminate the Requirement for Judicial Determinatiorns Regarding Placement

Prevention Efforts

The most onerous requirement of P.L. 96-2"72 is the requirement, that a

judicial determination must be entered to affirm whether reasonable efforts

were made to prevent placement. The requirement is onerous because it,

gives the judiciary the responsibility of second-guessing social service

efforts. It is also onerous because it places one of tie basic eligibility

requirements for funding totaIy outside of the control of therecipients of

that funding.- This nherently unfair provision should be stricken-from P.L.

96-272. -!

I i
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E1 minate Bonus Payment. ,

8. 1266 provld6s bonus payments of $3,000 per child to states which reduce
the number of children in long-term foster care by more than 3% from the
preceding fiscal year. Even though Illinois' rate of reduction of the long-
term foster care population' is well above 3% per year, I oppose the bonus
incentive plan. Theboas 4ncentve plan Is., in reality, a bounty system.
States are rewarded for each child returned home, regardless of the condi-
tions that the child is returned to, how long the child remains at home
before the family disrupts, or what happens to the child while home. There
is no reward for healed families, happy children, integrated personalities, or
any other measure of good child welfare practice. There Is one criteria and
one only -- numbers of children. Good child welfare practice is bot subject
to such simple- numerical measurements. Too many other, more, seasfitive
barometers will be ignored if the bounty system is implemented, I must
oppose any incentive plan which does not use the needs of the child as the
primary and most important consideration.

Simplify Reyrting Re fr mets --

S. 1329 proposes the addition'of lengthy biennial reporting requirements.
These requirements are excessively No purpose or intent is given for gath-
ering this data nor is any use of the data specified. To place such a heavy
administrative burden on st'ites is both reckless pnd costly.

Illinois devoted hundreds of weeks of high-level staff time to create an
information system that is both simple and useful. "The needs of direct
service staff, supervisory staff, and administrative staff were considered
during the development of these systems. IAterally hundreds of management
reports are generated from them. To legislate that states go back into
systems that have been operational for years Just to add data elements for
whch a need has not been demonstrated is a costly, time-consuming project.
The money and energy that would be spent on this proposed revamp could
better be used to enhance and refine the systems which states have built
already. Furthermore, many states, includin~gllinois, have voluntarily
chosen to participate in the. MAerican Public Welfare'Association's Voluntary

Cooperative Information System (VCIS). To change reporting expectations at
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this time will penalize states which voluntarily sought coordinated, appropri-

ate reporting and will unnecessarily complicate state data systems. For

these reasons,. I am opposed to the excessive reporting requirements.

Provide Adftuate Funding

S. 1329 proposes4amend P.L. 96-272 by adding requirements fQr mandato-

ry training of foster parents and other child care providers, mandatory child

care while foster parents receive training, and mandatory post-adoptive

counseling services. I certainly recognize the benefits of training foster

parents and helping adbptive families adjust to their- changing circumstances.

As much as I support each of these provisions, I also know the costly reality

"of putting such programs into place. We desperately need these servkoes but

the cost of providing them will reduce the availability of other services

directly linked to returningchildren home- or maintaining them in their homes.

These mandates without money are really'cutbacks without criticism. What is

dded to the one hand must be taken fjm the other. Unless specific funding

rovisions are attached to these additional mandates, I must stand in opposi-

tion to them.

Establish Transitional Independent Living Programs

I heartily support the provision in S. 1329 which requires states to establish

transitional independent living programs by 1987. The State of Illinois is a

parent for thousands of foster' childieqnwho have been victims of physical

abuse, sexual abuse, and neglect. Some of this most sensitive and most

volatile population stay in the foster care system until the age of majority is

attained. Then, these children must leave, even if they are not ready to

leave.

llinois, as their parent, has implemented a number of transitional indepen-

dent living programs designed to help these youth get their start in life.

But many youth who could benefit by these programs cannot get into them.

Unable to return home, uninterested in adoption, and unwilling to adapt to

family life, some youth remain in residential care settings until the age of

majority is attained. This should not be.
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-As the "parent" of these' children, the State of Illinois, and every state, is

ultimately responsible for their well-being. Transitional independent living

programs are among the most difficult to monitor, the riskiest to undertake,

and. the most likely to produce results. Youth who learn to work, cook their

meals, and manage their money develop a sense of worth and self-esteem

perhaps for the first time in their lives. Yet, programs are not free. Staff

cost money. Services cost money. I applaud any effort to fund appropriate

transitional independent living programs. They allow us to do our job ... to

be good parents.

P.L. 96-272 is a landmark piece of legislation. Under its rubric, the child

welfare system has become increasingly sensitive and increasingly responsive

to the needs of children. As we-have implemented the provisions of this

lalv, we have come to understand the needs of the children and families we

serve in a new and deeper way. It is now appropriate to give the most

careful consideration to those changes which will enable us to provide these

services in the most sensitive, efficient manner possible. Thank you for the

.portuni,:y to comment on these proposed bills. This concludes my written

testimony on revisions to P.L. 96-272.

f'
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Senator Armstrong and Mamber* of the Subcommittee on Social Security and
Income Maintenance Programs.:

I am writing on behalf of the ev Ragland Directors and Counissioners of Child
Welfare progrsme to cement on the proposed revisions to the Adoption
Assistance and Cbild Welfare Act of 1980 (Public Lm 96-272)4 and to make some"other coments regarding proposals ve-would like to see enacted which would
help the ev England states more effectively administer the programs of the
act'

The New Rngland Child Welfare public agencies have been strong supporters of
the goals of P.L. 96-272. , The children and families who are the focus of this
Act are our most troubled children. They are children who have been abused,
neglected, or abandoned by their parents. and whohave been left without other
resources except those which the states and federal government provide -to
them. For children who come into foster care, the state literally.becomes the
"parent", a situation vicb we all agree is not an appropriate substitute for a
family for these children.

Therefore, each of us in the New England states has taken steps to develop
services and programs designed to keep children out of foster care, to treat
better the problems of children and families who come into the foster care
system, and to find permanent, safe, and appropriate placemnts for children
who leava foster care. Secause of the' extreme vulnerability of these children
and their ultimate dependency on government programs, we suggest that any ,
changes comtamplated in the 1ev should &i ,doivith extreme caution, and that
careful consideration should be made of i he impact of the proposed chruSes on
states' abilitis to serve these children and their families.

In this regard, we believe there should I a a broadly based, systmic review of
the experience of 96-272 since it was pa, seo 5 years agin t 1980. There needs
to be an evaluation of whether the goals of the law have been reached; of the
policies and procedures used by US'to administer the program, and of the
states' response to the law. ,We suggest there are many sres that should be
examined. These include:

1. Sas there been a reduction in the au ber of children in foster care, or
have states been serving Mue children ech year for a shorter time frame
It Maine, the number of children in foster care at any one time has
decreased by.cover 600 since 1980. loever, this figure is somewhat
misleding, because the same number of children ar# still served each year.
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Thus, while there are may be fever children at any one ime in custody in
Maine, there are more children coming into foster care and more leaving it.
We wonder if this same phenomenon is true nationally, and if it is, what
are the implications for future planning for resources for this population
of children?,

2. There should be a complete review of the way the Department of Health &
Human Services has administered the Act. In New England, it is the general
concensus of all the states that the Department's administration of this
program has hindered rathe- thn helped the states t6 reach the goals of
the- Act. The administration of the Section 427 compliance provisions have
represented an administrative nightmare for most of the states in New
England. Only two states have passed this compliance review and they are
scheduled for further reviews for 1984 and 1985. Two states are 'in
litigation regarding issues as far back as 1981 and policies and procedures
have been issued retroactively (if at all), and few, if any, of the
regulatory requirements have been promulgated through the Administrative
Procedures Act.

3. The New England states have all experienced a rapid growth in the number of
reports of child abuse and neglect, and in the number of cases served. If
this trend continues, there will be an increased number of children-coming
into the foster care system in the next few years. The foster care
caseloads have begun to rise in most New-4ngland states due to the increase
inchild abuse and neglect reports. What are the implications of this
ttend continuing on the federal and state role in changing the foster care
system? According to Charles P. Gershenson, Ph.D. of DHHS, the decline in
the nationaltrend of children in foster care stopped in 1983.

4. We believe that Congress should examine other alternatives for permanent
placements for children in foster care. At the present time children are
either: a) reunited with their family, if the family can be strengthened

'to the point where they are an appropriate placement for the child; b)
placed in long-term foster care; or c) placed for adoption. States have
made-significant progzreas in developing programs to keep families together,
and in getting difficult to place and special needs children adopted;
however, there are still many children for whom none of the above
alternatives is appropriate. We believe there 'are-other alternatives which
should be explored, including one that has been developed in Massachusetts
whereby the child is placed with a legal guardian, payments continue for
the child's maintenance, and the state ends its involvement with the case
unless there is any problem that occurs in the family. At the present
time, the Department of Health & Human Services has not allowed any federal
reimbursement for this guardianship program. We feel that the Congress
should explore this and other options for placement of some children.

In addition to asking the Congress to do an overall review of the actual
practice of 96-272, we would like to make the following specific comments
on the revisions presented by Senator Armstrong.

-2-
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We support the following:

1. The provision which would provide Medicaid coverage to all special needs
children regardless of whether the child is receiving an adoption
assistance subsidy;

2. The specification that adoption assistance children are eligible for
Medicaid from the State where they reside regardless of whether the state
is a party to the Adoption Assistance Agreement;

3. Making permanent the provisions of Title IV-E which authorize federal
matching of foster care maintenance payments on behalf of children
voluntarily placed in foster care.

We oppose the following provisions:

1. Lowering the foster care cap trigger from the current requirement of full
funding ($266,000,000) for Title IV-B Child Welfare Services to
$200,000,000, which is the current appropriation.

2. Capping the federal foster care reimbursement at the estimated FY '85 and
changing the-limit on submission of prior year claims to one year rather
than two years as is the present law.

In addition, we have some concern regarding the proposal to give bonuses to
states which reduce by 3% below thb prior year the number of children in foster
care for more than 24 months. As we understand it the bonus would be $3,000
per child times the difference in the number of placements. This may be a case
-where we would be doing the right thing for the wrong reason. States do need
additional funds to help develop programs for children wttp have been in foster
cire long periods of time, and who are either moving out bf foster care or will
stay in long term foster care unless other alternatives can be developed. The
goal should be the development of a permanent and appropriate placement for the
child, and giving children who are "graduating" from the system the skills and
education n'd~ d to bb able to make it in the world without additional' help.
The goal shuld not be simply to have states reduce the number of children in
care to claim a bonus. We would prefer to see these funds be added to the IV-B
program so that states can develop servicesfor these adolescents that are
appropriate to the needs and demands of each state.

There is one final item which we would very strongly urge the committee to look
"atZ-This is the-ssue of how additional lunds under the IV-B program are made
available to states which miet the protections of Section 427 of the Act.
Simply stated, we believe that under the existing'system, there will always be
a large number of state*' that vill not be able to take advantage of the

.additional TV-I funds. Further, because of the way the compliance reviews are
done after the fact, states cannot use the additional IV-B money for anything.
other than "one-time expenditures". Under the-present system if states can
prove that they had all the systems in place, they are allowed to keep the
additional IV-3 funds, plus any funds transferred from Title IV-1 and funds for
voluntary foster care placements. However, if they fail the compliance
reviews, they must repay these funds. This system of rewarding states after'
the fact has led to confusion, poor relations between the states and the
Department of Health and Ruman Services, administrative hearings and reviews,
and court challenges.

- -3-
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We do not see this situation improving unless the law is changed.

We would- suggest that instead of the present system of "rewarding a state after
the fact, an incentive system be established. Under our proposal the state and
the Department of Health & Human Services vouid mutually develop a plan for
state's t4 come into compliance with the various requirements of Section 427.
The additional IV-B funds would then be used to strengthen those components of
the state system which are out of compliance. The states, the various advocacy
groulsi and the federal government would then be able tb monitor the state's
impoveent in meeting the various requirements of the Act. This system would
be kbns~ive rather than the retroactive process which now lists. Under this
systei, we would predict that all states would be able, within a short time to
come iinto compliance with Section 427, that most litigation would cease, that
fkvo sble relations could be 'established once again between the Departments and
th-7tates, and that the children and families in the foster care system would
be for better served.

.We propose, therefore, the following amendment to Section 427 of the act. !n
order to nalify for additional 'funds under the IV-B. program, the state and the
Department of Health & Human Services shall mutually develop, and the state
nhalI4Ileument. a plan for each of the comOliance elements contained in this

/ Act.!' The Dlanjshall secify those components of the state's foster care!sv9'ten
that do not meet the requirements of the Act and the specific legal,

lator, 2r administrative srena which shall be taken to bring the state
int compliance. A time fraie for coMnliane shall be indicated And the
additional Section IV-B funds shall be used as necessary to help fund thenecessary improvements . If the stats doea not achieve-theobiectivea of the

ldwithin the time frome indic ted.' the. serearv may withhold from future

all cation the additional IV-B funds and other funds related to compliance
with this section."

In closing, we again urge that a broad review be 'conducted of the overall
*affect of this act on improving the lives- of chiidien and families affected by
this legislation. The Commissioners and Directors of the New' England Child
Welfare Programs stand ready to assist your committee in whatever way is
necesay for us to make this legislation into the truly responsive Act that it
was meant to be.

Sincerely,

Peter E. Walsh
Director
Burea'6of Social Services

ew
cc: Charles Launi, Connecticut

David Bundy, New Hampshire-
Marie katava, Massachusetts
Dr. Edward' Collins, Rhode Island
William Yo'ng,. ,Vermont.

-4-
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NEW YORK STATE

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES
40 NORTH PEffy STREET, ALBANY, NEW YORK 12243

CESAR A. PERALESGn/no

July 5, 1985

Dear Ms. Scott-Boom:

Enclosed please find an original and five copies of written
testimony-which I wish to submit in conjunction with the Com-
mittee's hearings on the foster care and adoption'assistance
program. I hope the comments will be useful to the Committe6
in its deliberations on the very important issues at s e here.

- Sincerely,

S Ce1ar A. Perale/
Commissioner

Ms. Betty Scott-Boom
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Enclosure -

,I

IAXAL
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MR. CHAIRMAN, LET ME BEGIN BY SAYING I AM ESPECIALLY APPRECIATIVE

OF THE OPPORTUNITY TO SPEAK TO THE COMMITTEE TODAY ON THE VARIOUS

PROPOSALS TO AMEND THE ADOPTION ASSISTANCE AND CHILD WELFARE

ACT OF 1980. OVER THE LAST FIVE YEARS I HAVE HAD THE OPPORTUNITY

TO VIEW THAT LANDMARK LEGISLATION FROM TWO PERSPECTIVES: FIRST,

AS ASSISTANT SECRETARY AT THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN

SERVICES AND THEN-IN MY CURRENT POSITION AS COMMISSIONER OF

THE NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES. THESE EXPER-

IENCES HAVE LED ME TO SOME FAIRLY CLEAR CONCLUSIONS ON THIS

SUBJECT AND-WILL, I HOPE, BE OF ASSISTANCETO YOU AS YOU DELIBER-

ATE THE PROPOSALS BEFORE YOU.

IN BROAD STROKE, THERE ARE TWO THEMES I WANT TO FOCUS

ON TODAY: FIRST, THE WAYS IN WHICH FISCAL POLICIES EITHER

HELP OR HINDER THE PROVISIONS OF APPROPRIATE SERVICES: AND

SECOND, THE BALANCE THAT NEEDS TO BE DRAWN-BETWEEN THE PROVISION

/
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OF SERVICES AND THE ACCOUNTABILITY OF SERVICE PROVIDERS. I

WILL TOUCH BRIEFLY ON A COUPLE OF OTHER TOPICS AT THE END OF

*_MY REMARKS, BUT MY PRIMARY CONCERNS ARE WITH THESE TWO THEMES.

YOU HAVE BEFORE YOU A NUMBER OF DIFFERENT PROPOSALS TO

CHANGE THE FISCAL PROVISIONS OF P.L. 96-272. AMONG THESE ARE

PROPOSALS:

1) TO GRANT BONUSES FOR REDUCTIONS IN THE NUMBER OF

CHILDREN MAINTAINED IN FOSTER CARE OVER TWO YEARS;

2) TO PLACE AN OVERALL CAP ON THE FUNDS AVAILABLE UNDER

. TITLE IV-E FOR FOSTER CARE MAINTENANCE PAYMENTS;

3) TO EXPAND THE RANGE OF ALLOWABLE EXPENDITURES UNDER

TITLE IV-E TO INCLUDE SERVICES PREPARING YOUNG PEOPLE

TO LIVE INDEPENDENTLY; AND

4) TO CHANGE THE PROVISION ALLOWIAGTRANSFERS OF FUNDS

FROM TITLE IV-E TO IV-B.

a

- -

1-

/
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IN CONSIDERING THESE PROPOSALS, SOME OF WHICH APPEAR IN

THE ADMINISTRATION'S PROPOSAL AND SOME OF WHICH ARE INCLUDED

IN SENATOR MOYNIHAN'S BILL, I WOULD URGE YOU TO WEIGH EACH

OF THEM AGAINST THE FOLLOWING PRINCIPLE" FISCAL POLICIES

SHOULD PROMOTE THE INDEPENDENCE AND SELF-SUFFICIENCY OF CLIENTS

BUT THEY SHOULD NEVER BE CONSTRUCTED IN SUCH A WAY AS TO DRIVE

THE DECISIONS THAT ARE-MADE ABOUT THE SPECIFIC SERVICES A CLIENT

RECEIVES. STATED SOMEWHAT DIFFERENTLY, FISCAL POLICIES SHOULD

ASSIST CLIENTS TO BECOME SELF-SUPFICIENT BUT SHOULD NEVER DICTATE

THE-MEANS BY WHICt THIS OCCURS. - .

THE PROPOSALS I MENTIONED ABOVE CAN EACH BE MEASURED AGAINST

THAT PRINCIPLE, WITH OBVIOUSLY DIFFERENT RESULTS. THE PROPOSAL

TO PROVIDE BONUSES FOR REDUCTIONS'IN THE NUMBER OF CHILDREN

MAINTAINED IN FOSTER CARE, OVER TWO YEARS REPRESENTS PROBABLY

THE CLEAREST VIOLATION OF THAT PRINCIPLE. IT IS INTENDED TO

I
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SUBSTANTIALLY REDUCE THE NUMBER OF CHILDREN KEPT IN LONG TERM

CARE, WITHOUT REGARD TO WHETHER SOME CHILDREN NEED SUCH CARE.

I TAKE THIS POSITION DUESlQTV-THE FACT THAT NEW'YORK'S RECORD

OVER THE LAST TEN YEARS, REDUCING OUR FOSTER CARE POPULATION

FROM 50,000 TO 27,000, GIVES ME EVERY CONFIDENCE THAT WE WOULD

STAND TO GAIN AT LEAST $600,000, PER YEAR. THE PRICE TO BE

PAID FOR THAT 'BONUS," HOWEVER, WOULD BE AN INCREASED NUMBER

OF CHILDREN RETURNED TO PARENTS NOT YET READY TO CARE FOR THEM;

THE DISCHARGE OF CHILDREN TO THEIR OWN RESPONSIBILITY PRIOR

..... TO THE TIME THEY REACHED MAJORITY, WHETHER'THEY WERE READY

OR NOT; AND AN INCREASED NUMBER OF CHILDREN RETURNED TO ABUSIVE

FAMILIES BECAUSE ADOPTION ALWAYS TAKES LONGER THAN A RETURN

TO THE BIOLOGICAL FAMILY. THIS PRICE WILL BE PAID BECAUSE

THE BONUS SYSTEM PROVIDES AN AFTER-THE-FACT INCENTIVE TO GET

CHILDREN OUT OF FOSTER CARE, EVEN WHEN THAT MEANS THEY WILL
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BE RETURNED TO CARE LATER. IN SHORT, THE BONUS SYSTEM DOES

NOTHING TO PROMOTE INDEPENDENCE, EXCEPT IN THE SHORT RUN, A4D/.

IT CREATES A LARGE INCENTIVE NOT TO USE A PARTICULAR SERVICE

IN THIS CASE FOSTER CARE, EVEN WHEN THAT SERVICE IS THE MOST

APPROPRIATE ONE.

THE PROPOSAL TO PLACE AN OVERALL CAP ON FEDERAL FOSTER

CARE FUNDS VIOLATES THE OTHER SIDE OF THE PRINCIPLE I HAVE

ENUNCIATED. THAT ISTO SAY, IT FAILS TO PROVIDE THE RESOURCES

NECESSARY TO CARRY OUT THE JOB OUR SERVICES ARE INTENDED TO

DO. IF THOSE SERVICES HAVE A. PURPOSE AT ALL, IT MUST BE TO

GIVE FAMILIES A CHANCE TO BECOME CAPABLE OF CARING FOR THEM-

SELVES, AND AN ARBITRARY LIMIT ON ONE OF THE RESOURCLS NECESSARY

TO ACCOMPLISH THAT INDEED ON THE ONE RESOURCE AIMED AT SERVING

THOSE FAMILIES LEAST ABLE TO CARE FOR THEMSELVES -- IS NOTHING

LESS THAN A LIMIT ON OUR COMMITMENT TO-THAT GOAL. YES, I
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SUPPOSE IT IS P SS-BIRLE-TO-SCALE BACK THE COSTS OF CARING FOR

CHILDREN OUTSIDE THEIR HOMES, BUT'.I HAVE NO DOUBT THAT THE

COST OF DOING SO WILL BE A LOWER QUALITY OF CARE -- AND THAT

AT A TIME WHEN THE NATION'S ATTENTION IS INCREASINGLY FOCUSED

ON THE DANGERS CHILDREN FACE WHEN PLACED OUT OF THEIR HOME'

EVEN FOR A FEW HOURS A DAY. I HAVE'NO DOUBT THAT THE COST

WILL BE TO DRIVE-AWAY MANY OF THOSE FOSTER PARENTS WHO HAVE

BECOME SUPPORTS'NOT-ONLY TO THE CHILD IN THEIR CARE BUT ALSO

THE CH1LD"S PARENTS. -I HAVE NO DOUBT THAT THE COST WILL BE

THE CONTINUAL-MOVEMENT OF CHILDREN FROM ONE SETTING TO ANOTHER

AS FOSTER PARENTS AND INSTITUTIONS BECOME LESS TOLERANT OF

THESE TROUBLED AND REJECTED CHILDREN. FOSTER CARE.IS A SERVICE

TO CHILDREN AND FAMILIES, A SERVICE DESIGNED TO PROTECT THE

CHILD AND ALOWW FOR THE HEALING OF THE FAMILY. WE CAN DO IT

'WELL AND PROVIDE THAT PROTECTION AND HEALING OR WE CAN DO IT-

AT BARGAIN PRICES AND MERELY HIDE THE PROBLEM.

51-769 0 - 86 - 12
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ON THE OTHER SIDE I WANT TO ENDORSE IN THE STRONGEST TERMS

THE PROPOSAL OF SENATOR MOYNIHAN AND ,CONGRESSMAN' STARKTO ALLOW

THE USE*OF TITLE IV-E FUNDS TO PREPARE CHILt)REN *OR INDEPENDENT

LIVItjG. 'STUDY AFTER STUDY HAS SHOWN THAT LARGE PROPORTIONS

OF THE HOMELESS POPULATION CONSIST OF FORMER iPOSTER CHILDREN.'

QUITE FRANKLY, THE R9 ARE AT LEAST TWO REASONS FOR -THIS. THE

FIRST IS SIMPLY A MATTER OF WHERE OUR AliENTION HAS BEEN'TUNED.

WE HAVE FOCUSED, AS A NATION, SO STRONGLY ON FINDING PERMANENT

HOMES FOR CHILDREN THAT WE HAVE OFTEN FORGOTTEN THOSE CHILDREN

WHO, FOR WHATEVER REASON, WERE NOT GOING TO GET A PERMANENT

HOME.

BUT THE SECOND REASON IS EQUALLY IMPORTANT. THERE SIMPLY

HAVE BEEN NO RESOURCES DEVOTED TO THIS ISSUE. MORE CLEARLY

HERE THAN ON ANY OTHER ISSUE WE HAVE THE ABILITY TO ENSURE

THAT CHILDREN WHOSE FAMILIES CANNOT OR WILL NOT CARE FOR THEM

\

THATCHILRENWHOS F\

o!
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STILL GROW UP TO LEAD PRODUCTIVE, RESPONSIBLE LIVES. THES

CHILDREN ARE AT OUR MERCY; A CHILD DOES NOT TEACH HIM OR HERSELF

TO BE A CONTRIBUTING MEMBER OF SOCIETY. EVEN FROM A PURELY

FISCAL POINT OF VIEW THE CHOICES HERE ARE CLEAR WE CAN PROVIDE

THE RESOURCES TO MAKE'FOSTER CARE SERVICES WORK FOR THESE OLDER

CHILDREN OR WE CAN MAINTAIN THEM ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND FOOD

STAMPS LATER.

FINALLY, I WANT TO SAY A WORD ABOUT THE SHIFT OF FUNDS

FROM TITLE IV-E TO TITLE IV-B. FROM MY PERSPECTIVE AT HHS

IN 1980,- THIS WAS THE REAL PROMISE OF P.L. 96-272. THE STATUTE

CREATED A MECHANISM FOR A FISCAL POLICY THAT WAS GENEROUS ENOUGH

TO SUPPORT THE WORK SERVICES WERE DESIGNED TO PERFORM BUT'FLEX-

IBLE ENOUGH TO PERMIT THE CHOICE OF AN APPROPRIATE SERVICE

FOR EVERY CHILD..i;FROM MY PERSPECTIVE AS COMMISSIONER OF SOCIAL

SERVICES IN NEW YORK STATE, IT'jS A PROMISE LONG FORGOTTEN.

I- -

--I /
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AFTER THE FIRST YEAR OF IMPLEMENTATION'THE AMOUNTS ALLOWED

TO.BE SHIFTED WERE SO SMALL IN COMPARISON TO THE AMOUNTS PROVIDED

FOR FOSTER CARE THAT IT IS SURPRISING TO SEE HOW MANY STATES

HAVE REDUCED THEIR'FOSTER CARE CASELOADS. THE SUCCESSES WE-

HAVE ACHIEVED IN NEW YORK HAVE BEEN DUE LARGELY TO HUGE INCREASES

IN PREVENTIVE SERVICES, FUNDED OUT OF STATE AND LOCAL DOLLARS.

YET, I AM NOT CONVINCED THAT WE HAVE ACHIEVED ENOUGH. IF THIS

COMMITTEE DOES NOTHING 4LSE, IT SHOULD WORK TOWARDS ENSURING

THAT THE RESOURCE COMMITMENTS MATCH THE COMMITMENTS OF RHETORIC.

JUST AS RESOURCES ARE NECESSARY TO MAKE FOSTER CARE WORK, RE-

SOURCES ARE NECESSARY TO HELP FAMILIES STAY TOGETHER. THE

LOGICAL PLACE FROM WHICH TO TAKE THOSE RESOURCES IS THE FOSTER

CARE FUNDING STREAM -- NOT ARBITRARILY, NOT SO AS TO PRE-DETER-

MINE WHAT CLIENTS ARE LIKELY TO RECEIVE, BUT IN FULFILLMENT

OF THE ORIGINAL PROMISE.
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TO TURN TO THE SECOND OF MY THEMES, THE BALANCE BETWEEN

SERVICE PROVISION AND ACCOUNTABILITY, I ADMIT TO BEING AT SOME

DISADVANTAGE DUE TO THE YACT THAT THE SPECIFIC-PROVISIONS OF

SENATOR MOYNIHAN'S BILL WERE NOT AVAILABLE AT THE TIME THIS TESTIMONY

WAS PREPARED. NEVERTHELESS, MY EXPERIENCE IN NEW YORK HAS DRAWN

ME SO DEEPLY INTO THIS ISSUE THAT I FEEL COMPELLED TO ADDRESS

IT IN GENERAL TERMS.

LET ME BEGIN BY SAYING THAT I AM A FIRM BELIEVER IN STRONG

ACCOUNTABILITY RULES. EARLIER I EMPHASIZED THE NEED FOR FISCAL

RESOURCES TO BE AVAILABLE FOR THE APPROPRIATE PROVISION OF SERVICES.
/

THE.REVERSE SIDE OF THAT COIN IS YOUR RIGHT, AND YOUR DUTY, AS

PROVIDERS OF THE RESOURCES, TO ENSURE THAT APPROPRIATE SERVICES

ARE INDEED BEING PROVIDED.

t .

J
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NEVERTHELESS, IT IS CLEAR THAT MUCH OF WHAT PASSES UNDER

THE NAME OF ACCOUNTABILITY REALLY AMOUNTS TO THE COLLECTION

OF USELESS DATA THAT WILL NEVER BE EXAMINED BY ANYONE OTHER

THAN ACADEMIC RESEARCHERS. NEW YORK'S IMPLEMENTATION OF-P.L.

96-272 AND OF ITS.OWN CHILD WELFARE REFORM ACT OF 1979 LED

TO PRECISELY THIS TYPE OF EXCESS. INDEED, THE REPORTING REQUIRE-

MENTS WERE SO EXTENSIVE THAT THE CASEWORK STAFF WHO HAD TO

-DO THE REPORTING MADE THEIR OWN CHOICES AS TO HOW TO BALANCE-

THEIR OBLIGATIONS TO CLIENTS AND THEIR OBLIGATIONS TO THE STATE.

THE RESULT WAS INCOMPLETE AND UNRELIABLE DATA, AND FAR TOO

MUCH TIME TAKEN-AWAY FROM CLIENT CONTACT. - BECAUSE OF THAT

WE HAVE JUST COMPLETED A COMPREHENSIVE OVERHAUL OF BOTH OUR

CASE RECORDING REQUIREMENTS AND OUR COMPUTERIZED SYSTEM OF

DATA COLLECTION. WE DID SO IN ORDER TQ,ACCOMPLISH THESE GOALS

1) TO ELIMINATE DUPJJCATIVE REPORTINg REQUXREMENTSt.

/.
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2) TO ELIMINATE REPORTING OF INFORMATION NOT NECESSARY

TO PROMOTE GOOD CASEWORK OR TO IMPLEMENT STATUTORY

ACCOUNTABILITY REQUIREMENTS: AND -

3) TO ELIMINATE OLDER REPORTING REQUIREMENTS WHEN THE

INFORMATION BEING COLLECTED WAS EITHER NO LONGER

NEEDED OR COULD BECOLLECTED'MORE EFFICIENTLY THROUGH

NEW MECHANISMS.

THIS LAST ONE IS PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT. P.L. 96-272

REQUIRED A GREAT DEAL OF DOCUMENTATION AND VERY COMPREHENSIVE.

COMPUTER DATA BANKS. IF THE DESIRE FOR MORE INFORMATION RESULTS

FROM THEINADEQUACY OR INAPPROPRIATENESS OF THOSE EARLIER RE-

QUIREMENTS, I WOULD URGE YOU TO ELIMINATE SOME OF THOSE EARLIER

REQUIREMENTS. IF IT RESULTS FROM INSUFFICIENT REPORTING TO

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, I WOULD URGE YOU TO LIMIT YOUR REQUEST

TO INFORMATION THAT IS ALREADY BEING COLLECTED BY THE STATES.

I. -.

j *1
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THE IMPORTANT POINT IN EITHER CASE IS THAT SERVICE PROVIDERS

SHOULD NOT-BE FACED WITH EVER INCREASING BURDENS OF PAPERWORK

THAT IS OF LITTLE USE. TO AN E.NE.

FINALLY, I WANT TO SAY A BRIEF WORD ABOUT THREE. PROVISIONS

Oi THE CURRENT PROPOSALS WHICH .D NOT FIT SO NEATLY INTO THE

MAIN THEMES I HAVE ADDRESSED. THE 1IRST IS THE PROPOSAL TO

MAKE THE VOLUNTARY PLACEMENT PROVISION 0F1P.L. 96-272 PERMANENT.

-I AM PLEASED TO SEE THIS PROVISION INCORPORATED INTO BOTH -TkM-

*ADMINISTRATION BILL .AND SENATOR MOYNIHAN'S PROPOSAL. THE MORE

WE HAVE EXAMINED THE POPULATIONS WE SERVE, THE CLEARER iT BECOMES

THAT THERE IS OFTEN LITTLE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE FAMILIES

WHO COME TO US THROUGH ONE OR ANOTHER TYPE OF COURT ADJUDICATION

AND THOSE WHO COME TO US VOLUNTARILY. THERE ARE THE SkME KINDS, /
OF SERVICE NEEDS AND DYSFUNCTIONS. BOTH TYPES OF MECHISMS

ARE NEEDED, BECAUSE WE SHOULD NOT FORCE FAMILIES INTO AN ADVER-
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S ARIAL.RELATIONSHIP WITH US, IF THEY ARE WILLING TO SEEK HELP

-VOLUNTARILY.

THE SECOND POIN?-IS"ALSO INCLUDED IN BOTH PROPOSALS.

IT INVOLVES THEELTMINATION OF THE REQUIREMENT TO MAKE TOKEN

ADOPTION ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS BEFORE AN ADOPTED CHILD MAY RECEIVE

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE. THE CURRENT REQUIREMENT IS A USELESS ADMIN-

ISTRATIVE BURDEN AND A MYSTIFYING IRRITANT TO ADOPTIVE PARENTS

WHO SEEK NO AID OTHER THAN THE PROTECTION OF THEIR EXISTING

RESOURCES"

THE THIRD AND FINAL POINT HAS TO DO WITH THE ADMINISTRA-

TION'S.PROPOSAL TO REDUCE THE TIME FOR CLAIMS FROM TWO YEARS

TO ONE. HERE THE ISSUE IS SIMPLY ONE OF EQUITY.FPED°RAIr.UDIT--.--

DENY FUNDS TO STATES FOR SEVERAL YEARS RETROACTIVELY, BUT THIS

HILL WOULD EFFECTIVELY ELIMINATE STATES' OPPORTUNITIES TO CORRECT

M
MISTAKES THEY HADA IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION. THE ONLY
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MOTIVATION FOR THIS TYPE OF CHANGE IS FISCAL SAVINGS.. IP WILL

NOT IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF SERVICES .AND IT EXACERBATE AN ALREADY-,

UNBALANCED SITUATION FOR THE CORRECTION OF MISTAKES.

AGAIN, I WANT TO THANK THE COMMITTEE FOR THE OPPORTUNITY

-TO ADDRESS THESE ISSUES. i HOPE. MY REMARKS WILL BE USEFUL

TO YOU AS YOU PROCEED WITH YOUR DELIBERATIONS.

'
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Mr. Chairman and Subcommittee Members:

Thank you for-this opportunity to submit written testimony

on the foster .care and adoption assistance amendments, currently

before this subcommittee.

I am June Bucy, Executive Director of the National Network

of4 Runaway and YoutK Services. The National Network Is a

membership organization, which represents more than 600

community-based shelter programs* and other agencies serving

runaway, homeless, and other troubled youth and their families.

Our foremost goal Is'to provee serv,lces and policies which

effect the lives of those .,5 million youth presently seen as at

risk In our country.-

While many of my colleagues In the child welfare field have

offered testimony concerning" various sections of Senator

Armstrong's Bill (S.1266) and still others have addressed Issues

In ihe Moynihan/Stark Bill (S.1329), I will confine my remarks to

the Issue of Independent Living Programs as referenced--n Section

'102 of S.1329. I do, however, support the recommendations put

forth by the Childien's Defense Fund and Child Welfare League,

and strongly urge this subcommittee to adopt those findings as

he subcommittee reports out onthese two bills.

Many of our . member agencies have developed Independent

Living Programs designed to assist youth In their'transition to

self-sufficiency and'i would like to 'share some of!their success

-stories with you. Young people are taught Job readiness skills.

They learn to'care for their health, they 'ecure nd care for
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apartments and clothes. They leArn how to purchase and cook food

for balanced.meals. They learn Interpersonal skills, such ass

the ability to cope with frustration without resorting to-

violence, and they develop supportive relationships with adults

and their peers that enable them to weather set-backs In their

quest for independence. Many older adolescents, however, -do not

have these skills and have no way of gaining them before they are

"aged out" of the foster care system. Homeless yoith IfvIng onp

the streets learn to hustle for food and shelter. They are

excluded from opportunities to secure &table employment and

living arrak~nento by theIr-ack of education, basic work

skills, and family histories of clsruptjon and violence which has

limited their ablllty to prepare for self-sufficiency. If they--

attempt to learn these skills they find long waitlng lists for

the few training programs In their -local communities. Local

personnel, again and again, express a need for more such

transitional programs.

Recently our National office completed a survey of runaway
and, homeless youth service agencies. All fifty states were

represented by the responding agencies. in *his survey -

66% of responding agencies expressed a strong need for

"Independent Living Programs" --- housing and services

designed for Older teens who have no homes to go to.

Many of thesr youth have been homeless or In state

custody for serveral years.

-1



Even those agencices who already have an Independent living

component operating within their organization spoke of their

w ItIng I Ists of young people w Iil-unmet needs due, to lack of

funds and low numbers of existing programs. While some states

appear quite active In this area many others offer no or minminal

assistance to the early emancipatee or the 18 to 21 year old

leaving a noticeable service gap.

Program providers In Louisiana, noted just such a critical

gap .In their. services to the older youth popdlatlon (eg.

Independent Living Programs), In their responses to a 1984 Survey

by the Governor's Commission on Children, Youth and the Family.-'

Louisiana has but one Independent Living Program, a group home In

New Orleans, and virtually no other services to this age group

except for the. Developmental ly Disabled. As noted by one of the

state's service providers, "this critical gap In services Is

really more like a gully.

Minnesota Is just now Implementing an Independent Living

Program in Hennpenin County. Service providers -in this-. s-ate

also shared a concern regarding the gap In service to the older

adolescent. Independent living skills Is not only are needed by

the 18 to 21 year old but by younger teens as well. Services

should be provided to the 15 or 16 year olds, so that at. the age

qf majority these youth are more prepared for self-sufficiency.

Youth in this transitional phase would be greatly assisted by

supportive servfcos ahd a stipend for living expenses until they

can make It on their own.

/
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The 'state of New York has developed quite a number of

Independent Living Programs. One model program Is Homes VA

from Hom. Milo Stanojevich directs this program in New York

City for 18 to 21 year olds. -The -- Ingle young adult program has

been operating for the last three -y,ears, while a new division was

started last fall for young mothers with one chl.d. Both programs

follow similar guidelines, with the major exception being length

of stay. A single young adult cagn remain In the program for a

year,.while the young mother and ch Id may stay up to a year and

a half

This program works on the premise of small co-op group

living. The agency rents an apar-tment and then sublets to the

young people. Currently, the program has 5 apartments In

operation. Two apartments are for young mothers with three.- hbms,

and three children In each aartrnent. The single young adults

have three apartments with five young people in each. The young

person has his/her own-bedroom andl shares the remainder of the

apartment with the roommates.

Young people, who participate in this program must meet the

fol towing criteria:

0 attend school or be employed
* contribute toward the rent ($60.00 a month)
* participate In counseling, house meetings and workshops
0 have a savings account and contribute to It
0 be responslle fdr malntance of the apartment

While one staff member is ass'igned to each apartment, it Is

not on a live-in basis. The youth have daily contact with staff

4
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and are on call for emergency situations. -The average leng h of

stay Itn the program Is nine months.

Based _-nreeord_ kept by the program:

0%1 of the participants _-r-from th-e New York City a a.
6 A large percentage of the youth A-e-el_t er Black or

Hispanic.
0 25% of the youth-have.been In-foster care or Institutl -

and do not possess the ski I Is necessary -to fnctilo-n_
their own. According to staff, these young adults __e
In need of more -one to one contac-t /support and oft n
times appear disconnected from family and peers.

e One-third of the -youth wIll re-establIsha relatIonsh I
with their family either during or after the program.

. 20 to 25%, of the youth return home -- having now set I
place a more stable, equal relationship with their parent
or relative a, Joint lIving arrangement can be handled
This I especially I important In New York City as th
housing situation is not adequate, e-ven for those youth
whO hve the! sk I Ils to cope with Independent I ving.
Most 6fthest "IIndependent" youth -who return' home pa
rent ~dthe I e parents/relative, das they would -to
landlord d.'

Homes From e has one opening irn the program about

every four weeks! As the homeless popular ion of New York City

grows the n ber 8f young adults seeking IncJependent skiI ls wl l I

also Increase. An expansion In t..ts area is clearly needed due
to the large number ofi foster care chi ldren In New York and the

few program openings inow ivallable. 'Most of thi--pr-ogr m's

referrals-4renow directed through the city'!s emergency shelters.

Although, New. h york has developed Independent Living

Programs, many older adolescents still f ind themselves Ill-

prepared ior "Indepenoence" and unable ro flnd employmdnt,i

housing, or medical car . The number of youth In need far out

weights the available program slots.

Missouri has few I dependent Living Programs, with-ohly one,

S5
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Evancelic S Stone, In St. Louis County. *Due to the few"

available programs many older adolescents are backlogged in a

aysen waiting to receive services.

Missouri, not only has a. backlog of 18 to 21 year olds

needing transitional services-but according to the Department of

Family Services, Residential Care Screening Team 277- children

under the age of 18 were awaiting residential treatment In June

- Of~tjs, numbr 64.9% are -cassIfIed In "severe need". With

this large of backlog msn9 dlescerts.__ are placed In secure

criminal Justice system facilities, as there Is no - other _ _

alternative. These facilities are not designed to be lparni..

centers, so the Inmates have no skills. at the end of their

:confinement (incarceration) at the age of 18, when they are

"dismissed" from the custody of their "parent" the state of

Missouri.

Service providers In Missouri are concerned about the needs

of the older adolescents In.both the areas of proper placement

ar d the development of skills enabling them to move Into a

product I ve .aduit- 1 If s.

PAin House Project operates In Colorado Springs, Colorado.

This agency offers a continum of care to youth. Services can be

of a short term/runaway nature or long term/foster care

situation . Dale iouse Project alsQ has at) Independent' Living

Program consisting of two apartments, one for three girls and the

other %for three boys. The county has set-up a program which

Assigns a social service caseworker to monitor the youth's

6
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transition into adulthood. Contingent on the situation the

program youth can establish residence In a Dale House apartment

or one bf their own. To participate In thls program the youth

must:

have established a savings account
- be employed-or enrolled In-school

" U participate in the emancipation curr cu10m
-at lest sixteen years old

be a. aci ve. Department of Soc IalI Serv Ices case

El- Paso -CdiIuty (D 6-ia Huse Project County) Will allot the

?youth a $300 stipend for iying expenses If they are enrolled In

the Emancipation/Independent Living Program. This stipend and

program are only available to those young people under the age of

eIghteen, Youth pat-- -tI- n this-program-ouaLlycome, from

one--of two t"ackgrounds: - .

" aged 17 to 17 1/2 and are .emncipated out of foster care
" aged 16 to 17 and are-ruwaYs that foster care does not
.want to pickup

° According to George Shefer- Director of Dole House ProJect,

"Unfortunately, most -foster care programs Including ours are

deal Ing with sicker kic4 who, even at the qgs of 18 are not

ready, to live on their own and are In rnee( of on-going

transitional care and servlce6." Dale House has been able to do

some of this transt;8olal work through private sector funding

but' a real need'stlll exists for the state/ county" to continue-

stipends and-programs for the 18 to 21 year olds.

In 1983-1984 the :Natlonal Network of Runaway and Youth

Services and the'Big Brotl~ers/Big Sisters of America were funded

by 'the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services for a

7
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demonstration project using volunteers to work one-on-one with 16

and 17 year old young people who were attempting to. achieve

Independent living. Volunteers 'were recruited and trained to

assist 53 youth In learning life management ski I Is.

These skills were selected after careful study of material

from a varIety of programs and general I ,cover the scope of" self

sufficient living. They __wre divided -Into the following

catergories i

Personal -Habits - abIIty to use self-discipline In daily
-exper Iences

Life Situations - ability to find and, care for shelter,
food, clothes, etc.

-Honey Management - ability to handle financial transactions
and decisions

Education/Training/EMployment/Career Planning - b Lty to
get and usle appropriate education,train-
Ing and work skills

Resolution of Family Conflict - ability to Interact
responsibly with family

Conuinity Support System - ability to live: Interdependently
In community

Volunteers were m ost helpful In teaching money management

skills and In assisting the youth In otafning Jobs or to gain a

greater appreciation of their need for more education or

training. They seemed least able to help the youth resolve

family conflicts and build their own support system. (These

areas may . be ones that require a longer time frame than the

project provided.) Increasing the youth's abl Ity to' cope with

daily health care and- self-discipline and to find shelter, food,

clothes, etc. ( on their own ranked In the middle of the

achievennt range.

8
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In summary, the project demonstrated-tthat volunteer 'nntors

can 'provide practical assistance to young people In transition

and both the young people and the volunteers ,enJ6y the

experience, and can stature their progress. It Is a- potentially

powerful way to serve a population ofyouth that need help as

they step out on their own.

Other National Network member agencies offer young people

* workshops, Inservices, and training as a component of' th VF* short

term- emergency programs. In a recent survey conducted by the

National Network Just such a program model was ident(fled In two

agenciess Youth and Family Connections In Florida, pnd Patchwork/

Connections In West Virgln'ia. We Intend to replicat, this model

.In another agency and dissimenate our findings -to encourage the

growth of this component in short term facilities.

Both short term Informational services and "seprate.

Independent Living Programs ave needed and they work I

repeatedly heard his from,service providers around the country.

An older adolescent Is caught In that phase of adJustment to

self-sufficiency which Is particularly difficult for those youth

with a troubled family background. it is not ratloal to assume

that one's eighteenth birthday magically transforms a confused

disconnected youth Into a functional adult. Programs can be

designed to meet the needs of these youth and their success rate

Is high.

The Nlptional Network strongly supports the adpon of

Section 102 of the Noynihan/Stark Bill.

/-
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Thank you again for thlsfopportunity to submit written

testimony on the need for' IndeRendent Living Programs for our

older adolescents.

CIFI
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NATIONAL COMKITTI'EE FOR ADOPTION

1344 CON 14ZCT.?1 AVZ1L'E. K.W.
, ASHItlTI-.D. C. 900"mm- 3ia

July 5, 1985

Sen. Will iam L. Armstrong, Chairman
Subcommittee On Social Security

and Income Maintenance Programs
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The following comments and suggestions are submitted for inclusion
in the record of your oversight hearing on the Adoption Assistance and
Child Welfare Act (P. L. 96-272), held June 24, 1985.

These comments are offered on behalf of the National Committee For
Adoption. We have more voluntary, not-for-profit licensed adoption
agencies in our membership'than any other national, non-sectarian organ
ization. Our suggesttons grow out of decades of experience by these
agencies, most of which preceded the emergence of agencies funded by /
tax dollars. They also reflect agencies' experience in actually carry-
in9 out P. L. 96-272 at the grass-roots level.

During your hearing, comments were received on-a number of issues
which are raised by your bill, S. 1266, and by legislation introduced
by Sen. Moynihan, S. 1329. We will be ,addressing, therefore, both
pieces of legislation as we discuss P. L. 96-272.

* S. 1266

BONUS FOA REDUCTION OF N MBERS OF CHILDREN IN LONG-TERM FOSTER CARE. Based
on the information which has been made available to us, we are not convinced
that this provision would be a positive contribution. We suggest that it be
set aside, pending the provision of additional data which indicates that it
would have the desired effect of appropriately encouraging States to move
children out of inappropriate foster care.

MEDICAID ELIGIBILITY OF CHILDREN ELIGIBLE FOR ADOPTION ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS.
We support this provision. We are concerned, however, abobt problems with
Medicaid which will continue In the event this provision is enacted and.
urge the Subcommittee to hold an oversight hearing on this matter no less
than 12 months after enactment.

REPEAL OF REQUIREMENT FOR ANNUAL REPORT. We do not support thii-p -vision.

At this time, we have no comment on the other provisions of S. 1260.

,,
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In reviewing the foster care reform picture- we believe that it is
important td keep in mind the broad, bipartisan support that exists for

'this initiative. Indeed, Assistant Secretary for Human Development
Services Dorcas Hardy has been an outspoken and effective advocate for
foster care reform, Just as members of the minority were among those
who helped create P. L. 96-272. Because of this bipartisan background,
we suggest that legislation introduced by Sen. Moynihan, S. 1329, also
be given consideration. -Perhaps an accomodation between the two bills
can be worked 6ut.

JS. 1329 .

ELIGIBILITY &OLOER CHILDREN FOR FOSTER CARE MAINTENANCE-PAYMENTS. ge
support this 'provision. As one-of our experienced agency executives
told us, although a person my be ready for military service at age 18,
many are not ready for other experiences. The recent initiative to
raise.the legal age to drink alcohol suggests that adulthood no longer
should automatically be Seen as age 18.

TRANSITIONAL INDEPENDENT LIVING PROGRAMS FOR OLDER FOSTER CHILDREN. We
support this provision. As'one of our member agency executives stated
.about Sec. 477 (b) (1), "New York has this now and it is'an excellent
way to assist these youngsters."

POST-ADOPTION SERVICES. Although we support this provision in principle,
we believe that additional language would have to be added to address two
major concerns. First, most of the existing expertise in post-adoption
services, which should not be duplicated at needless'expense, is in the
voluntary sector, not the public sector. We-query Now the voluntary
agencies' which have the appropriate expertise, will bemused to deliver
these services. We would not wish to see this provision become the means
for generating new, duplf-catiVe or inappropriate services which would
have the potential for harming clients. Second, we believe that the
language of the bill, Sec. 473-(d) (1), should be changed to read: '"Such
services may be furnished by licensed or certified social workers or
other experts in post-adoption services who have five years experience
in delivering such services and who are employed by licensed adoption
agencies.' Without very specific amendments to this provision, we would
oppose it. We w6uld be pleased to work with the Subcommittee in form-
ulting an appropriate provision.

TRAINING FOR FOSTER PARENTS AND FOR STAFF MEMBERS IN CHILD-CARE INSTI-
TUTIONS; Responses from our member agencies were mixed in respect to
this provision. While there is an acknowledged veed for training, and
while the need for specific training in all aspects of discipline was
one aspect which was specifically mentioned as being needed, there.was
a considerable amount of hesitation to approach the training needs as
suggested in the present draft of S. 1329. Here is an example of the
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kind of comments we received from experienced administrators of programs
which offer foster care, adoption and 1nst~tutional services:

I have great concerns about having the federal
government mandate what the state needs to do.
I certainly would not be in favor of all foster
parents needing to be trained according°to a
certain prescribed state procedure or for all of
our. staff members to have to have that kind of
training for working in a child care institution.

.. I have a feeling the same thing would happen as
now seems to happen in licensing. Some of the
very best people are those who don't want to get
involved in the bureaucratic procedure that is
often a part of this kind of system. I believe
we need bs- many good potential foster homes as
possible, and I thing we would have more potential
homes if private agencies like ours would have thediscretion of deciding what training people needed,
based upon the kinds of childfen that would be
placed i'tn those homes. Certainly, foster parents
for infants would not need the same kinds of
experiences and help as someone who is providing
foster care for troubled teenagers. Unfortunate-
ly, federal'and state mandates do not seem to have
the ability to discriminate. As so often happens,
these regulations then become a substitute for
thinking.

This kind of comment Is typical of the response of many professionals
with-decades of experience in foster care and institutional care of
children and youth. At the least, it suggest extreme caution -. n--the ' <
consideration of any language which would mandate training, especially
that which is tied to licensing. It would appear, based on the res-
ponses received from our agencies, that this provision requires more
consideration and redrafting. Without such consideration and redraft-
Ing, we could not support this provision..

BIENNIAL REPORTING REQUIREMENT. We strongly support this provision,
with the understanding that additional funding should be provided to
carry it out. We do not believe that the funding necessary to carry
out this requirement is of the same magnitude as that suggested in
the statement of the American Public Welfare Association. It Ispossible to obtain accountability from the States for the fudd$ ex-
pended without paying for a complete standardization of hardware and
software.

At this tim., we have no commt on the other provisions of S. 1329.

/ *
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Letter to Chairtwn Armstrong from Wlilliam Pierce-- July 5. 1985 -- p. 4

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the issued'raised by. ybur
oversight hearing on P. L. 96-272, because, in-air view, there is a
continuing need for involvement in the foster care-,form mvement.
As one bf the national organizations which strongly supports appropriate
foster care reform, and as a network of many of the agencies and indiv-
Iduals who are committed to carrying out this reform, we are anxious
to work with you, with other members of the Subcommittee and with
members of the full Committee and other members of the Senate on the!?
issues. Please contact us if we may be of assistance or if we can
provide you with additional information about these subjects.

Sincerely,

William 1. Pierce, Ph.D.

President

WLP/ms

cc: Meibrs, Comittee on Finance, U. S. Senate

....
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uncy 'Stpris "
3124 Luther
Saginaw,, Mi. 4860J

June, 30,1985

Finance Committee

U.S. Senate

WashingtOn, D.C. 20510

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Enclosed is testimony from my tlrothers and sister and myself
for Inclusion in the Official Hearing Record pertainingto PL 96-272 Aeoption/Foster Aid.

Per the request, we are
and would like to 'ptatO
of great benefit in our

-off being separated?

enclosing five copies of testimony
that opeh'records would have been
lives; also, How were we better

Would you please inlude our testimony in the printed
record of the Adoption Assistance Hearing?

Very 'Aruly, yours,

ZSts

~i4jo..

T~I

I. -
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WE, .THE UNDERSIGNED, HEREBY TESTIFY THAT:,

We were separated as a family of seven childih aind-t o parents,

in the year 1950 when State Social Service Workers took us from

.our parents In an action that deemed our parents "UNABLE TO CARE

FOR" we children. , We were placed in St., Vincent's Home and the

Saginaw County Child Receiving Home. Our oldest sister, Nancy,

was 14, John was 13,Connie was 8, Billy was 3,Chuck was 2*

. and Roy was a newborn baby. Michael, now 31 of North Carolina,

was born after we six we re taken from our parents and was allOwed

to stay with his parents.The first week of JuiT will bring a family

reunionafter 35 devasttng years,of all seven children as per our.

mother's death wish "Please find all of my babies and bring them

together", to our older qister, Nancy, who has searched since she --

was sixteen years old until the present age of 48.

Most of us were old enough to know that we had brothers and sisters

and can remember crying for one another for ,many years. Many of us

have tried over the years to find out through the Courts and the

State where our siblings or birthfamily was and were coldly treated

with complete apathy and told that adoption files were confidential a

must remain sealed. Our oldest sister went to Social Services when

she was sixteen years old and was told to forget the past; she carrie

'that letter from Social Services all of her life, but never gave up

in her quest. We three older children were originally placed at St.

Vincent's Home and one day while swimming, Nancy spotted two of us

being take away and asked the nun, "Where are they taking John and

Connie?" She was told, "they are being taken to a home". Nancy

pushed the nun in the swimming pool and climbed the fence to save

us. The barbed wire at the top of the fence did not deter her, but

-- I
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she was pulled down by some of the older boys. She subsequently suffered

a complete emotional breakdown., Her punishment was to wash down the

entire dormitory with a toothbrush; operate an industrial scrubbing

machine on the floors of the orphanage, do the dishes in the kitchen

for the entire orphanage and wo.rk in the laundry "for one month

from 7 a.m. until 7 p.m. at which time she had to go to bed, so

she could get up at 7 a.m. to go to their church services so that

she might become a real christian like them. ' The $ .50 cent allow-

ance she normally got to attend the movies was also taken from her.

For months, we were moed from St. Vincent's t the Children's Home,

were allowed to see each other briefly, watched our brothers and

sisters leave, return, leave again. Nancy wa.I allowed on Sunday,

to leave St. Vincent's home to go to Children'4 Home and love and

nurture our infant brother periodically until . was adopted out.

Two of us were adopted or placed in a prospective adoptive family.

The elder of we two was abused and was returned because " he won't

eat". The-adoption was completed on the other Lhild, though he

was-completely orphaned at age 13 when hi6 moth r died of cancer,

and his father died in an auto accident in the mne year. He wrote

the State of Michigan pany years ago, but was denied any knowledge

of his birth family. Techildr that was returned to th6 home, again

met his older brother, Johnny, who was ecstatic at his return, but

a very short time later the social workers came. to place the tot

in yet another adoptive home; while he hid under the id and held

onto the springsot the bed with all of his strength, Johnry fought

or tried to fight off the social workers,the lost and the tot was

played in the adoptive home, where he would not get in a car for

months, in fear that he would be placed in a less loving home. He

was four years old at the time and Johnny was not yet 12 yrs. old.

I..
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PAGE THREE - TESTIMONY OF NIELSEN-BROCKITT FAMILY

Connie .was placed in-a-foster home, as were Nancy and John as they

were really too old to be"desirable adoptee prospects", though John

has said that he told them that-he "would refuse to be adopted" with

great vehemence. Nancy wag not abused in the foster homes she lived

in, but led a most insecure life and earned her keep babysitting

and cleaning; her stay there efided when she walked in on her foster

mother in bed with her lQver.1 She. then went to live with her father

for some years.

Johnny was forced to arise at 5 a.m. In his foster home so that he

might work in the fields plowing before he went to school. One

day he learned that his sister, Connie, lived nearby from a school

friend, Thus, he was able to keep track of her until he was older

and could contact her.

Connie's life was a torturous life from the time she was placed

in the foster home. She was abused verbally and whipped and ex-

ploited. She carries mental scars which demand that she live on

.tranquilizers the rest of her life. Like some of her brothers and

sisters, she has blacked out much of her life and cannot force her

mind to op&btW.se doors to the pain she experienced. She begins

to shakem when we attempt to recall the past and though in her- forties,0

cannot yet forcl her memory. Initially,-she did not want to reunite

with her family as the mere prospect 'of meeting. them would open the

boll so that--t might heal,was terrifying-to her. Host of us lived

wfth horrif--n'ghtares and persistent memories all of our lives;

questions we could-not solve in our minds, faces that would enter our

memory, then fade away.
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"P day enough, social Services declared our parents "Unable to care

for" us in 1950, yet our youngest brother, who was born after we

were taken, was allowed to stay with his parents and, incidentally,

was the only child of seven to graduate from college. OUR QUESTION-

How were we better off in adoption and foster homes?

Our parents' crime? They were poor and were paying neighbors on

,occasion to watch over us .when they were forced to leave us.,to

go to work to earn a living. Our home, though Impoveris.ed,

was scrujbbed clean with lysol, if possible, one could say that'

the floor boards shone; our food was plentiful and nourishing,

and-we-cw3re loved. Our parents spent their lives searching

in vain for four of their babies wo were taken from them; each

Sunday, they'would put Michael in their car and drive the town

. Jiooking for us. They quit only when they died at premature ages.

When a certain Social Service worker learned they were searching,

she call~d'one..'of the adoptive homes-and I was'whisked off the

-street and seQoithe cottage for '&while.

We feel that we were not'intended to be victims:bf the system,

but indeed, we were! Many of us, at different times of our lives,

. contacted the State of Michigan with the hope of finding our

family, but wire told we could not obtain information.

With respect -to our parents, we f6und "Graves at the end of our

Search". We pray that they know that we are all found and will

meet after 35 years the first week Of July. The end did'not justify

.... .the means for Social Services. We can never forgiye them for the

devastation they wreaked, nor can we forgive the laws that make

(2-
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it possible for any State to

system.

nKITME.eller

anE.Klle '

make children victims-of their'

A6

WILLIAM BROCKITT B~OSCH

NXW L I

CONNIE DIERICH

Chuch is in'Florid.
Michael is in N. Carolina
Randy is out of Country

U

/ ..
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Me. s-,ott B1o JUn 28, 1S5

U.S. Senate -

I " " ,. t919885 JLP ,--r 1' .,!4 -"

Dear Me. Scott. Hoos,"-

In regards -to the hearius on reemthoizsation of Public Law 96-272,
the Adoptlow Assstance and Child Welfare Act of 1980, 1 wouid mUre
that the reeuthorised Teziom requIre states, which receive federal
adoptton/foptor.-aid, to enact low to open adoption record, to not
operatee siTbYlngs ueeeesarnyl, and Allow serrated s bli ns to be
reuaited. .

J a one of eight children separated fro our pare Ls and each other
when we were very, youmg, because of the unsansntr eonditignb _of he
home in whi oh we were' living. Most were adopted except me. I was
risod by my grandmo-ther,. I have found them all except' (one). We
have all' felt,-that we were punished all of those years for a situat-
ion to which, we'had qo'cowtrol ower. All of as boe faced some
emotional trama because of this separation, and all of our reunions
have been great. 1y brother George says, "If only i would have had
a brother or sister to talk to When I was, growing up, things would
have been eaote- for .e. I' He grew up In an adoptive home an only-
child, knowing he had broth-ers and sisters, Which'he coi!d not' find.
I beteve it is'itime for- thins puriment--to end for it wk_!st our
fault. le have to know bur' sister or, our lives will consist ftne
endless search. It has to end somewhere. Every American has the
right to know hfAser ph - nen, brothers, ststers, relatives, heritage,
and Medical History, unless they are adopted, them.. they ean no longer
share those Birth Rights. Adoptees are forced to honor a contract
of adoption Signed by others on fis/her behalf to which the adoptve
had no say. They' are further told that they must never question' it-
and are to honor-it for life regardless ff they are of adult age Or
not. This Law does not give them the Freedom of Choice, and for that
reason, it is unoonstituational.

Sincerelyne
SElmer Spencer

S
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28 Condon Aven e
Buffalo, New York
July 1, 1985

14207

Betty Scott-Brown
Commitee on Finance
US Senate
'ashington DC .20510

Dear, Ks. Scott-Brown.,

Please include my testimony, which is attached to this letter, in the
congressional hearing records of June 24th, concerning the Federal
public Law, P L 96 - 272, Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act
of 1900. I heard there was a deadline of July 8th for mail-in testimony.

Alsooplease put my name and address on your, mailing list. I wish to
be notified of further Adoption Legislation as it is introduced so I

-may have a voice in the making of laws which directly affect me.

-Sincerely,

I aS Joan heeleder born Doris liplil

Reunited--Adoptee, Separated at Birth
Frdm Nine Siblings
Coordinator, Buffalo"*do-pilfellne/

4k
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23 Condon vce ue
Buffalo, I;:ew.York 14207
July 1, 9.5 - -

Be tv Scott-Brovr
omitee on Finance

US -enate
.as..ington DO 2050

"e; i',ony to be included in the Congressional, -earings of June 24,

1985, jcerning the Federa Public Law, P L 96 272, Adoption

Asclstunce and Child welfaree Act of 1900:

I ws-bor. t-.o mon:.s p.'e.aturcly on Januar 7, 1956- iy mother died,

at -je 30, on !Larc'. 2., 1.6,of cancer. l1;y four other siblings,

$e:tade (nine yenrs), K-t].erine (eight years,,' Leonard (six years),

and :,.uth (three years) all remember that our another war: prepant,

and zhe2n she died. :hey never saw their newborn sister. Instead, our ,

t r .y' year- old £tor chose a diotatt cousin of his deceased wife to

. h~syo.aue. daughter. Af- t e adoption Was finalized, there

was no contact between my -adoptive parents and my birth father and

canO.hlr, because this-was a private adoption 'I) (;veen distant relatives,

it was not ext-ctly, , closed adoption. Iy birthnother's sister and my
adoptive father's sister, who are third cousins, kpt in lose! contact

-:ith eachother. -i'.thout the consent of my ado itive parents, or of my

birzh'fatber, or of the children involved, photos of me and p4tos of "

my siblings were passed back and forth. The extended fa'.fly bad the

I- 9

,.,
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opoitunity to compare'my personal growth with that of my siblings, yet,

3no.ledge of my siblings was denied to me.

BUi my eldest sister, Gertrude, did not easily forget that she had a

baby sister. Year After year she siently remembered my birthday, and,

when sh6 was eighteen and I was nine, she. managed to obtain my adop-

tive name and address from my birth aunt. My sister then told the

rest of my full blood siblings and they, promptly went to work devising

ways of confactiig me. Year after year they tried one thing after A.4O*.-
never being blatant about e hey wero,--"4d, tbey always let time go

by before trying a new tactic so as to ward off any suspioions from'my.1

adoptive parents. Dolls were sent in packages with no gift-cards eha1 _

lette were sent directly to me and my. siblings' names and address

were on th chain letters, only I thought they were friends of the

other -people listed. Prank phone calls were made , asking for me direot-

ly and I wa completely unaware th at my owa siblings were doing

,,these thi~g,.

Ky' birthfather, meanwhile, had remarried. His second wife had two sons'

from..a previous marriage. iShe died ten years later. My birthfather

then married his third and present wife who had two daughters from a

previous marriage. ,Hy father and my step mother had a son in 1971.

Thus the family-grew from the original five, full blood siblings, to

include two step brothers who are now in their thirtie% two step sis-

ters1 who are now twenty-four and eighteengand one half brother who is

now fourteen. The youngest of the five full blood siblings was gives

.. . . . r- / 0 - .
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up for adoption in 1956 -- '-me --- and in .1977 the youn eat of the

-step children --- my step-sister --- was legally adopte by birth-

tather. And, al- the while, I was raised an' only chiy.

When I turned eighteen I set out to locate the only blod relative I.

knew I had: my birthfathir, But, my siblings were wa~ ting'for my

eighteenth birthday, too. They Voted that the eldest should take

charge and Wait a few weeks afte: my eighteenth birthday toartke con-

tact with me, their little siste

It was on Tuesday arch 5, 1974 4hat my eldest sister made a phone call

that reunited us after.,n eighteen year separation, It has been eleven

years since that day and I can only say that-my Reunion with my Birth-

Zamily is only beginning. leven years have taken us through much joy,

pain, disagreements, recorcilliations and acceptances .as well as' much

personal growth. (y siblings ax d I have 'made tremendous strides in

'making peace with the past that eparated us and now we live in the

present and look forw;ard to a li etime of experiences ahead of us.

'ost of the eXten ed family resides in the Buffalo, New York area. How-

ever, Some of-us siblings are now separated by mileage, My, second eld-

est sister has lived in Liverpool, England since 1971. My full blood

brother has liv d in Phoenix, Arizona since 1977. And my eldest sister

has-lived in Bi ghamton, New York since 1982, And I am moving to

Charleston, Souih Carolina in September 1985. It isnt easy living

with employment imposed geographic S location,, but we all hav, the

"''7
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streng-k to go on with our lives secure in the knowledge that we can

'reach. out and still be in contact with one another,

Since my second eldest sister had moved to" England three years before

my reunion, we did not meet when I met everyone elpe i.i 1974. Instead,

took out my life., savings to fly to Liverpool in floveber of A976 and

stayed with my sister for one month. I went- Pa ..- ano other. visit- -2 .i.n -

1979. ioney hab not perm'tted a visit' since then,\ "d it is strange

that the sister I have only spent six weeks with tot ly in'my twenty-

nine years of life 'is the one I am closest to emotionally.

Because of the impact this-bas had 9n me, I became involved with Adop-

tion Reform Groups:since 1975. In4January of 1980 1 began writing my

autobiography ( which is scheduled to be completed by January of 1986).-

In June of 1984 I started a support group, Buffalo Adoption ifeline.

I f i.ay believe that no sibling groups should ke alowe tobe sep-

arated through option. This is' cruel punis)&ent for innocent chili-

ren who become. innocent adults a's time goes on-

I support all efforts to prevent sibling groups from being separated.

- Open Adoption is an example of how to keep siblings in contact with

one another, I iso-support all efforts to establisha .katinwide

Sibling Registry, I qlSo support all efforts to regulate Surrogate

MI. others and ,the 11,wyers who place these children so that the siblings

involved can know eachother. I also suppo rt all efforts to regulate

f/.. . . .. .. . . ..
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Sperm Banks who allow a'.man to

ejaculation) from one to fifty

the sperm all over the nationI

about eaachother..

This completes my rersonalj test

donate sperm (and be piid $35 for each

to two hundred times --- and then ship,

Half sisters and- brother'ever know

To carry this one step further, I also wish to submit public testimony
------bhich goes beyond what happened to me and my own Sisters and brothers.

Following this personal letter is an Open Letter in Opposition of the

-.Current New York State Adoption Reunion Registry. I wroteit, but only

after several months of discussion with birthparents and adopteeawho

are strongly opposed-to this ludicrous New York State Law. 'It was passed

without actually helping anyone. The New York State Registry does

more -harm than gond. I am'submitting'written testimony to help

persuade legislators on a National level to override the damage done

by the !Tew York State Regisrty, -7-

rlease include all of this Personal and Public Testimony in the con-

'gre-sional hearing-records of June 24th', concerning the Federal Public

La,, P L 96-272, Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1900.

Sincerely'

Ms. Joan Wheelir born Doris Sippel

Reunited Adoptee, Seated From
Nine Siblings at Birth

Coordinator, Bulffalo Adoption
T4#n 4nmeb

j/j*
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Buffalo Adoption LifelineP.O. Box 318
Buffalo, NewYork 14207

Open Letter In Opposition of the Current NYS Adoption Reunion
Registry:

1. Adoptees are discriminateo against by the $75 registration
fee while Birthparents and Adoptive, Parents pay, only $20 each
to register.

, Should be one equal and reasonable fee for all Regis-
trants.

2. r adoptions that occurred prior to'April 1, 1984, each
rthparent and each Adoptive Parent must register before
lentifying information is released to the'Adoptee--at an
.Iditional charge of $20 each.

It is absurd to-charge such high fees to simply send a
letter with a name and-address identifying each regis-
trant..
If Birthfather is not known and obviously cannot file,
identifying information is withheld from Adoptee and
Birthmother.
Provisions are made for the death of one or both Adoptive
Parents. There are no provisions made for the deaths of
one or both Birthparents.
I. Adoptee is not given-identifyng information, nor
- told of- the deaths....
There are no provisions made for the death of the
Adoptee.
1. In this-dise, girthparents are not told'of the

"-\ Adoptee's death.

3. after a 3-way match is made, an additional charge-of-$50.00
S required by the A-option Agency to release the infor-
ation."

Some Adoption Agencies in the' past were at least willing
to help individuals and release information for free upon
the request of consenting adults. Nov they are pro-
hibited by law to give out any information.

B. If the adoptiqn ,records are kept in court documents in
addition to being kept in adoption agencies or private
lawyers files, the state should be able to obtain
information ftom the surrogate or family court without
taking unnecessary steps to involve agencies.

C. And. adoption agencies and private lawyers should be free
to aid persons who seek their help.
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4. The presentregistry gives'an adoptee over 21 years of age
the right to seek Identifying Information only with the,
adoptive parents' and birth parents p ermission.
A. NYS Age of Majority is 18. Anyone over 18 is considered

an adult and does not need parental permission to do
anything.
1. Except, of course, Adoptebs. -We are continua:ty-

labeled as "children" and are targets of discri-
minatio4.

2. No adult over the age-of 18 s) ould be required by law
to ootain-written permission for anything they do.
By the present-Registry, a 45 year old Adoptee-must
ask permission of 70 year old Adotive Pirents!

3. Adoptive parent permission is bad enough, but to
require Birth Parent permissionis another injustice
forced upon the adopl.ee. Even if the birth parents
do hot want a reunion, they have a responsibility to
pass on basic information to the adoptee.

4. Conversly, the adoptive parents bold the determinat-
ing factor over the birth parents as well as the

. adoptee. If the birth-parents wish a reunion and the
- adoptive parents say "no", then a'reunion between 2

consenting adults is prevented. Adoptive parents
should not have this power.

5. If both-ioptive andtbirth parents do not give their
per;pission-to--the-release of identifying information,
the adoptee i-s still in limbo. To give such power of
two sets of adtilts over another adult is to keep
adoptees forever involved by the ,LnTfdentialitV that
they did not"'ask for. CK confident ia contact, si-gned
over a minor child, should not be biodng Ynen that
child reaches adulthood:.------

6. What constitutes "Identifying Information"? No where
-in-the present NYS Ftegistty does it state that
"Identif-yingInformation" includes the release of a
Certified Copy of the Long Form Original, Pre-
Adoptive, Birth Certificate. This document should be
made available to Adult Adoptees upon request--at-the---
same $5.00 fee that normal citizens are charged for
their Birth Certificates--with or without the permis-
sion of either Adoptive or-Birth Parents. Each
American Citizen should-have equal rights to their
own 'birth -records and personal history.

5. Present Registry does not adequately fulfill the needs of
birthparents. , -
A. No provisions fbr.Non-Identifyisg info to be released to

4the Birthparentr on the Adoptee.
B, No provisions for Identifying info to be released if

Adoptee is deceased.

2
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C. No provisions to update and have access to existing
files: medical record, names and addresses'and occu-
pations change over time. Birthparents should be able to
make necessary changes in records so that Adoptee will
have current info available. P

-Di No provisions to.cover.Birthfathers who fathered through
Sperm Donation, who, at the time wanted anonymity but now
wish contact for medical or perso al reasons.
1. Conversly, Adoptees conceived via. a Sperm Donor have

little or ,no change of ever obtaining any information
on their father ..

E. No provisions have'been made for the Birthparents ex-
tended family to register their siblings or Parents (tHe
Adoptee's Aunts & Uncles and Grand parents) may wish to
reunite with the adop'tee.

F. Adoptive parents should have acces to their child's
' medical files atall times, without the permission of the

Birthparents--ag a health so1eguar for the Adoptee.

6. Present registry gives the Health Depa tment and Adoption
Agencies the power to censor informati n to be released to
the Adoptee.
A. -The-government is taking away a ba ic freedom of all

American citizens--the right to "1 fe, liberty and pur-
suit of hapiness." These basic r ghts are violated when,
circumstances and facts of a person 's birth and adoption
are censored.

B. Cen 5 rship,-tre&ts Adoptees as chi;ren-homus-t--b
prO tCted from what other people consider to be "harmful
information."

C. Only individual Adoptees themselves can decide what is
harmful or not. Adoptees who search would rather know
the complete truth than to be told half-truths"or'nothing
at al ."

D. The Uiited States Government does not censor geneological
inforation readily available to the general public. But
because Adoptees are in the Minority, we are not consid-
ered part of the general public and we are prohibited
fromitracing our family trees. The general public often
finds "skeletons in the closet" but the Government is rot
conce ned with censoring possible "harmful information"
for everyone. Only Adoptees are "sheltered" by law.

E. Adopt es and Birthparents should have access to their own
recor s--be given certified copies of documents on file.

F. Open records on demand of adults over the age of 18--and
for m nors involved in severe medical or psychological
trauma --should be made Into law. This includes the
release of the original, Pre-Adoptive, Long Form, Birth
Certificate. \

3-
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7. For adoptions occurring after April 1, 1984 the'consent of
Adoptive Parents is not requested..-- - . -
A. A Registry should be retroactive to giv \%ree access to K

all persons. The present registry restricts those of us
who want information now and liberates those who will be
adults 21 years from no-w.

8' On the Registration form, Adoptees are asked if they are in
contact with any biological brothers and sisters.
A. There is no reason why this should be a determinating

factor in the rel-ease of identifying or non-identifying
information to the adoptee'who registers.
1. Very few sibling groups have been adopted together.,
2. If a sibling group was adopted together and the

eldest reaches 21 years of age, this adoptee will be
prohibited from knowing identifying or non-identity-
ing information on the birthparehts--because the
minor brothers and sisters must be "protected."
Again, 'the individual adoptee's rights are being
violated in favor of someone else's rights. And, who
-is to say the minor siblings are interested in a
reunion?-.

B. One of the' main reasons that adoptees search is to find
..... rif they do'have full o' half blood -siblings. This
question is irrelevant fori those who simply do not know.

C. If siblings are in search of each Othe' and the birth-
parents are not interested in a reunion, these siblings
should be allowed to contact each other. There is no
provision in the existing NYS registry to permit adult
sibling reunions.

9. When people contact the registry, they wait for months for
answers. Money is sent, but no Information is released in
return., What is the problem?

ALL MEMBERS OF THE ADOPTION TRIANGLE ARE DISCRIMINATED AGAINST BY
THE PRESENT NYS ADOPTION REGISTRY. ADOPTEES ARE DENIED THEIR
BIRTHRIGHT, BIRTHPARENTS ARE DENIED ANY KNOWLEDGE OF THEIR SON OR
DAUGHTER, ADOPTIVE PARENTS ARE GIVEN TOO MUCH POWER OVER OTHER
ADULTS. THE RIGHTS OF.'SIBLINGS-_(FULL'AND HALF), AS WELL AS
GRANDPARENTS AND OTHER FAMILY MEMBERS ARE IGNORED. /

THE PRESENT REGISTRY IS MUCH TOO RESTRICTIVE. A FULL INVESTI-
GATION SHOULD BE MADE, WITH THE INTENT TO REVISE AND ENACT NEW
LEGISLATION TO CORRECT PRESENT INADEQUACIES AND ENSURE THE RIGHTS
AND INTERESTS OF EVERYONE'.

4
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PUBLIC NOTICE SHOULD BE GIVEN BEFORE ANY LEGISLATION OR ADOPTION
IS MADE INTO LAW. THOSE OF US WHO ARE DIRECTLY:AFFECTED BY THESE
LAOS HAVE NOT BEEN ASKED FOR OUR INPUT. AS A DEMOCRATIC NATION,
kLL PEOPLE SHOULD HAVE THE RIGHT TO VOTE ON PENDING LAWS.
SOMEHOW, THOSE OF US IN THE ADOPTION TRIANGLE HAVE BEEN LEFT OUT
OF THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS.

PLEASE INCLUDE BUFFALO ADOPTION LIFELINE ON YOUR MAILING
TO KEEP US INFORMED OF PENDING LEGISLATION.

BUFFALO ADOPTION LIFELINE
P.O. BOX 318
BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14207

LIST

Joan Wheeler
Coordinator and Founder'
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